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ABSTRACT 
There is evidence to suggest that the bending stiffness of footwear can be adapted to influence sprinting 
perfonnance. In addition, it has been suggested that to achieve maximal perfonnance, the mechanical 
properties of this footwear needs customising to an individual athlete. Due to a lack of detailed 
biomechanical data, the influence of longitudinal bending stiffness on the dynamics of the lower extremity 
during sprint running remains largely unexplained and is subject to considerable speculation. Thus, the 
aim of this work is to develop functional sprint footwear in a range of different longitudinal bending 
stiffnesses in order to explore the effects on measures of sprinting perfonnance and lower extremity 
dynamics. 
Novel mechanical test procedures were developed and benchmark properties of current commercial sprint 
spikes were ascertained. Bending stiffness data showed considerable variability amongst those sprint 
spikes aimed at athletes of a higher competitive standard, which indicates that there is no consensus 
regarding optimum stiffness. A kinematic analysis of barefoot and shod sprinting was undertaken to 
investigate the influence of sprint footwear on lower extremity kinematics. Medial and lateral sagittal 
plane data were collected at the start and in the acceleration (10 m) and maximal speed (50 m) phases of a 
100 m distance. Metatarsophalangeal joint (MPJ) angular range and velocity were significantly reduced in 
sprint spikes compared to barefoot conditions and the magnitude of the controlling affect was larger at 
10 m compared to 50 m. Selective laser sintering of nylon was used to produce a number of sprint shoe 
sole units each of different thickness. These were attached to standard uppers to produce a range of 
longitudinal bending stiffnesses encompassing those already commercially available. The influence of 
shoe stiffness on sprinting perfonnance was assessed using specific jump metrics that were selected for 
use based on their high correlations with sprinting perfonnance during starting and maximal speed 
sprinting. Results indicated that sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness influenced the dynamics of the 
lower extremity during squat and bounce drop jumps. The relationship between maximal perfonnance and 
shoe stiffness was specific to the jump metric; best perfonnance was achieved in intennediate stiffness 
shoes for the squat jumps and high stiffness for bounce drop jumps. 
Six bespoke pairs of sprint shoes with bending stiffness spanning and exceeding that of current 
commercial sprint spikes were developed. Results showed that MPJ and ankle joint dynamics were 
affected by longitudinal bending stiffness during squat and bounce drop jumps. Angular velocities of the 
MP and ankle joints were significantly reduced with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. For the 
squat jump, ankle joint moments increased with shoe longitudinal bending stiffness and reached an 
individually optimal level within the stiffness range. This was also the case for ankle joint power and 
mechanical energy. The bounce drop jump saw mechanical energy generation at the MPJ increase with 
shoe longitudinal bending stiffness. Different levels of longitudinal bending stiffness were required for 
maximal perfonnance in each jump type. This infers that sprint shoe bending stiffness requirements may 
vary according to the phase of the race. Furthennore, individual responses to different stiffnesses 
highlighted the importance of personalising mechanical properties to the requirements of a particular 
athlete for maximal perfonnance. 
This research has focused on the use of discrete jump metrics to assess perfonnance and therefore future 
work should aim to investigate the implications of different stiffness conditions using measures of actual 
sprinting. Also, further detailed musculoskeletal explorations are required in order to fully understand the 
precise mechanism by which longitudinal bending stiffness influences perfonnance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mero et al. (1992) describe sprint running in its simplest form as the rapid movement of the body 
from once place to another. Although they do not define distance, sprinting is carried out over a 
range of 60 m to 400 m, with 100 m being regarded as the definitive measure of human speed. 
Sprint times for elite athletes over this particular distance have increasingly narrow margins. This 
was highlighted in the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens where the men' s 100 m gold medal 
winning time was 9.85 s. This was a mere 0.01 s (0.1%) faster than the athlete in second place. 
There are a number of contributing physiological and psychological factors which could 
constitute such a narrow winning margin and current research questions whether footwear could 
be a contributor. Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) would argue it is, since they identified an average 
sprint running improvement of 0.69% in sprint shoes modified to be stiffer than standard. 
A number of other investigators have explored the potential to enhance athletic performance 
through the adaptation of footwear. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) investigated the influence of 
midsole bending stiffness on joint energy and jump height performance. The authors modified 
standard athletic shoes by removing sections of the midsole and inserting carbon fibre plates. The 
findings of the study indicated that the amount of energy wasted at the MP] was minimised and 
consequently jumping performance was significantly improved in stiffer shoes. Roy and 
Stefanyshyn (2002) not only modified bending stiffness but also investigated the effects of shoe 
sole length on jump performance using a stiff shoe with anterior extension. Although non-
significant, jump height and impulse increased in the stiff condition and peak force increased in 
the stiff shoe with anterior extension. In addition to these investigations, Roy and Stefanyshyn 
(2006) also explored the influence of shoe bending stiffness on running economy, and similarly 
altered standard shoe properties by inserting carbon fibre plates. The authors proposed that the 
midsole longitudinal bending stiffness would be inversely proportional to the gross metabolic 
cost. The findings of the study however, described an optimisation curve and an approximate 1 % 
metabolic saving when participants ran in a shoe exhibiting intermediate stiffness 
Despite positive fmdings, the influence of longitudinal bending stiffness on sprinting 
performance remains largely unexplained and is subject to considerable speculation. One study 
has specifically investigated the influence of footwear mechanical properties on sprinting 
performance. The investigation was limited as the authors used only four manually adapted test 
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conditions and furthennore, did not complete a detailed biomechanical investigation of lower 
extremity dynamics, recording only sprint time as the indicator for perfonnance (Stefanyshyn and 
Fusco, 2004). Despite this, theories outlined by Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 2000) are 
transferable to most locomotive activities and they proposed that stiffer shoes improve 
perfonnance as a result of a reduction in energy not contributing to the primary movement task. 
This notion has since been superseded by an alternative or supplementary theory proposed by 
Royand Stefanyshyn (2002) and Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004). The authors hypothesised that 
higher levels of stiffness would act to increase the effective lever length about the ankle and 
depending upon the strength of an individual, increase mechanical energy generation and thereby 
potentially improve perfonnance. 
Hypotheses from the literature present a number of potential research opportunities. The 
limitations in previous investigations including the lack of commonality in methodologies and the 
restrictions on production of test footwear conditions, support the need for a new inclusive 
research approach. 
Previous investigations into the influence of footwear mechanical properties on athletic 
performance used manually adapted footwear, which is subject to considerable variability. To 
overcome these limitations the design and development of complete shoes with discretely 
different mechanical properties is desirable. The need for sprint shoes specifically engineered 
with different stiffness is further supported by the findings of Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004). The 
authors found that on average, increasing shoe bending stiffness increased sprint perfonnance, 
but they also identified that the stiffness each athlete required for maximal perfonnance was 
athlete specific. A large range of specifically engineered footwear conditions would therefore 
improve upon current methods and offer increased resolution with respect to identifying 
appropriate stiffness levels for maximal perfonnance. 
A detailed biomechanical investigation of lower extremity dynamics using controlled, familiar 
and repeatable test metrics is required since it may help explain potential perfonnance 
mechanisms. Through the use of refined test metrics and a large range of specifically engineered 
footwear conditions, current methods would be improved. These improvements could allow 
longitudinal bending stiffness to be appropriately prescribed in order to achieve maximal 
sprinting perfonnance. 
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Primary aims and objectives 
The aim of this PhD research is to develop functional sprint footwear in a range of different 
longitudinal bending stiffnesses and to explore the effects of longitudinal bending stiffnesses on 
measures of sprinting performance and lower extremity dynamics. The development and 
assessment of different stiffness footwear conditions is facilitated by the following objectives: 
• To build an understanding of the human gait cycle and lower extremity dynamics during 
running and sprinting 
• A critical assessment of current literature relating to footwear mechanical properties and 
sprinting performance 
• An exploration and evaluation of sprint performance metrics that correlate with the phases 
of sprinting 
• Development of mechanical test procedures suitable for the evaluation of commercial sprint 
spikes and future sprint shoe designs 
• Benchmarking mechanical properties of current commercially available sprint spikes and 
providing data for future sprint shoe development 
• Measurement and quantification of the effect of current sprint spikes on the kinematics of 
the foot segments during sprint running 
• Design, development and testing of sprint footwear in a range of longitudinal bending 
stiffness spanning that of currently available sprint spikes 
• Experimental testing to explore the feasibility of using rapid manufactured sole units and 
representative jump metrics to assess aspects of sprinting performance 
• Experimental testing of different longitudinal bending stiffness footwear conditions on 
kinetic and kinematic sprint performance parameters 
• Development of sprint footwear with longitudinal bending stiffness exceeding that of 
current commercially available sprint spikes 
• Experimental analysis and detailed evaluation of the influence of different stiffness 
footwear conditions on lower extremity dynamics during sprint related tasks 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
This research aims to advance the understanding of shoe mechanical properties and their 
implications for performance via the development and evaluation of sprint footwear with 
different longitudinal bending stiffnesses. A comprehensive review and evaluation of previous 
work in this field covers the dynamics of the lower extremity and focuses upon specific studies of 
performance through the intervention of footwear. In particular, emphasis is placed upon 
methodologies and performance measures, whilst identifying gaps in the knowledge and 
attempting to build upon current understanding. Fundamental elements of the human gait cycle 
including the functional anatomy of the foot and the biomechanics of running and sprinting have 
been documented. This information is not presented as a detailed or critical evaluation of the 
literature, but as knowledge platform and reference, required for interpretation of the research 
carried out in later chapters. A list of terms used throughout this chapter is documented in 
Appendix A. 
1.1 
1.1.1 
Fundamentals of walking, running and sprinting 
The human gait 
Bipedal locomotion, or gait, is a functional task requiring interactions and coordination of the 
major joints in the body and particularly those of the lower extremity. Bipedal locomotion is 
cyclic and consists of phases of stance and swing, with the primary objective of efficiently 
translating the body' s centre of mass in the overall direction of locomotion. The gait cycle begins 
at initial contact when one foot contacts the ground and ends when the same foot contacts the 
ground again. A schematic of the spatial sequence of the walking gait cycle is pictured in Figure 
I , where le is initial contact; LR loading response; MST midstance; TST terminal stance; PR 
preswing; ISW initial swing; MSW midswing; TSW terminal swing. 
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le LR MST TST PS ISW MSW TSW 
FIGURE 1 THE WALKING GAIT CYCLE (ADAPTED FROM NOVACHECK, 1998) 
In walking there are two phases of double limb support when both feet are in contact with the 
ground, one at the beginning and one at the end of the stance phase. Double limb support occurs 
as the stance phase of walking exceeds 50% of the gait cycle. Figure 2 details the temporal 
sequence of the walking gait cycle where HC is heel/initial ground contact and TO is toe-off. The 
overlapping areas represent the periods of double limb support, coincident with the phase of 
preswing of the trailing leg. 
Stride/cycle 
LTO LHC LTO LHC 
L. swing L. stance L. swing 
"(ii, 'if""~. Ik\i7' ''~.r.~¥i " 
R. stance R. swing R. stance 
60% 40% 
RHC RTO RHC RTO 
Stride/cycle 
FIGURE 2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TEMPORAL SEQUENCE OF THE GAIT CYCLE, SHOWING RIGHT (SHADED) AND LEFT 
SIDES (NOVACHECK, 1998) 
The transition between walking and running locomotion occurs at the point when the periods of 
double limb support are replaced by two periods of double float at the beginning and end of the 
swing phase. Double float occurs when neither foot is contacting the ground. In a review of the 
biomechanics of running, Novacheck (1998) reported that sprinting is typically distinguished 
from running at the point at which ground contact occurs in the forefoot region. This definition is 
somewhat confounding as the centre of pressure at the time of initial contact is known to vary 
considerably between distance runners (Cavanagh and Lafortune, 1980). In a study of ground 
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reaction forces (GRF' s) in distance running, Cavanagh and LaFortune (1980) studied 17 subjects 
running at speed of 4.5 m·s-1• All subjects contacted the force platform with their centre of 
pressure in either the midfoot or rearfoot regions; none of the subjects were forefoot strikers. 
Payne (1978) in a study of 18 multidisciplinary runners concluded that sprinters and middle 
distance runners tend to make first contact on the ball of the foot followed by whole foot contact, 
whilst long distance runners tend to make first contact on the heel of the foot. Less frequently he 
observed runners who run entirely on the front of the foot and that these subjects tended to be 400 
and 800 m specialists. It is evident from the literature that considerable individual variability 
exists but general consensus indicates that the initial contact points move more to the anterior of 
the foot as velocity increases (Kerr et aI. , 1983). Denoth (1986) proposed an alternative approach, 
and investigated the frequency of heel strikes during rurIning at various speeds. The results 
showed that at higher speeds i.e. sprinting, the frequency of heel strikes was much less than at 
slower jogging speeds. This also infers a more anterior position of the ground reaction with 
increasing speed. 
With reference to Figure 3, it is apparent that as speed increases from rurIning to sprinting, less 
time is spent in the stance phase (shaded) and more time is spent in swing (clear). Also, the 
runner tends to leave the ground earlier at sprinting speeds, with toe-off occurring at 36 and 39% 
of stance for running and sprinting respectively and occurring even earlier for elite sprinters 
(Novacheck, 1998). 
~~~~ 
Run 3.2 mJs 
~~64-~' ~ 64 I 
.-. .!~- ~
Sprint 3.9 m/s 
~~-=.~: . .=~=~' --- -~J 
* Elite Sprint 9.0 mJs 
o .5 1.0 1.5 
Walk 1.2 m/s 
Swing 
--, LJ 
Stance 
2.0 
Time (sec) 
FIGURE 3 VARIATION IN GAIT CYCLE PARAMETERS WITH SPEED OF MOVEMENT (NOVACHECK, 1998) 
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The gait cycle can also be represented by phases of generation and absorption, as shown in Figure 
4, which are coincident with respective phases of eccentric and concentric muscle activation. 
Cavagna (1977) established a concept of 'braking' and 'propelling' the body through muscular 
activation. In order to ' brake' the body, the muscles are forcibly stretched so that the change in 
length is in the opposite direction to the force developed by them. This braking process is known 
as negative work or eccentric work. During negative work, the muscles are stretched and 
mechanical energy is stored. If the muscle relaxes then the energy is subsequently degraded into 
heat. Alternatively, if the muscle immediately contracts concentrically (i.e. the muscle contracts 
so that the change in length is in the same direction to the force developed by it), the stored 
energy is utilised; contributing to the peak force and power of a contraction. This allows the body 
to be subject to a greater acceleration. The running and sprinting gait cycles exhibit key 
characteristics for the storage and utilisation of elastic energy because eccentric muscle activation 
is reflexively followed by concentric muscle activation. 
StR SwR 
Running I I 
IC TO IC 
StR SwR 
Sprinting I I 
IC TO IC 
absorption generation absorption 
FIGURE 4 ABSORPTION AND GENERATION IN THE GAIT CYCLE (NOV ACHECK, 1998) 
Similarly, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) separated the stance phase into a period of energy 
absorption and a period of energy generation. Negative power was produced during eccentric 
muscle activation and was considered an absorption phase. Positive power was produced during 
concentric muscle activation and was considered an energy generation phase. As shown in Figure 
4, absorption and generation are out of phase with the timing of initial contact and toe off. At 
initial ground contact the energy of the moving body segments is absorbed by the stance limb 
while body weight is accepted. During this period the joints in lower extremity flex and the 
body's centre of mass falls from peak height until reaching a minimum at stance phase reversal 
(StR). At this point, kinetic and gravitational potential energy are at their lowest levels. After StR, 
the muscles of the lower extremity contract concentrically and joints extend to generate positive 
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power. This is the generation phase and the runner is propelled up and forwards, completing 
stance and entering swing as the body leaves the ground. During this period, kinetic and 
gravitational potential energy increase until reaching a maximum at swing phase reversal (SwR). 
After this point the next period of absorption begins. 
1.1.2 Functional anatomy of the foot and ankle 
The foot and ankle function as the terminal joint in the lower kinetic chain of the body necessary 
for a smooth and stable gait. The foot / ankle complex can adjust to different terrains at different 
ground speeds, whilst also being able to act as a rigid lever capable of forward propulsion. The 
foot contains 26 bones and numerous articulating surfaces, including the subtalar and midtarsal 
joints and several tarsometatarsal, intermetatarsal, metatarsophalangeal (MPJ) and 
interphalangeal joints (IPJ), as shown in Figure 5. 
Development and evaluation of functionally significant performance footwear requires an 
understanding of the biomechanics of the lower extremity joints. In the following· sections, the 
joints of the midfoot and the foot and ankle complex are documented. Particular attention is 
placed upon the MPJ's as they are the primary point of flex between the ankle joint and the distal 
end of the foot. The mechanical properties of footwear are therefore likely to directly influence 
their functionality. Some considerations of shoe stiffness and foot function are also discussed. 
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FIGURE 5 MEDIAL, LATERAL AND DORSAL VIEWS OF THE FOOT AND ANKLE BONES (SAMMARCO AND HOCKENBURY, 2001) 
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Foot and ankle kinematics 
Primary motion of the foot occurs on three body planes and around three axes. Dorsiflexion-
plantarflexion occurs on the sagittal plane, abduction-adduction occurs in the transverse plane 
and inversion-eversion occurs on the coronal plane as shown in Figure 6 . 
FIGURE 6 AXES OF MOTION IN THE FOOT AND ANKLE (SAMMARCO AND HOCKENBURY, 2001) 
Triplanar movement in the foot is defIned as movement in three planes simultaneously about an 
axis of motion oblique to the three body planes and is known as supination and pronation. The 
three planes of motion in pronation are abdu9tion, dorsiflexion and eversion. Conversely, 
supination is a combined movement of adduction, plantarflexion and inversion. 
Ankle joint and joints of the midfoot 
The ankle, or talocrural joint, includes the combined articulation of the tibia, fIbula and the talus. 
It is common to approximate the ankle joint as a hinge joint with a transverse axis of rotation, 
normal to the sagittal plane and passing through the approximate centre of the lateral malleolus 
(Scott and Winter, 1990). Clinical interpretations of the ankle axis are often more detailed and 
include separate axes for plantarflexion and dorsiflexion (Hicks, 1953). 
When considered together, the tarsometatarsal joints between the three cuneiforms, cuboid and 
fIve metatarsals, are called the Lisfranc's joint. Mobility across these joints is restricted due to the 
tight ligamentous structures surrounding them. The tarsometatarsal joints provide stability to the 
midfoot in the form of an arch structure, which runs mediolaterally from the fIrst to fIfth 
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metatarsal heads. These joints not only help to maintain foot shape, but also enable the foot to 
perfonn as a semirigid unit or to adapt flexibly to uneven surfaces. 
The transverse midtarsal joint is often referred to as Chopart's joint and includes the two degrees 
of freedom joints of the calcaneocuboid and talonavicular. The motion of the transverse midtarsal 
joint and the subtalar joint interrelate to produce either foot flexibility or rigidity. The subtalar 
joint has a single oblique axis of rotation oriented upwards 42° from the horizontal and 16° from 
the midline (Manter, 1941). This oblique axis works as a mitered hinge (Mann, 1993) to 
transfonn tibial rotation into forefoot pronation at ground contact, such that the foot is flexible to 
absorb shock. At midstance and throughout push-off, the lower extremity rotates externally and 
the subtalar joint inverts to cause supination of the foot, thus transforming it into a rigid lever for 
propulsion. 
The metatarsophalangeal joints 
The metatarsals and phalanges are separated at the metatarsophalangeal joint (MPJ). Extension of 
the MPJ (or dorsiflexion of the toes) occurs throughout the stance period of gait and primarily 
throughout the second half of stance. Dorsiflexion of this joint is usually accompanied by 
plantarflexion about a secondary axis in the ankle complex. Phillips et al. (1996) document 
several values for range of motion in the first metatarsal joint. The authors refer to Joseph (1954), 
who reported that the normal total range of motion of the first MPJ in the open kinetic chain was 
90.8°. However, Philips et al. (1996) refer to Root et al. (1977) for a generally accepted range of 
motion at the MPJ of 65° to 75° of sagittal plane dorsiflexion. A more definitive range of motion 
at the MPJ was reported by Hopson et al. (1995). The authors found the range of motion in the 
first MPJ joint to be between 89° and 116.7° in static non weight bearing; between 90° and 
107.3° in static partial weight bearing; between 92° and 142.3°· in static weight bearing; and 
between 51 ° and 81. 7° in dynamic walking. 
Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux (1979) analysed the barefoot walking gait cycles of 21 students 
using still and high-speed camera techniques. It was noted that in addition to the ground contact 
phase, slight toe flexion occurred during mid-swing and 20-30° of dorsiflexion occurred at heel 
strike. Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux (1979) also analysed the push-off phase of the gait cycle, 
recognising that motion during the final part of contact could be broken down into two additional 
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separate phases. The first phase, termed the 'digitigrade' phase is a 60° rotation about the lateral 
MPJ axis and the second phase, called the 'unguligrade' phase, starts with a sudden displacement 
of the axis of rotation to the tip of the great toe. The 'unguligrade' phase involves a 90° rotation 
of the MPJ about the tip of the great toe and a simultaneous undoing of toe dorsiflexion (See 
Figure 7). 
FIGURE 7 UNGULIGRADE AND DIGITITIGRADE PHASES A DISTAL TIP OF HALLux, B MPJ, C CALANEUS (VOLGER AND 
BOSJEN-M0LLER 2(00) 
Bojsen-M011er and Lamoreux (1979) studied the effects of shoe stiffness on foot function. The 
authors determined that a shoe (Trimsko~ with soft rubber sole imposes hardly any restrictions 
on the performance of the foot when walking, with a 45-50° range of motion in the MPJ. A 
minus-heel shoe with a stiff outsole demonstrated a resistance arm that increases smoothly and 
continuously during push-off. However, the stiff shoe significantly reduced MPJ dorsiflexion to a 
range of 25 to 30° and consequently compromised foot function. Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux 
(1979) established that less dorsiflexion as a result of a stiffer shoe, reduced tension in the 
forefoot region and compromised the ability of the foot to withstand tangential forces for efficient 
propulsion. 
High and Low Gear Loading 
Bosjen-M0ller, (1978) determined that push off of the human gait cycle can be performed about a 
transverse axis through the MPJ's of the first and second toes or about an oblique axis through 
the MPJ's of the second to fifth toes (Figure 8). It was found that the transverse and oblique axes 
are used for a high-gear and low-gear push-off respectively (Bosjen-M0ller, 1978). 
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Transverse axis ~~--~ 
FIGURE 8 AXES OF THE METATARSOPHALANGEAL JOINT (VOLGER AND BOSJEN-M0LLER, (2000)(ADAPTED» 
High speed video (Bojsen-Moller and 1979) showed that during high-gear push-off the contact 
area was transferred from the heel to the medial part of the forefoot and onto the great toe. Just 
prior to toe-off the foot remained in a pronated position with the lateral part of the ball of the foot 
elevated off the ground. Dorsiflexion about the first and second MPJ is facilitated from this 
position, generating tension in the plantar aponeurosis as it is stretched over the heads of the 
metatarsals. At low-gear push-off the contact area is transmitted from the heel to the lateral part 
of the ball of the foot. The lateral toes dorsiflex about the oblique axis and the great toe stabilises 
the medial side of the foot. Less tension is generated in the plantar fascia when compared to the 
motion of high-gear push-off. 
Bojsen-Moller (1978) reported that the resistance arm is 20% longer in the digitigrade phase 
when push off is performed about the transverse axis than when it is performed about the oblique. 
With the transverse axis the leverage is further stepped up with the final advancement of the axis 
to the tip of the first toe. Conversely, the oblique axis push off continues as a roll over the ball of 
the foot with the lateral toes yielding dorsally. Bojsen-Moller and Lamoreux (1978) indicated that 
free mobility of the five MPJ joints is a prerequisite for the forefoot in order to exploit a number 
of options. The mechanical demands of the motion, such as walking and sprinting, determine 
which axis the MPJ will rotate about. For walking, low-gear is selected and the MPJ will rotate 
about the oblique axis. For maximal sprinting, high-gear is required and the MPJ will rotate about 
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the transverse axis. The transverse and oblique axes are also selected in accordance with the 
direction of propulsion, the requirement of balance and the requirements of uneven ground. 
The Windlass Mechanism 
Mann and Hagy (1979) hypothesised that toe function during push-off has active and passive 
components. The main active function is driven by the extrinsic and intrinsic muscles about the 
foot and ankle. The main passive function of the foot is achieved through the 'Windlass 
mechanism' (Hicks 1954). 
The Windlass mechanism of the plantar aponeurosis is the main passive function of the toes. The 
plantar fascia originates in the medial tuberosity of the calcaneus, spans the length of the foot and 
inserts into the base of each proximal phalanx through the plantar pad. During terminal stance, 
the toes dorsiflex passively as the body passes over the foot. This places traction on the plantar 
fascia and causes elevation of the arch, as shown in Figure 9. Progressive tightening occurs 
during dorsiflexion of the MPJ as the plantar aponeurosis is wrapped around the heads of the 
metatarsals. As a result, the longitudinal arch is elevated and stabilised without the direct 
assistance of muscle function, hence the foot becomes a lever system for propulsion. 
~FICXor halluc I" Ion, gus ~'. " Sesamoid ~ ....... , ., , ,',::,.~ . ,:::' .:-,. .~~ .... .. .--~-~~.~:~ The Windlass MeehanisITl 
FIGURE 9 - THE WINDLASS MECHANISM (HICKS 1954) 
The Windlass mechanism of the medial longitudinal arch can be described using a triangular 
truss system as shown in Figure 9. Two struts are connected at the base between the calcaneus 
and the proximal phalanges by a tie rod. The tie rod is a representation of the plantar aponeurosis. 
During low-gear push-off the foot is inverted, the calcaneocuboid joint becomes loose packed 
and the distance between the MPJ and the calcaneus becomes shorter. Consequently the tie rod is 
slackened and the arch becomes unsupported. During high-gear push-off there is a functional 
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pronation of the forefoot about the transverse axis and the heads of the first and second 
metatarsals. This, in part, is due to increased tension in the aponeurosis, which causes the 
calcaneocuboid joint to become close packed and the transverse tarsal joint to be locked and 
stable for more efficient propUlsion. 
The efficiency of the Windlass mechanism depends on the radius of the metatarsal heads. Due to 
the presence of the two sesamoid bones, the effective radius of the first metatarsophalangeal joint 
is approximately twice as big as the lateral joints and therefore more tension can be generated 
through dorsiflexion of the great toe. In high-gear, the plantar aponeurosis is pre-tightened over 
the first and second metatarsal heads and the Windlass mechanism builds up tension in the 
aponeurosis as soon as the heel leaves the ground. In low-gear push-off the Windlass mechanism 
must first take up the slack in the aponeurosis. 
In the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, a select grOl~p of athletes used stiffened inserts as an 
attempt to improve sprinting performance, but many of these athletes reported difficulties starting 
from the blocks (Stefanyshyn, 2004). The authors suggested that this problem might be reduced 
by moulding the stiff plate directly into the shoe as a means of improving the energy transfer 
between the foot and the shoe. An alternative explanation was presented by Bojsen-Moller and 
Lamoreux (1979), who realised that a stiff shoe limits the natural dorsiflexion of the toes and 
prevents free selection between transverse and oblique MPJ axes. Limiting free selection of the 
appropriate axis in this way, particularly with typically high bending stiffuess sprint shoes, may 
impede the natural functional response required for efficient propulsion from the blocks and 
through the first few strides. Moreover, high stiffness levels reduce dorsiflexion of the MPJ 
during propulsion (Bojsen-M011er and Lamoreux, 1979), this compromises the Windlass 
mechanism and may also explain propulsive problems during starting. 
The Foot as a Lever 
Bojsen-M011er and Lamoreux (1979) compared the foot, with its intermediate break at the MPJ, 
against a rigid lever system. The authors stated that the intermediate break in the foot has several 
advantages for the accomplishment of the vertical and horizontal accelerations necessary for 
initiation of the swing phase: 1) During anti gravitational acceleration the resistance of the foot is 
reduced by 30% as the distance from the ankle to the MPJ relates to the total length of the lever 
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as a ratio of 5:7. This has the effect of reducing the demands on the triceps surae; 2) The triceps 
surae can generate useful forces over a longer period of time because the length of the resis~ce 
arm increases as the horizontal speed of the foot increases. Also, the peak forces at toe-off are 
reduced due to the preceding gradual increase in force generation; 3) Dorsiflexion of the toes at 
the MP J stretches the hallucis longus and it therefore reaches a higher tension. This facilitates the 
realignment of the toes to the neutral position and enables an efficient delivery of the fmal thrust. 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) speculate that one potential influence of changing the shoe 
bending stiffness is a change in the point of application of the ground reaction force. They 
suggest that an increase in sole unit bending stiffness would move the centre of pressure of the 
ground reaction force more anteriorly along the base of the foot and hence result in an increased 
lever length about the ankle. By increasing the length of the lever arm, greater moments about the 
ankle joint can be produced and if the triceps surae is strong enough to cope with an increased 
lever length, the result would be an increase in sprint performance. However, the functionality of 
the intermediate break at the MPJ is negated in shoes of high longitudinal bending stiffness and 
therefore, according to Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux (1979), the management of propulsive force 
production at the ankle is compromised. 
1.1.3 Summary 
The human gait cycle is cyclic and consists of phases of stance and swing, with a primary 
objective of efficiently translating the body's centre of mass in the overall direction of 
locomotion. As the speed of locomotion increases, less time is spent in the stance phase and more 
time is spent in swing. The transition from walking to running occurs when double limb support 
is replaced by two period of double float at the beginning and end of the gait cycle. The transition 
from running to sprinting is less distinct, but typically occurs as ground contact is made at a more 
anterior position along the base of the foot and with toe-off occurring earlier in the stance phase. 
Combined motion about the ankle and subtalar joints is termed pronation and supination. 
Functional pronation occurs at ground contact and the foot becomes flexible to absorb shock and 
subsequently, throughout take-off supination occurs, which transforms the foot into a rigid lever 
for propulsion. 
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High shoe stiffness has a detrimental effect on the natural functionality of the foot High levels of 
stiffness reduce dorsiflexion of the MPJ and consequently compromise a number of intrinsic 
mechanisms. Firstly, the effectiveness of the Windlass system is compromised as increased 
stiffness reduces the range of motion about the MPJ. A lack of dorsiflexion of toes reduces the 
tension on the aponeurosis, and means the longitudinal arch of the foot does not become fully 
elevated. This results in a reduction of rigidity in the foot which affects the push-off phase of gait 
Secondly, tension in the forefoot region is reduced, which compromises the ability of the foot to 
withstand tangential forces for efficient propulsion. Free selection between transverse and 
oblique MPJ axes of motion is also compromised as a result of stiffening shoes. Transverse and 
oblique axes are used for a high-gear and low-gear push-off respectively and selected according 
to the demands of propulsion. For walking, low-gear is selected and the MPJ will rotate about the 
oblique axis. For maximal sprinting, high-gear is required and the MPJ will rotate about the 
transverse axis. There is some evidence to suggest that stiffened shoes make it particularly 
difficult to start. This may be because limiting free selection makes it difficult for an athlete to 
naturally select the appropriate axis according to the requirements of propulsion. The MPJ also 
acts as an intermediate break along the length of the foot and manages force production about the 
ankle joint With the introduction of stiff footwear, this functionality is negated and the 
management of propulsive force production at the ankle joint may be compromised. 
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1.2 Dynamics of running and sprinting 
The following section aims to introduce fundamental aspects of the dynamics of running and 
sprinting by collating and summarising key data from various published investigations. These 
fundamental aspects include kinematic and kinetic aspects of running and sprinting. In particular, 
the development and testing of sprint shoes requires thorough knowledge and understanding of 
sprinting. Thus, detailed information of lower extremity dynamics for the various sprint phases 
has been documented. 
1.2.1 Whole body kinematics 
As observed in section 1.1.1, temporal and spatial aspects of the gait cycle change with 
increasing speed and distinctions in whole body kinematic parameters can be made between 
walking, running and sprinting. Movement patterns of individual joint segments also change 
according to locomotive speed. Typical sagittal plane lower extremity joint movement patterns 
throughout a running cycle at four different speeds for the ankle, knee and thigh are docUmented 
in Figure 10. 
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FIGURE 10 LOWER EXTREMITY JOINT ANGLES AT DIFFERENT RUNNING SPEEDS (WILLlAMS, 2000) 
As detailed in Figure 10, the movement patterns of the lower extremity joints vary somewhat 
according to running speed (Nilsson et aI., 1985, Nigg et aI., 1987). At higher running speeds it is 
apparent that periods of extension and flexion in the lower extremity joints occur at much higher 
velocities and stance phases are completed in considerably less time. For 'sprint running, this is 
particularly important as the primary objective is rapid movement ofthe body from start to finish. 
In sprint running however, maximal running speed is only maintained for a short duration and 
occurs at the moment when a balance is established between the muscle efforts expended by the 
runner and the forces of internal and external resistance 01 olkov and Lapin, 1979). In fact, a 
typical sprint race has a distinct velocity profile 01 olkov and Lapin, 1979) which can be broken 
down into three separate phases. The first phase of a 100 m sprint is acceleration and lasts a 
distance of between 30 and 50 m, followed by a phase of speed maintenance and then, according 
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to a biexpontial expression, an athlete in the final phase of sprint running experiences 
deceleration due to reduced stride frequency (Mehrikadze and Tabatschnik, 1983). The 
techniques employed by athletes throughout these phases are distinctly different (Mero et 
aI., 1992) and whilst the number and definitions of sprint phases are somewhat arbitrary, it is 
important to recognise that when reporting lower extremity dynamics, sprinting is a multi-phase 
event. 
The distance and time between successive contacts of the same foot with the ground are known 
as the stride length and stride time (inversely known as stride rate) (Cavanagh, 1978). Stride 
length and stride rate increase linearly with speed over distance running speeds (Luhtanen and 
Komi, 1978). At faster speeds the rate of increase of stride length reduces and begins to level off 
at speeds in excess of 8 m·s· l (Dillman, 1975). Stride rate also increases at higher speeds, but is 
often the source of deceleration towards the end of a sprint race, as fatigue sets in and a 
compensatory reduction in stride frequency occurs (Mehrikadze and Tabatschnik, 1983). 
Moreover, Mero et al. (1981) concluded that stride rate acts as the compensatory mechanism for 
increasing running velocity at higher velocities and that sprinting ability is internally governed by 
high stride rate. However, Kunz and Kaufmann (1981) concluded that the use of stride length and 
stride rate should be optimised for the individual sprinter and that the optimal relationship is 
dependent upon physiological and anthropometric factors. During the acceleration phase of the 
velocity time curve, stride length and stride rate increase and approach values reported for 
maximal speed. Mero et al. (1992) cited Mann and Hermann (1985) and Moravec et al. (1988) 
who reported maximal speed stride rate values of above 5 Hz and stride length values of between 
2and2.6m. 
1.2.2 Lower extremity kinematics 
Patterns of movement in lower extremity joints during running have been explored extensively in 
the literature and due to the predominantly two-dimensional nature many investigations have 
restricted their analyses to the sagittal plane. The following section briefly discusses sagittal 
plane kinematics of the lower extremity during locomotion, with particular focus on detailed 
kinematic parameters of the sprint start, acceleration and maximal speed phases. 
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On interpretation of data presented in Figure 10 and other data (Nilsson et al. 1985, Nigg et aI., 
1987), Williams (2000) highlighted key joint kinematic behaviour of the lower extremity joints 
during the running cycle. Prior to foot strike the hip extends, but due to impact forces, the hip 
undergoes a period of flexion before entering fully into the extensive period. Hip motion 
generally follows a sinusoidal pattern with maximal extension occurring just before toe-off and 
minimum flexion occurring in mid to terminal swing. At faster running speed maximum hip 
flexion increases, leading to a longer step length. It is also apparent that the hip extends during 
the second half of swing at faster running speeds. Novacheck (1998) proposed that this technique 
is adapted to reduce excessive deceleration that would occur if the foot were too far ahead of the 
centre of mass of the body. Two periods of flexion are apparent at the knee in the complete 
cycle, one occurs during support and the other during swing. Knee flexion during swing serves 
to reduce the moment of inertia at the knee making it more efficient to swing the leg through for 
the next foot strike. Figure 10 illustrates that this technique is adapted at faster running speeds. 
Angular movement of the ankle depends on running style. For rearfoot strikers the ankle shows 
rapid plantar flexion at initial contact but for midfoot and forefoot strikers, at faster running 
speeds, the ankle tends to dorsiflex, as shown in Figure 10. Also, with increasing running speed 
the ankle angle during the push-off phase becomes slightly more plantarflexed. 
Sprint start 
The purpose of the sprint start is to facilitate an efficient displacement of the athlete in the 
direction of the run. For sprinting events (60 - 400 m), the IAAF (International Amateur Athletic 
Federation) rules stipulate that an athlete should start from a crouched position in the blocks. 
Starting techniques based on block spacing have been explored in the literature and include the 
bunch start, medium start and elongated start (Dickinson, 1934). The adoption of medium block 
spacing is preferred by most competitive sprinters as a compromise between the fast clearance of 
the bunch start and the greater amount of time to exert force on the blocks provided by the 
elongated start (Henry, 1952). 
Three commands are given at the start of sprint race; "on your marks;" "set" and then a gun is 
fired to indicate that the race has started. The first command requires the athlete to adopt a 
relaxed crouched position, with feet in contact with the starting blocks, the knee of the rear leg in 
contact with the ground and hands just behind the starting line. On the 'set' command, the athlete 
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raises the knee of the rear leg, elevating the hips and shifting the centre of mass in a vertical and 
anterior direction (Figure 11). On the command to go, hands leave the ground and the athlete 
drives forwards and begins to accelerate. 
FIGURE 11 THE SET POSITION (MERO, 1988) 
The position of an athlete's body in the set position is important with respect to maximising force 
production and hence velocity on leaving the blocks. Mero et al. (1983) conducted a study of the 
sprint start and the body positions of 8 of the best sprinters according to the schematic in Figure 
11 are documented in Table 1 
TABLE 1 JOINT ANGLES FOR THE SPRINT START SET POSITION (MERO ET AL. 1983) 
PARAMETER VALUES 5.0. 
91 FRONT ANKLE ANGLE (DEG) 115 9 
94 REAR ANKLE ANGLE 106 8 
92 FRONT KNEE ANGLE 111 9 
95 REAR KNEE ANGLE 134 14 
93 FRONT HIP ANGLE 41 14 
96 REAR HIP ANGLE 80 13 
97 ANGLE OF THE TRUNK 29 9 
98 ANGLE OF THE ARMS 106 7 
h HEIGHT OF CENTRE OF GRAVITY (M) 0.605 0.037 
The fmdings of Mero et al. (1983) highlight the necessity for the centre of mass of the body to be 
high and near the starting line in the set position. Thus, force can be applied to the blocks in a line 
through the ankle, knee and hip joints, the centre of the upper body and the head. The body 
should also be in a balanced forward leaning position required for maximal force production in 
the ensuing phase of acceleration. 
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Sprint acceleration 
The acceleration phase of sprinting typically continues up to 30 - 50 m (V olkov and Lapin, 1979) 
and occurs as a consequence of increasing stride length and stride rate and begins immediately 
after take-off from the blocks. Throughout acceleration the position of the centre of mass of the. 
body rises and changes its position relative to the point of ground contact. For the first two strides 
the centre of mass of the body is in front of the ground contact point and by the end of the third 
contact phase, it is behind the contact point (Mero et al. 1983). A schematic representation of the 
second stance phase is shown in Figure 12, at this point the athletes centre of mass is still ahead 
of the point of contact. 
-162 -131 -106 -76 -35 Oms 
FIGURE 12 SCHEMATIC OF A TYPICAL ACCELERATION STANCE PHASE SHOWN AT DIFFERENT TIME SAMPLES. GROUND 
REACTION FORCE VECTOR AND CENTRE OF MASS ARE SHOWN. (ADAPTED FROM JACOB AND VAN INGEN SCHENAU, 1992) 
In a study of a sprint push-off, Jacob and Van Ingen Schenau (1992) measured the joint angles of 
the hip, knee and ankle of seven elite sprinters at touch down and toe-off of the second stance 
phase of a maximal sprint over 40 m. The mean joint angles of all seven sprinters are presented in 
Table 2. 
TABLE 2 MEAN AND STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN VALUES OF JOINT ANGLES AT TOUCH DOWN AND TOE-OFF. (JACOB 
AND VAN INGEN SCHENAU, 1992) 
JOINT 
HIP 
KNEE 
ANKLE 
ANGLE AT TOUCH DOWN (DEG) S.E.M. 
9~1 3.4 
111.7 1.7 
80.~ 2.9 
ANGLE AT TOE-OFF (DEG) S.E.M. 
172.5 3.4 
159.9 3.4 
122.6 2.2 
Jacob and Van Ingen Schenau (1992) reported maximal angular velocities of 11.97, 9.57 and 
21.50 rad·s·1 for the hip, knee and ankle joints during the second stance phase of sprint 
acceleration respectively. Slightly higher maximum angular velocities of 15 - 20 rad·s-1 for the 
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hip, 10 - 15 rad·s- l for the knee and 15 - 25 rad·s- l for the ankle have since been reported by 
lohnson and Buckley (2001). 
Maximal speed sprinting 
Mann and Hennan (1985) completed a kinematic analysis of male 200 m sprinters in the final of 
the 1984 summer Olympic Games. Lower and upper body kinematics were analysed in 
accordance with Figure 13 and Figure 14 for the middle (non-fatigued) and-end (fatigued) of the 
race. 
e 
FIGURE 13 UPPER LEG KINEMATICS VARIABLES; A) ANGULAR POSITION DURING TAKE-OFF; B) ANGULAR POSITION AT 
FULL EXTENSION; C) ANGULAR POSITION AT FULL FLEXION; D) ANGULAR SPEED DURING RECOVERY; E) ANGULAR 
VELOCITY AT TOUCHDOWN; F) ANGULAR VELOCITY DURING GROUND CONTACT (MANN AND HERMAN, 1985) 
FIGURE 14 LOWER LEG KINEMATICS VARIABLES: A) ANGULAR POSITION AT TAKE-OFF; B) MINIMUM RECOVERY ANGLE; C) 
ANGULAR POSITION AT OPPOSITE ANGLE CROSS; D) ANGULAR VELOCITY AT TOUCHDOWN (MANN AND HERMAN, 1985) 
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Representative data for the kinematic parameters of the lower extremity during fatigued and non-
fatigues states of a 200 m sprint distance are presented in Table 3. The data is a mean of two 
strides. 
TABLE 3 LOWER BODY KINEMATICS FOR THE MIDDLE AND END OF 200 M SPRINT DISTANCE (MANN AND HERMAN,1985) 
VARIABLE FATIGUED NON FATIGUED 
UPPER LEG POSITON (DEG) 
TAKE-OFF 167 167 
FULL EXTENSION 165 164 
FULL FLEXION 237 240 
UPPER LEG VELOCITY (DEG/S) 
TOUCHDOWN -228 -153 extension 
DURING SUPPORT -429 -472 extension 
DURING RECOVERY 301 344 tlexion 
LOWER LEG POSTION (DEG) 
TAKE-OFF 157 157 
MINIMUM RECOVERY ANGLE 38 35 
ANGLE AT CROSS 44 45 
LOWER LEG VELOCITY (DEG/S) 
TOUCHDOWN -330 -424 tlexion 
FOOT DISTANCE FROM BODY (M) 
TOUCHDOWN 0.217 0.276 
FOOT VELOCITY (MI5) 
TOUCHDOWN -7.93 -718 
Moving backwards relative to body 
Mann and Herman (1985) identified key kinematic parameters that were related to sprint 
performance, summarising that better performance stemmed from; less extension of the upper leg 
during take-off; higher upper leg velocity during support and higher lower leg velocity at 
touchdown. Largely concurring with these fmdings, Kunz and Kaufmann (1981) determined that 
world-class sprinters differed from decathletes in running a 100 m sprint by having smaller thigh 
angles at ground contact and greater average acceleration of thigh throughout stance. With 
regards to the foot, Mann and Herman (1985) concluded that smaller foot to body touchdown 
distance and higher foot velocity at touchdown was important for optimal sprinting performance. 
In agreement with this, Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) suggest that faster running speed is 
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associated with placement of the foot in close proximity to the centre of mass in the anterior 
direction. To further substantiate this claim, the authors cite Payne et al. (1968), who identified 
the importance of maximising the velocity of the foot in the posterior direction before 
touchdown, as a means of minimising the braking impulse. Exploring the kinematics of the foot 
in more detail, Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) investigated the role of the MPJ in sprint running 
and determined that faster male sprinters touchdown with higher posterior sole angles and take-
off with lower posterior sole angles. 
1.2.3 Lower extremity kinetics 
Kinetics is a branch of dynamics that is concerned with the motion of bodies' under the action of 
forces. In running, kinetics generally refers to the analysis of GRF's and the mechanical 
derivatives of the lower extremity joints. By combining kinematic data and information from 
GRF's and segmental parameters, joint reaction forces and net muscle moments of each of the 
joints in the lower extremity can be estimated using inverse dynamics. The follow.mg section 
discusses the fundamentals of GRF's in running, before moving onto a more detailed 
interpretation of the literature with respect to lower extremity dynamics in sprinting. 
Ground reaction forces 
The GRF is a force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to that applied to the ground by 
the foot during the stance phase of locomotion. The GRF is representative of the relative 
contribution of all the individual body segments during ground contact and is not entirely 
attributable to action of the lower extremity. For the purpose of the analysis of running, the 
resultant GRF can be decomposed into three separate orthogonal components, the vertical force 
component, the anteroposterior force component and the mediolateral force component. The 
corresponding axes about which these forces are acting are Fz, Fy and Fx respectively (Figure 15), 
with corresponding moments defined as Mz, My and Mx. The point of application of the GRF is 
defined with spatial coordinates ax and ay in the transverse plane, with a location at a 
representative centre of pressure (CoP). 
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FIGURE 15 GROUND REACTION FORCE VECTORS (CA V ANAGH AND LA FORTUNE, 1980) 
Runners can be classified according to the location of the CoP at the time of initial contact 
between the foot and the ground. The distinction between classifications is made by dividing the 
foot along the midline into three equal segments. Runners that make initial contact with the CoP 
in the most posterior zone are classed as rearfoot strikers, runners that make initial contact with 
the CoP in the middle region are classed as midfoot strikers and runners that make initial contact 
with the CoP in the most anterior region are classed as forefoot strikers (Cavanagh and LaFortune 
1980). 
The vertical GRF component has the largest magnitude of the GRF components, typically having 
a bimodal shape for rearfoot "and midfoot strikers as shown in Figure 16. For runners 
characterised as rearfoot strikers, the first impact peak has been termed the passive force peak (~r 
impact peak) and the second peak termed the active force peak (Nigg et al. 1983). Active and 
passive are used to describe the state of muscular control during contact, i.e. the passive state 
describes a time period with little dependence on muscular control and in contrast the active state 
is a period when the muscles assist the acceleration of the body off the ground. 
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FIGURE 16 TYPICAL MIDFOOT AND REARFOOT VERTICAL GROUND REACTION FORCES (CAVANAGH AND LA FORTUNE, 
1980) 
Cavanagh and LaFortune (1980) reported impact and passive peak GRF's of2.2 BW and 2.8 BW 
respectively, for a running speed of 4.5 m·s· l . The impact peak was shown to occur in the first 
50 ms and the active peak between 35% and 50% of total stance time. Following a re-
examination of some of the preceding ground reaction force studies in the literature 
corresponding values were reported by Munro et al. (1987). Midfoot strikers have little or no 
impact peak, but the average peak value of 2.7 BW was not significantly different from that 
found in the rearfoot group (Cavanagh and LaFortune 1980). 
A positive correlation between vertical GRF and running speed has been demonstrated in the 
literature. Nigg (1986) showed that the running velocity has a dominant influence on the vertical 
GRF with an increase from between 1300 N and 1400 N at 3 m·s· l to between 2090 N and 
2240 N at 6 m·s· l for impact force peak values. Cavanagh and LaFortune (1980) reported values 
for the impact peak of 2 BW and 3 BW for running speeds of between 3 and 6 m·s·l . Munro 
(1987) concluded that the maximum active peak increased significantly from 2.5 BW to 2.8 BW 
at 3 m·s· l and 6 m·s·l respectively. 
The anteroposterior GRF is directly related to the horizontal acceleration of the total body centre 
of mass during the support phase of gait. The anteroposterior GRF is typically biphasic; the initial 
phase represents the negative portion of the anteroposterior force component and indicates a 
braking force against the runner and a period of deceleration. The second phase represents the 
positive portion of the force component and indicates a propulsive force in the direction of 
motion serving to accelerate the runner. If the braking component is larger than the propulsive 
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component, the velocity of the runner decreases whereas if the braking component is less than the 
propulsive component, the velocity increases. Rearfoot strikers showed a distinct single peak 
braking pattern and midfoot strikers showed a double peaked pattern. The respective forces were 
0.43 BW for the rearfoot striker and 0.43 BWand 0.38 BW for the two peaks of the midfoot 
striker. 
Mediolateral forces indicate how the centre of mass of the body transfers from side to side during 
ground contact. The mediolateral GRF acts perpendicular to the direction of motion in the 
transverse plane. Significant variability exists in both the magnitude and profiled patterns of the 
mediolateral GRF. Cavanagh and LaFortUne (1980) reported homogeneous GRF-time profiles for 
rearfoot strikers while midfoot strikers showed considerable variability 
Peak forces of the mediolateral component are smaller in magnitude compared to the vertical and 
anteroposterior components. Cavanagh and LaFortune (1980) reported peak-to-peak amplitudes 
of 0.35 BW and 0.12 BW for midfoot and rearfoot strikers running at 4.5 m·s· l respectively. 
Munro et al. (1987) concluded that the mean peak-to-peak amplitude across all trials was 
0.29 BW at similar running speeds. 
Kinetics of walking running and sprinting 
To illustrate the differences between walking, running and sprinting, sagittal plane joint moments 
and powers at the hip, knee and ankle are documented in Figure 17. With reference to Figure 17, 
the first 40% of the gait cycle is the stance phase and although similar patterns in moments and 
powers are observed, there are significant differences in magnitude at different locomotive 
speeds. At the ankle, moments are initially flexor in walking and slow running and in sprinting 
extensor throughout ground contact, increasing in magnitude with increasing speed. At walking 
speeds ankle joint power is minimal, with a phase of energy generation in late stance. As speed 
increases ground contact typically moves more anteriorly along the base of the foot and power at 
the ankle becomes biphasic. At faster running speeds the foot contacts the ground and the ankle 
flexes to absorb the impact. As a result, power is negative throughout the first half of ground 
contact and positive in the second half with corresponding magnitudes of energy absorption and 
generation greater in magnitude at sprinting speeds. Knee moments are extensor throughout 
stance, with greatest magnitudes occurring at running speeds rather than sprinting speeds (Figure 
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17). This is due to larger amounts of flexion as the limb is loaded. Knee joint power is biphasic; 
energy is absorbed during the flrst half of stance and generated during the second half. Peak knee 
negative power tends to be higher at running speeds because at sprinting speeds the ankle plantar 
flexors absorb much of the shock of ground contact (Novacheck, 1998). In Figure 17, hip 
moments follow similar patterns at all locomotive speeds. However, magnitude varies 
considerably with peak flexor moments increasing with running speed. Power generation at the 
hip is biphasic and power is generated in the flrst of stance and absorbed in the second half as the 
hips continue to extend. With increasing power generation for the respective phases comes 
increased locomotive speed. 
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Sprint start 
Mero et al. (1983) investigated force-time characteristics of eight experienced male sprinters 
using conventional starting blocks fixed to a force platform. The maximal resultant force at the 
moment of maximal horizontal force was 20 N.kg-1 and the direction of force was 40°. The 
maximum horizontal and vertical force components for the same study were 16 N·kg-1 and 
12.8 N·kg-1 respectively. In a similar study (Mero, 1988) the maximal resultant force was 
19 N·kg·1 and the direction of force was 33°. Duration of force production after the signal to start 
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and accounting for reaction time has been reported to be in the range of 0.34 - 0.37 s (Baumann, 
1976; Mero et aI., 1983; Mero, 1988). 
Sprint acceleration 
During early acceleration force is produced for a relatively long period of time and the average 
propulsive force is large (Mero, 1992). Mero (1992) cited Luhtanen and Komi (1978) and 
explained that ground contact during sprinting can be broken down. into phases of braking and 
propulsion according to negative and positive horizontal GRF's. Average horizontal and vertical 
GRF's during the braking phase of the first stride of sprint acceleration are -153 N and 148 N 
respectively. During the propulsive phase the respective values are considerably larger with 
average values of 526 N and 431 N (Mero, 1992). The first ground contact of acceleration 
constitutes 12.9 % braking phase and, as speed increases to a maximum, the proportion of 
braking increases to 43% (Mero, 1992). 
In a study of the acceleration phase of sprinting, Johnson and Buckley (2001) used an inverse 
dynamics approach to calculate lower extremity joint moments, velocities and powers. The 
authors reported peak extensor moments during the stance phase at the hip, knee and ankle of 
377 ± 34 N·m, 231 ± 90 N'm and 328 ± 89 N'm respectively. The peak flexor moment at the hip 
was 280 ± 156 N·m. Angular velocities peaked at approximately 15 rad·s-l, 10 rad·s-t, 20 rad·s- l at 
the hip, knee and ankle respectively. Peak eccentric muscle powers were 2046 ± 908 W and 
2205 ± 812 W for the hip and ankle. Peak concentric muscle powers were 3242 ± 1086 W, 
1544 ± 512 Wand 3066 ± 846 W for the hip knee and ankle. 
The dynamics of the joints in lower extremity during running and sprinting have been explored 
extensively in the current literature, with most investigations focusing on the hip, knee and ankle 
joints. With the exception of recent applied studies in footwear, discussed in a later section, there 
are only a few biomechanical investigations which include the MPJ. The foremost of these 
(Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997), investigated the mechanical energy contribution of the joints in 
the lower extremity to running and sprinting. For the sprinting participants, data were captured 15 
m into a maximal sprint and during a period of acceleration. The authors assumed that moments 
about the MPJ were negligible until the GRF acted distal to the joint. Resulting moments were 
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plantarflexor throughout ground contact, with individual peak moments ranging from 70 N'm to 
120N·m. 
Maximal speed sprinting 
At maximal sprinting speeds of approximately 10 m·s·l ground contact timeis on average 94 ms, 
with 39 ms of braking and 55 ms of propulsion (Mero and Komi, 1987). Mean horizontal and 
vertical braking forces are 445 N and 1707 N and respective average propulsive forces are 312 N 
and 797 N (Mero and Komi, 1987). At supramaxiaml speeds, Mero (1992) reports peak vertical 
forces of 4.6 BW for forefoot strikers and cites Payne (1983), who reported data from a single 
rearfoot striker showing forces of approximately 5.5 BW. 
Mann and Sprague (1980) filmed 15 highly skilled sprinters and an inverse dynamics approach 
was used to calculate hip, knee and ankle joint moments at ground contact, 40 m into a sprint at 
maximal velocity. Joint moment patterns showed that the ankle plantar flexors were dominant 
throughout the stance phase, there was shift from knee flexor to knee extensor action shortly after 
foot strike and hip extensors were dominant from foot strike through to midstance. Ankle 
extensor moments reached approximately 300 N'm at heel-off. Peak knee extensor moments 
reached approximately 350 N·m. Peak hip flexor moments reached approximately 200 N'm at 
take-off. 
1.2.4 Summary 
Movement patterns of individual joint segments change according to locomotive speed. At higher 
running speeds it is apparent that periods of extension and flexion in the lower extremity joints 
occur at muc~ higher velocities and stance phases are completed in considerably less time. A 
typical sprint race has a distinct velocity profile which can be broken down into phases of 
acceleration, speed maintenance and deceleration. The techniques employed· by athletes 
throughout these phases are distinctly different and it is therefore important to consider lower 
extremity dynamics for each. 
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Stride length and rate increase linearly with locomotive speed up to approximately 8 m.s· l , after 
which the rate of increase begins to level off. Maximal velocity sprinting typically occurs with an 
approximate stride length of between 2 and 2.6 m at a stride frequency of 5 Hz. 
The purpose of the sprint start is to facilitate an efficient displacement of the athlete in the 
direction of the run. Medium block spacing is currently preferred by most competitive sprinters, 
allowing for fast block clearance and time enough to exert large propulsive forces on the blocks. 
For efficient transfer of force through the lower extremity and to facilitate force production 
throughout acceleration, a balanced forward leaning position is recommended. Front and rear 
knee angles of approximately 110° and 135° have been reported. 
Throughout acceleration the position of the centre of mass of the body rises and changes its 
position relative to the point of ground contact. For the first two strides, the centre of mass of the 
body is in front of the ground contact point and by the end of the third contact phase, it is behind 
the contact point. At initial ground contact for the second sprint stride, hip, knee and ankle joint 
angles in the sagittal plane are approximately 100°, 110° and 80° respectively, increasing to 
respective angles of 170°, 160° and 120° at take-off. 
At maximal sprinting speeds better performance is associated with less extension of the upper leg 
during take-off, higher upper leg velocity during support and higher lower leg velocity at 
touchdown. With regards to the foot, smaller foot to body touchdown distance and higher foot 
velocity in the posterior direction before touchdown minimises the braking impulse and thus 
improves the efficiency on ground contact. 
Ground reaction force (GRF) is the force applied to the ground by the foot during locomotion and 
is representative of the relative contribution of all the individual body segments during ground 
contact. The vertical GRF component has the largest magnitude typically having a bimodal shape 
for rearfoot and midfoot strikers. Vertical ground reaction force increases with running speed 
with reported values of between approximately 2 and 3 BW at distance running speeds and up to 
around 5 BW for maximal speed sprinting. 
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During a sprint start from the blocks, resultant GRF's are around 20 N.kg-1 and at an angle of 
between 30 and 40° to the horizontal in the forward direction. During the first stride of sprint 
acceleration, phases of braking and propulsion are apparent. Braking occurs with a mean 
horizontal force of -153 N and propulsion occurs with a mean horizontal force of 561 N. As 
ground speed increases the contribution of braking force during ground contact increases from 
around l3% to 43%. At maximal sprinting speed average horizontal and vertical braking forces 
are 445 N and 1700 N and respective average propulsive forces are 312 Nand 797 N. 
Peak extensor moments during the stance phase of sprint acceleration at the hip, knee and ankle 
are approximately 380 N·m, 230 N'm and 330 N'm respectively, with a peak flexor moment at 
the hip of approximately 280 N·m. At the MPJ, moments are plantarflexor throughout with peak 
moments ranging from 70 to 120 N·m. At maximal sprinting speeds, similar joint moments have 
been reported. 
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1.3 Shoe stiffness and performance 
A number of key studies regarding the influence of footwear mechanical properties on athletic 
performance are discussed in the following section. Due to their highly specific nature with 
regards to the current research, these investigations have been discussed and critically evaluated 
in order to identify knowledge gaps or possible areas in need of further research. The key 
findings of these studies are of great importance and will shape the direction of current research. 
In the following section therefore, particular attention is paid to methodologies, interpretation of 
results and research hypotheses. 
In the first of a succession of studies exploring the mechanics of the lower extremity during 
dynamic movements, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) used five male runners and five male 
sprinters to determine the mechanical energy contribution of the hip, knee, ankle and MP J' s 
during running and sprinting. Kinetic data were collected with a force platform recording at 
1000 Hz and kinematic data were collected simultaneously at 200 Hz. A two-dimensional sagittal 
plane analysis was performed with reflective markers positioned on lateral malleolus, the lateral 
epicondyle, the greater trochanter and the shoulder. Additional markers were positioned on the 
athlete's own running shoes at the heel, head of the fifth metatarsal and the distal end of the toe 
box. The authors assumed that the MPJ was an ideal hinge and rotated about an axis 
perpendicular to the marker on the fifth metatarsal head in the transverse plane.· Kinematic and 
kinetic data were smoothed with fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filters, with respective cut-off 
frequencies of 8 Hz and 100 Hz. Considering the stance phase in terms of energy generation and 
absorption, as previously discussed, the authors determined the individual energy contributions of 
each of the lower extremity joints. The ankle joint absorbed and generated the most energy 
during running (4.0 m.s· l ) and sprinting (7.6 m.s·l ) with respective mean values of 47.8 ± 8.6 J 
and . 61.7 ± 8.2 J during running, increasing to respective values of 78.6 ± 17.1 J and 
106.2"± 15.7 J for sprinting. Energy generated and absorbed at the MPJ also increased as the 
running speed increased. At running speeds the mean value for energy absorption was 
20.9 ± 6.6 J, increasing to 47.8J ± 16.6 J at sprinting speeds. Energy generation increased from 
O.3J ± 0.2 J for running to 6 ± 3.1 J at sprinting speeds. 
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In terms of relative energy contributions from the lower extremity joints, Stefanyshyn and Nigg 
(1997) determined that the ankle absorbed 38% and 50%, and generated 61 % and 54% of the 
total energy in lower extremity whilst running and sprinting respectively. The MPJ however, was 
a significantly large absorber during running and sprinting; contributing 15-16% to the total 
energy absorbed in the lower extremity, but generated zero energy at running speeds and only 2% 
at sprinting speeds. 
A comparable investigation (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1998) discovered similar contributions from 
the lower extremity joints during vertical and long jumping. It was shown that the MPJ 
contributed 16% to absorption during vertica~ jumping and 15% to absorption during long 
jumping with an average run up speed of 6.4 m·s-l and a run up distance of 15 m. The MPJ did 
not contribute to energy generation during vertical jumping and only contributed 1-2% during 
long jumping. 
Using the same analysis procedures as in previous investigations (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997; 
1998; Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000) investigated the influence of midsole bending stiffuess on 
joint energy and jump height performance. The primary intentions of the study were to determine 
the loss of mechanical energy at the MPJ after stiffening the joints and to determine if stiffening 
of the MPJ resulted in performance enhancement. The authors modified standard athletic 
footwear conditions and inserted different numbers of carbon fibre plates into the midsole to 
achieve different longitudinal bending stiffuesses, as shown in Figure 18. 
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FIGURE 18 MODIFIED RUNNING SHOE WITH CUT-OUT FOR CARBON FmRE INSERTS (STEFANYSHYN ANDNIGG, 2000) 
The rotational stiffness of the different shoes was determined using a device consisting of a 
stepper motor and force transducer. A vertical load of 20 N was applied to the plates at a point 
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5 cm from the flexion line of the shoe. Overall deflection was quantified and used to determine 
stiffness values. The measured stiffnesses of the shoes were 0.04 N'm'deg-\ 0.25 N'm'deg-1 and 
0.38 N'm'deg-1 for the control, stiff and very stiff shoes respectively. The results of the study 
showed that there was no significant difference in energy generation at any of the lower extremity 
joints between different stiffness footwear conditions. Nonetheless, energy absorption at the MPJ 
was reduced in stiffer conditions (27.6 ± 6.4J, 19.6 ± 3.0J and 17.7 ± 2.5J for the control, stiff and 
very stiff conditions respectively). The same relationship existed at the MPJ during vertical 
jumping where the direct performance measurements showed that participants jumped an average 
of 1.7 cm higher when wearing the stiffer shoe. The maximum jump height average of 292.7 cm 
with the control shoe was significantly less (P <0.05) than the maximum jump height average of 
294.4 cm while wearing the stiff shoe. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) suggested that the shoe mid-
sole material properties were too compliant for optimal performance and implied that increased 
stiffness would improve energy recovery and assist in forward propulsion. The findings of 
Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) substantiated this notion. The authors attributed performance 
improvements to adaptations in bending stiffness, suggesting that increasing the mid-sole 
bending stiffness reduces the energy dissipation at the MPJ and thus has a positive affect on 
performance. Moreover, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) attributed MPJ inefficiency to joint 
kinematics, suggesting that the MPJ remains in a dorsiflexed position throughout toe-off and does 
not extend until after take-off when the return of energy is too late to have an influence on 
performance. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1998) presented an alternative explanation for this apparent 
inefficiency at the MPJ and suggested that energy absorbed at the MPJ is used to stabilise the 
forefoot during take-off. 
The investigations of Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998, 2000) highlighted the lack of MPJ 
extension throughout the second half of stance and speculation of MPJ inefficiency has since 
followed, as reported above. It has been proposed (Smith and Lake, 2007) that the kinematic 
sampling rates and filtering techniques employed in these investigations lead to underestimation 
of segmental derivatives used in kinetic calculations. Furthermore, joint representation based on 
lateral markers underestimate peak MPJ flexion by 29° compared to a medial marker system 
(Smith and Lake, 2007). With this evidence it is suggested that the previously dismissed notion 
of MPJ power and energy generation during sprinting might be possible. Moreover, these 
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findings imply that more detailed and revised studies of lower extremity dynamics are required 
before the implications of footwear mechanical properties on performance are fully understood. 
Following on from the work of Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998,2000), Royand Stefanyshyn 
(2002) investigated the effects of MPJ bending and shoe length on jump height performance. 
Seven male participants were asked to complete maximal effort counter movement jumps in three 
different footwear conditions (control, stiff and stiff with anterior extension). Kinetic data were 
collected using a force platform sampling at 1000 Hz and jump height was measured using a 
Vertec height measurement system. The authors speculated that increasing shoe stiffness and 
length would eliminate energy dissipated at the MPJ and increase the resultant moment or 
angular velocity at the ankle joint, resulting in improved jump height. Findings of the study were 
non-significant but did show that the stiff shoe improved jump height and impulse by 1.1 cm and 
2.65 N·s respectively over the control shoe. Peak force values were also greatest in the stiff shoe 
with anterior extension, increasing by 38.79 N over the control shoe. Roy and Stefanyshyn 
(2002), hypothesised that by increasing the moment arm about the anterior aspect of the ankle (by 
modifying the sole characteristics of the shoe), a greater resultant moment would be generated by 
the plantarflexors and hence greater mechanical power production at the ankle. Similar 
investigations inclusive of synchronous kinetic and kinematic data are required before such 
notions can be validated. 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) investigated the effects of shoe bending stiffness on sprinting 
performance. Carbon fibre plates with bending stiffnesses of 49 N·mm-1, 90 N·mm-1 and 
120 N·mm-1 were inserted into the athletes own standard running spikes ~d times were recorded 
for 20 m sprints. From a standing start, subjects accelerated for 20 m and were timed between 20 
and 40 m and two trials per conditions were carried out. Results showed that there was a 
significant (P <0.07) decrease in sprint times of 0.7% using stiff plates (49 N.mm-1) placed inside 
shoes. The authors reasoned that a P<0.07 significance level was chosen because the 
consequences of incorrectly accepting a false result are minor in comparison to the benefits of a 
positive effect. On average however, increasing stiffness beyond 49 N·mm-1 did not necessarily 
result in increased performance, as there were participants that had their best performance in each 
of the different shoe conditions, including the standard condition. When comparing the best plate 
condition to the standard condition, sprint performance was significantly (P <0.001) increased by 
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1.2% across the 34 subjects. This demonstrates that although sprinting performance increases for 
stiffer shoes, individual tuning of the shoe stiffness to the athlete's particular characteristics is 
required to maximise performance. The findings suggest that optimal shoe bending stiffness was 
independent of simple anthropometric measures such as subject height, weight and shoe size and 
therefore the specific mechanisms responsible for performance enhancement are still unknown. 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) suggest that the concept of minimising wasted energy by reducing 
dorsiflexion at the MPJ (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000), may partially explain the results, although 
this notion is confounded due to individual responses to different stiffnesses. An alternative 
theory proposed by the authors, suggested that the optimal stiffness level for an individual athlete 
may be related to their individual force producing capabilities. Higher longitudinal bending 
stiffness could increase the moment arm about the ankle but also compromise joint angular 
velocity. Realisation of the potential performance enhancement would therefore depend upon the 
management of force production and the force-velocity relationship of the ankle planatarflexors. 
To substantiate some of the hypotheses presented (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004) and to provide 
more insight into the concept of individually 'tuned' mechanical properties for maximal 
performance, more data are required. It is suggested that more test footwear conditions, 
representing a larger range in longitudinal bending stiffnesses would improve the resolution when 
identifying appropriate stiffness levels for optimal performance. A greater number of trials in 
each condition will also help identify the optimal level. Furthermore, interpretation of lower 
extremity dynamics in different stiffness conditions may provide the required level of detail to 
help explain individual responses. 
A limitation of the study, acknowledged by the authors (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004), was the 
lack of measured shoe stiffness of each subject's standard running spike .. Stefanyshyn and 
Fusco (2004) assumed that standard running spike stiffness was approximately 5-10 N·mm- l and 
since this was between 5 to 25 times more compliant than the test conditions, reasoned that the 
overall results were largely unaffected. Benchmark testing of currently available running spikes is 
required to substantiate the author's claims. Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) also acknowledged 
that athletes were still accelerating during data collection and that the influence of longitudinal 
bending stiffness during the constant speed phase is unknown. As previously discussed, dynamics 
of sprinting vary considerably depending on the phase of the race and therefore it is important 
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when investigating the influence of footwear mechanical properties of sprinting performance, to 
consider all phases .. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) investigated the role of the MPJ in sprint running by undertaking a 
kinematic study of MPJ movement during the heats, semi-finals, and finals of the men's and 
women's 100 m sprints at the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games. Two dimensional kinematic data 
were recorded using two digital video cameras, recording 120 frames per second. Data were 
recorded at the 60 m mark, the kinematics were hand digitised and the MPJ angle was defined as 
the angle between the plantar surface of the forefoot and the rearfoot of the shoe. The authors 
reasoned that two dimensional analysis was sufficient to represent the primary movement goal of 
sprint running and further suggested that out of plane movement does not contribute to 
maximising the horizontal velocity of the centre of mass. The MPJ was modelled as a single ideal 
hinge joint (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997) and defmed in magnitude as the angle between the 
inferior surface of the rearfoot and forefoot in the sagittal plane. Anterior and posterior sole 
. angles were defined as the angles between the horizontal and the inferior surface of the forefoot 
and rearfoot in the sagittal plane, respectively. These parameters and definitions of MPJ 
extension and flexion are shown in Figure 19. 
1. TOUCHDOWN POSTERIOR SOLE ANGLE 
2. TOUCHDOWN ANTERIOR SOLE ANGLE 
3. MPJ ANGULR RANGE OF MOTION 
4. TAKE OFF POSTERIOR SOLE ANGLE 
s. TAKE OFF ANTERIOR SOLE ANGLE 
TOUCHDOWN 
FIGURE 19 SCHEMATIC DEFINING MP] MOVEMENT DURING GROUND CONTACT AND POSTERIOR AND ANTERIOR SOLE 
ANGLES AT TOUCHDOWN AND TAKEOFF 
On interpretation of the results, Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) stated that sprint running 
performance is related to touchdown and take-off posterior sole angle for elite female sprinters 
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and rate of maximal MPJ extension in male elite sprinters. However, Krell and Stefanyshyn 
(2006) further stated that the results do not provide specific information about the strategy an 
individual athlete should take to improve sprinting performance. 
Based on the findings of Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000), which suggested that energy wasted can 
be minimised through the reduction of MP J dorsiflexion, Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) 
speculated that faster sprinters would experience small peak extension angles at the MPJ. 
However, it was established (Krell and Stefanyshyn, 2006) that there was no relationship between 
the maximal extension of the MPJ and sprinting performance. This finding and the findings of 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) concur and indicate a lack of evidence to validate the 
minimisation of energy concept. Furthermore, Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) concluded that 
kinematics alone are not sufficient to predict performance measures in sprinting and that further 
investigations into dynamics of the MPJ are necessary to understand the role of the MPJ in 
sprinting. 
Nonetheless, the results of the Olympic investigation (Krell and Stefanyshyn 2006) did show that 
male athletes with high maximal rates of MPJ extension tend to be faster sprinters. The authors 
propose that athletes with the greatest rate of MPJ extension would have an opportunity to 
translate the high rates ofMPJ rotation into the largest linear velocity of the centre of mass during 
take-off. This trend was not apparent for females. A significant relationship between touchdown 
posterior sole angle and sprint performance was found for female athletes. The authors 
determined that female athletes who touch down with large posterior sole angles tend to be the 
fastest sprinters. The same trend was observed for male athletes, but the relationship was not 
statistically significant. Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) reason that athletes with high posterior 
touchdown angles would tend to place the foot close to the vertical line from the centre of mass 
in the horizontal direction. The authors refer to Payne et al. (1968) and suggest that foot 
placement close to the vertical line from the centre of mass would result in a highly efficient 
movement pattern in terms of decreasing the horizontal braking impulse from the ground. 
Touchdown posterior sole angle is also dependent upon shoe design and construction. Krell and 
Stefanyshyn (2006) suggested that stiff contoured midsoles may tend to cause athletes to contact 
with large posterior sole angles and changes to toe spring angle may have a similar affect. Toe 
spring is the preformed angle in footwear between the forefoot and rearfoot. Larger toe spring 
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angles are included in sprint spikes as a means of controlling foot contact technique and the 
efficiency of the movement pattern as previously described. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) also determined that female athletes with small posterior take-off 
angles tend to be the fastest sprinters. The authors suggest that for faster females specifically, the 
take-off posterior sole angle relates to a highly effective stretched length of the plantar flexors 
crossing the ankle joint complex. Thus, with the ankle joint being the primary producer of energy 
in the lower limb the influence on power generation may be significant. 
The purpose of the Olympic investigation (Krell and Stefanyshyn 2006) was to determine the 
relationship between MPJ extension and foot segment angles during maximal steady-state sprint 
running, and 100 m time for an elite population of sprinters. The methodology was, however 
, fundamentally flawed because the authors did not include measurements of bending stiffness for 
each of the participating athlete's own running spikes. It is suggested that MPJ extension depends 
entirely on the combined stiffness of the MP J and the running spikes. Therefore, the effects of 
MPJ extension and sprinting performance are still in question. Analysis of foot kinematics in 
barefoot and shod conditions during sprinting should provide evidence to substantiate this claim. 
1.3.1 Summary 
Mechanical energy of the lower extremity joints during running and sprinting has been 
calculated. The ankle joint absorbed and generated the most energy during running and sprinting 
with respected values of approximately 50 J and 60 J during running, iricreasing to respective 
values of approximately 80 J and 105 J for sprinting. Energy generated and absorbed at the MPJ 
also increased as the running speed increased. At running speeds, energy absorption was around 
20 J, increasing to 50 J at sprinting speeds. Energy generation increased from almost zero for 
, running to 6 J at sprinting speeds. The relative contribution of the MPJ to overall energy 
generation was 0% at running speeds and 2% at sprinting speeds. Similar contributions were 
identified during running vertical and long jumps. Following these results, the MPJ was 
identified as an inefficient joint and it was reasoned that this was due to extension not occurring 
until after take-off. 
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· Standard athletic running shoes were modified by inserting carbon fibre plates into the midsole in 
an effort to determine the loss in mechanical energy at the MPJ after stiffening the joints and to 
determine if stiffening of the MPJ results in performance enhancement. The results of the study 
showed that there was no significant difference in energy generation at any of the lower extremity 
joints between different stiffness footwear conditions. Nonetheless, energy absorption at the MPJ 
was reduced in the stiffer condition. Jump height improved significantly in the stiffest condition 
and this performance enhancement was directly attributed to a reduced MPJ angular range and 
the minimisation of energy not contributing directly to athletic performance. 
An opportunity to improve performance by adapting longitudinal bending stiffness was realised 
when the MPJ was identified as an inefficient joint due to a lack of extension. However these 
findings have since been disputed and it is argued that kinematic sampling rates, filtering 
techniques and the joint representations employed in these investigations lead to underestimation 
of segmental derivatives used in kinetic calculations. Therefore, more detailed and revised studies 
of lower extremity dynamics are required before the implications of footwear mechanical 
properties on performance are fully understood. 
The effects of shoe bending stiffness and shoe length on jumping performance have been 
explored. The results demonstrated that stiff shoes improved jump height and impulse and that 
higher GRF's were generated in stiff shoes with an anterior extension. It was hypothesised that 
by increasing shoe stiffness and length, the moment arm about the ankle joint was increased and 
hence there was an opportunity for greater mechanical power production at the ankle. More 
detailed dynamic parameters are required.to test this hypothesis. 
The effects of shoe bending stiffness on sprinting performance have been explored using standard 
sprint spikes, modified by including different numbers of carbon fibre plates. From a standing 
start, subjects accelerated for 20 m and were timed between 20 and 40 m. Results showed that 
there was a significant decrease in sprint times of 0.7% using stiff plates placed inside shoes, but 
the results suggested that individual tuning of the athlete's shoe stiffness to the athlete's 
particular characteristics is required to maximise performance. It was hypothesised that an 
optimal stiffness level for each athlete may be related to their individual force producing 
capabilities. To substantiate this notion, there is a requirement for more detailed data which 
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considers lower extremity dynamics at separate sprint phases and a greater number of trials per 
person. Furthermore, there is a requirement for more test footwear conditions, representing a 
larger range in longitudinal bending stiffnesses in order to improve the resolution when 
identifying appropriate stiffness levels for optimal performance. 
The role of the MPJ in sprint running has been investigated using a two dimensional kinematic 
~rocedure. It was determined that sprint running performance is related to touchdown and take-
off posterior sole angle for elite female sprinters and rate of maximal MPJ extension in male elite 
sprinters. It was reasoned that athletes with high posterior touchdown angles would tend to place 
the foot close to the vertical line from the centre of mass in the horizontal direction, resulting in a 
highly efficient movement pattern in terms of decreasing the horizontal braking impulse from the 
ground. For female sprinters take-off posterior sole angle relates to a highly effective stretched 
length of the plantar flexors crossing the ankle joint complex, augmenting power generation. It 
was proposed that athletes with high rates ofMPJ extension have an opportunity to translate these 
high rates into the largest linear velocity of the centre of mass during take-off. All of these results 
however, do not provide specific information about the strategy an individual athlete should take 
to improve sprinting performance, as kinematics alone are not sufficient to predict performance 
measures in sprinting. Further investigations into the dynamics of the MPJ are necessary to 
understand the role of the MPJ in sprinting. Furthermore, measurements of bending stiffness for 
each of the participating athlete's own running spikes were not taken and therefore, the effects of 
the MPJ in sprinting performance are still in question. An analysis of barefoot and shod 
conditions is required to appreciate the influence of sprint footwear on foot kinematics during 
sprinting. 
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1.4 Brief History of Sprint Spikes 
The Olympic Games serve as the best chronological guide to trace the developments of athletic 
footwear. By the end of the first Olympic era Greek athletes were competing in a sandal called a 
'ligula' or 'krepis.' The requirements underfoot continued to evolve with time, as did the 
demands on the shoe making industry. The main shoe components were made from natural 
leather and shoes generally came in two styles; the sandal or the moccasin. 
The first significant developments in running based athletic footwear, occurred during the 
nineteenth century when the shoe making industry was modernised. The primary change was the 
introduction of equipment to roll sole-leather and sew soles to uppers. Lyman Blake patented a 
stitching process in 1858 which was later bought and modified by Gordon McKay (Cheskin, 
1987). Shortly after this in 1861 the first patent for spiked shoes was recorded. The patent was for 
cricket shoes with soles made ofleather, spikes and raised heels (Cheskin, 1987). Four years later 
running shoes, using similar designs, were commissioned for Lord Spencer. In the early part of 
the twentieth century running shoes were constructed from horsehide leather with a seamless toe, 
flexible shank, reinforced heel stay and had around six steel spikes fitted into the forefoot area of 
the leather sole. 
Shoes designed specifically for individual Olympic events appeared around 1908, a period when 
A.G. Spalding Company dominated the athletic shoe market and experimented with rubber and 
traditional leather soles. In the early part of the 20th century, a company founded by the Dassler 
brothers began to make athletic footwear. A time line of sprint spike development is shown in 
Figure 20. The first recorded shoe designed specifically for track sprinting was produced by the 
Dassler brothers in around 1930, which is said to be the beginning of the biomechanical sports 
shoe era. A few years later they manufactured a shoe which was worn by Vii Jonath when he won 
the 100 m bronze medal at the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles. The next Olympics in Berlin 1936 
saw Jesse Owens win four gold medals in a similar pair of track spikes also developed by the 
Dassler Brothers. The basic design included a leather upper, laced at the front and inclusive of a 
heel counter, and a leather sole unit with steel spikes. 
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~1930 • early adidas sprint spike designs 1956· adidas Olympic shoe 
I 
1932· adidas' first Olympic medal shoe 1980 • adidas 100m gold medal shoe 
I 
1936 -adudas four Olympic medals 
1930 • adidas ear1iest remaining track shoe 1960 • adidas Olympic shoe 100m In sub 10 seoonds 
FIGURE 20 SPRINT SPIKE TIME LINE 1930 - 1980 
With the world at war, the athletic footwear industry moved fairly slowly. It was not until after 
World War 11 with the World Cup in 1946 and the London Olympics in 1948 that sport was 
popularised again. A major development in track spikes was the introduction of a nylon forefoot 
plate to increase stability and reduce dirt adherence, replacing the traditional leather sole to create 
a more supple and tight-fitting track shoe. The 1956 Olympics saw significant use of athlete 
endorsement and at the Rome Olympics in 1960, Armin Hary ran the 100 m in less than 10 
seconds whilst wearing adidas track spikes. Also around this time, the invention of .the 
replaceable spikes came about; allowing athletes to use their shoes even after the original spikes 
had worn down. 
The 1970's and 80's saw significant changes to athletic footwear including the developments of 
nylon uppers, full length cushioned midsoles, rearfoot control devices and removable moulded 
insoles. Developments in materials, manufacturing techniques and biomechanics ensured that 
every sporting activity had its own shoe specifically designed to the functional requirements of 
that particular activity. The boom in the athletic footwear industry around the early 1980's was 
driven by sales of standard running shoes, which funded the rapid development of new concepts 
and technologies. In contrast, the design of the track spike remained relatively dormant because 
there was not such a large commercial benefit from shoes designed for competitive track based 
racing. Nonetheless, it is apparent that modem materials, manufacturing techniques and basic 
biomechanical principles have been introduced into the development of some of today's track 
spikes. 
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1.5 Measuring sprinting performance 
It has been suggested that a performance enhancement of between 0.36 and 0.63% should make a 
difference to a sprinter's chance of winning a particular race (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004). As 
previously discussed, adaptations to footwear can influence athletic performance and specifically 
in sprinting, changes to bending stiffness have shown performance improvements of 0.7% 
(Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004). Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) used sprint time as an indicator of 
overall performance. Yet this method is subject to a number of considerable psychological and 
physiological confounding factors. Furthermore, the existing literature which explores the 
influence of footwear conditions on athletic performance (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000, 2002, 
2004), although applied, lacks controlled and detailed testing methodologies which are suitable 
for identifying performance mechanisms. Therefore, the following section discusses alternative 
indirect measurements of sprinting performance and identifies appropriate metrics which can be 
used to assess the effects of footwear conditions. 
Various isokinetic and isoinertial assessments are carried out on trained athletes and commonly 
used as performance indicators. Isokinetic assessment involves the measurement of force / torque 
and / or power through a range of motion with constant angular velocity. This type of testing 
involves complex laboratory-based equipment that is not easily accessible and is therefore 
particularly impractical for coaches. Conversely, isoinertial assessment is much less complex and 
includes measurement of motion under constant gravitational load, involving changes in muscle 
tension, length and velocity. Typical isoinertial assessment includes simple weight training 
movements such as the squat or various.types of jumps. The inherent simplicity and familiarity of 
these tests facilitate field-based assessment and hence have been readily adopted by coaches to 
monitor athletic progress. Hennesy and Kilty (2001) report that the most commonly used field-
based tests for sprint athletes include: the jump and reach test for vertical distance, the 
countermovement jump (CMJ) for· vertical distance, the bounce drop jump (BDJ) for height and 
hopping or bounding for distance. 
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1.5.1 Jump assessment and the stretch-shortening cycle 
The isoinertial jumps listed above, along with other variations, are typically used for sprint 
training and assessment because they demonstrate high specificity to sprinting. In particular, they 
have a support or contact phase that mimics the eccentric and concentric contractions of the leg 
extensor muscles during ground contact in sprinting. The combination of eccentric and concentric 
actions forms a natural type of muscle function known as the stretch-shortening cycle (SSC). The 
recognised purpose of the SSC is enhanced performance during the final phase of concentric 
action when compared to isolated concentric action. The SSC is characterised by an eccentric 
muscular contraction followed immediately by a concentric muscular contraction. Utilising a 
stretch immediately before a concentric contraction has been shown to augment the concentric 
phase, resulting in increased force production and power output. Komi and Bosco (1978) used 
jump performance assessment techniques based on those introduced by Asmussen and Bonde-
Peterson (1974) to evaluate the utilisation of stored elastic energy in leg extensor muscles by men 
and women. Each participant performed a squat jump from a static starting position, a 
countermovement jump and drop jumps from various heights. The findings of the investigation 
suggest that the stretch load induced by dropping height, influenced performance so that the 
height of rise of the centre of gravity significantly increased when the drop height increased from 
0.26 m up to 0.62 m. Amongst other factors, the effectiveness of the SSC is also governed by the 
rate and magnitude of the pre-stretch and the time between the completion of the stretch and the 
initiation of the concentric contraction. Schmidtbleicher (1992) proposed that stretch-shortening 
can he considered as long and short cycles. A long SSC is characterised by large angular 
displacements in the joints and duration of more than 250 ms whilst a short SSC has only small 
angular displacements and lasts 100-250 ms. Jump techniques can be categorised according to 
timings of movement patterns and explosive leg power qualities induced by the long and short 
SSC cycles (Schmidtbleicher, 1992; Hennesy and Kilty, 2001; Cronin and Hansen, 2005). 
Categorisation of jump techniques according to the timings of movement patterns facilitates 
appropriate selection of jump techniques to asses sprinting performance. However, due to the 
different phase requirements of sprinting, each phase should be analysed with an appropriate 
jump technique. From ~he start through acceleration and up to maximum velocity of sprinting, 
stride rate and stride length increase and contact time decreases. Therefore, a countermovement 
jump or other long SSC technique would be suited to measurement of sprint performance during 
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acceleration. As running speed increases and contact time is reduced to 90-100 ms, the net reflex 
contribution of the short SSC assumes greater significance (Komi, 2002) and therefore drop 
jumps might be better predictors of performance. In agreement, Young et al. (1995) determined 
that the closer the location of the speed-strength measures to the approximate contact time of a 
particular phase, the greater the correlation with the performance of that phase. 
1.5.2 Jump metrics and correlations with sprinting performance 
Mero et al (1981) were the first to apply jump tests to the assessment and correlation of sprinting 
performance. Maximal running velocity for 25 male sprinters was measured from a running start 
in an indoor hall over 30 m on a tartan type track. Average stride rate and length were recorded 
using high speed video equipment. The ability to produce force and speed upwards was measured 
using three types of vertical jump; a squatting jump from a static starting position, a counter 
movement jump from a free standing position and a drop jump from heights ranging from 0.2 to 
1.0 m. The authors stated that the drop jump tests have patterns of force production that are 
similar to those during sprinting and a SSC that is specific to the sprint contact phase. The 
reported mean best drop jump contact time was 0.194 s and the optimal drop jump height was 50 
cm, correlating (r = 0.72) with the best 30 m maximal sprint time. The authors recognised that 
sprinters must produce force fast, have a high rate of relaxation and good elastic features of the 
muscles. 
Since the investigation of Mero et al. (1981), numerous studies have been carried out to 
determine the significance of correlation between jumping metrics and various discrete strength 
and power related aspects of sports speed. There is a plethora of literature investigating squat, 
countermovement and drop jump techniques and consequently there is enough evidence to 
support the use of each and every technique when predicting sprinting ability. However, there are 
studies which identify appropriate jumping techniques and methodologies for the assessment of 
sprinting performance and'some of the key investigations are discussed in the following section. 
Bobbert et al (1987a), in a study into the biomechanics of jumping, compared two drop jump 
techniques and a standing countermovement technique. The first drop jump technique referred to 
as a bounce drop jump (BDJ), required the athletes to reverse downward velocity into an upward 
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velocity as soon as possible after landing from a height of 20 cm. The second technique, referred 
to as a countermovement drop jump (CDJ), required athletes to make larger downward 
movements and reverse the downward velocity more gradually. The results of the investigation 
showed that moments and power outputs about the lower extremity joints were largest when 
performing the BDJ. Also the time interval between the peak velocity of eccentric action and the 
start of concentric contraction attain the smallest value in BDJ and therefore may optimise the 
actions of pre-stretch and potentiation. It was concluded that the BDJ is better suited to athletes 
that seek to enhance performance through improving the mechanical output of the knee extensors 
and ankle plantar flexors, which is required to optimise explosive activities such as sprinting. 
Bobbert et al. (1987b) investigated the influence of dropping height on the biomechanics of drop 
jumping, using the BDJ technique from heights of 20, 40 and 60 cm. The results showed no 
difference in vertical jumping achievement between drop jumps executed from different heights. 
Peak values of vertical ground reaction force and net joint reaction forces increased with 
dropping height and when jumping from a height of 60 cm the subjects were unable to prevent 
their heels from contacting the ground. It was concluded that no advantage is achieved by 
performing drop jumps from a height of 60 cm. The authors recommend dropping heights 
between 20 and 40 cm, reducing peak forces and reducing the possible damage to passive 
structures. 
Hennesy and Kilty (2001) investigated the relationship between the SSC and sprinting 
performance in trained female athletes. Three jump assessments used were; a CMJ, a BDJ and S 
dynamic bounds (SB). The SB test required subjects to complete S consecutive boUnds using 
alternate feet. The fifth contact was completed with both feet landing in a sandpit and the total 
distance was measured. It was determined that the CMJ displayed a relatively consistent 
correlation across 30, 100 and 300 m sprints (-0.60, -0.64 and -O.5S; p<O.OOS, respectively). The 
BDJ technique required subjects to jump for maximum height with an additional emphasis on 
reducing ground contact time. The results were presented as a function of height divided by the 
ground contact time (bounce drop jump reactivity index). The bounce drop jump reactivity index 
displayed relationships of -0.79, -0.7S and -0.49 across 30, 100 and 300 m sprints respectively. 
The five dynamic bounds test displayed relationships of -0.43, -0.48 and -0.S4 across 30, 100 and 
300 m sprints respectively. 
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Over a shorter distance of 8 m, Young et al (2002) were able to demonstrate significant 
correlations between BDJ reactive index and sprint performance for male athletes competing in 
sports involving sprints. Drop jump performance showed relationships of -0.55 and -0.61 with 
bilateral and unilateral movements. respectively. The bilateral and unilateral jumps were 
performed from respective dropping heights of 30 and 15 cm. It has been reported CV an Soest et 
aI., 1985), that in two-legged action it is impossible to reach the degree of muscle activation that 
can be attained in one-legged action. Furthermore, significant differences in angular 
displacement, velocity, torque and power are apparent when one-legged and two-legged 
conditions are compared (Van Soest et aI., 1985). It may be particularly important therefore, that 
when considering the assessment of jumping performance in different footwear conditions, 
unilateral techniques are considered. Unilateral jumping might be a closer replication of lower 
extremity dynamics experienced during ground contact for running and sprinting since it is 
dependent upon other factors such as balance and plyometric experience,. 
Young et al. (1995) investigated the relations,hip between strength qualities and sprinting 
performance using twenty elite junior track and field athletes. The athletes were asked to perform 
maximum sprints to 50 m from a block start and times to 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 m were 
recorded. Measures of speed-strength of explosiveness of the leg extensor muscles were obtained 
from various vertical jumping movements. The best predictors of starting performance were all 
measures obtained during a concentric jumping test. The authors suggested that the high 
correlation (r = 0.86) between sprint starts and the peak force generated from a concentric jump 
from 1200 knee angle, was due to the highly specific nature relative to sprint start conditions. The 
measures produced under SSC conditions resulted in relatively low correlations (CMJ r =-0.51, 
and DJ r = -0.09), suggesting that reactive strength or SSC abilities are relatively unimportant for 
starting. Of all the test measures, the best predictor of maximum sprinting performance was the 
force relative to body weight generated after 100 ms from the start of the concentric jump 
movement. The authors justified 100 ms as a suitable time based on maximal speed contact times 
cited by Mero et al. (1986), who reported contact times of 101 and 108 ms for males and females 
respectively. Countermovement jumping is an example of stretch-shortening cycle contractions 
of the leg extensors, similar to that occurring during sprinting and hence countermovement 
jumping performance was also correlated with maximum speed (r = -0.77). The drop jump test, 
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with a mean contact time of 163 ms from 60 cm height, is more specific to sprinting conditions. 
However, the results of the investigation showed poor correlation between drop jumping 
performance and maximum speed (r = -0.19 to -0.44). This finding conflicts with the findings of 
Mero (1981) who reported a significant correlation of FO.72 between a drop jump from a 50 cm 
height and maximum sprinting speed. The authors however, suggest that this difference could be 
because the junior athletes in their investigation were not accustomed to SSC or plyometric 
training and therefore not able to tolerate the stretch loads imposed on them by the drop jump 
test. 
Cronin and Hansen (2005) conducted a study using 26 male professional rugby league players to 
establish the relationship between strength and power metrics and sports speed. Isoinertial 
strength was measured using a three repetition maximum loaded squat technique. Isoinertial 
power was measured using three jumping techniques; jump squat, countermovement jump and 
drop jump. Sprint performance was measured using timing gates placed at the start, 5 m (first 
step quickness), 10 m (acceleration) and 30 m (maximal speed) accounting for the different 
phases of the race. The study revealed that the highest correlations with sprinting performance 
were achieved with the countermovement jump and loaded squat jump. The countermovement 
jump demonstrated correlations of -0.60, -0.62 and -0.56 with 5 m, 10 m and 30 m sprints 
respectively. However, drop jump performance was not statistically correlated with sprint 
performance, even at 30 m when it is suggested that the contact period for the drop jump is 
similar to that during sprinting at maximum speed. This demonstrates that higher correlations 
were achieved using metrics that accounted for the slow SSC compared to the fast SSC. 
Walsh et al. (2004) investigated the effects of dropping height and contact time on jump power 
and work. The authors determined that changes in contact time often had a greater affect on jump 
parameters than starting jump height. Specific jump parameters can be targeted by changing the 
contact time of a drop jump and for highest maximum mechanical power, moderate contact times 
(161-166 ms) are suggested. Examples of specific jump requirements cited by Walsh et al (2004) 
are those emulated by an athlete during the sprint. The authors suggest that a sprinter should train 
for maximum power output at the beginning of the race when acceleration is the most important 
factor and this would require moderate contact times. However, very short contact times are 
typical of the speed maintenance phase and should therefore be replicated in the drop jump test. 
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Maulder et al. (2006) conducted a study to identify the jump kinematic determinants of sprint 
acceleration performance from a block start. The authors determined that more sensitive 
measures such as average power and average force produced during jumps were better predictors 
of sprint performance than height. The authors also suggest that more sensitive measures have 
produced better correlations with sprint performance throughout the literature. Young et al. 
(1995), as previously discussed, used speed-strength measures that were specific to the contact 
times of the race phases and found that jump forces and powers relative to body weight provided 
better correlation with sprinting performance than jump height alone. Liebermann and Katz 
(2003) were able to demonstrate high correlations between CMJ power (r=-0.88) and sprint time, 
but showed lower correlations (r=-0.62) between CMJ height and sprint time. 
1.5.3 Summary 
Measurement of the effect of different stiffness footwear conditions on sprinting performance is 
subj ect to confounding physiological and psychological factors. Therefore, the use of jump 
metrics has been considered as an alternative approach as they are familiar to athletes, 
controllable and provide a basis for determination of detailed dynamic parameters required to 
assess the influence of footwear mechanical properties on performance. Furthermore, it is 
believed that current approaches in the literature lack the control and repeatability offered by 
jump metrics which are required to understand performance mechanisms. 
The combination of eccentric and concentric muscle actions is known as the stretch-shortening 
cycle (SSC). Utilising a stretch immediately before a concentric contraction has been shown to 
augment the concentric phase, resulting in increased force production and power output 
particularly useful in the actions of running, jumping and sprinting. The effectiveness of the SSC 
is governed by the rate and magnitude of the pre-stretch and the time between the completion of 
the stretch and the initiation of the concentric contraction. Stretch-shortening is considered in 
long and short cycles, with respective durations of more or less than 250 ms. Jump metrics can be 
categorised according to the timings of movement patterns and thus matched to the requirements 
of each sprinting phase. Based on ground contact time, start and acceleration performance is best 
assessed with concentric or countermovement jump (CMJ) techniques and maximal sprinting 
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performance with bounce drop jump (BDJ) techniques. In addition, high moments and power 
outputs about the lower extremity joints as well as optimisation of pre-stretch and potentiation, 
make the BDJ the most suitable jump metric for the assessment of maximal sprinting. 
Correlations of between r= 0.72 and 0.79 have been found for bounce drop jump performance 
and maximal speed sprinting. Sprint starting ability has been highly correlated Cr= 0.86) with the 
peak force generated during concentric squat jumps from 1200 knee angle due to the specific 
nature relative to actual starting conditions. 
Differences in angular displacement, velocity, torque and power are apparent when one-legged 
and two-legged techniques are compared. A closer replication of sprinting conditions is achieved 
using unilateral jumps and should therefore be considered for the analysis of performance in 
different footwear conditions. 
When assessing sprinting performance using jump metrics, more sensitive measures such as 
average power and average force produced during the jumps are better predictors of sprint 
performance than jump height alone. Biomechanical analysis of lower extremity dynamics is thus 
recommended for future analysis of performance in different footwear conditions. 
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1.6 Gaps in the knowledge and research methodologies 
A number of research hypotheses correlate foot kinematics with sprinting performance, but 
quantification of sprint spike mechanical properties is neglected. Thus, novel sprint spike 
mechanical test procedures are developed and benchmark bending stiffness properties of current 
commercially available sprint spikes are reported. Rig design and mechanical testing occurs 
through a series of iterative stages, allowing for design changes to aid procedural refinements or 
when necessary, complete methodological changes. Mechanical test requirements specific to 
sprint spikes and consideration of physiological functionality are priorities in the development of 
mechanical test apparatus. In particular, bending tests according to MPJ extension and flexion, 
and specific assessment of stiffness in oblique and transverse MPJ axes are original to the current 
research. 
A kinematic analysis and comparison of barefoot and shod conditions in sprinting is undertaken 
due to a lack in understanding of how the mechanical properties of sprint footwear influence low 
extremity kinematics. Previously established benchmark data are evaluated and the current 
stiffest sprint spike is selected for comparison. The kinematic effects of sprint spikes compared to 
barefoot conditions during the start, acceleration and maximal speed phases of sprinting are 
quantified. Such an approach is novel to the current research and is implemented to facilitate 
development of sprint footwear by making tangible connections between mechanical test data 
and applied use. ' 
A number of authors have used manually adapted footwear to investigate the influence of 
longitudinal bending stiffness on athletic performance. These methods compromise the integrity 
of test shoes, introduce unquantifiable interactions and also affect the comfort and fit of the test 
shoes to an extent that may be perceptible to the participant. Design and manufacture of test 
sprint footwear which minimises these problems is therefore undertaken. Current sprint spike 
design and construction is reviewed and the functional significance of common design features is 
discussed. Data from previous mechanical testing and kinematic analysis are combined with 
aspects of the relevant literature in discussions of design implications. A novel approach to the 
construction of sprint shoes is undertaken using a rapid manufacturing process, namely selective 
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laser sintering (SLS) of nylon. A range of sprint shoe concept designs are explored and evaluated 
against the core objective of modifying longitudinal bending stiffness whilst minimising other 
perceptible parameters. A novel, alternative solution to conventional manual adaptation of 
standard footwear is identified and a range of sprint shoes are constructed. 
In order to carry out future human performance testing, there is a requirement for sprint spikes in 
a range of longitudinal bending stiffness. The mechanical test procedures previously established 
during benchmarking are therefore applied to the mechanical testing of SLS nylon sole units. 
Mechanical properties of SLS sole units are compared to current commercial equivalents. Sprint 
spikes selected for future testing are engineered with discretely different longitudinal bending 
stiffnesses spanning that of current commercial sprint spikes. 
Two separate explorative studies of the influence of sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness on 
kinetics and lower extremity dynamics are undertaken in order to explore the feasibility of using 
sprint shoes constructed with SLS nylon sole units. In addition, novel use of jump metrics, 
representative of the different phases of sprinting, are explored as a means of assessing sprint 
performance in different stiffness conditions. The dynamic study examines MPJ and ankle joint 
angular velocities, moments and powers in different stiffness conditions and compares an 
athlete's performance during these jumps. 
The need for sprint shoes in a larger range of longitudinal bending stiffness is identified. A novel 
adaptation to the standard SLS manufacturing procedure is considered, but a larger range is 
achieved using a simpler geometric approach. Six pairs of sprint shoes spanning and exceeding 
the stiffness of current commercial sprint spikes are designed, manufactured and constructed for 
further testing. 
A detailed biomechanical investigation into the influence of longitudinal bending stiffness on 
lower extremity dynamics during sprint related tasks has not been explored in previous literature. 
Furthermore, specifically engineered footwear in a range of longitudinal bending stiffnesses have 
not been included in any existing biomechanical studies. Engineered sprint footwear is therefore 
used in a detailed study designed to determine the influence of sprint shoe longitudinal bending 
stiffness on the dynamics of the lower extremity during squat jumps and bounce drop jumps. In 
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particular, MPJ and ankle joint angular velocities, moments, powers and mechanical energy 
contributions are compared in barefoot equivalent and test footwear conditions. Key parameters 
are examined to identify any biomechanical differences and highlight the presence of 
optimisation over the stiffuess range. 
1.7 Primary research hypotheses 
It is hypothesised that changes to the longitudinal bending stiffuess of sprint footwear will 
significantly affect athletic performance in sprint related tasks. It is also hypothesised that the 
sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffuess requirements will be specific to both the individual and 
the particular phase of a race. 
During the start and acceleration phases, the magnitude of sprint shoe longitudinal bending 
stiffness required for maximal performance will be lower than that required during maximal 
speed sprinting. A lower magnitude of longitudinal bending stiffness is necessary to facilitate 
activation of the oblique axis in the foot and thus promote the appropriate management of force 
in the triceps surae. A higher 10ngitudinaJ. bending stiffness could improve performance during 
maximal speed sprinting, since higher stiffness levels may enhance the efficiency of force 
transfer between the point of application of the ground reaction force and the ankle. Moreover, 
performance enhancements may be realised during maximal speed sprinting in stiffer shoes if 
athletes can generate useful force without compromising angular velocity or joint coordination at 
the MPJ and ankle joint. The mechanism by which exact levels of longitudinal bending stiffness 
requirements are determined is currently unknown, but it is speculated that lower extremity 
dynamics will provide greater insight. 
It is explicitly hypothesised that increasing longitudinal bending stiffuess of the sole units of 
sprint footwear will: 1) reduce MPJ and ankle joint angular velocity; 2) compromise independent· 
coordination of the MPJ and ankle joints; 3) increase MPJ and ankle joint moments and 4) 
increase MP J and ankle energy generation. It is important to note that for points 3 and 4 it is 
further hypothesised that the moments and energy at the MPJ and ankle joint will increase up to a 
threshold magnitude, which will be governed by each athlete's force generating capabilities and 
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be positioned at a lower magnitude for the squat jump compared to the bounce drop jump with 
horizontal component. 
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2.1 
2.1.1 
BENCHMARKING MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES OF SPRINT SPIKES 
Benchmarking bending stiffness 
Introduction 
It is apparent from the literature that there are opportunities to enhance performance by adapting 
the mechanical properties of footwear. Work to date has focused on the assessment of human 
performance and has tended to neglect mechanical evaluation of footwear. Furthermore, there are 
currently no known studies which quantify the mechanical performance of sprint spikes. 
Mechanical test procedures for standard athletic footwear are widely applied within industry and 
often vary considerably between brands. British standards,. the Shoe and Allied Trade Research 
Associations (SATRA) and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) have all 
developed a number of footwear specific test procedures. However, with regards to bending 
stiffuess, the common approach in human performance literature is to modify standard three-
point bend tests (Kleindienst et al., 2003; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2006). In many cases these types 
of tests are not reproducible outside of the investigation's own test facility, are not applicable to 
fully constructed shoes or are not suitable for testing sprint spikes. 
In the current study, benchmarking procedures have been designed to test primary mechanical 
performance criteria as well as fundamental parameters of sprint spikes. An iterative development 
of mechanical test procedures has been documented in the following sections. Benchmarking 
procedures were principally designed to provide an objective means of characterising the core 
functionality of sprint spikes and to build a detailed understanding of mechanic~l performance. 
Moreover, benchmark data was required to quantify mechanical properties of current designs and 
thus give substance to future embodiments. The design and development of sprint shoes was 
central to this programme of research and the primary objective was to further the understanding 
of how mechanical properties of sprint shoes influence athletic performance. Hence, the 
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development of a robust, repeatable and valid mechanical test procedure was not only important 
to benchmark current properties, but also fundamental to the development of future sprint shoe 
designs. 
2.1.2 Methodology 
Shoe Selection 
Sprint spikes were selected to represent a cross-section of the leading sports brands and to 
characterise an array of perceived quality and price points. Shoe selection was finalised following 
discussions with competitive sprinters. The sprint spikes tested are detailed in Table 4. 
The sprint spikes designed for sprinters of a higher competitive standard are assumed to be the 
adidas Demolisher (A), Asics Cyber Flash (C), Brooks F1 (E), Nike Zoom Monster Fly (H) and 
the Puma Complete (1). This assumption is based on the literature supplied with each shoe, 
detailing the price points and targeted consumer. 
For the benchmarking procedure it was desirable to have a consistent shoe size, although 
restrictions in commercial availability meant there was a degree of variation. The mean shoe size 
was 27.2 ± 0.5 cm (equivalent to UK 9 ± 0.5 sizes). 
Shoe Mass 
Shoe mass data is reported in Table 4. Sprint spikes were conditioned at 20 cC (± 1 CC) and 50 % 
(± 5 %) relative humidity for 48 hours prior to measurement. Sprint shoe mass was determined by 
removing all the spikes from the sole plate and placing a single shoe on the mass balance. Mean 
shoe mass was 196.9 ± 17.4 g. Mass of the individual spikes was measured by placing all the 
spikes on the mass balance and dividing the total mass by the total number of spikes. The mean . 
spike mass was 1.1 ± 0.4 g, 
Toe Spring/heel pitch 
Toe spring is the angle measured between the forepart of the shoe and the horizontal, when the 
shoe is on a level surface. Toe spring accounts for natural foot flex between the rearfoot and 
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forefoot in shoes with high levels of bending stiffness by facilitating a rolling action at the MPJ. 
The angle between the horizontal and the inferior surface of the rearfoot, when the shoe is in a 
neutral position, is tenned the heel pitch, but for the current investigation this angle was ~ot 
independently measured. The data presented for toe spring was measured as the angle between 
the rearfoot and forefoot. Three separate toe spring measurements using a protractor were taken 
to minimise user / parallax error and the data presented are the mean values to the nearest degree. 
The mean toe spring was 26 ± 40 • 
TABLE 4 SPRINT SPIKES TESTED 
SHOE BRAND MODEL RRPI£) SIZElcm) MASSla) MASS 1 SPIKE la) No. SPIKE PLACEMENTS TOE SPRING (dem 
A Adidas Demolisher 80 27.0 204.22 0.44 6 30 
B Adidas Meteor Sprint 50 27.0 196.88 1.04 6 29 
C Asics Cyberflash 85 26.5 180.40 1.33 8 21 
D Asics Hyper Sprint 45 27.5 199.45 1.30 7 25 
E Brooks F1 55 27.5 234.92 1.35 8 25 
F Brooks Twitch 40 27.5 168.97 1.36 7 28 
G Mizuno Tokyo Sprint 11 60 28.0 205.50 1.22 6 21 
H Nike Zoom Monster Fly 75 27.5 201.26 Fixed Spikes 7 23 
I Nike Zoom Super Shift 60 26.5 181.30 0.56 10 28 
J Puma Complete Theseus 60 27.0 188.24 1.15 10 31 
K Reebok Foster Millenium 40 27.0 204.64 1.50 8 30 
MEAN 59 27.2 196.89 1.13 7.5 26 
S.D. 15 0.5 17.40 0.35 1.4 4 
RANGE 45 1.5 65.95 1.06 4.0 10 
2.1.3 Mechanical Testing 
The principle flex point of a shoe coincides with the MPJ of the foot, which is known to dorsiflex 
to approximately 600 during push-off (Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux, 1979). For the 
benchmarking procedure, sprint shoes were subjected to mechanical testing based on an 
experimental study detailed by Oleson, Adler and Goldsmith (2005). The authors compared the 
stiffness of the forefoot to that of running shoes, using an MP J region as the fulcrum to determine 
bending moment. The MPJ region was approximated at the point of visible bending by two 
parallel lines 2cm apart. The sprint spike bending stiffness benchmarking test was perfonned 
about a similar flex point. 
American Society for Testing and Materials Standard Test Method for Flexibility of Running 
Shoes (ASTM F-911 - 85) defines the flex fulcrum as a line perpendicular to the shoe centre line 
and at a distance of 70% of the total shoe length from the rearmost part of the heel counter. This 
standard was modified to account for actual MP J extension, which was approximated by an angle 
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of 10° from the perpendicular centre line, representing an axis from the first to fifth metatarsal 
heads. Size specific contoured rigid lasts were used to define this point. 
Methodology 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 21. Each sprint spike was secured to the apparatus 
using a rigid rearfoot last. Each last was contoured to the internal profile of the shoes. The lasts 
were fixed to a member inclined at 30° to the vertical and the complete fixture was bolted to a 
base plate. The sprint spikes were anchored in place using a purpose built clamping arrangement 
designed to prevent the spike slipping and also to assist in defining the bend region of the outsole. 
Clamping pressure was distributed over the midfoot and up to the flex fulcrum using a square 
section of compressed ply wood, backed with a non-slip rubber coating. 
FIGURE 21 SPRINT SPIKE BENDING STIFFNESS EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Vertical forces were applied to the sprint spikes in accordance with the methodology utilised by 
Oleson, Adler and Goldsmith (2005) using a tensile testing machine (Zwick 1474) and measured 
using a 10 kN load cell. The probe speed was 2.5 mm's- I and data was recorded every 0.04 s. The 
shoe was raised vertically by 25 mm and at the end of the loading phase, the probe remained at a 
constant vertical height for 5 s, until ascending at 2.5 mm's- I back to the start position. Prior to 
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each test cycle, the horizontal distance between the point of flex and the point of application of 
vertical force was measured. A brass plate was located between the probe and the outsole. The 
side in contact with the outsole was backed with double-sided tape and the side contacting the 
probe was lubricated. The inclusion of the brass plate reduced stick-slip and ensured the 
acquisition of smooth force profiles. The initial angle between the vertical axis and the outsole of 
each sprint spike was also measured to account for toe spring and polymer relaxation. Vertical 
force was recorded throughout the cycle and five cycles were performed on each shoe. The sprint 
shoe exhibited different bending stiffness properties for the first three cycles and normalised for 
the last two cycles. Fatigue testing revealed nominal variation post three cycles, therefore the data 
presented is a mean of the last two cycles. 
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 22. The contoured last and the 
clamping arrangement facilitated the definition of the bending region, which extended 20 mm 
forward of the clamp. It is assumed that the actual flex fulcrum occurred in the centre of the bend 
region, and remained approximately constant for all shoes. The bending moment for each shoe 
was calculated as the product of the actual force Factual and the actual length. These are obtained 
from the measured vertical force, the original length and the vertical deflection. 
FIGURE 22 SCHEMATIC EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
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Results 
Bending stiffness results are listed in descending order according to overall quasi-static bending 
stiffness in Table 5. All data are given as the mean ± S.D. The maximum bend angle and the 
maximum vertical force are also listed. The mean bend angle was 20 ± 2° to the nearest degree 
and any discrepancy between the maximum bend angles of each shoe was due to differences in 
toe spring and outsole design. Some outsoles were designed such that spike placement restricted 
the vertical displacement of the probe and hence the maximum bend angle was reduced. 
TABLE 5 BENDING STIFFNESS RESULTS 
Vertical Initial Q.S. Bending loading/Unloading Q.S. Bending Overall Q.S. Bending 
Shoe Force (N) Max Angle (0) Stiffness Coet, (NmJ") Stiffness Coet. (Nm/O) Stiffness Coef. (Nml") 
A 81 .0 19.4 0.68 0.40 0.54 
F 76.5 23.5 0.42 0.29 0.36 
E 52.9 21 .0 0.50 0.18 0.34 
C 49.4 21 .0 0.42 0.21 0.32 
H 56.4 21 .1 0.38 0.22 0.30 
0 42.7 20.8 0.38 0.18 0.28 
G 35.0 20.5 0.30 0.17 0.24 
J 29.1 17.0 0.32 0.15 0.24 
B 27.0 16.8 0.32 0.13 0.23 
I 31.2 20.4 0.28 0.13 0.21 
K 25.0 19.4 0.24 0.10 017 
Mean 46.0 20.1 0.4 0.2 0.3 
S.D. 19.4 1.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Ranee 56.0 6.7 0.4 0.3 0.4 
The vertical force recorded by the load cell is plotted against time for three of the eleven shoes in 
Figure 23. Shoes, A, C and K describe a range in mechanical performance. Mean sprint spike 
deflection is also plotted versus time with the vertical axis representing millimetres. The 
graphical data shows the loading and unloading phases at a speed of2.5 mm's-l. 
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FIGURE 23 FORCE AND DEFLECTION VS. TIME (EACH SHOE MEAN OF 2 CYCLES) 
The initial slope of the curves in Figure 23 shows an increasing force with increasing vertical 
deflection. The maximum force is achieved near maximum vertical deflection. At this point the 
probe is held at a fixed height and then, due to stress relaxation, vertical force slowly reduces. 
Then as the shoe begins descending away from the probe there is a rapid reduction in force. 
Shoes A, C and K achieved maximum vertical forces of 81 , 49 and 25 N respectively. The range 
in vertical force between all the tested sprint spikes is 56 N, indicating a considerable difference 
in force required to bend each shoe. 
Quasi-static bending stiffness is calculated as the ratio of bending moment to bending angle and 
the values are calculated graphically as shown in Figure 24. The initial quasi-static bending 
stiffness coefficient is the gradient of the loading phase of the bending moment vs. bending angle 
graphical data between 0 and 5°. The loading quasi-static bending stiffness coefficient is the 
gradient of the bending moment vs. bending angle graphical data in the linear section between 5 
and 15°. The overall quasi-static bending stiffness is the mean of the initial and loading quasi-
static stiffness values. 
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FIGURE 24 BENDING MOMENT VS. BENDING ANGLE (EACH SHOE MEAN OF 2 CYCLES) 
Shoes A, C and K have overall quasi-static bending stiffnesses of 0.54. 0.32 and 0.17 N"m"deg-1. 
The mean overall quasi-static bending stiffness of all the tested sprint spikes is 0.3 ± 0.1 
N"m"deg-1 and the range is 0.4 N"m"deg-1. 
Discussion 
This investigation benchmarked a range of sprint spikes from leading manufacturers according to 
their bending stiffness about the primary point of flex in the outsole. Research by Stefanyshyn et 
al. (2004) indicated that bending stiffness of currently available sprint spikes may be too low for 
optimal performance. The data from this investigation provides an objective evaluation of 
bending stiffness, which at this stage cannot be directly related to quality or performance. 
Nonetheless data can be used to compare the performance of current sprint spikes and also 
facilitate future design. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) suggested that shoe design influences sprinting performance and 
they discovered that factors such as toe spring may control touchdown posterior sole angle. This 
in turn could improve the efficiency of the movement pattern. Toe spring measurements from this 
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study show a large degree of variation between all the sprint spikes, indicating that there is no 
agreed optimal value within the tested range. 
The bending stiffness benchmarking identified considerable differences between the overall 
quasi-static bending stiffness properties of the eleven tested sprint spikes. Data indicate a range in 
overall quasi-static bending stiffness from a minimum value of 0.17 Nomodeg-1 to a maximum 
value of 0.54 Nomodeg-1 .The bending stiffness values obtained vary considerably, as found by 
Stefanyshyn et al. (2000) who used carbon fibre inserts to modify stand~d athletic shoes to 
produce a ' control shoe', a ' stiff shoe' and a 'very stiff shoe' with measured stiffness values of 
0.04, 0.25 and 0.38 Nomodeg-1 respectively. 
Graphical data for shoes A, C and K are shown in Figure 24. Three of the eleven tested sprint 
spikes are shown in order to clearly depict a range in mechanical performance. As vertical force 
is applied to the shoes, each outsole deforms across the forefoot region, with prominent bending 
occurring within the bending region (shown in Figure 23). Before bending, the polymer chains 
are randomly oriented and the gradient of the curve at this point demonstrates that the force 
required to initiate bending (effective stiffness) is larger than the force required throughout the 
loading bending stiffness region. The mean initial quasi-static bending stiffness coefficient is 0.4 
± 0.1 Nomodeg-1 and the mean loading quasi-static bending stiffness coefficient is 0.2 ± 0.1 
Nomodeg-1 .With increased amounts of bending, the gradient of the curve gradually reduces. This 
occurs as the chains are supplied with more energy and begin to align themselves. At maximum 
deflection the vertical position is held constant, but the vertical force reduces due to stress 
relaxation. Reduction in vertical force occurs as polymer chain alignment continues and the 
overall flexural properties are progressively optimised into a structure that can deform under less 
force. 
The bending stiffness values obtained vary considerably although not all the tested sprint spikes 
were designed for the same category sprinter. Shoes A, C, E, H and J were assumed to be spikes 
designed for sprinters of a high competitive standard. This assumption was based on the literature 
supplied with each shoe detailing the price points and targeted consumer. Shoes A, C, E, H and J 
appear in the top five stiffest sprint spikes in the current investigation. This highlights that shoes 
designed for sprinters of a higher competitive standard have a higher bending stiffness. However, 
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the mean bending stiffness coefficient for the five stiffest shoes is 0.37 ± 0.lN"m"deg-1 with a 
range of 0.24 N"m"deg-1, which further emphasises inconsistencies between sprint spikes 
considered for athletes of a higher competitive standard. 
Conclusions 
The benchmarking exercise has enabled the disparity in mechanical properties between currently 
available sprint spikes to be established. Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) highlighted the 
importance of shoe bending stiffness and concluded that the stiffness of currently available sprint 
spikes may be too low for maximal performance. The current data indicates that there is a large 
range in bending stiffness and that sprint shoes designed for athletes of a higher competitive 
standard are stiffest. However, the stiffness of the five stiffest sprint spikes varies significantly, 
further emphasising inconsistency. 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004) speculated that the optimal bending stiffness of sprint shoes 
should be tuned to the personal characteristics of an individual athlete. The results of this 
investigation show that the leading sports brands offer a range in sprint spike bending stiffness. 
For example, the two tested spikes by Adidas; the Demolisher and the Meteor Sprint, have 
respective overall quasi-static bending stiffness values of 0.54 and 0.23 N·m·deg-1. These sprint 
spikes are marketed at different price points and therefore assumed to be aimed at athletes of 
different competitive standards. This shows consideration towards the needs of different standard 
athletes, but there is no evidence to suggest that brands are consciously offering different levels 
of bending stiffness to athletes of a higher competitive standard. 
Quasi-static measurements are a simplification of the actual dynamic response at sprinting 
speeds. Dynamic test methods must be considered to better interpret material behaviour under 
sprinting conditions. A sprint contact time of approximately 0.1 s equates to a load/unload cyclic 
frequency of 10Hz and it is unrealistic to expect that these speeds will be replicated with the 
equipment currently available. Nonetheless higher speeds must be considered in future work. 
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2.2 Procedural Limitations and Test Development 
The bending stiffness procedure, based on that utilised by Oleson et al. (2005) provided an initial 
insight into the mechanical performance of the selected sprint shoes. It highlighted disparity in 
mechanical performance between the tested sprint spikes. These disparities were not the only 
limitation as the procedure has several areas of inconsistency which have a direct influence on the 
results. 
2.2.1 Areas of inconsistency 
Fixing method 
Each shoe was secured to a contoured rigid last with a flat profile which was not consistent with 
the three dimensional profile of the shoe or outsole. In some tests, the applied clamping force 
caused the outsole to deform into a form that may have caused additional stresses. This could 
have influenced the bending behaviour and hence the bending stiffness. 
The clamp was fundamental to the experiment; it not only secured the shoes and outsoles in place 
but also assisted in defining the bending region. However, the structure of the sprint spike sole 
units restricted clamp positioning and caused inconsistencies between clamping arrangements for 
each shoe. 
Loading 
The probe on the tensile testing machine was positioned to record vertical force as the platform 
was raised, causing the forefoot of the sprint spike to bend as the load was applied. For the 
procedure to remain consistent the original length (see Figure 22) between the centre line of the 
probe and the centre of the bending region must be the same. However, geometric features 
included in some of the sole designs meant that slight modifications to the probe position were 
made. This changed the length of the moment arm and hence influenced the bending moment 
results. 
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Bending region 
The bending region was defined as the region of visible bending occurring as the load was 
applied to the shoe. The bending region was defined as the area 20 mm forward of the clamp. It 
became obvious when reviewing the experiments that the bending region varied significantly for 
each test and definition of this region was virtually impossible to quantify due to continual 
change throughout loading. The results are therefore not an exact representation of bending 
stiffness about the defined bending region, but more a representation of the global bending 
stiffness of the forefoot about natural flex points in the shoe. 
2.2.2 Summary 
The bending stiffness measurement procedure was subject to considerable error and therefore 
requires the development of a new test method. Nonetheless, the investigation was successful as 
it has highlighted important problems to be addressed in a modified fixture design. 
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2.3 
2.3.1 
Modified Bending Stiffness Test Procedure 
Mechanical Testing 
The bending stiffness test procedure was carried out using a modified internal standard torsional 
test method (TNO-IND/MPO 008), developed by TNO Industries Eindhoven. 
The adapted apparatus is pictured in Figure 25 and a simplified schematic is shown in Figure 26. 
For the bending stiffness procedure, the TNO apparatus was modified so that shoes were 
positioned for bending to occur about an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the shoe 
between the forefoot and rearfoot. A frame and plate was designed to fix the rearfoot of the sprint 
spike and accurately position the shoe for testing. Additionally, a drive plate was designed to 
extend outwards underneath the forefoot. Each shoe was secured at the rearfoot using an internal 
steel plate, fastened securely with two bolts which pass through the outsole. An additional fixing 
hole, positioned just before the bend region, was used to assist in defining the bend line. A simple 
nut, bolt and washer arrangement was used to secure the shoe at this point. The forefoot plate was 
driven by the motor and the speed was managed with a frequency control unit. Bending force was 
applied to the forefoot of the shoe as the forefoot plate was cyclically driven and the range of 
angular displacement was controlled by adjusting the drive arm of the motor. 
FIGURE 25 ADAPTED BENDING STIFFNESS APPARATUS 
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1 fixing point along the shoe centre 
line 17.5mm from the bend axis 
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FIGURE 26 SCHEMATIC OF ADAPTED BENDING STIFFNESS TEST SET-UP 
The moment (N·m) was calculated using a bending beam load cell (HBM Wagezelle 20kg 
G48921) positioned such that the force was recorded at 90 mm from the axis of rotation. Angular 
displacement was simultaneously measured and the torsional stiffness coefficient was calculated 
as the ratio of torque divided by angle oftwist. Dynamic calibration was carried out prior to each 
test to ensure accurate angular displacement and torque. In addition static calibration using a 5 kg 
mass secured to the forefoot loading plate was also recorded. 
The required amount of angular displacement for the bending tests has been correlated with the 
functional angular range of the MP] during sprinting. High speed video analysis of foot contacts 
during sprinting (discussed in detail in Chapter 3) was used to determine that the range in MP] 
extension was approximately 40°. Consequently the bending tests were carried out over an 
angular range of 50° to ensure complete data capture over the functional range. 
The shoe fixing method was designed to accommodate testing about a transverse axis at 90° to 
the longitudinal midline of the foot at 70% of shoe length and also about an oblique axis which 
can be varied between 90 - 70°. Figure 27 shows an outsole unit secured for testing about an 
oblique axis of 70° from the longitudinal midline of the foot. 
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FIGURE 27 BENDING STIFFNESS APPARATUS SHOWING OBLIQUE ANGLE VARIATION 
Bojsen-Moller (1978) also established that the push-off phase of the human gait can be 
performed about two alternative axes; a transverse axis through the first and second metatarsal 
bones, or an oblique axis through the second to the fifth metatarsal heads as shown in Figure 28. 
Latentl ':lx i ..;:..s --h'iiIIr-1'''' 
Obl iqllcaxis 
FIGURE 28 TRANSVERSE (LATERAL) AND OBLIQUE AXIS (BOSJEN-MOLLER 1978) 
Bojsen-Moller (1978) determined that the transverse and oblique axes are selected independently 
for high and low gear push-off respectively. The resistance arm in the foot is 20% longer when 
push-off is performed about the transverse axis than the oblique axis. The author therefore 
concluded that axis selection is determined by the different mechanical demands during gait. 
Zatsiorsky (1998) reports that when high velocity is desired, for example, in sprinting, people 
perform push-off about the transverse axis. When a large force is required, for example in lifting 
heavy loads or the first steps of sprint, the push-off is performed about the oblique axis. 
Once each shoe was aligned to the appropriate test axis and securely fastened to the apparatus, 
the motor was turned on and the forefoot was driven at a frequency of 0.32 Hz. After a period of 
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ten cycles test data were recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz for 800 samples. The 
machine was then stopped and the data processed prior to repeating the procedure. The bending 
stiffness test was performed about a transverse axis at 90° to the midline and an oblique axis at 
70° to the midline on the left shoe of each pair. 
2.3.2 Results 
The sprint spike bending stiffness results are listed in descending order in Table 6 according to 
bending stiffness coefficient at an angular displacement of 30°. This angle was selected 
arbitrarily, but is suitable for comparisons as it is middle of the bending range. Table 6 includes 
bending stiffness coefficients for each axis of each shoe at bend angles of 10°, 20°, 30° and 40°. 
The percentage difference between the bending stiffness coefficient in the transverse and oblique 
axis of each shoe is presented in the final column. 
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TABLE 6 OBLIQUE AND TRANSVERSE BENDING STIFFNESS RESULTS 
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A Transverse 0.68 1.40 2.12 2.84 0.05 
Oblique 0.77 1.39 2.01 2.63 
C Transverse 1.19 1.47 1.74 2.02 -0.01 
Oblique 1.31 1.53 1.75 1.97 
G Transverse 0.78 1.10 1.43 1.75 0.05 
Oblique 0.81 1.08 1.36 1.64 
I Transverse 0.94 1.17 1.40 1.63 0.01 
Oblique 0.89 1.14 1.39 1.64 
F Transverse 1.16 1.23 1.29 1.35 -0.11 
Oblique 1.15 1.29 1.43 1.58 
E Transverse 0.51 0.88 1.24 1.60 -0.30 
Oblique 0.81 1.21 1.62 2.02 
H Transverse 0.86 0.94 1.02 1.10 -0.12 
Oblique 0.99 1.07 1.14 1.22 
J Transverse 0.73 0.86 0.98 1.11 -0.10 
Oblique 0.79 0.93 1.08 1.23 
D Transverse 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.06 -0.17 
Oblique 0.77 0.93 1.08 1.24 
B Transverse 0.39 0.63 0.88 1.12 -0.16 
Oblique 0.44 0.73 1.02 1.30 
K Transverse 0.55 0.71 0.87 1.03 0.06 
Oblique 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82 
MEAN -0.07 
S.D. 0.11 
The moment recorded by the load cell is plotted in N'm versus bending angle in degrees for three 
of the eleven tested sprint spikes in Figure 29 Shoes A, G and K are selected to describe a range 
in bending stiffness performance. The graphical plots are illustrated as scattered data points and 
account for 2 cycles of data. The loading phase is represented by the upper section of the loop 
and the unloading phase by the lower section. A quadratic polynomial is fitted to the loading 
phase of each data set and the bending stiffness coefficient is calculated as the ratio of bending 
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stiffness to bending angle at intervals along the quadratic fit. To simplify the data analysis 
procedure and facilitate comparisons between tested shoes, the gradient of the quadratic fit is 
reported at 10°, 20°, 30° and 40° bending angle, as listed in Table 6. 
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FIGURE 29 BENDING STIFFNESS vs. BEND ANGLE FOR SHOE A, G AND K 
The quadratic functions of the polynomial fits for each of the tested sprint spikes are listed in 
Table 7. The R-squared value in the final column of Table 7 describes the accuracy of the fitted 
curve functions. None of the R-squared values fall below 0.99, indicating a high level of 
agreement between the quadratic function and the recorded data. 
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TABLE 7 QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS OF EACH OF THE TESTED SPRINT SPIKES 
fix) = ol*xl\2 +o2*x +p3 
SHOE AXIS pl p2 p3 RA2 
A Transverse 0.018 0.898 -13.320 1.00 
Oblique 0.023 0.429 -4.065 0.99 
B Transverse 0.004 0.688 -10.600 0.99 
Oblique 0.005 0.717 -7.961 0.99 
C Transverse 0.004 1.426 -7.208 1.00 
Oblique -0.009 2.401 -21.140 0.99 
D Transverse 0.001 0.823 -3.023 0.99 
Oblique 0.002 0.958 -2.837 0.99 
E Transverse 0.011 0.524 -8.015 0.99 
Oblique 0.010 1.015 -13.260 1.00 
F Transverse -0.004 1.518 -5.512 0.99 
Oblique 0.003 1.230 -6.222 1.00 
G Transverse 0,014 0.400 0.010 0.99 
Oblique 0.010 0.640 . -1.370 0.99 
H Transverse -0.003 1.201 -4.379 0.99 
Oblique 0.002 0.995 -1.420 0.99 
I Transverse -0.004 1.676 -1 6.630 1.00 
Oblique 0.001 1.380 -14.920 0.99 
J Transverse -0.001 1.089 -7.438 0.99 
Oblique -0.003 1.323 -13.670 0.99 
K Transverse 0.007 0.331 6.372 0.99 
Oblique -0.001 0.925 0.379 0.99 
The plotted data for shoes A, G and K in Figure 29 show similar behaviour; as the bending angle 
is increased the bending moment increases. The relationship between bending angle and bending 
moment is non-linear and in terms of the loading phase, is best represented by quadratic functions 
(see Table 7). Bending stiffness coefficient is calculated as the gradient of the bending moment 
versus bending angle graphical data and therefore, according to the graphical relationship, the 
bending stiffness coefficient for the majority of shoes increases as the bending angle increases. 
This is evident as the derivative of the quadratic functions describes a positive relationship 
between bending angle and bending moment for the majority of the tested sprint spikes. A clear 
distinction between the gradients of the plotted data for shoes A, G and K is illustrated in Figure 
29. The rate of increase of the gradient is considerably higher in stiffer shoes compared to less 
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stiff shoes. The loading phase for shoe K, the least stiff shoe tested, shows an almost linear 
relationship between bending angle and bending moment. Shoe A however, was the stiffest shoe 
tested and the graphical data shows a marked increase in gradient with bending angle. 
Shoe A, G and K have transverse axis bending stiffuess coefficients of 2.3, 1.55 and 0.88 N'm 
deg- l at 30° bend angle respectively. The mean transverse axis bending stiffuess coefficient for 
all of the tested sprint spikes was 1.31 ± 0.44 N'm deg- l and the range was 1.42 N'm deg- l . The 
mean oblique axis bending stiffuess coefficient at 30° bend angle for all of the tested sprint spikes 
was 1.41±0.41 N'm dei l and the range was 1.50 N'm deg- l . The bending stiffuesses for bend 
angles of 10, 20, and 40° are also reported in Table 6. The bending stiffuess coefficients are 
compared at 30° bend angle as data at this point is consistent for reliable comparisons of the 
differential of the quadratic fit. 
The bending stiffness coefficients in the transverse and oblique axis for all the tested sprint spikes 
are compared graphically in Figure 30. The shoes are listed in descending order from left to right 
according to the average between the transverse and oblique bending stiffuess coefficients. The 
transverse data are shown in hatched columns and the oblique data in unfilled columns. Table 6 
lists all the bending stiffness data for each shoe in each axis at 10, 20, 30 and 40° bend angle. The 
final column lists the percentage difference between the oblique and transverse bending stiffness 
coefficients. A negative percentage difference occurs when the oblique stiffuess is larger than the 
transverse stiffuess. The mean percentage difference was -9 ± 13% and the range was 36%. 
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FIGURE 30 TRANSVERSE AND OBLIQUE BENDING STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL THE TESTED SPRINT SPIKES AT 30° 
2.3.3 Discussion 
The bending stiffness measurement procedure developed enabled a range of sprint spikes from 
the leading manufacturers to be benchmarked according to their bending stiffness about a 
transverse and oblique axis at a flex point approximating the MP] at 70% of shoe length from the 
rearmost part of the shoe. 
The magnitude of the bending stiffness values produced using the first bending stiffness 
procedure are different to the bending stiffness values produced using the modified test method. 
The test results are entirely dependent upon the test procedure and each bending stiffness 
coefficient is therefore specific to the testing conditions. 
The bending stiffness coefficients using the first test method were considerably less than those 
using the developed testing arrangement. It is suggested that this may be a result of several 
factors. Firstly, the difference in the measured bending stiffness could be attributed to the single 
point loading technique and the clamping arrangement used in the original method. This allowed 
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the sprint spikes to freely deform at several undefined points across the sole unit. The resulting 
stiffnesses were reduced as the procedure was taking account of global forefoot stiffness with 
deformation occurring at inherent predefined flex points created by geometric features and 
general outsole design. In comparison, a defined bending region introduced into the modified 
fixing arrangement, constrained the shoe in such a way that bending predominantly occurred over 
structural elements and features such as spike housings. This had the effect of increasing 
measured stiffness. In spite of the variability associated with comparing sprint spikes from 
different manufactures, it is reasoned that a consistently defined bending region was important 
for robust and repeatable comparisons and external validity. 
The developed benchmarking procedure has shown considerable disparity between the bending 
stiffness coefficients of the tested sprint spikes. The spikes have transverse bending stiffness 
coefficients at 30° bend angle which span a range from 0.88 to 2.30 N'm deg-1 with a mean value 
of 1.31 ± 0.44 N'm deg-1• When comparing the ranked order of the tested sprint spikes with that 
of the previous test, it is apparent that changes in order have occurred. As previously discussed, 
the bending stiffuess coefficients are largely dependent on the test conditions and so rank changes 
such as these are expected. However, there is some agreement between tests as shoes A, C and E 
appeared in the four stiffest sprint spikes in both the previous investigation and the developed test 
method. Moreover, the previous testing procedure and the developed procedure agree that shoe K 
was the least stiff shoe. 
Shoes A, C, E, H and J are considered for athletes of a higher competitive standard. Shoes A, C 
and E have the highest average bending stiffness coefficients of the shoes tested, but shoes H and 
J appear lower in the range. The mean bending stiffness coefficient of shoes A, C, E, H and J was 
1.55 ± 0.50 N'm deg-1 with a range of 1.26 N'm deg-1 identifying that there is also considerable 
difference between the bending stiffuess coefficients of those spikes considered for athletes of a 
higher competitive standard. Furthermore, shoe A was found to be approximately 50% stiffer 
than the next stiffest shoe according to the first test method and a slightly smaller difference of 
approximately 30% exists as a result of the developed procedure this emphasises disparity 
between the stiffest spikes in the range. 
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The push-off phase of stance can occur about an oblique or transverse axis at the MP J in the foot. 
According to Bojsen-Moller (1978) the oblique and transverse axes are selected to account for 
the relevant boundary conditions throughout the progression of the human gait. It is reasoned that 
the oblique axis is selected during the first steps of a sprint and then as speed increases the, 
transverse axis is selected. Consequently, it is thought that bending stiffness about these two axes 
should be unique to the requirements of foot function during the different phases of the race. The 
velocities and ground reaction forces are lower in the early stages of the race and therefore 
stiffness in the oblique axis of the shoe should be less than in the transverse axis. Independent 
bending stiffness for two unique axes should allow for higher levels of bending stiffness to be 
achieved in the transverse axis, in accordance with the research by Stefanyshyn and Fusco 
(2004), without compromising foot function throughout the early stages of a race. 
Due to differences between sprint spikes from different manufacturers it is difficult to be certain 
that the testing procedure correctly measured bending stiffness along appropriate flex planes. 
Therefore, any predefined flex features may not have been accounted for and in fact any features 
that deviated from the transverse and oblique axes defined by the test may have produced 
confounding data. However, it is also possible that the tested shoes were poorly designed, with no 
consideration of the different bending stiffness requirements of the separate foot axes. 
2.3.4 Conclusions 
The data obtained using the modified procedure characterises the bending stiffness behaviour of 
each sprint spike for an oblique axis and transverse axis over the complete functional range. The 
developed procedure used a reliable and repeatable arrangement that defined the bending region 
consistently for each test. Discrepancies between tests can be attributed to the definition of the 
bending region. 
The sprint spike benchmarking exerCIse, usmg the developed testing arrangement, has 
highlighted large disparity between the bending stiffness properties about the primary point of 
flex in the shoe. Variation in bending stiffness across the complete range of tested sprint spikes 
was anticipated, as spikes are targeted at different ability levels and also represent a cross-section 
of perceived quality. However, it is apparent that considerable disparity also exists between those 
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sprint spikes targeting higher ability athletes. Furthermore, there is a 30% difference between the 
bending stiffness coefficients of the two stiffest sprint spikes in the range. It is conclusive from 
the data that there is neither a tight range in bending stiffness for sprint spikes designed for 
athletes of a lower competitive standard nor athletes of a higher competitive standard. 
The benchmarking exercise measured the bending stiffness in the transverse and oblique axes, at 
90° and 70° to the longitudinal axis of the shoe respectively. The results show that there is no 
difference between the bending stiffness in the oblique and transverse axes. 
The analysis procedure applied to the results of the previous testing was subject to considerable 
human error, as gradients were manually calculated from graphical data. The modified procedure 
used software (Matlab 7.0) to automatically analyse data, which not only minimised human error, 
but also improved consistency and reliability. 
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2.4 
2.4.1 
Benchmarking Bending Stiffness - Further Test 
Development 
Introduction 
The bending stiffness test procedure used in section 2.3 improved the consistency of the test data 
between samples when compared to the original method in section 2.1.3 . The developed 
procedure proved to be successful at benchmarking the bending stiffness of the sprint spikes and 
the data has contributed to developing an improved understanding of their mechanical 
performance. However, the testing equipment is based at TNO in Eindhoven in the Netherlands 
and it therefore became inconvenient to carry out any further testing on this equipment. 
A new testing procedure was developed for use on mechanical testing machinery based at 
Loughborough University. The procedure was designed to facilitate the testing of sprint spikes, 
SLS nylon sole units and sprint shoes complete with SLS nylon sole units. 
Due to destructive testing, shoes E (Brooks FI) and Shoe H (Nike Zoom Monster Fly) were not 
available for further testing. An additional sprint spike, shoe M (New Balance SDS lOOS) was 
supplied by project partners New Balance Athletic Shoes Ltd and included in all future testing. 
This shoe will from the basis of sprint spike development as detailed in Chapter 4. 
The following sections report the design and development of the apparatus and procedure for the 
testing of bending stiffness of sprint footwear. The mechanical performance of a selection of 
currently available sprint spikes is evaluated and reported. 
2.4.2 Design 
The apparatus was designed in accordance with the ASTM standard test method for flexibility of 
running shoes (F911-85), detailed in Figure 31. All individual components were designed using 
SolidWorks 2003 , three-dimensional computer aided design software and manufactured in the 
Loughborough University Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering workshop. 
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FIGURE 31 SCHEMATIC OF ASTM F911 STANDARD TEST METHOD FOR FLEXIBILITY OF RUNNING SHOES 
The ball hold-down clamp and the heel hold-down clamp from the ASTM standard are relevant 
to the design of a modified sprint spike testing arrangement. According to the ASTM F911-85, 
the ball hold-down clamp is made from metal and constructed into a trapezoidal shape, intended 
to approximate the ball of the foot. The base section, which contacts the shoe is 3.8 cm long and 
has a peripheral 1 cm radius. The long edge of the ball hold-down clamp should be congruous 
with the axis of the flex fulcrum. The flex fulcrum is perpendicular to the shoe centre line at a 
distance of 70% of shoe length from the rearmost part of the heel counter. The heel hold-down 
clamp is 3 cm in diameter with a peripheral radius of 1 cm. 
Forefoot hold-down clamp bracket 
o 
Forefool hold-down cklmp 
forefoot hold-down clamp x -adjustment 
FIGURE 32 BENDING STIFFNESS TEST RIG DESIGN (VIEWS; ISOMETRIC, PLAN, SIDE) 
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Aspects of the ASTM standard were modified to account for the testing of sprint spikes, rather 
than standard athletic running shoes. The main difference was the requirement to measure force 
throughout a period of flexion (vertically downwards) as well as the standard extension 
(vertically upwards). Two end effectors were designed to account for the two loading types. A 
forefoot hold-down clamp, shown in Figure 33, was designed with dimensions according to those 
ofthe clamp detailed in the ASTM standard. The clamp is split, so that the forefoot of a sole unit 
and a fully constructed shoe with an upper can remain securely clamped in position without 
excessive deformation of the upper. 
FOREFOOT HOLD DOWN CLAMP 
- ---TOE ALIGNMENT PLATE 1---
FIGURE 33 MODIFIED BALL HOLD-DOWN CLAMP 
A stirrup, with a 20 mm diameter roller, was designed to cradle and load the shoes vertically 
upwards. The final test set-up and two end effectors are shown in Figure 34. 
FIGURE 34 MODIFIED BENDING STIFFNESS TEST SET-UP SHOWING FLEXION AND EXTENSION END EFFECTORS 
Interchangeable end effectors and an adaptable base plate were also included in the fixture design 
to allow for testing to be carried out on the materials testing machine (Lloyds LRX universal 
materials testing machine, SN 10032, calibrated to loads of 20 - 1000 N in tension and 20 -800 N 
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ill compression) housed in the School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at 
Loughborough University. 
2.4.3 Mechanical Testing 
The base plate was secured to the base of the materials testing machine to prevent any twisting of 
the apparatus throughout testing. The overall length of the sprint spike was measured along the 
centre of the shoe. The shoe was then placed in the fixture with the toe just touching the toe 
alignment plate, ensuring that the forefoot hold-down clamp and the loading probe were 
accurately aligned. The internal section of the forefoot hold-down clamp was inserted into the 
shoe and was automatically aligned with the external section of the clamp using a tongue and 
groove keying system. The shoe was aligned so that the forefoot hold-down clamp created a flex 
fulcrum at 70% of shoe length from the rearmost part of the heel counter. The shoe was 
simultaneously aligned such that the loading probe contacts the rearfoot of the shoe at a distance 
45% of shoe length rearward of the flex fulcrum. The flex fulcrum and point of load application 
were taken from ASTM F911-85. Once the shoe was in position, a consistent compressive load 
was applied to the ball hold-down clamp, which was achieved using a screw thread arrangement. 
Once the shoe was positioned, force and extension were zeroed. 
Sprint footwear in general, exhibit large toe spring / heel rise angles. This makes them unique as 
unlike standard athletic footwear, a lifted heel arrangement offers some support through the first 
half of ground contact due to relatively high levels of bending stiffness. Previous test methods 
have disregarded MP] flexion during this period, but this period is important as it potentially 
involves larger ground reaction forces than the second half of ground contact. Hence, sprint 
spikes would be required to control MP] and ankle dynamics during this phase. Consequently, 
the test method described in this section was designed to measure the bending stiffness in 
extension and flexion. 
Extension 
For extension testing, a stirrup loading cradle was used. The shoe fits inside the stirrup and loads 
were applied to the shoe by pulling vertically upwards. From the point of zero extension (natural 
position of the rearfoot of the sprint spike when fixed in the apparatus), the shoe was flexed to a 
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maximum vertical distance of 90 mm. The loading rate was fixed at the maximum loading rate of 
the machine (1000 mm'min- i ) and vertical force was recorded throughout the entire period of 
flexion. Data were recorded for one cycle and the test was repeated five times. A rest period 
between cycles of approximately 30 s was used. The reported data was a mean of the last three 
cycles. 
Flex ion 
The flexion testing procedure requires the use of a flexion loading probe. Once the shoe was 
secured in place the loading probe applied a vertical downward force to the internal surface ofthe 
shoe. From the point of zero displacement (natural position of the rearfoot of the sprint spike 
when fixed in the apparatus) the shoe was flexed until contacting the horizontal base surface of 
the fixture. Loading was set to immediately stop at a maximum force of 400 N, to ensure that the 
load cell was not overloaded. The loading rate was fixed at the maximum loading rate of 
1000 mm'min- i and vertical force was recorded throughout the entire period of extension. Data 
were recorded for one cycle and the test was repeated five times. A rest period between cycles of 
approximately 30 s was used. The reported data was a mean of the last three cycles. 
Raw force data were reported, as opposed to bending stiffness coefficients previously used in 
section 2.3.2. It was thought that no additional benefit was gained from reporting stiffness 
readings, as the stiffness calculations were specific to the test and added unnecessary complexity. 
2.4.4 Results 
The extension bending test data are listed in Table 8 and the maximum force and mean force 
recorded over 60 mm of vertical displacement is reported. The data for Shoe M showed the 
highest extension bending force with a mean maximum force of29.6 ± 1.4 N and a mean force of 
17 ± 1.4 N. The range in mean extension force was 13 N. 
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TABLE 8 EXTENSION BENDING TEST RESULTS FOR CURRENTLY A V AlLABLE SPRINT SPIKES 
EXTENSION 
SHOE BRAND MODEL MAX FORCE (N) Mean force (N) S.D. (N) 
M New Balance SDS 1005 29.6 17.0 1.4 
C Asics Cyberflash 28.7 14.2 0.5 
G Mizuno Tokyo Sprint 11 28.2 17.0 0.9 
I Nike Zoom Super Shift 24.1 13.1 0.3 
A adidas Demolisher 21 .8 12.2 0.7 
K Reebok Foster Millenium 14.7 9.1 0.6 
L Nike Zoom super fly G5 14.1 8.3 0.5 
J Puma Complete Theseus 8.6 4.3 0.5 
B adidas Meteor Sprint 7.6 4.4 0.3 
F Brooks Twitch 7.4 4.6 0.2 
D Asics Hvoer Sorint oS 40 O~ 
MEAN 17.4 9.8 0.6 
The flexion bending test data are listed in Table 9. The maximum force and mean force recorded 
over the flexion period are reported. The data for Shoe M showed the highest flexion bending 
force with a mean maximum force of 155.0 ± 1.3 N and a mean force of 52.5 ± 1.3 N. The range 
in mean flexion force is 42.3 N. 
TABLE 9 FLEXION BENDING TEST RESULTS FOR CURRENTLY AV AlLABLE SPRINT SPIKES 
FLEXION 
SHOE BRAND MODEL MAX FORCE (N) MEAN FORCE (N) S.D. (N) 
M New balance SDS 1005 155.0 52.5 1.3 
C Asics Cyberflash 153.4 49.0 3.0 
A adidas Demolisher 148.1 47.0 1.1 
I Nike Zoom Super Shift 119.3 37.8 2.7 
L Nike Zoom super fly G5 101.6 29.3 2.2 
G Mizuno Tokyo Sprint 11 96.1 26.5 0.7 
J Puma Complete Theseus 77.8 22.4 0.6 
K Reebok Foster Millenium 51.7 14.2 0.3 
D Asics Hyper Sprint 42.5 13.5 0.6 
B adidas Meteor Sprint 34.4 10.8 1.7 
F Brooks Twitch 27.2 10.2 0.4 
MEAN 91.6 28.5 1.3 
The percentage difference between mean force in extension and flexion for each shoe is listed in 
descending order according to flexion force in Table 10. The mean percentage difference 
between mean extension and flexion force was 200.7 ± 100.3%. 
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TABLE 10 PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EXTENSION AND FLEXION MEAN FORCE 
SHOE %DIFF. BETWEEN MEAN FORCE IN EXT. AND FLEX. 
M 209.7 
C 245.5 
A 284.7 
I 188.4 
L 251 .2 
G 55.8 
J 415.8 
K 56.7 
D 235.6 
B 143.5 
F 120.7 
MEAN 200.7 
S.D. 100.3 
Graphical plots of the extension bending force for shoes K, D and M are shown in Figure 35 and 
data presented are a mean of 3 cycles. Additionally third order polynomials are fitted to the data 
from each shoe. 
3S Tr=======~------r-----~------~------~------~------~ 
- ShoeK 
ShoeD 
Extension (mm) 
FIGURE 35 FORCE vs. EXTENSION FOR SHOES K, D AND M (ERROR BARS ± 1 S.D.) 
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Graphical plots of the flexion bending force for shoes G, M and F are shown in Figure 36 and 
data presented are a mean of 3 cycles 
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FIGURE 36 FORCE (N) vs. VERTICAL EXTENSION (MM) FOR SHOES G, M AND F (ERROR BARS ± 1 S.D.) 
2.4.5 Discussion 
The current bending stiffness mechanical testing procedure has been successfully applied to the 
benchmarking of a selection of currently available sprint spikes. The procedure has been 
developed based on experience gained from the methods discussed in sections 2.1and 2.3. 
The current test set-up was designed to facilitate installation and alignment of the test samples. 
Human error was minimised with the assistance of the toe alignment plate and the split design of 
the forefoot clamp. Longitudinal alignment of the shoes was one potential area of inconsistency 
and slightly different shaped rearfoot sections meant that minor adjustments were made to ensure 
that the flexion end effector entered the shoe without interfering with the upper. The standard 
deviation in mean force was 0.6 and 1.3N for flexion and extension respectively. This suggests 
that the tests methods were consistent and repeatable. 
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Concurring with the requirements of ASTM F911, the loading action of the current test method 
was along a vertical plane. However, the actual loading of the shoe occurs with angular rotation 
about the point of flex. Consequently, the force extension behaviour does not give a precise 
indication of how the force profile changes with angular rotation due to the continuing changes in 
the length of the lever arm. Confounding factors such as sole unit and upper deformation also add 
to the complication of calculating actual rotational stiffness or torque. Therefore raw force data 
were chosen as the most appropriate means of reporting consistent comparisons between sprint 
spikes and future design. 
The results from the current methodology produced force values that differed from those 
generated using previous methods. It is apparent that the results are entirely dependent upon the 
test procedure and are specific to the testing conditions. Therefore, the results from the tests in 
sections 2.1and 2.3 are not entirely comparable. Nonetheless, similarities do exist between the 
results. The sprint spikes reported as being the stiffest using the previous methods also tended to 
be amongst those sprint spikes that produce the highest forces in both extension and flexion in the 
current investigation. Equally, sprint spikes that were reported as being the least stiff using the 
previous methods tended to be amongst those sprint spikes that produce the lowest forces using 
the current test set-up. 
According to the current results, the effective bending stiffness in flexion is larger than in 
extension, i.e. more force per unit of angular displacement is required to bend the shoes about 
the MP] in flexion than is required to bend the shoes about the MP] in extension. This is evident 
from Table 10 which details the percentage increase between extension and flexion force as 
200.7 ± 100.3% for all the tested shoes. The difference between extension and flexion force 
varies considerably across the tested sprint spikes, suggesting that there is no agreed optimal 
difference. Nonetheless, there is some indication that shoes which generated high mean force in 
flexion also generated relatively low force in extension, namely shoes C and A. It is proposed 
that this bias is included to account for lower extremity dynamics during sprinting. Mero et al. 
(1992) reported that during maximal speed sprinting, peak ground reaction forces take place 10 to 
40 ms after the first ground contact. This further suggests that the stretch reflex system may not 
have enough time to become fully active. Therefore, high levels of support offered by sprint 
spikes throughout the first half ground contact could potentially play a role in helping the muscles 
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of the lower extremity resist impact. Moreover, the difference between stiffness in extension and 
flexion may be congruous with the inherent requirements of actual MPJ extension and flexion 
during ground contact. It is proposed that a higher bending stiffness is required to compensate for 
the higher forces and velocities during flexion compared to those during extension. To further 
substantiate this notion, Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux (1979) found that a stiff shoe had a 
detrimental affect on foot function, significantly reducing maximum dorsiflexion and 
compromising the functional significance of the plantar aponeurosis. 
Conflicting with the above hypothesis, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) proposed that high levels of 
bending stiffness reduce the amount of dorsiflexion at the MPJ and therefore, energy that does 
not contribute to the primary movement task is minimised. The authors found that increases in 
midsole bending stiffness reduce the amount of energy wasted and therefore improves running 
and jumping performance. This implies that sprint spikes should also be designed with high 
bending stiffness to minimise MPJ extension during the second half of ground contact. It is also 
believed that some performance benefit may be gained from dynamic support during the first half 
of ground contact. If MP J and ankle joint dynamics can be controlled during this period such that 
energy is not wasted by flexing more than is required, the theory of reducing energy that is not 
contributing to the primary movement task may also apply. However, Stefanyshyn and Fusco 
(2004) concluded that sprinting improvements were not entirely attributable to the minimisation 
of energy concept. Therefore, this design approach should be considered in more detail as a 
potential opportunity to enhance performance and not simply disregarded. 
It is hypothesised that a threshold level of sprint spike longitudinal bending stiffness will be 
achieved at the point when foot function is compromised and that the threshold stiffness in 
extension may be much lower than flexion. This bias will allow natural dorsiflexion to occur, 
whilst also controlling MPJ and ankle joint dynamics during the first half of ground contact. This 
will provide stability whilst minimising energy that does not contribute directly to the primary 
movement goal. The question of reducing the amount of dorsiflexion still remains as Stefanyshyn 
and Nigg, (2000) imply that a reduction in MPJ dorsiflexion, through increased bending stiffness, 
equates to a reduction in wasted energy. Consequently, allowing dorsiflexion to occur to promote 
foot function may compromise an opportunity to enhance performance. A possible solution to 
this conflict might be the introduction of two axes of motion with independent bending 
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stiffnesses. The oblique axis between the second and fifth metatarsal heads could be designed to 
have a lower extension bending stiffness to allow low-gear selection at slower speeds (Bojsen-
Moller, 1978). This would reduce the resistance of the foot as a lever by 20% and therefore not 
compromise foot function during dorsiflexion. The transverse axis between the heads of the first 
and second metatarsals is selected at higher speeds (Bojsen-Moller, 1978). If sprint spikes were 
designed to be stiffer in this region, dorsiflexion at the MP J may be minimised, thus reducing 
energy not contributing to the primary movement task. Furthermore, increasing the stiffness 
about the transverse axes may increase the effective lever length between the point of application 
of the ground reaction force and the ankle joint, resulting in higher moments about the ankle 
joint. If the athlete wearing the shoes has the required strength levels to cope with these 
adaptations then it is likely that more power could be generated, potentially enhancing 
performance. 
2.4.6 Conclusions 
The current test procedure successfully generated benchmark mechanical properties of the 
selected sprint spikes. The test methodology is different to previous techniques, although 
similarities do exist between the results. Those shoes that generated high bending stiffnesses in 
the previous tests also tended to be amongst those shoes that produced high forces in the current 
test. 
The results showed that the sprint spikes had a high bending stiffness in flexion and a relatively 
low bending stiffness in extension. It is thought that the high bending stiffness in flexion is 
required to account for the large forces and angular velocities imparted on to the lower extremity 
and the foot segments during the first half of stance. It is believed that lower extension bending 
stiffness was factored into the sprint spikes to accommodate MP J dorsiflexion and natural foot 
function. 
The current test method has proven to be a good baseline technique for future comparisons of 
alternative designs. The flexibility of the test set-up allows for the testing of shoes and sole units 
in a range of sizes and configurations. The test is robust and repeatable, generating consistent and 
reliable results data. The principle limitation of the test set-up and methodology is the vertical 
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axis of loading. The point of application of loading does not remain constant and therefore the 
effective force varies according to angular displacement. This compromises calculations of 
bending stiffness, but the raw force data is a valid indication of bending stiffness between shoes 
tested in the same way. 
The implications of the reported mechanical properties with regards to sprinting performance are 
still unknown, but the procedure outlined will facilitate development of a range of sprint shoes 
with different properties. This can then be used to explore the implications of longitudinal 
bending stiffness on performance. 
2.5 Summary - Sprint Spike Benchmarking 
The initial bending stiffness benchmarking procedure was sufficient to make initial comparisons 
between the sprint spikes, but improvements were required to make the test repeatable and 
consistent. A new testing arrangement was developed with an angular loading technique and 
enhanced fixing methods. 
The results of the original and the developed bending test were not easily comparable due to the 
fundamental differences between the procedures. Each test produced coefficients that were 
specific to the test condition. The original results related to global bending stiffness behaviour of 
the sprint spike in the forefoot region. The developed procedure generated bending stiffness 
results based on a more defined bending region at 70% of shoe length, coinciding with the 
primary point of flex in the foot at the MP J. The procedure was also designed to test bending 
stiffness over a variable axis between 90 and 70° to the longitudinal axis of the foot. The external 
validity of the procedure was substantially improved with these modifications. 
The mean overall quasi-static bending stiffness coefficient of all the tested sprint spikes for the 
original test method was 0.3 ± 0.1 N'm'deg-1 and the range was 0.4 N·m·deg-1.The mean bending 
stiffness coefficient for all of the tested sprint spikes using the developed test procedure was 
1.32 ± 0.37 N'm deg-1 and the range was 1.26 N'm deg-1. The bending stiffness coefficients are 
considerably different, but it is agreed that both sets of results data show significant disparity 
between the bending stiffness coefficients of all the tested sprint spikes. 
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A third test method was designed and developed for use in-house. The apparatus and procedures 
were devised based on the ASTM F911 standard method for flexibility of running shoes. The 
standard was modified to account for use on available mechanical testing machinery and to 
account for testing of sprint spikes rather than standard athletic shoes. The main difference 
between the previous two methods and this development was the inclusion of two separate phases 
of testing. With the sprint spikes secured in place, force was applied vertically downwards to 
replicate flexion about the MP J and to replicate extension, force was applied vertically upwards. 
Generally sprint spikes that generated high flexion forces also generated relatively high extension 
forces. The results suggest that there is an approximate 200% increase in mean force during 
flexion compared to extension. This difference is congruous with the inherent requirements of 
each phase; a higher bending stiffness is required to compensate for the higher forces and 
velocities during flexion compared to those during extension. Additionally, it is thought that high 
levels of bending stiffness in extension are potentially detrimental to performance as foot 
function is compromised. 
Differences between the bending stiffness of the complete range of sprint spikes were expected as 
they are targeted at different ability levels and represent a cross-section of perceived quality and 
price points. The results of the second bending stiffness tests show variation between those spikes 
considered for athletes of a higher competitive standard. A 30% difference between the stiffest 
sprint shoe and the next stiffest sprint shoe was shown and a similar difference was also recorded 
using the first testing method. The results of the third benchmarking procedure did not show 
distinctly different forces between those shoes generating higher force readings, but the large 
range in force was still apparent. It is conclusive that there is no agreed optimal value of bending 
stiffness for current commercially available sprint spikes. 
It is speculated that independent stiffness coefficients for transverse and oblique axes would 
optimise sprint performance. Higher levels of stiffness have been shown to improve sprinting 
performance (Stefanyshyn and Fusco 2004), but it is known that foot function is compromised 
when stiffness levels are increased. The introduction of a lower stiffness in the oblique axes 
would allow the foot to function correctly over the first few steps, without affecting the higher 
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levels of stiffness required in the transverse axes during the later stages of the race. The bending 
stiffness of each shoe was measured in the transverse and oblique axes at 90 and 70° respectively 
and no significant difference was found between the two data sets. This demonstrates that the 
tested range of sprint spikes have a single stiffness value across the MP] region. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) discovered that factors such as toe spring may control touchdown 
posterior sole angle and hence improve the efficiency of the movement pattern. The toe spring 
measurements from this study show a large degree of variation between all the sprint spikes, 
indicating that there is no agreed optimal value within the tested range. 
The data generated from the benchmarking procedure will be the basis for the validation of future 
outsole designs. The results data will be used as guideline bending stiffness values and the 
intention is to use the procedures as described here, in order to produce outsole designs in a 
measured range of mechanical performance. 
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A COMPARISON OF BAREFOOT AND 
SPRINT SPIKE CONDITIONS IN 
SPRINTING 
3.1 Introduction 
The mechanical performance of current sprint spikes has been established in the previous chapter. 
Whilst this work benchmarked the key footwear mechanical properties related to sprinting 
performance, there are no known explorations of how these mechanical properties influence 
lower extremity kinematics. Therefore, high-speed video analysis of sprint running in barefoot 
and sprint spike conditions was carried out in the current chapter. The aim of this work was to 
make tangible connections between mechanical test data and actual sprinting kinematics. 
Moreover, the work facilitated objective insights into the behaviour of barefoot and shod 
sprinting and provided valuable knowledge which was taken forward into subsequent stages of 
sprint spike design and development. 
The purpose of Krell and Stefanyshyn's (2006) Olympic investigation was to detennine the 
relationship between MP] extension and foot segment angles during maximal sprint running. 
However, the study did not account for the potential influence of the individual athlete's 
footwear. It was determined in the previous chapter that considerable disparity in longitudinal 
bending stiffness exists between current commercially available sprint spikes. It is consequently 
thought that the relationship between the kinematics of foot segments about the MP] and sprint 
performance depends on the combined behaviour of the foot segments and an athlete's own 
running spikes. Therefore, the current study was designed to explore the effect of sprint spikes on 
the kinematics of the foot segments during ground contact of the sprint running gait. Data was 
collected during the start, acceleration and maximal speed phases of a 100 m distance. This 
ensured a comprehensive data set for improved interpretation of how shod conditions influence 
kinematics throughout an entire race. 
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It was hypothesised that the sprint spike runmng condition would increase the posterior 
touchdown and takeoff angles and reduce the amount of MP] flexion and extension relative to 
barefoot conditions. The effective rotational stiffness is also higher in sprint spikes and it was 
therefore hypothesised that there would be a reduction in MP] flexion velocity. Conversely, it 
was hypothesised that sprint spikes may act as a spring during the subsequent phase of MP] 
extension, resulting in an increase in extension velocity relative to the barefoot condition. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Participants 
Following the attainment of informed, written consent and approval from Loughborough 
University Ethical Advisory Committee, two male sprinters (participants 1 and 2) (age 21.5 ± 1.5 
years, mass 80 ± 3.4 kg, height 1.83 ± 0.08 m) and two female sprinters (participants 3 and 4) 
(age 21.5 ± 0.5 years, mass 53.0 ± 3.0 kg, height 1.59 ± 0.02 m) completed the study. Participants 
were nationally competitive athletes with 100 m personal bests of 10.72 ± 0.12 s and 11 .69 ± 0.10 
s for the males and females respectively. 
3.2.2 Protocol 
The testing protocol was designed in accordance with the general procedures outlined by Krell 
and Stefanyshyn (2006). High speed video (HSV) (Photron Fastcam - Ultima APX 120K) 
recording at 1000 frames per second was used to capture two-dimensional sagittal plane 
kinematic data of the lower extremity during the stance phase of the sprint running gait. Video 
data were recorded during the reaction, acceleration and constant maximal velocity phases of the 
100 m sprint. The start phase refers to the period when the athlete is in contact with the blocks, 
from the set position to toe-off of the front foot. The acceleration phase was measured at the 10 m 
point and the constant maximal velocity phase was measured at the 50 m point (Mero et al. 
1992). The running distance was varied by changing the start position rather than repositioning 
the recording equipment in order to ensure consistent data capture. The camera was positioned 
0.07 m off the ground, focused at a point 2.90 m away in the centre of the test lane such that the 
field of view was approximately 0.70 m wide. This combination of distances was determined 
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during a preceding pilot study and provided an appropriate field of view for capture of the foot 
and lower extremity throughout ground contact. All data were captured in the Loughborough 
University High Performance Centre on an indoor synthetic track surface. 
Each athlete completed four successful barefoot and shod footfalls for each phase. Two 
successful left foot contacts and two successful right foot contacts ensured that the medial and 
lateral sides of the foot were analysed. A footfall was considered successful if the athlete did not 
deviate from their normal gait pattern and the entire stance phase was captured in the field of 
view. In total 32 stance phases were analysed; 16 of which were performed barefoot and 16 shod. 
The shod condition involved athletes wearing an adidas Demolisher 2005 sprint spike. This shoe 
was selected because it had the highest bending stiffness from a selection of eleven currently 
available sprint spikes, as determined in Chapter 2. 
Calibrations of the camera's field of view were carried out using a rule placed on the track at the 
point of foot contact. This enabled the zoom to be set to ensure that the pixels to mm ratio visible 
on the computer screen, was constant throughout all data collection. Tripod spirit levels were 
used to ensure consistent scaling in the vertical direction. 
3.2.3 Data Analysis 
For this investigation medial and lateral aspects of the MPJ were combined and modelled as a 
single ideal hinge joint (Krell and Stefanyshyn, 2006). All measured parameters are detailed in 
Figure 19. The MP J was defined in magnitude as the angle between the forefoot and rearfoot 
segments. The rearfoot segment was defined between the MPJ centre (first MPJ medial side and 
fifth MPJ lateral side) and a marker placed at a fixed position on the calcaneus. The forefoot 
segment was defined between the MPJ centre and the first interphalangeal joint (lPJ) (medial 
side) or the distal end of fifth phalange (lateral side). Angular rotation of the foot segments 
proximal to the MPJ were measured throughout the stance phase. Angular motion at the MPJ was 
categorised into three phases as detailed in Figure 38. Initial flexion is the first period of angular 
motion occurring immediately after ground contact until maximum flexion. The next phase is 
extension occurring from maximum flexion of the MPJ through to maximum extension. The final 
flexion phase follows, occurring from maximum extension throughout toe-off until the foot 
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leaves the ground. Posterior and anterior sole angles at both initial ground contact and take-off 
were also recorded. In this instance the MP J was defined as the angle between the inferior surface 
of the rearfoot and the inferior surface of the forefoot in the sagittal plane. 
To facilitate data analysis, the MPJ was characterised by positioning 4 mm diameter adhesive 
markers at specific anatomical landmarks on the foot and the sprint spike upper as shown in 
Figure 37. For the medial aspect, markers were placed at the first MPJ centre (15 mm above 
plantar surface when in weight bearing stance), the centre of the first IPJ (5 mm above plantar 
surface) and on the calcaneus at a fixed horizontal distance from the first MP J (5 mm above 
plantar surface). The horizontal distance between the first MPJ centre and the marker position on 
the calcaneus was calculated using a scale factor of 0.6 multiplied by foot length. This ensured 
that the marker positioned at the calcaneus remained a set distance from the MP J centre so as to 
maintain consistency across participants. For the lateral aspect, markers were placed at the fifth 
MPJ centre (15 mm above plantar surface), the centre of the fifth proximal IPJ (5 mm above 
plantar surface) and on the calcaneus (5 mm above plantar surface) at the previously scaled 
horizontal distance from the fifth MP J. 
FIGURE 37 MARKER PLACEMENT - BAREFOOT AND SPRINT SPIKES 
Participants assumed weight bearing stance and markers were placed on the sprint spike uppers in 
accordance with previously described protocol. To facilitate accurate marker location, it was 
assumed that the upper surface of the sole unit coincided with the plantar surface of the foot. 
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Markers at the MP] were positioned 10 mm higher in relation to the phalanges and calcaneus to 
ensure that they remained visible throughout ground contact. All markers were used as guidelines 
rather than prescriptive points representing joint centres. In scenarios where observable 
differences between the marker position and the joint centre occurred, joint centres were aligned 
according to the actual joint behaviour using visual interpretation. 
Angular velocities for the phases of initial MP] flexion, MP] extension and final MP] flexion 
were determined by differentiating the raw data at three discrete points throughout each phase. A 
single angular velocity for each phase was then reported by taking the mean for each phase. 
High-speed video files were manually digitised (Image Pro Plus, 5.0.2, MediaCybernetics), frame 
by frame. Stance time data were normalised to facilitate comparisons. 
3.2.4 Repeatability and Accuracy 
Data consistency was assessed through re-digitizing 10% of high-speed video files captured and 
comparing the resulting data with the corresponding original digitised data sets. Root mean 
square values of the MP] angle were calculated for the initial and repeated digitisation. 
3.2.5 Precision 
Precision of the manual digitisation process was calculated by determining the smallest possible 
change in MP] angle. Consecutive frames with one pixel of heel movement were selected from 
each camera set-up and precision was defmed as the mean smallest measurable change in MP] 
angle between frames. 
3.2.6 Statistical analysis 
Individual subject data is presented in the results section to facilitate direct comparisons between 
subjects. Due to the low number of trials however, male and female data were aggregated and an 
independent samples t-test was used to separately compare mean medial and mean lateral data for 
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barefoot and sprint spike conditions. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for 
Windows version 14.0 and the level of significance was set at p ~ 0.05. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Repeatability and Precision 
The difference between root mean square values was 0.92° between initial and re-digitised data. 
Precision of the MP] angle measurements was calculated to be 0.43°. 
3.3.2 Angular Range 
Figure 38 shows the mean angular range of motion of the MP] for all participants throughout 
stance for: a) blocks; b) 10 m and c) 50 m phases, respectively. The plots show that the angular 
range was larger in the barefoot condition compared to the sprint spike condition in the blocks at 
10 m and at 50 m. The difference between the barefoot angular range and the sprint spike 
angular range was larger at 10 m compared to 50 m. Figure 38c also shows the three separate 
phases throughout ground contact. Angular range for each participant is documented in more 
detail in Figure 39 to Figure 43. 
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Figure 39 illustrates MP J angular range of the front foot throughout the take-off period of a block 
start for each participant in barefoot and sprint spike conditions. The data presented is a mean of 
two captures from the medial aspect and two captures from the lateral aspect. Between 0 and 
85% of contact the MP J extends and the angular range throughout this period is generally larger 
in barefoot conditions than in sprint spikes. This is particularly apparent for subject 4. 
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As described in Figure 40, participants 1 and 2 generally experienced a reduction in MP] angular 
range of motion in sprint spikes compared to barefoot conditions at 10 m. For participant 1, 
barefoot MP] angular range of motion from the medial aspect was considerably larger than the 
lateral aspect. Sprint spike MP] angular range of motion from the medial aspect was however, 
lower than the lateral aspect during the initial period of flexion. For participant 2 MP] angular 
range of motion was lower from the lateral aspect compared to the medial for barefoot and sprint 
spike conditions. 
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Participants 3 and 4 saw considerable reductions in MP] angular range of motion at 10 m when 
wearing sprint spikes compared to barefoot conditions, as shown Figure 41. MP] angular range of 
motion also tended to be lower from the lateral aspect compared to the medial aspect. This 
difference is particularly apparent when medial and lateral aspects of sprint spike conditions are 
compared. 
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At 50 m the difference between MPJ angular range of motion in barefoot and sprint spike 
conditions is less apparent (Figure 42). MPJ angular range of motion for participant 1 was very 
similar in barefoot and sprint spike conditions. Participant 2 saw a reduction in MPJ angular 
range of motion when wearing sprint spikes, but this is only evident from the medial aspect. 
Generally, MPJ angular range of motion was lower from the lateral aspects compared to the 
medial aspect. The exception to this was participant 2 in the sprint spike condition, since the 
initial phase of MP J flexion tended to be larger from the lateral aspect. 
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Figure 43 illustrates MP] angular range of motion at 50 m for participants 3 and 4. Angular range 
of motion in barefoot and sprint spike conditions is similar, but data captured form the medial 
aspects highlights a slightly higher range in barefoot conditions. 
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Table 11 documents the mean angular range of motion between the barefoot and sprint conditions 
for each participant in the blocks, at 10 m and at 50 m. The data is broken down into the 
individual phases throughout the stance period; flexion 1, extension and the final phase, flexion 2. 
All participants saw a reduction in MP] angular range of motion throughout all phases and this 
relationship held for the data recorded in the blocks, at 10 m and at 50 m. 
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TABLE 11 MEAN (MEDIAL AND LATERAL DATA) ANGULAR RANGE IN BAREFOOT AND SPRINT SPIKE CONDITIONS FOR 
EACH PHASE 
PARTICIPANT PHASE MEAN ANGULAR RANGE BAREFOOT S.D SPRINT SPIKES S.D. 
1 BLOCKS FLEX 1 4.0 0.9 1.2 1.5 
EXT -28.8 1.2 -18.2 3.6 
FLEX 2 11 .3 4.8 10.1 4.2 
10M FLEX 1 21 .1 2.7 10.4 8.0 
EXT -37.1 21.8 -32.9 4.1 
FLEX 2 25.2 19.0 22.1 10.9 
50M FLEX 1 13.9 3.6 13.4 4.6 
EXT -26.3 17.0 -23.4 0.8 
FLEX 2 23.1 5.9 15.8 8.2 
2 BLOCKS FLEX 1 1.4 0.9 2.3 2.7 
EXT -24.1 5.0 -14.3 5.0 
FLEX 2 20.0 3.0 9.3 9.8 
10M FLEX 1 18.4 1.3 9.1 3.9 
EXT -35.4 5.2 -23.8 6.5 
FLEX 2 27.9 5.9 20.1 1.1 
50M FLEX 1 31.6 5.3 20.5 3.4 
EXT -35.1 8.1 -30.8 2.7 
FLEX 2 21 .0 6.7 19.3 4.8 
3 BLOCKS FLEX 1 1.5 2.3 5.0 0.9 
EXT -12.9 0.5 -8.3 1.2 
FLEX 2 14.4 6.5 2.8 1.4 
10M FLEX 1 21 .5 8.7 7.2 3.6 
EXT -37.8 4.1 -20.8 7.1 
FLEX 2 20.0 4.8 18.4 4.2 
50M FLEX 1 14.4 6.8 9.7 0.7 
EXT -33.0 4.8 -25.4 4.2 
FLEX 2 18.6 0.9 18.6 1.2 
4 BLOCKS FLEX 1 1.8 1.5 5.3 3.8 
EXT -29.3 5.1 -10.1 6.5 
FLEX 2 23.0 9.1 5.7 11 .6 
10M FLEX 1 20.1 4.6 8.8 1.7 
EXT -49.9 9.8 -27.2 10.5 
FLEX 2 26.9 3.3 18.1 5.9 
50M FLEX 1 25.6 2.3 22.8 3.5 
EXT -44.6 12.7 -36.1 10.6 
FLEX 2 21.2 11.8 13.6 3.2 
MP] angular range of movement in barefoot and sprint spike conditions are compared for all 
participants in Figure 44. The angular range of movement at the MP] from the medial aspect was 
larger in barefoot conditions, reaching significance in the blocks, at 10 m and 50 m. The angular 
range of movement at the MP] from the lateral aspect was significantly larger at 10 m during 
flexion, at 10 m during extension and in the blocks during flexion 2. 
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3.3.3 Angular velocity 
The mean angular velocities for each subject and each condition at 10 m and 50 m are presented 
in Table 11 . Angular velocity was calculated as a mean of lateral and medial captures. 
TABLE 12 MEAN ANGULAR VELOCITY FOR EACH SUBJECT IN BAREFOOT AND SPRINT SPIKE CONDITIONS (*SIGNIFICANTL Y 
(P<0.05) LOWER THAN BAREFOOT CONDITIONS) 
PARTICIPANT PHASE 
MEAN ANGULAR VELOCITY (DEG/S) 
BAREFOOT S.D SPRINT SPIKES S.D. 
1 10M FLEX 1 464.7 110.4 286.5 258.0 
EXT -257.3 228.5 -458.0 120.0 
FLEX 2 548.9 335.3 657.4 162.7 
50M FLEX 1 508.0 121 .5 547.7 130.1 
EXT -531 .8 284.8 -481.4 218.1 
FLEX 2 920.9 187.4 679.3 370.3 
2 10M FLEX 1 475.1 131.7 367.8 182.8 
EXT -501 .2 274.5 -469.1 121 .0 
FLEX 2 1248.6 455.3 758.2 189.6 
50M FLEX 1 1478.8 124.1 956.2 448.0 
EXT -737.3 65.6 -807.6 32.3 
FLEX 2 A045 137.6 899.5 212.2 
3 10M FLEX 1 563.9 168.5 209.3 168.4 
EXT -423.3 73.1 -243.1 166.1 
FLEX 2 538.4 124.7 521 .6 195.0 
50M FLEX 1 602.3 192.5 456.1 25.1 
EXT -609.2 44.2 -644.7 15.4 
FLEX 2 5915 78.8 800.5 92.6 
4 10M FLEX 1 270.2 85.3 233.7 256.7 
EXT -580.4 134.6 -405.4 82.2 
FLEX 2 792.3 512.7 470.2 402.4 
50M FLEX 1 758.3 185.7 716.4 345.4 
EXT -619.7 202.2 -606.0 39.4 
FLEX 2 671.8 430.5 478.8 148.3 
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Mean ± S.D. angular velocity from medial and lateral aspects for all subjects at 10 m and 50 m is 
presented in Figure 45 . Angular ·velocity from the medial aspect was significantly higher in 
barefoot conditions at 50 m during flexion 1 and at 10 m during extension. Angular velocity from 
the lateral side was significantly higher in barefoot conditions at 10 m during flexion 1. 
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FIGURE 45 ANGULAR VELOCITY AT 10 M AND AT 50 M FOR PHASES OF FLEXION I, EXTENSION AND FLEXION 2 FROM 
MEDIAL AND LATERAL ASPECTS (MEAN ± S.D. OF 8 CAPTURES) 
3.3.4 Posterior Sole Angle 
Mean posterior touchdown and take-off angles for each participant at 10 m and 50 m in both 
conditions are listed in Table 13. Posterior sole angles were calculated as a mean of lateral and 
medial captures. 
TABLE 13 POSTERIOR SOLE ANGLES (*SIGNIFICANT (p<0.05) INCREASE / t DECREASE IN SPRINT SPIKES) 
PARTICIPANT DISTANCE POSTERIOR TOUCHDOWN ANGLE (DEG) TAKE-OF ANGLE ANGLE (DEG BAREFOOT S.D SPRINT SPIKES S.D. BAREFOOT S.D SPRINT SPIKES S.D. 
1 10M 17.3 3.2 20.2 1.6 87.1 4.5 80.6 2.5 
50M 19.7 2.5 18.8 1.5 81.4 2.3 79.5 3.1 
2 10M 15.7 3.8 18.6 3.6 84.5 6.4 77.5 3.0 
50M 15.3 2.2 15.1 2.2 78.9 3.9 74.5 3.8 
3 10M 8.9 2.8 18.3 1.0 82.4 4.8 79.9 2.4 
50M 16.4 2.0 14.1 5.8 77.1 3.4 73.7 5.1 
4 10M 4.8 0.8 1.9 1.0 85.4 2.4 78.7 4.2 
50M 3.2 1.7 8.6 2.4 74.8 3.3 75.1 4.0 
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Mean ± S.D. posterior touchdown and take-off angles from the medial and lateral aspects for all 
participants are presented in Figure 46. Posterior take-off angles were significantly larger in 
barefoot conditions at 10 m from medial and lateral aspects. 
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FIGURE 46 TOUCHDOWN AND TAKE-OFF POSTERIOR SOLE ANGLES AT 10 M AND AT 50 M FROM MEDIAL AND LATERAL 
ASPECTS (MEAN ± S.D. OF 8 CAPTURES) 
3.4 Discussion 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) obtained extension angular velocities of between 600 and 
1400 deg·s-1; the mean angular velocities in the current study for the equivalent period were 
726 ± 69 deg·s-1 and 682 ± 64 deg·s-1 for barefoot and sprint spike conditions from the medial 
aspect respectively. From the lateral aspect the mean angular velocities were 523 ± 197 deg·s-1 
and 588 ± 209 deg·s-1 for barefoot and sprint spike conditions. Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) 
reported take-off posterior sole angles between 55 and 90°. In agreement with those findings, the 
current study showed the mean posterior take-off angle at 50 m from the medial side was 78 ± 5° 
and 76 ± 4° in the barefoot and sprint spike conditions respectively, and from the lateral side 
mean posterior take-off angle was 78 ± 3° and 75 ± 5° in the barefoot and sprint spike conditions 
respectively. The current study found that the mean peak extension from the medial aspect for all 
participants at the 50 m point to be 43 ± 3° and 31 ± 3° and from the lateral side to be 27 ± 12° 
and 27 ± 10° for barefoot and sprint spikes respectively. Stefanyshyn et al. (2002) reported that 
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the average peak extension at the MPJ was 36.5° and 37.7° for males and females respectively. 
The methodologies employed to measure the MP] extension were slightly different, Stefanyshyn 
et al. (2002) defined the MPJ in magnitude as the angle between the inferior surface of the 
rearfoot and the inferior surface of the forefoot in the sagittal plane. The current study used high-
speed video recorded at proximity to the lower extremity and therefore joint centres could be 
manually digitised, potentially reducing parallax errors and thus providing a more accurate 
analysis ofMPJ angular movement. 
Due to the high levels of longitudinal bending stiffness, it was hypothesised that MP J angular 
range of movement would be lower in sprint spike conditions compared to barefoot conditions. In 
support of this hypothesis, a reduction in MPJ angular range of movement was observed when 
wearing sprint spikes, occurring throughout the initial phase of flexion, the phase of extension 
and also in the final phase of flexion. It is further hypothesised that the athlete was unable to 
generate the additional forces required to overcome the bending stiffness of the sprint ~pikes, 
consequently compromising natural foot function and subsequently reducing angular range 
compared to the barefoot condition. 
The difference between barefoot and sprint spike angular range of movement was larger as the 
athlete contacts the ground at the 10 m point when compared to ground contact at 50 m. During 
the acceleration phase of sprinting the horizontal component of force remains dominant 
throughout periods of braking and propulsion (Mero, 1992). As speed of locomotion increases to 
a maximum, the relative contribution of the horizontal component of force reduces to 
approximately 30% as the vertical component of force increases approximately ten-fold during 
braking and doubles during propulsion (Mero and Komi, 1986). Such increases in the vertical 
component of GRF as well as the relative shift in the horizontal versus the vertical component of 
the GRF may help to explain the differences in angular range of movement at 10 m and 50 m. 
The data for all participants (Figure 4) showed that barefoot extension at 10 m occurs with a 
significantly larger angular range of movement and angular velocity than in sprint spikes. During 
this phase the resultant GRF has a dominant horizontal component which may make it 
particularly difficult to impart a bending force on the shoe and therefore the angular range of 
movement in shod compared to barefoot conditions is reduced. At 50 m the kinetics of the foot 
segments throughout ground contact facilitate shoe bending as the relative contribution of the 
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vertical component of force increases considerably. The resulting difference in extension angular 
range of movement between the two conditions at 50 m was therefore smaller and had similar 
angular velocity. 
A significant reduction in MPJ extension at 10 m was observed in the sprint spike condition 
compared to the barefoot condition. This was particularly evident for female participants 3 and 4, 
who experienced extension angular range reductions of approximately 17° and 22°. This 
magnitude of reduction is likely to influence the effectiveness of the windlass mechanism and 
consequently the efficiency of the foot as a lever for propulsion. The Windlass mechanism is 
activated through dorsiflexion of the toes at the MPJ and the effectiveness of the mechanism is 
proportional to the amount of tension in the plantar aponeurosis. Without the rigidity in the 
longitudinal arch gained from the Windlass mechanism, energy could be wasted as compensatory 
muscle activation may be required to stabilise the foot and recreate the rigid lever system. The 
magnitude of this effect is however, unknown. The high bending stiffness of the sprint spikes 
may compensate for reduced rigidity in the foot and allow the athletes to push off with less 
dorsiflexion but still achieve substantial rigidity from the foot and shoe as a system. 
The data for all participants, showed that barefoot extension at 10 m occurs with a considerably 
larger angular range and angular velocity than in sprint spikes. However, the difference in 
angular range throughout extension between the two conditions at 50 m was smaller with similar 
angular velocity. This suggests that at 10 m sprint spikes have a larger controlling influence over 
the kinematics of foot compared to 50 m. The bending stiffness of the sprint spikes about the 
MPJ was dominant at 10 m and therefore the sprint spikes tended to control the range of motion. 
At 50 m the bending stiffness of the sprint spikes was matched or exceeded by the forces 
generated .by the athlete and therefore the extension angular range and velocity were not 
compromised. 
Sprint spikes significantly changed the angular velocity of foot segments about the MPJ when 
compared to the barefoot condition, but the effects were specific to each individual, with some 
major trends (non-significant relationship(s) unless otherwise stated) that remained consistent 
across all participants. The main trend was a reduction in angular velocity in sprint spike 
conditions throughout initial MPJ flexion at 10 m. The inherent controlling effect of sprint spikes 
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throughout the initial phase was evident. This fmding was in agreement with the hypothesis, 
however it was also hypothesised that there would be an increase in MPJ extension angular 
velocity, but this was not observed. The findings suggest that sprint spikes act as a velocity 
damper during initial flexion and any stored energy within the sole unit is not realised in the 
following phase of extension. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) determined that male athletes with higher rates of MPJ extension 
tended to be the fastest sprinters and Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) determined that a reduction in 
the amount of MPJ extension equates to a reduction in energy wasted and therefore improves 
performance. Moreover, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) found that increasing the stiffness of the 
MPJ reduced the amount of energy wasted and resulted in a corresponding improvement in 
performance. The fmdings of this study indicate that both rate and range of MPJ extension are 
reduced in sprint spikes and therefore, the potential impact upon sprinting performance is 
confounded. However, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) found that energy was absorbed at the MPJ 
as athletes rolled onto the balls of their feet, but no energy was generated as the MPJ remained in 
, a dorsiflexed position during take-off. Contrary to this notion, the results of this study indicate 
that there is a phase of MPJ plantar flexion during take-off and consequently an opportunity to 
generate energy at the MPJ during take-off. Due to the angle definition in this study, it is however 
difficult to isolate all of the measured angular movements to the MPJ. The MPJ was defmed in 
magnitude as the angle between the forefoot (MPJ to distal end of phalanges) and rearfoot (MPJ 
to calcaneus).' This means that ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion may also be contributing to 
the respective phases ofMPJ flexion and extension. Therefore, caution should be maintained with 
regards to interpretation of the potential for MPJ energy generation during take-off. Irrespective 
of the source of angular rotation, the current investigation has identified that sprint spikes 
compromise angular range during the final phase of flexion. If energy is generated during this 
phase, higher stiffness levels in sprint spikes reduce the range of joint motion and consequently 
might reduce joint energy generating capabilities. 
Alternatively, increasing the bending stiffness of the sole unit may also increase the effective 
lever length of the foot about the ankle joint. This may increase the moments about the ankle and 
if the athlete has the strength, facilitate a more efficient propulsive system. On the other hand, the 
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start and acceleration phases may be compromised as a shorter effective lever length might be 
more suitable (Bojsen-M0ller, 1978). 
Furthermore, Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux (1979) showed that during dorsiflexion of the toes, 
tension is generated across the forefoot. With the maximum amount of dorsiflexion, the mobility 
of the skin is greatly reduced, which transforms the soft pliable ball into a stiff firm pad. This 
stiffening ensures that shear forces resulting from decelerations, accelerations and twists are 
efficiently transferred to the underlying connective tissue and skeletal frame. As mentioned 
previously, the results of the current study show that sprint spikes significantly reduce MPJ 
extension, therefore reducing tension across the ball of the foot. If the ball of the foot is not fully 
tensioned and that region remains pliable, passive movement of the skin will occur and shear 
forces will not be efficiently transferred to the underlying connective tissue and the skeletal 
structures within the foot. It is impossible to appreciate the potential impact of these affects using 
the data from this study, but it is likely that the efficiency of the gait cycle is compromised due to 
excessive motion in the forefoot region. 
It was hypothesised that the sprint spike condition would cause the athlete to touchdown and 
take-off with larger posterior sole angles. This hypothesis was based on the fact the sprint spikes 
used in this study have stiff sole units with high heel pitch and toe spring angles, designed to 
promote efficient stride patterns by forcing forefoot contacts and promoting a rapid progression 
of the centre of pressure. It is evident from the data that the posterior touchdown angle was 
different when wearing sprint spikes. However, no consistent trend exists across all participants. 
Some participants demonstrated increases in posterior touchdown angle when wearing sprint 
spikes and others showed decreases. Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) speculated that shoe design 
may play a role in influencing the posterior touchdown angle, further stating that a stiff contoured 
midsole would cause the athlete to touch down with large posterior sole angles. The results from 
the current study show that stiff sprint spikes do not necessarily .cause an athlete to contact with 
larger posterior touchdown angles and that the influence of sprint spikes is likely to be dependent 
upon an individual's technique. 
A consistent trend across all participants existed in the data for posterior take-off angles. All 
participants showed a reduction in posterior take-off angle in the sprint spike condition compared 
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to the barefoot condition, reaching significance for participants from both medial and lateral 
aspects at 10 m. This refutes the original hypothesis and suggests that the effects of the sprint 
spike condition are only realised throughout ground contact when the foot and shoe work as a 
system. Wit et al. (1999) compared barefoot and shod running and were able to show that foot 
placement was actively controlled during free flight. Similarly, the results of the current study 
suggest that prior to ground contact, foot placement and posterior sole angle at touchdown might 
be governed by an athlete's individual kinematic preparation during free flight and not by the 
footwear condition. However, when the foot is in contact with the ground the sprint spike 
influences kinematics and this was evident as posterior sole angle at take-off was consistently 
reduced. 
3.5 Limitations 
Motion of the foot segments in the shod condition was measured by tracking markers placed on 
the external surface of the upper. Marker placement was subject to human error as anatomical 
landmarks proved difficult to locate accurately by palpation. Although the sprint spikes were 
tightly secured to the feet, marker placement on the external surface of the upper did not account 
for relative internal movement between the foot and shoe. 
The barefoot condition was used to represent a condition corresponding to no bending stiffness 
and the sprint spike condition was used to demonstrate the effects of a large bending stiffness. 
However, the kinematics of barefoot and shod running is known to be different. Kinematic 
changes are likely to be present during the stance phase of barefoot running in order to 
compensate for the increased plantar impact forces when compared to shod running. 
For the current investigation the MPJ was represented in two dimensions using data from three-
dimensional motion capture, by combining digitised data from medial and lateral aspects. Data 
from each individual for medial and lateral aspects are shown in Figure 39 to Figure 43 and it is 
clear from these graphs that differences between medial and lateral aspects were apparent. 
Therefore, angular range, angular velocity and posterior sole angles may not be truly 
representative of actual kinematic behaviour. Furthermore, angular rotation about the MPJ occurs 
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about a transverse axis betw~en the fIrst and second metatarsal heads at high speed, and about an 
oblique axis between second and fIfth metatarsal heads at slower speeds (Bojsen-M011er, 1978). 
This indicates that a mediolateral sagittal plane representation may. underestimate angular range 
and velocity, particularly for ground contact at slower speeds (10 m). 
An increase in the number subjects and the number of trails per individual subject would improve 
the validity of the statistical analysis and further substantiate some of the key fmdings. 
3.6 Conclusion 
Sprint spikes have a signifIcant influence on the kinematics of the foot during ground contact 
when compared to the barefoot equivalent conditions. Large differences in angular range and 
velocity between barefoot and sprint spike conditions were present throughout the blocks phase 
and during stance at the 10 m and 50 m points of a 100 m sprint. Participants demonstrated 
signifIcantly reduced angular range of movement and angular velocity during the initial period of 
flexion at 10 m and 50 m when wearing sprint spikes. The magnitude of the controlling affect of 
the sprint spikes was larger during ground contact at the 10 m point compared to ground contact 
at the 50 m point. It is speculated that the input of vertical forces during the acceleration phase 
were not large enough to overcome the bending stiffness of the sprint spikes. However, during 
the constant speed phase at 50 m, the relative contribution of the horizontal component of the 
GRF reduces, but the vertical component increases considerably. The angular range and velocity 
of the foot segments were therefore similar barefoot and in sprint spikes. 
Posterior take-off angle was lower in the sprint spike condition compared to the barefoot 
condition. The lower posterior take-off angle in sprint spikes was brought about as the shoe was 
allowed to influence foot kinematics when the athlete makes contact with the ground. During this 
period the foot and shoe work as a system and because the sprint spikes have a high bending 
stiffness about the MPJ, the angular range about the MPJ and hence posterior take-off angle is 
reduced. No signifIcant differences in posterior touchdown angle between barefoot and shod 
conditions were identifIed in the current investigation. It is suggested that foot placement angle at 
touch down is prepared in free flight prior to ground contact and that the shoe does not have an 
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opportunity to influence kinematics during this period. The authors feel that kinematic data of the 
flight phase is required in order to substantiate this claim and future work should perhaps focus 
on investigating variations in heel pitch (angle between rearfoot of the shoe and the horizontal) 
and toe spring (angle between forefoot of the shoe and the horizontal), to gain a more detailed 
understanding of the potential influence of posterior touchdown angle on sprinting performance. 
Due to high speed video field of view restrictions, . data capture of free flight was not possible in 
the current investigation. 
The potential implications of these fmdings on sprinting performance are not fully understood. 
Performance related parameters such as the amount of MPJ extension, MPJ extension velocity 
and posterior sole angles are all influenced by sprint spikes when compared to the barefoot 
condition and a better appreciation of these parameters would enable future sprint spikes to be 
developed for enhanced performance. It is also apparent from this study that individual 
differences exist between the kinematic variables of each athlete when introduced to the same 
footwear condition, suggesting that shoe selection is specific to the functional requirements of an 
individual athlete. 
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SPRINT SPIKE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 
4.1 Introduction 
Selective laser sintering of nylon sole units for footwear has been successfully applied on a 
previous research project focussed on the construction of personalised football boots. Expert 
intervention fonn a podiatrist was used to personalise the three-dimensional geometry of football 
boot sole units. The current research objectives and methodologies are based upon perfonnance 
and are somewhat different to those used in previous research. Nonetheless, practical design and 
construction experience from the previous project was useful to the progression of the research in 
the following chapters. The work undertaken in this chapter was supported by New Balance 
Athletic Shoe Ltd., who supplied sprint shoe uppers and allowed shoe assembly at their UK based 
manufacturing facilities in Flimby Cumbria. 
There is evidence in the literature to suggest that athletic perfonnance is influenced by footwear 
and more specifically that adaptations to longitudinal bending stiffness may improve perfonnance 
(Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2002; Stefanyshyn and Fuso, 2004). The 
common approach in these investigations is to use a small number of shoes with manually 
adapted bending stiffnesses, achieved by inserting carbon fibre plates into the midsole or by 
placing them inside the shoe. These methods not only compromise the integrity of test shoes, but 
also introduce considerable potential for error due to the variability in placement of the inserts 
and unquantifiable interactions between the carbon fibre plates. Moreover, these types of 
modifications are likely to affect the comfort and fit of the test shoes to an extent that may be 
perceptible to the participant. 
The current research focuses on the use of Rapid Manufacturing technology, specifically 
selective laser sintering (SLS) to produce sprint shoe sole units. This technique has several 
advantages over conventional methods; the foremost of which is the ability to economically 
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produce one-off, fully functional designs. This will facilitate the production of complete shoes, 
each assembled with functional sole units of different mechanical properties. This approach will 
substantially reduce the errors commonly associated with manually adapted conditions (Roy and 
Stefanyshyn, 2006). Furthermore, it will provide an opportunity to develop an almost continuous 
range of sprint shoes with different longitudinal bending stiffhess for future experimentation. 
The following chapter contains a detailed discussion of the design and construction of current 
sprint spikes. The relevant literature is reviewed and the major design implications and 
considerations are summarised. Concept design of sprint shoe sole units is undertaken, the 
advantages and disadvantages of which are discussed before a final solution is identified. The 
concluding section of this chapter describes the construction of sprint shoes ready for future 
mechanical and human performance testing. 
4.2 Current Running Shoe Rules and Regulations 
IAAF Competition Rules 2008 Rule 143 Clothing Shoes and Number Bibs 
4.2.1 Shoes 
Athletes may compete barefoot or with footwear on one or both feet 
The purpose of the shoes for competition is to give protection and stability to the feet and a 
firm grip on the ground 
Shoes must not be constructed so as to give an athlete any additional assistance and no spring 
or device of any kind may be incorporated in the shoe 
4.2.2 Number of Spikes 
The sole and heel of the shoes shall be constructed to provide for the use of up to 11 spikes 
Number of spike positions must not exceed 11 
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4.2.3 Dimension of spikes 
The part of each spike which projects from the sole or the heel shall not exceed 9 mm for 
synthetic surfaces and 25 mm for non-synthetic surfaces 
Maximum spike diameter of 4 mm 
4.2.4 Inserts and Additions for the Shoe 
The sole and / or heel may have grooves, ridges, indentations or protuberances, provided these 
features are constructed of the same or similar material to the basic sole itself 
In long jump and high jump the sole shall have a maximum thickness of 13 mm and in high 
jump the heel shall have a maximum thickness of 19 mm 
In all other events the sole and/or heel may be of any thickness 
4.2.5 Inserts and Additions to the Shoe 
Athletes may not use any appliance, either inside or outside the shoe, which will have the 
effect of increasing the thickness of the sole above the permitted maximum 
Athletes may not use any appliance which can give the wearer any advantage which he would 
not obtain from the type of shoe described previously. 
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4.3.1 Construction - Common Themes 
The construction of current sprint spike uppers appear to be somewhat varied. The finer details of 
some of the processes used by the manufacturers are speculative, but the basic framework of the 
process remains fairly standard. A schematic of a current typical sprint spike is shown in Figure 
47. Uppers are designed to be die-cut from flat sections of material, such that when the key 
components are stitched together they form the 3D curvature of the foot or more specifically the 
shoe last. Sprint spike lasts are designed with a semi-pointed forepart to minimise space and 
improve fit in that region, therefore cutting down on movement in that part of the shoe. The 
majority of sprint spike upper designs are traditional with two-sided die-cut vamp patterns whilst 
others are multi-component constructions. The lasting process can be categorised according to the 
design requirements of the shoe. Historically sprint spikes have been constructed using a tubular 
moccasin type technique, which offers lightness, wrap-around support and flexibility in the 
forepart. This technique requires the upper material to be pulled completely over the last and 
under the sole and then joined with one or more seams across the base. Alternative techniques 
such as flat lasting can be used, which involves stretching the upper over the last and attaching it 
to an insole board. Illustrations of some of the most common lasting techniques are shown in 
Figure 48. Some of the current sprint spike uppers are constructed using more modem 
combination lasting techniques, combining themes from several methods in order to improve the 
efficiency of the process. 
Splip lasting Moccasin Flat thermo lasting String lasting 
FIGURE 48 COMMON LASTING TECHNIQUES (ADAPTED FROM CHESKIN, 1987) 
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Once the upper is constructed the next step is the bottoming or sole laying process. Current sprint 
spikes tend to have combination or prefabricated sole units, which are designed to be inclusive of 
the key functional components. Prefabricated sole units for sprint spikes are not always made in 
one piece, they might be constructed from several distinctly different components which offer, 
for example, cushioning and stiffness. Usually however, prefabricated sole units arrive as a single 
assembly. The cement process, detailed in Figure 49, is the sole laying technique used to 
construct the majority of current sprint spikes. 
Lasting insole 
Filler 
Adhesive / cement ~~~ii::lE~=!\ 
Pressure applied 
to bond sole 
FIGURE 49 BOTTOMlNG PROCESS - CEMENT CONSTRUCTION (CHESKIN, 1987) 
The sole unit is roughened and / or treated chemically prior to it being glued or cemented directly 
onto the upper. The sole units are manually aligned to the upper and then pressure is applied to 
ensure a secure bond is achieved. To complete the construction process, once the adhesives have 
cured, the shoes are manually removed from the last. 
4.3.2 Functional features - Common Themes 
4.3.3 Upper 
Closure System 
Common to current sprint spikes is a standard closure system consisting of a U-throat style lace 
arrangement. This is sometimes covered with an additional closure system such as a zip or Velcro 
shroud, designed to keep the laces tidy and enhance aerodynamics. Alternative closure systems 
include double cross-over Velcro straps which provide arguably more mediolateral support and a 
closer fit. Examples of the common closure systems are shown in Figure 50. 
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Velcro shroud zip U-throat lace system 
FIGURE 50 SPRINT SPIKE CLOSURE SYSTEMS 
Mediolateral Support 
Mediolateral support is a standard functional requirement often built into the structure of the 
upper. The standard method to improve mediolateral support is a strapping system, stitched into 
the medial and lateral sides of the upper. adidas registered their system of three stripes, designed 
to support the foot, as a trademark. Asics also registered their functionally similar system as a 
trademark. 
Forefoot / Vamp 
Common to most current sprint spikes is a narrow toe box section, designed to maintain a tight fit 
around this area to help prevent the toes from splaying during take-off. The cut of the upper in 
this region tends to either be an extended apron style or a one-piece toe construction. An 
additional feature present in some of the more expensive sprint spikes is the forefoot lock-down 
strap. This is a Ve1cro strap that crosses the forefoot above the MP] designed to provide 
supplementary tightening across the forefoot to ensure that forces between the athlete and the 
ground are transmitted as efficiently as possible. 
Tongue 
A tongue is common to most of the current sprint spikes. The role of a tongue section is designed 
to provide protection and comfort from the closure devices usually present in the dorsal region of 
the foot. When compared to standard athletic shoes, the tongue in sprint spikes is much less 
padded to ensure that a tight fit is not compromised. 
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Rearfoot 
Current sprint spikes are designed with varying degrees of rearfoot support. Some include 
internal and external heel counters whilst others remain relatively flexible in the rearfoot. The 
most common type of rearfoot support is a reinforced heel section achieved using an internal heel 
counter. This is usually manufactured from a stiff cardboard material with stitched straps that 
encapsulate the heel. Some designs extend heel straps into the fore part of the upper so that when 
a shoe is tightened, the foot is pulled into the shoe from the front and the rear. 
4.3.4 Sole unit 
Sole units can be categorised based on the length of the rigid section of the sole plate. There are 
three main categories; forefoot, three-quarter and full length as shown in Figure 51. 
Forefoot 
FIGURE 51 SOLE UNIT CATEGORIES 
Forefoot 
This category of sprint spikes have a rigid forefoot plate and flexible mid to rearfoot section. The 
rigid forefoot plate is usually an injection moulded nylon which extends from the front of the 
shoe to a point beyond the MPJ. The forefoot plate tends to follow the contours of the MPJ 
extending posteriorly along the lateral edge of the foot ending just beyond the head of the fifth 
metatarsal. The midfoot and rearfoot are constructed from a soft rubber based compound and in 
some models, EV A foam. The medial longitudinal arch is also supported using similar 
elastomeric materials. The sprint spikes categorised in this section tend to have lower stiffnesses 
about the MPJ but offer substantially more torsional mobility. 
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Three-Quarter Length 
A rigid plate extends across the forefoot and towards the distal end of the midfoot. Most of the 
current models in this category have a rigid material that extends across the width of the sole 
plate and into the medial longitudinal arch offering mediolateral support. The rearfoot section, 
primarily the inferior surface of the calcaneus, is protected by a softer rubber material of EV A 
foam. The material used in this section varies significantly between manufacturers. Some simply 
offer cushioning to minimise the impact forces associated with heel contact, whilst others seem to 
be experimenting with small-scale traction features. Sprint spikes categorised in this section tend 
to have high bending stiffness about the MPJ, good support throughout stance and a reasonable 
level of torsion. 
Full Length 
Rigid sole plates can be manufactured from one material or they can be a multi-component 
material construction. Processes such as two-shot injection moulding facilitate such requirements. 
Sprint spikes with full length sole units can also be made entirely from a relatively rigid polymer 
such as nylon. Alternatively they are designed to extend the entire length of the shoe with the 
supplementary inclusion of rubber based compounds in areas which require cushioning, such as 
the heel. Substantial mediolateral support, high bending stiffness about the MPJ and reduced 
torsional mobility are all common characteristic of a full length sole unit. 
Traction 
Sprint spikes are designed to achieve traction on synthetic surfaces. Removable metal spikes are 
common to all current sprint spikes and they are also supplemented by an array of traction 
focussed features moulded from the same material as the sole plate. In current sprint spike 
models, the location of removable spikes follows some common trends (Figure 51 details the sole 
units and the spike locations). Nearly all models have three banks of spikes which coincide with 
key anatomical landmarks in the foot. The first bank is located in front of, or around the MPJs 
and usually includes an array of three or four spike locations with either one or two on the first 
and second MPJ and then a further two evenly spaced across the third, fourth and fifth MPJ. The 
second bank of spikes normally consists of either two or three spikes running across the width of 
the shoe, from a point coincident with head of the first interphalangeal joint (IPJ) to a point 
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approximated by the fifth distal phalanx. The final bank is a set of two spikes, one positioned at 
the distal end of the hallux and a second positioned in parallel, at the most anterior point of the 
lateral side of the shoe. 
Other traction related features are moulded into the sole unit and randomly distributed throughout 
the forefoot. The largest protuberances surround the removable spikes and run along the 
perimeter of the forefoot, tending to be a similar height to the removable spikes as shown in 
Figure 52. These features provide traction and stability, and compensate for any excessive 
mediolateral movements. 
FIGURE 52 PERIPHERAL TRACTION 
Smaller pointed features are dispersed in spaces between some of the larger features, providing 
additional traction when the surfaces deform and come into contact. 
Structural Features 
Features with structural significance are present in the sprint spikes with three-quarter and full 
length sole units. The main structural features are ribbing, midfoot stiffening sections and points 
of flex. Rib features are designed to provide additional longitudinal stiffness, particularly across 
the MPJ. Some rib features extend the full length of the shoe, whilst the majority run from the 
MPJ into the midfoot. Ribs are often included in midfoot stiffening regions, which are areas of 
thicker material extending from the MPJ throughout the midfoot with particular focus on medial 
and lateral support. Midfoot stiffening regions and ribs tend to increase the bending stiffness of 
the sole units about the MPJ, with a bias towards increasing the bending stiffness to oppose MPJ 
extension. This provides rearfoot control throughout the first half of the stance phase during 
sprinting. Other common structural features are points of flex which are designed to control the 
bending planes of the shoe. These either consist of grooves, cut-outs or specifically grouped 
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features. Points of flex are included to promote natural foot function, normally coincident with 
the MPJ and the IPJ and are often included to compensate for other features which compromise 
natural foot function. 
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4.4 Design 
The following section principally details the design of range a sprint shoes for future testing. 
Design implications with respect to footwear mechanical properties are drawn from the relevant 
literature and carried forward into the design process. The sole unit design specification is 
defmed and the advantages and disadvantages of a number of concept designs are discussed. 
For the current research, sole units have been produced using selective laser sintering (SLS), a 
Rapid Manufacturing process. This chapter therefore, also includes a section introducing and 
describing the SLS process. 
4.4.1 Research drivers 
Longitudinal bending stiffness 
Previous research has highlighted that the application of engineering principles can be applied to 
footwear design in order to enhance athletic performance. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998, 
2000) identified the potential to improve the efficiency of ground contact by adapting the 
longitudinal bending stiffness of footwear. The authors reasoned that by stiffening the MPJ, 
dorsiflexion is reduced and consequently energy not contributing to the primary movement goal 
is minimised. Adaptations to shoe length have also been explored (Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2002). 
The results gave rise to speculation that such adaptations may increase mechanical power 
production at the ankle. The effect of shoe design on sprinting performance was explored 
(Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004) and results indicated that performance improved in shoes of 
higher longitudinal bending stiffness than standard conditions. Maximal performance however, 
was independent of stiffness with some athletes performing best in stiff shoes and others in 
standard conditions. Due to individual responses to different stiffness levels, Stefanyshyn and 
Fusco (2004), were unable to entirely attribute performance improvements to the minimisation of 
energy concept and therefore proposed an alternative mechanism relating to individual force 
producing capabilities. 
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Adaptations to longitudinal bending stiffness can influence athletic perfonnance, with some 
studies indicating that higher levels of stiffness are beneficial (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000; Roy 
and Stefanyshyn, 2002; Stefanyshyn and Fuso, 2004). However, evidence from Chapter 3 of the 
current research implies that higher longitudinal bending stiffness (present in a sprint spike), 
reduces angular range and velocity of the MPJ during sprinting. This implies that some of the 
perfonnance advantages presented in the literature may compromise foot functionality, the 
foremost of which is the inability to select the most appropriate axis at the MPJ. Bojsen-M011er 
and Lamoreux (1979) noted that a shoe with a stiff sole compromises the Windlass mechanism 
and affects an athlete's ability to select the most appropriate axis for propulsion. It is proposed 
that the oblique axis (low-gear) is selected when maximum force is required during the start and 
acceleration, and that the transverse axis (high-gear) is selected for maximal speed (Bojsen-
M011er, 1978). Stiff shoes may compromise free selection of the appropriate axis according to 
propulsive requirements, which may partially explain some of the reported problems starting in 
stiffer shoes (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004). Furthennore, passive functionality, such as the 
windlass mechanism, serves to stabilise the foot by generating tension in the aponeurosis so that 
the foot becomes locked and stable, creating a rigid lever for propulsion. A sole unit with high 
bending stiffness restricts plantarflexion and dorsiflexion of the MP J and hence inhibits the 
passive functionality of the aponeurosis (Bojsen-M011er and Lamoreux, 1979). On the other hand, 
the stiffness properties of the sole unit may compensate for the loss in natural foot function and 
provide additional support and stability in excess of the natural stabilising functionality of the 
foot. 
Aspects of shoe design may also be important to sprinting kinematics. Krell and Stefanyshyn 
(2006) established that sprint running performance is related to touchdown and take-off posterior 
sole angle for elite female sprinters and rate of maximal MPJ extension in male elite sprinters. It 
was suggested that a high posterior touchdown 'angle facilitates efficient foot placement directly 
under the body at ground contact, resulting in a highly efficient movement pattern in tenns of 
decreasing the horizontal braking impulse from the ground. The authors reasoned that touchdown 
posterior sole angle is related to the kinematics of the joints proximal to the MPJ and also the 
shoes the athlete is wearing. They further state that, sprint spikes with stiff contoured midsoles 
may tend to cause athletes to touch down with large posterior sole angles. The fmdings of 
Chapter 3 however, dispute this claim and indicate that the touchdown posterior sole angle is 
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primarily dictated by an athlete's kinematics in free flight rather than by sprint spikes. 
Nonetheless, the fmdings of Chapter 3 suggested that shoe design may influence posterior take-
off angle, as athletes had significantly lower take-off angles in sprint spikes compared to barefoot 
conditions. This reduction is attributed to the controlling affect that sprint spikes have over foot 
kinematics during ground contact. Therefore, design changes to toe spring angle and bending 
stiffness could directly affect posterior take-off angle. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) also proposed that MP J extension velocity relates to performance 
and that high rates ofMPJ rotation might transfer into a large linear velocity of the centre of mass 
during take-off. The findings of Chapter 3 indicate that sprint shoe design and longitudinal 
bending stiffness may also play a significant role with respect to MPJ angular velocity. In 
Chapter 3, there is substantial evidence to suggest that both angular range and velocity are 
reduced in sprint spikes when compared to barefoot conditions. 
The identification of MPJ kinematic parameters that relate to sprinting performance (Krell and 
Stefanyshyn, 2006) is of particular importance to shoe design. However, a significant drawback 
of this study occurs because the authors did not quantify the mechanical properties of the test 
footwear. The findings of Chapter 2 highlight that longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint spikes 
varies considerably and without consideration of this, the kinematic performance parameters 
identified by Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) are questionable. 
Despite the confounding evidence, there are several design aspects with supporting efficacy and 
many others peripheral to this research, that need to be considered when designing sprint 
footwear. The focus of the current research however, remains with longitudinal bending stiffness, 
but other aspects such as traction and stability are also briefly discussed. 
Traction and stability 
Sprint spike sole units are comparatively much stiffer than sole plates found on most other 
athletic shoes. The inherent material and structural properties have functionality that influences 
the efficiency of foot strike, but historically sole units were constructed such that removable 
spikes could be securely housed. Spike housings consist of holes with separate metal threaded 
inserts so that different types of spikes can be firmly screwed into place. The evolution of athletic 
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footwear for competitive running events was driven by the need to generate traction. This brought 
about the requirement for rigid sole plates suitable for the attachment of cleats and spikes. The 
IAAF rules stipulate that the number of spike placements must not exceed eleven, however, the 
sole and / or heel may have grooves, ridges, indentations or protuberances, provided these 
features are constructed of the same or similar material to the basic sole itself. This ruling has 
allowed manufacturers to experiment with designs inclusive of supplementary sharp protrusions 
in order to provide more traction. Governed by the regulations, these extra features must be 
constructed from the same material as the sole unit and in order to be effective they must be rigid 
enough to withstand large impact forces without deforming under load. Consequently, most 
sprint spike sole units are made from thermoplastics with high levels of stiffness and durability, 
combined with good processing properties. These material characteristics have functionality 
which extends beyond traction, but it is apparent that stiffness and toughness are required to 
create and support current traction features. 
Traction is not the focus of current research and the inclusion of traction features at this stage 
may add extra complication to future mechanical testing. Furthermore, protruding traction 
features would introduce restrictions to future lab-based testing. Therefore, alternative methods 
such as surface coatings and the attachment of separate materials suitable for indoor use will be 
considered. 
Current sprint spike sole units are designed to offer stability by combining high stiffness material 
and. three-dimensional curvature. Sole units typically extend into the region of the medial and 
lateral longitudinal arches of the foot to create a rigid encapsulating structure that supports and 
controls the foot throughout ground contact. Specifically, these features are designed to minimise 
excessive mediolateral movements to improve comfort and control. They may however, also 
improve the efficiency of a foot strike according to the principles of minimising energy not 
directly contributing to the primary movement goal (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000b). 
Sole unit shapes, geometric features and material properties also influence torsional bending 
stiffness characteristics. Longitudinal torsional stiffness, although not the focus of the current 
research, does have an affect of stability. Longitudinal torsional stiffness controls the movement 
between the rearfoot and forefoot. A torsionally stiff shoe creates a torsional couple between the 
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rearfoot and forefoot, and the shoe then behaves as a single system. A degree of longitudinal 
torsional stiffness may be required to stabilise the forefoot throughout the initial period of ground 
contact at sprinting speeds, but excessive control may increase pronation velocity or over-
pronation, increasing the chances of lower extremity injury (Stacoff et al., 1989). The importance 
of torsional stiffness should therefore be considered in the following design section. 
Shoe Mass 
Shoe mass has an influence on energy expenditure during running. An athlete must perform 
additional work in order to compensate for increased mass. Catlin and Dressendorfer (1979) 
investigated the effect of shoe weight on energy expenditure during 2 km treadmill and 16 km 
road running. They showed that the mean energy expenditure was 0.51 kcal"min-l higher in shoes 
with an ayerage weight of 0.87 kg compared to shoes with an average weight of 0.52 kg. The 
authors did however, conclude that shoe weight only had a small effect on the rate of total body 
energy expenditure while running at marathon running speeds. 
Nigg and Segesser (1992) suggested that energy loss could be minimised by reducing the work 
done against gravity and for acceleration. The authors determined the work requirements to 
accelerate additional shoe mass to a maximal foot speed and compared this with the actual work 
during one step. They estimated that additional shoe mass of 100 g corresponds to additional 
requi~ed work of about 1 % for maximal foot speed of 10 m" S-l, which corresponds to a running 
speed of 5-7 m"s-l. The influence of extra mass was also shown to increase with increased 
running speed (Figure 53). 
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FIGURE 53 - ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL WORK DUE TO ACCELERATION OF ADDITIONAL SHOE MASS (NIGG AND SEGESSER 
1992) 
The focus of current research is the adaptation of sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness and 
methodologies for achieving this are discussed in the following section. Due to the additional 
metabolic costs, shoe mass should be minimised where possible. In the case of geometric 
modifications to shoe design however, mass should be normalised. 
4.4.2 Summary 
Sprint spikes are worn in order to enhance performance, which is achieved by improving the 
efficiency of foot strike. The key properties of sprint spikes are stability, traction, and 
longitudinal bending stiffness. 
Longitudinal bending stiffness is the focus of the current research but there is confounding 
evidence of performance implications. High levels of stiffness have demonstrated performance 
improvements by reducing energy not contributing to the primary movement task (Stefanyshyn 
and Nigg, 1997, 1998, 2000). Improvements in sprinting performance are also evident with 
higher stiffness but, it is suggested that longitudinal bending stiffness should be tuned to the 
individual requirements of an athlete for maximal performance (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004). 
High stiffness however, compromises natural foot function. The Windlass mechanism does not 
function properly when high stiffness shoes are worn, reducing the rigidity of the foot during 
propulsion (Bojsen-M0ller and Lamoreux, 1979). High levels of longitudinal bending stiffness 
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also impede selection of the appropriate MP] axis of rotation, potentially compromising sprint 
start and acceleration performance. 
Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) suggested that take-off posterior sole angle and the rate of MPJ 
extension are related to sprint running performance. These findings are disputed by the 
benchmark data in Chapter 2. Nonetheless, the findings of Chapter 3 imply that changes to toe 
spring and longitudinal bending stiffness could influence kinematic performance parameters. 
Stability in sprint footwear is achieved by combining high stiffness material and three-
dimensional curvature. A sole unit should extend into the region of the . medial and lateral 
longitudinal arches of the foot to create a rigid encapsulating structure that supports and controls 
the foot throughout ground contact. It is however, important to reach a compromise as excessive 
stability in particular torsional stability, may cause injury. 
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4.4.3 Sole unit design specification 
The aim of the work in the following section is to develop a sole unit which can be adapted to 
have discretely different longitudinal bending stiffnesses whilst maintaining consistency in other 
functionally relevant parameters. 
. The sole unit will be manufactured using the selective laser sintering process 
. The sole unit will be manufactured from Nylon - 12 
The sole unit will be designed to fit the New Balance SDS 1005 sprint spike upper from the 
2005 range 
Longitudinal bending stiffness of the sole unit should be variable over a range that matches 
and potentially exceeds that of current tested sprint spikes 
The sole unit design will not include cushioning features, but additional inserts may be 
required to achieve a comfort level for future testing 
Traction features will not be included, but their requirement will be considered for future 
testing 
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4.4.4 Rapid Manufacturing 
Perfonnance intervention studies using footwear of different properties have thus far focussed on 
manual adaptation of standard athletic shoes (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 
2002; Stefanyshyn and Fuso, 2004). This approach not only compromises the integrity of the test 
shoes, but also introduces a number of unquantifiable interactions. Furthennore, perceptible 
differences in comfort and fit are also a concern with these types of modifications. As means of 
reducing these problems whilst also offering several other specific advantages, an alternative 
approach to the production of test footwear conditions has been undertaken. Rather than 
modifying standard sprint shoes, a Rapid Manufacturing process, namely selective laser sintering 
(SLS), has been used to produce sprint shoe sole units. SLS sole units are then attached to the 
upper according to the standard assembly process, as detailed in section 4.5. 
Hopkinson et al. (2005) define Rapid Manufacturing as, ''the use of a computer aided design 
(CAD)-based automated additive manufacturing process to construct parts that are used directly 
as finished products or components." Conventional manufacturing methods, such as compression 
or injection moulding, are often restricted by the requirement for tooling. Rapid Manufacturing 
methods however, are free-fonn additive processes that do not require tooling to produce parts. 
The elimination of tooling and the subsequent removal of many design restrictions have several 
advantages which include; economic low-volume production, increased manufacturing flexibility 
and productivity, and design freedom (Hopkinson et aI., 2005). All of these advantages are 
directly relevant to the current research. The foremost of these advantages is the ability to 
economically produce functional sole units in small batches. This not only facilitates an iterative 
design process, but also makes it possible to produce small numbers of shoes for mechanical and 
human perfonnance testing. Manufacturing constraints· in previous research in this area has 
prevented this approach. Increased manufacturing flexibility and productivity offered by Rapid 
Manufacturing processes are also relevant. In particular, these advantages are realised throughout 
the early stages of the design process and throughout the shoe construction process when 
productivity demands fluctuate. Furthennore, the control and flexibility of Rapid Manufacturing 
processes, enables opportunities to experiment with materials and mechanical properties. Design 
freedom, aside from reducing conventional design constraints, also allows for a near limitless 
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exploration of possible solutions that would not have been possible using conventional 
manufacturing methods. For the design of sprint shoe sole units, although restricted by the design 
specification, a number of alternative solutions have been explored and discussed in 4.4.5. 
Selective laser sintering (SLS) 
The SLS process begins with the creation of 3D geometry, using CAD software (in the case of 
this research, SolidWorks 2006 /2007), representative of the intended product. This data is then 
converted to Standard Triangulation Language (STL) file format required for production. On 
submission to the SLS machine, the STL file is converted into slice contour information, such 
that the part can be manufactured in discrete layers. 
A schematic of the SLS manufacturing process is detailed in Figure 54. During the build process, 
a powdered material is pre-heated to a temperature slightly below the sintering temperature of the 
material. A laser then scans the cross-sectional area identified for the current slice, thus sintering 
the powder. A fresh layer of powder is deposited across the part bed and the process is repeated, 
during which time the previous layers of un-sintered powder act as a support for any overhanging 
features. This layering and sintering is repeated until the final 3-D geometry has been completed. 
Once the build is complete, the part, encased in un-sintered powder is left to cool to 
approximately 40°C. At this point the powder is brushed away, revealing the final part. 
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FIGURE 54 SLS PROCESS SCHEMATIC (HOPKINSON ET AL. (2005» 
Post part removal there are usually processing requirements, the extent of which vary 
considerably and depend upon the end application of the part. For the current research, minimal 
post-processing of the sole units was needed. However, close attention to removal of excess 
powder was required to ensure that during the shoe construction process, the adhesive bond was 
not compromised due to contamination. 
The powder cake was removed from the machine and left to cool for approximately 24 hours. 
Parts were then remo~ed from this powder cake by hand and loose powder was removed using 
soft bristled brushes. Bead-blasting ofthe sole units was carried out in order to remove all surplus 
powder and finally the parts were washed in warm soapy water before being placed in an oven, 
slightly above room temperature, to dry. 
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4.4.5 S91e Unit Design 
Sprint shoe sole units were designed to fit the upper of a New Balance SDS 1005 sprint spike 
(Figure 47). Existing 3D solid models of the New Balance SDS 1005 sole unit components were 
supplied by New Balance in Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (lGES) format. 
As detailed in Figure 47, the SDS 1005 sole is a prefabricated three quarter length unit, consisting 
of an EV A cushioning component that extends the full length. The sole unit is supplied as a 
prefabricated assembly and then attached to the upper using a standard cement bottoming 
process. The superior surface of the EV A foam corresponds with the curvature of the inferior 
surface of the SDS 1005 shoe last and upper. Consistency between the curvatures of the two 
mating surfaces is important to ensure good bond strength and structural integrity. 
The corresponding superior surface of the IGES file of the EVA foam was not sufficiently 
smooth, so this surface was simplified and re-meshed using Solid Works computer aided design 
(CAD) software. The re-meshing process was iterative, each CAD design was produced and then 
rapid manufactured. Each sole unit was physically handled and relationships between the mating 
surfaces were inspected to evaluate fit and curvature. Once a suitable surface was finalised the 
foundations for the design process were set in place. 
Simplified surface 
A sole unit design was realised by thickening the surface geometry based on the inferior surface 
of the sprint shoe last. A copy of the original surface was offset by a fixed value to create a 
consistent thickness over the whole sole unit. The design as shown in Figure 55, was smooth and 
included no additional geometric features. Longitudinal bending stiffuess of this design is 
modified through incremental changes to thickness. 
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FIGURE 55 FINAL SMOOTHED SURFACE 
Advantages 
Simple appearance 
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Uncomplicated and controllable method of adapting bending stiffness 
Predictable mechanical performance due to lack of complex geometric features 
Disadvantages 
Overall torsional stiffness changes with bending stiffness 
Increases in thickness are visually perceivable 
Aside from stiffness differences, increases in thickness may also affect an athletes perception 
of surface 'feel' 
Alternative designs 
Based on the surface geometry of the SDS 1005 New Balance sprint shoe last, a number of sole 
unit design alternatives were explored as shown in Figure 56 (Further detail provided in 
Appendix B). 
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FIGURE 56 ALTERNATIVE SOLE UNIT DESIGNS 
The primary intention was to have a simple and adaptable means of modifying longitudinal 
bending stiffness that does not compromise structural integrity or introduce other perceptible 
differences. Designs including geometric features such as ribs, apertures and thickened surfaces 
were conceptualised. More complex solutions with internal geometry and concepts that 
specifically replicate the functional requirements ofthe foot were also considered. 
4.4.6 Design Conclusions 
Several possible sole unit ideas have been explored using an iterative design process. Each design 
was conceived on paper, digitised using CAD software and then manufactured using the selective 
laser sintering process. 
Structural features such as longitudinal ribs and thickened surfaces were simple and controllable 
methods for increasing bending stiffness. The confounding mechanical and perceptual parameters 
associated with these features were however considered disadvantages for future 
experimentation. A sandwich structure was conceptualised to addresses some of these problems, 
but complex layer interactions and post-processing issues were set-backs of the design. A sole 
unit designed to mimic the geometric and physiological features of the plantar aponeurosis in the 
foot was designed. Hollow rib features could be filled with solid material or structural designs to 
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vary the mechanical response, but the current embodiment did not offer the desired range in 
mechanical performance. 
The key functional requirements of a sprint spike sole unit have been identified and several 
possible solutions have been explored. The design work has advanced mechanical and functional 
understanding, but the additional complexities of structural features should be reconsidered in 
more detail once rudimentary mechanical and human requirements are understood. The simplest 
method of producing a range of sprint spikes with different longitudinal bending stiffnesses is to 
modify the overall thickness of the basic surface. Mechanical testing procedures detailed in 
Chapter 2 could be used to quantify mechanical performance and once a suitable range has been 
established, human performance testing can be carried out. A sole unit constructed from a basic 
surface will be the foundation for future developments. 
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4.5 Construction 
4.5.1 Introduction 
Several sole unit designs were considered and the simplest solution (Figure 55) was chosen for 
further development. Smooth sole units with no structural features were manufactured from 
nylon-12 using the selective laser sintering process. Six pairs of sole units were manufactured 
each with different bending stiffnesses. The different mechanical properties were achieved by 
varying the overall thickness of each sole unit. Thickness was varied in increments of 0.5 mm 
and ranged from 2.0 to 4.5 mm. 
The construction process was carried out in collaboration with New Balance Athletic Shoes 
Limited at their UK based footwear manufacturing facilities in Flimby, Cumbria. New Balance 
SDS 1005 sprint spike lasts, uppers and prefabricated sole units are supplied direct to the factory. 
The SDS 1005 standard uppers and SLS sole units are assembled into a complete shoe and the 
details of the process are discussed step-by-step in following section. 
4.5.2 Preparation 
The inferior surfaces of the lasted uppers were scoured around the perimeter using a manually 
driven rotating abrasive cloth. This was done to increase surface area for improved bond strength 
when the adhesive was later applied. The surface preparation process for the upper is detailed in 
Figure 57. 
FIGURE 57 SURFACE PREPARATION 
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Prior to the application of adhesive, the SLS sole units must also be prepared. Satreat 300 primer 
was liberally brushed onto the upwards facing surface of the SLS sole unit and left to dry for 
approximately 30 minutes. The preparatory coating of primer is required to improve surface 
adhesion strength. It is particularly necessary in this case as the nylon sole units are relatively 
porous and despite post-processing have loose powder on the surface. 
4.5.3 Adhesive 
Once the primer has dried, a coating of 5050 polyurethane adhesive was applied to the superior 
surface of the sole units and the inferior surface of the lasted upper. One pair of sprint spikes was 
coated at a time and left on a drying rack for approximately 30 minutes. 
4.5.4 Activation 
One sole unit and corresponding lasted upper were placed in a flash oven for heat activation of 
the adhesive, as shown in Figure 58. The oven temperatures were set such that the final surface 
temperature of the sole unit and upper is between 75 and 80°C. At this temperature the adhesive 
is active and the sole unit is flexible enough to conform under pressure (Glass transition 
temperature ofNylon-12 (Duraform) ~ 53°C). 
FIGURE 58 ACTIVATION 
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4.5.5 Assembly 
Immediately after the sole unit and upper were removed from the activation oven, they were 
manually aligned to each other. This is a skilled process with little room for error, as the bond 
between the surfaces cures very quickly. Once the lasted upper and sole unit were aligned, they 
were placed in a Setrum shoe press under approximately 4 bar of pressure for 30 seconds. The 
assembly process is detailed in Figure 59. After this process the sole unit was securely bonded to 
upper and the main assembly process is complete. 
FIGURE 59 ASSEMBLY PROCESS 
4.5.6 Outsole Tread 
Traction features were not included in the current sole unit design, it was thought that the 
additional structural complexity associated with their inclusion may impede future developments. 
Also, the current assembly process would not allow for sharp features as they would pierce the 
bladder of the shoe press. In the absence of traction features, it was decided that a rubber forefoot 
tread should be included. The assembly process is shown in Figure 60. 
FIGURE 60 OUT SOLE TREAD ASSEMBL Y 
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A high density carbon rubber was selected for the outsole tread. The rubber was cut to the shape 
of forefoot, roughened and then treated with the Satreat 300 primer. An outline of the tread was 
pencilled onto the inferior surface of the sole unit and Satreat 300 primer was applied. After 
approximately 20 minutes, 5050 polyurethane adhesive was brushed onto the rubber tread and 
onto the surface of the sole unit within the pencilled boundary. The adhesive was left to dry for 
approximately 20 minutes prior to placing the rubber tread and the assembled shoe into the flash 
oven to activate the adhesive. On removal, the rubber tread was accurately located onto the 
pencilled boundary. To complete the shoe construction process, the assembly was placed into the 
shoe press under 4 bar of pressure for 30 seconds. A photograph of the first complete shoe is 
shown in Figure 61. 
FIGURE 61 FIRST COMPLETE SHOE 
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4.6 Summary 
The evolution of sprint spikes has been documented using the Olympic Games as a chronological 
guide. By the end of the first Olympic era Greek athletes competed in sandals. The first patent for 
spiked footwear was granted in 1861 and four years later spiked shoes were worn to gain more 
traction whilst running. The first recorded shoe designed specifically for track sprinting was 
produced at the beginning of the biomechanical sports shoe era by the Dassler brothers in around 
1930. The next major development in track spikes was the introduction of a nylon forefoot plate 
to increase stability and reduce dirt adherence, replacing the traditional leather sole to create a 
more supple and tight-fitting track shoe. The 1970' s and 80's saw significant changes to athletic 
footwear such as the developments of nylon uppers, full length cushioned midsoles, rearfoot 
control devices and removable moulded insoles. 
Historically sprint spikes have been constructed using a tubular moccasin type technique, which 
offers lightness, wrap-around support and flexibility in the forepart. Current sprint spike uppers 
are constructed using more modem combination lasting techniques, combining themes from 
several methods in order to improve the efficiency of the process. Sole units are usually 
prefabricated and attached to the upper using a cement bottoming process. Sprint spikes can be 
categorised according to the length of the rigid section of the sole plate, forefoot, three-quarter 
length and full length sole unit designs. 
The key property of sprint spikes relating to performance is longitudinal bending stiffness, but 
others aspects such as traction and stability must also be considered in the design process. Sole 
unit curvature and stiffness are particularly important in providing support for the foot in the 
medial and lateral longitudinal arches, enhancing stability and reducing the demand on the 
musculoskeletal system. 
Improvements in sprinting performance have been demonstrated by increasing the longitudinal 
bending stiffness of sprint spikes (Stefanyhsyn and Fusco, 2004). However, the potential 
detriment of such high stiffness levels must be considered in the design process, as such increases 
have been shown to compromise natural foot function (Bojsen-M011er and Lamoreux, 1979). 
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Kinematic aspects of sprinting such as take-off posterior sole angle and MP] extension velocity 
may be directly related performance (Krell and Stefanyshyn, 2006). If this is the case, then 
longitudinal bending stiffness in addition to design related properties such as 3D form and toe-
spring angle, may also contribute to performance. 
The key functional requirements of a sprint spike sole unit have been identified and several 
possible solutions have been explored. The design work has advanced mechanical and functional 
understanding of sprint footwear and a suitable solution for future testing has been identified. A 
smooth solid sole unit without geometric features is currently the preferred solution. Bending 
stiffness is modified by changing the overall thickness ofthe sole units in increments of 0.5 mm. 
Six pairs of sole units were manufactured using the selective laser sintering process and then 
assembled to standard uppers (Figure 62). The construction process included surface preparation, 
application of adhesive, adhesive activation, assembly and the attachment of an outsole tread. 
FIGURE 62 SIX PAIRS OF COMPLETED SPRINT SHOES 
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MECHANICAL TESTING OF LASER 
SINTERED SPRINT SHOE DESIGNS 
5.1 Introduction 
Mechanical testing procedures outlined in Chapter 2 were designed to evaluate the mechanical 
performance of sprint spikes. The same procedures were applied in the following chapter in order 
to evaluate the mechanical performance of selective laser sintered (SLS) nylon-12 sole units and 
sprint shoes complete with SLS sole units. 
The performance of the laser sintered designs was compared with the benchmark performance of 
currently available sprint spikes using the procedure initially outlined in section 2.1 .3. Part of this 
work was a feasibility study, designed to appreciate how suitable SLS nylon-12 was to the design 
and manufacture of sprint spike sole units. Direct comparisons between the mechanical 
performance of various SLS sole units and current sprint spikes was undertaken to ensure that the 
mechanical properties are acceptable, before the complete shoes were commissioned. 
After initial feasibility studies, the objective of mechanical testing was to validate a range of sole 
unit designs. For this testing an alternative method which accounts for phases of extension and 
flexion was used in order to replicate ground contact in sprinting (as detailed in section 2.4.3). 
The mechanical influence of the upper was investigated and testing was carried out on shoes with 
and without an upper. The main intention of the work in this chapter was to produce sprint shoes 
in a range of bending stiffnesses, spanning that of the sprint spike benchmark values, so that 
functional footwear could be included in future human performance testing. 
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5.2 Initial testing of concept laser sintered designs 
A three-dimensional computer aided design (CAD) model of a simplified sprint shoe sole unit 
was constructed using SolidWorks software. Biometric data was taken from a foot scan and used 
to produce a contoured shoe last. The base of the last was extrapolated and simplified to produce 
the sprint shoe sole unit. Toe spring of 26° was included in the design, taken as the average of the 
tested sprint spikes in Chapter 2. The internal and external plantar surfaces of the outsoles were 
smoothed and did not include any structural design features. 
A generic design was finalised and used to produce sole units with different bending stiffnesses. 
This was achieved by varying the sole unit thickness across its entire length. Six sole units were 
designed with thickness increasing in increments of 0.5 mm. The minimum thickness was 1.0 
mm and the maximum thickness was 3.5 mm. 
Two batches of concept sole units were manufactured in Nylon-12 on different selective laser 
sintering (SLS) machines. One batch was produced using a 3D Systems Vanguard machine and a 
second batch was produced using an EOSINT P 385 machine. The machine build parameters are 
detailed in Table 14. 
TABLE 14 3D SYSTEMS AND EOS MACHINE BUILD PARAMETERS FOR SLS CONCEPT SOLE UNITS 
Parameter 3D Systems H.Q. EOSINT P Vanguard 
Laser Power 11 .SW 90% = SOW 
Laser Scan Spacing 0.1Smm 0.3 mm 
Layer Thickness 0.1 mm 0.1Smm 
Laser Scan Speed SOOOmm/s 4000 mm/s 
Powder Type Nylon-12 (refreshed) Nylon-12 (refreshed) 
Powder Bed Temperture 178·c 179.S · c 
On removal from the machine, excess powder was removed and sole unit thickness was measured 
with a vernier calliper to ensure the desired thickness was achieved. SLS sole units were then 
conditioned at 20 °C (± 1 0c) and 50 % (± 5 %) relative humidity, for 48 hours prior to testing. 
Each sole unit was then subjected to the bending stiffness mechanical test procedure as detailed 
in section 2.1.3 of Chapter 2. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 63. 
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FIGURE 63 CONCEPT SLS NYLON OUTSOLE BENDING STIFFNESS EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
5.2.1 Results 
Mechanical test results for the sole units manufactured on both machines are listed in Table 15. 
The maximum bend angle was 29.3 ± 0.3 0 and 29.9 ± 0.00 for the sole units produced on the 3D 
systems and EOS machines respectively. Slight discrepancy in mean maximum bend angle 
between the sole units produced on different machines made it difficult to compare values for 
maximum vertical force and energy loss. This effect was more prominent for thicker sole units. 
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TABLE 15 BEND TEST RESULTS FOR 3D SYSTEMS AND EOS SLS NYLON CONCEPT OUTSOLES 
3D systems 
Thickness Max Vertical Force Max bend Angle Quasi-Static Stiffness Hysteresis 
(mm) (N) (deg) (Nm/deg) (J) 
1.0 1.0 29.9 0.00 0.42 
1.5 4.5 29.1 0.01 1.95 
2.0 12.1 29.3 0.04 4.54 
2.5 23.2 29.1 0.07 9.84 
3.0 41 .0 29.1 0.12 14.90 
3.5 63.3 29.1 0.22 23.23 
EOS 
1.0 1.6 29.9 0.01 0.90 
1.5 5.7 29.9 0.02 2.36 
2.0 14.0 29.9 0.04 5.75 
2.5 27.6 29.9 0.08 12.16 
3.0 47.3 29.9 0.13 20.11 
3.5 74.2 29.9 0.23 31 .34 
Figure 64 details the bending moment graphical data for six SLS outsoles, with thicknesses of 
1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 mm built on both machines. Three out of six thickness values are included for 
clarity and to indicate the range in mechanical performance. 
The gradient of the bending moment curves can be used to determine the quasi-static bending 
stiffness. The curve associated with each phase of the test cycle has a linear shape that can be 
used to determine the respective quasi-static stiffness. The loading phase is consistently stiffer 
than the unloading phase and hence the quasi-static stiffness values reported in Table 15 are 
average values for the complete cycles, determined as shown in Figure 64. 
The plotted data for each sample in Figure 64 details the complete bending cycle, shown as a 
hysteresis loop in the curve. The work done on the system is the area within the hysteresis loop 
and represents the loss in energy between the loading and unloading phases. The energy loss for 
outsoles of 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 mm thickness built on the 3D systems machine was 16, 57 and 167 
mJ respectively. 
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FIGURE 64 BENDING MOMENT VS. BENDING ANGLE FOR 3D SYSTEMS AND EOS SLS NYLON CONCEPT SOLE UNITS 
The bending moment curves for the outsoles built on the 3D systems and EOS machines, shown 
in Figure 64, have similar shapes. The samples of equal thickness built on different machines 
have comparable mechanical responses to bending. 
Figure 65 depicts the bending moment plotted against the shoe bending angle for three of the 
eleven sprint spikes (Shoe A, C and K) and three of seven 3D Systems SLS nylon outsoles 
(Thicknesses 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 mm), describing a range in mechanical performance. The average 
quasi-static stiffness achieved by shoe A was 0.4 N"m"deg-1 and the maximum average quasi-
static stiffness was achieved by the 3.5 mm SLS concept sole unit with a value of 0.22 N"m"deg-1. 
The level of hysteresis were greater for sprint shoes of comparable stiffness. However, the 
reported hysteresis data was not comparable because sprint spikes were subjected to a smaller 
angular range and are inclusive of an upper, both contributing to discrepancies in hysteresis. 
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5.2.2 Discussion 
Precise comparisons between the complete sprint spikes and the SLS manufactured sole units 
cannot be made with confidence since the SLS outsoles are simplified designs that are not 
attached to an upper. However, the results obtained from the initial study are a useful indication 
of the mechanical performance of SLS sole units. 
It is apparent from the plotted data that the data for SLS nylon sole units exhibit more linearity 
that the sprint spikes. This is likely to be due to forces and energy losses associated with the 
complexity of a complete shoe. 
It is worth noting that the stiffness levels exhibited by the SLS manufactured sole units span a 
comparable range to that of the sprint spikes. SLS nylon sole units also have the potential to 
match or exceed the stiffness characteristics exhibited by current market leading sprint shoe 
brands, and it is reasonable to assume that structural design on the sole unit and the attachment of 
an upper will increase the stiffness of SLS sole units further. 
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5.3 Mechanical Testing of Laser Sintered Designs 
5.3.1 Production of Test Samples 
As detailed in Chapter 4, sole units based on the last of a New Balance SDS 1005 sprint spike 
were designed in a range of thicknesses from 2.0 to 3.5 mm in increments of 0.5 mm. The 
inferior and superior surfaces of the sole units were simplified and free of geometric features. 
Complete shoes were constructed at the New Balance factory in Flimby, UK using SLS sole units 
in thicknesses ranging from 2.0 to 3.5 mm in increments of 0.5 mm. The sole units were bonded 
to standard SDS 1005 sprint spike uppers and an additional section of rubber was bonded to the 
forefoot to provide enhanced traction during wearer studies. 
5.3.2 Mechanical Testing - Sole Units 
Sole units were conditioned at 20 QC (± 1 QC) and 50 % (± 5 %) relative humidity, for 48 hours 
prior to testing. Mechanical testing was carried out in accordance with the protocol outlined in 
section 2.4 of Chapter 2. The left and right samples of each thickness sole unit were tested in 
flexion and extension. Five test cycles were recorded for each sole unit and the data presented are 
a mean of the last 3 cycles. 
Results 
Results data for the mechanical performance of the sole units in extension are listed in Table 16 
and the plotted data is shown in Figure 66. The plotted data are a mean of 6 cycles of data; the 
mean of the last 3 cycles for the left and right shoe. 
TABLE 16 TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SOLE UNITS IN EXTENSION 
Extension 
Thickness (mm) Max Force (N) Mean Force (N) S.D. (N) 
2.0 1.48 0.68 0.10 
2.5 3.37 1.69 0.24 
3.0 5.70 3.00 0.25 
3.5 9.03 4.94 0.33 
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Results data for the mechanical performance of the sole units in flexion are listed in Table 17 and 
the plotted data are shown in Figure 67. The plotted data are a mean of 6 cycles of data; the mean 
of the last 3 cycles for the left arid right shoes. 
TABLE 17 TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SOLE UNITS IN FLEXION 
Flexion 
Thickness (mm) Max Force (N) Mean Force (N) S.D. (N) 
2.0 15.36 2.61 0.12 
2.5 18.76 3.69 0.53 
3.0 24.12 5.50 0.27 
3.5 35.14 8.26 0.42 
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The relationship between sole unit thickness and the mean force required to the bend the sole unit 
in extension and flexion is illustrated in Figure 68. 
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Results Summary 
The data for extension and flexion appear to be consistent and repeatable, and show a clear 
distinction in mechanical performance between samples of different thickness. The plotted data 
show that increments of 0.5 mm in thickness are substantial enough to consistently offer 
definitively different mechanical performance for each sample. 
As the thickness increases, the force required to bend the sole unit increases. The respective 
spacing between the plotted data for each sole unit also increases as the thickness increases, 
illustrating an exponential relationship. 
5.3.3 Mechanical Testing - Sprint Shoes Complete with SLS Sole 
Units 
Six pairs of sprint shoes complete with SLS sole units were constructed. Mechanical testing of 
the shoes was carried out in accordance with the protocol outlined in section 2.4 of Chapter 2. 
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Each shoe was subjected to 5 independent cycles and a mean value was obtained from the last 3 
cycles. The data presented are a mean of the left and right shoe 
Results 
Results data for the mechanical perfonnance of the sprint shoes complete with SLS sole units in 
extension are listed in Table 18 and the plotted data is shown in Figure 69. 
TABLE 18 TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE (EXTENSION) OF THE SPRINT SHOES WITH SLS 
SOLE UNITS 
Extension 
Thickness (mm) Max force (N) Mean force (N) S.D. (N) 
2.0 12.1 7.4 1.6 
2.5 14.1 8.6 0.9 
3.0 17.0 10.8 0.9 
3.5 24.8 14.7 0.6 
4.0 34.6 20.0 1.9 
4.5 44.9 26.1 1.4 
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Data for the mechanical performance of the sprint shoes complete with SLS sole units in flexion 
are listed in Table 19 and the plotted data are shown in Figure 70. The plotted data are a mean of 
6 cycles; the mean of the last 3 cycles for the left and right samples. 
TABLE 19 TABULATED RESULTS FOR THE MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE (FLEXION) OF THE SPRINT SHOES WITH SLS SOLE 
UNITS 
Flexion 
Thickness (mm) Max force (N) Mean force (N) S.D. (N) 
2.0 43.2 9.0 1.8 
2.5 77.5 16.5 1.4 
3.0 102.5 23.7 2.1 
3.5 108.8 24.5 1.4 
4.0 118.2 32.9 1.6 
4.5 137.0 38.0 1.3 
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Results Summary 
The results of the mechanical testing show that the complete shoes with SLS sole units of varying 
thickness span a relatively large range in extension and flexion. In extension, the distinction 
between the mechanical performances of the shoes is evident between sole unit thicknesses of 
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3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 mm. However, the shoes constructed with sole units of thicknesses 3.0, 2.5 and 
2.0 mm do not show the same individually distinctive mechanical performance. In contrast, the 
flexion results show a clear distinction between the mechanical performances of shoes with sole 
unit thicknesses of 2.0, 2.5 mm and 4.0 and 4.5 mm, but shoes with sole units of thickness 3.0 
and 3.5mm perform similarly. 
Separate measurements of flexion and extension mechanical performance have been carried out, 
but flexion and extension of the MP J are continuous movements carried out immediately after 
one another during the actual kinematics of sprinting. Consequently, the combined effect of the 
data obtained from mechanical testing should generate distinctly different mechanical 
performance when tested on the feet of athletes. 
5.3.4 Mechanical Performance Comparisons 
Sole Units and Shoes Complete with SLS Sole Units 
The data obtained by comparing the mechanical performance of the sole units with and without 
the attachment of an upper is listed in Table 20. The mechanical performance in flexion and 
extension for complete shoes and sole units are compared graphically in Figure 71. 
TABLE 20 MEAN FORCE COMPARISON OF SOLE UNITS AND COMPLETE SHOES 
Extension Flexion 
Thickness (mm) Sole unit Complete shoe Percentage inc. Sole unit Complete shoe Percentage inc. 
Mean force (N) Mean force (N) Mean force (N) Mean force (N) 
2.0 0.68 7.43 988 2.61 9.0 244 
2.5 1.69 8.59 407 3.69 16.5 347 
3.0 3.00 10.84 262 5.50 23.7 330 
3.5 4.94 14.71 198 8.26 24.5 197 
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Discussion 
A comparison between the mechanical performance of SLS sole units with and without the 
attachment of an upper was carried out. The mechanical performance in flexion and extension of 
sole units with thicknesses of2.0, 2.5,3.0 and 3.5 mm were compared with fully assembled shoes 
with the same thickness sole units. The upper remained constant for all shoes. 
The shoes complete with SLS nylon sole units (Standard deviation in mean force for flexion and 
extension = 1.4N) show significantly more variability than the SLS sole units (Standard deviation 
in mean force for flexion and extension = 0.28N). The increased variability in the force data can 
be attributed to the upper. 
The results demonstrate that the mean force in extension and flexion is higher for the complete 
shoe compared to the sole unit. In extension this relationship is much stronger for thinner sole 
units and in flexion the difference is largest between 2.5 and 3.0 mm samples. 
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Large differences in extension mechanical performance between sole units and completed shoes 
can be partially attributed to the testing conditions. Throughout extension and in the absence of a 
foot, the upper shows considerable buckling in the forefoot region. Buckling occurs as a result of 
stresses that are created as the upper is required to change shape or deform due to the angular 
movement. As more buckling occurs the stresses accumulate and more force is required to bend 
the shoe. The upper also makes contact with the test rig towards the end of the test range which 
potentially increases the force required to extend the shoe. 
During flexion, it is thought that supplementary tension is generated in the upper and therefore 
higher force is required to bend the complete shoe compared to the sole unit. As the complete 
shoes are extended beyond the neutrally assembled position, tension is generated across the vamp 
and throughout the medial and lateral regions. These regions in the upper act as tie rods and 
increase the effective force required to bend the shoe in flexion. 
To summarise, the inclusion of an upper increases the force required to bend the samples in both 
flexion and extension. An increase in the force per unit of flexion (angular rotation or linear 
extension) equates to an increase in the effective bending stiffness. However, this does not 
necessarily mean that the upper is the dominant component of the assembly. If the uppers were 
tested independently it is speculated that the force required to bend them in flexion and extension 
would be significantly lower than that required to bend the sole units alone. Thus, it is deduced 
that the higher effective stiffness is a result of the sole unit and upper working as a system in 
synergy. The key components of the system are the upper and the sole unit, but the bond between 
them is also important in terms of mechanical performance. A strong bond between the upper and 
sole unit ensures that they work as an efficient system. It is apparent from these findings that the 
shoe construction process is important. The alignment of the upper and the bond strength may 
influence the mechanical performance of the constructed shoes. 
Shoes complete with SLS sole units and sprint spikes 
The mechanical performance of sprint spikes and sprint shoes complete with SLS sole units was 
compared. The comparative data is listed in Table 21 and illustrated in Figure 72 and Figure 73. 
Shoes with sole units 2.0, 3.5 and 4.5 mm thickness are compared graphically to depict a range in 
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mechanical perfonnance. Similarly, the sprint spikes shown also depict a range in mechanical 
perfonnance. 
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Discussion 
The results illustrate that the mechanical performance of the sprint spikes and the shoes with SLS 
sole units are comparable. The extension graphical data (Figure 72) show that a sprint shoe with a 
4.5 mm SLS sole unit requires a larger force per unit of extension than sprint spike M, which had 
the highest mean force of the tested sprint spikes in both extension and flexion. The flexion 
graphical data (Figure 73) shows that the range in mechanical performance between the sprint 
spikes and shoes with SLS sole units is similar. 
Figure 73 also highlights discrepancies between maximum flexion. This is due to variability in 
the magnitude of toe spring / heel pitch angle present in each sprint spike design. Maximum 
flexion was constant for the sprint shoes with SLS sole units as they were constructed from the 
same last design. Variability in maximum flexion, present in the sprint spike data, can be 
attributed to design differences between manufacturers. Consequently, when sprint spikes were 
positioned in the test apparatus, the rearfoot angle varied between designs and resulted in 
different amounts of flexion. 
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It was established in section 2.4.4 that a relatively high effective bending stiffness in flexion and 
a relatively low effective bending stiffness in extension might be the required baseline 
mechanical properties that are adaptable for performance enhancement without compromising 
foot function. The benchmark data in section 2.4.4 showed that the mean extension force was 
approximately 200% less than the mean flexion force, but for the shoes with SLS sole units the 
percentage difference was only 68%. This shows that the effective bending stiffness in flexion 
was higher than the effective bending stiffness in extension for the sprint shoe with SLS sole 
units, but the difference was not as large as that present in sprint spikes. This may suggest that the 
shoes with SLS sole units were not accounting for the hypothesised ideal mechanical properties 
to the same extent as the sprint spikes. 
The sole units of the sprint spikes include design features which add bias to the mechanical 
requirements during extension and flexion, the inclusion of rib sections throughout the midfoot 
increase the effective flexion bending stiffness and the inclusion of flex lines reduces the 
effective extension bending stiffness. The current SLS sole units are simplified designs without 
geometric features and the natural bias between the required force per unit of flexion and the 
required force per unit of extension is due to the inherent 3D curvature of the sole unit, rather 
than specific design intensions. Changes to the SLS sole unit designs could be made in order to 
increase the effective bending stiffness in flexion and decrease the effective bending stiffness in 
extension, but due to the additional complexity, such changes are not desirable at this stage. 
Simplified designs have been used in order to evaluate the feasibility of using SLS nylon and 
further design and analysis will be undertaken to produce more refined solutions. 
5.4 Summary 
Initial testing using a basic test set-up was carried out in order to compare the mechanical 
performance of concept SLS nylon-12 sole units and currently available sprint spikes. The 
mechanical performance of the sole units was comparable to the sprint spikes and furthermore the 
data provided a good initial insight into the feasibility of using SLS nylon-12 to produce sprint 
spike sole units. 
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SLS sole units were designed based on the last of a New Balance SDS 1005 sprint spike. The sole 
units were tested with and without the attachment of an upper, using mechanical testing apparatus 
designed in Chapter 2, which was based on the ASTM standard for footwear flexibility. 
Mechanical performance of the sole units and the fully constructed shoes were compared. The 
results showed that a complete shoe has a higher mean force in flexion and extension when 
compared to the sole unit without an upper. It was concluded that a higher effective bending 
stiffness is generated in a complete shoe when the sole unit and upper work as a system. 
It is speculated that sprint spikes designed to have a larger effective bending stiffness in flexion 
compared to extension, ensure that the foot is controlled throughout the first half of stance 
without compromising foot functionality during the second half. This mechanical behaviour was 
present in both conditions, but was less prominent in sprint shoes with SLS sole units. More 
detailed consideration of this will be carried out at a future date but the additional complexity 
associated with such changes in not desirable at this stage. 
Mechanical performance of sprint shoes complete with SLS sole units were compared with 
standard currently available sprint spikes. The results showed that the mechanical performance of 
sprint spikes with SLS sole units was comparable to that of currently available sprint spikes. 
Moreover, the range in bending stiffness, generated by the different thickness SLS sole units, 
spanned that of currently available sprint spikes. These shoes will therefore provide a suitable 
platform of conditions to investigate how longitudinal bending stiffness of current sprint spikes 
affects human performance. Furthermore, the results of this chapter indicate that SLS nylon may 
have the potential to exceed current sprint spike bending stiffness and broaden the scope of future 
intervention studies. 
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6 
6.1 
6.1.1 
SPRINT SPIKE LONGITUDINAL BENDING 
STIFFNESS AND ITS INFLUENCE UPON 
SPRINT RELATED TASKS 
The effect of shoe bending stiffness on predictors of sprint 
performance; a feasibility study 
Introduction 
Several studies have explored the effects of footwear mechanical properties on athletic 
performance by manually adapting standard footwear conditions (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000; 
Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2002; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2006). There are however, no known 
examples of investigations which use specifically engineered footwear. Moreover, there is 
evidence in the literature that suggests that maximum sprinting performance is achieved in 
footwear with mechanical properties that are tuned to individual requirements (Stefanyshyn & 
Fusco, 2004). Based on this notion, a range of sprint shoes with bending stiffnesses spanning 
current commercial sprint spikes have been successfully developed using SLS nylon-12 sole 
units, as detailed in chapter 4 and 5. The current investigation thus sought to investigate the 
performance implications with respect to these different shoe bending stiffness conditions. 
A concentric jump from 120° knee angle and a bounce drop jump were used to investigate the 
influence of longitudinal bending stiffness on force production and performance. The two jump 
metrics were selected as representations of the start and maximal speed phases of sprinting 
respectively. Hennessey & Kilty (2001) showed high correlations of r = -0.79 and r = -0.75 
between bounce drop jump performance and 30m and lOOm sprint times respectively. The 
specificity of this type of jump to top speed sprinting is further justified by Mero et al. (1981) 
who reported significant correlations ofr = 0.72 between a drop jump from 0.5 m drop height and 
maximal speed. Young et al. (1995) used a concentric jump from 120° knee angle to measure 
sprint starting performance. The authors were able to demonstrate a significant correlation of r = -
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0.86 between concentric jump kinetics and 2.5m time. They associate the specific nature of the 
jump metric to sprint starting for three reasons. Firstly the knee angle of 120° is similar to the 
reported mean knee angle (126°) of the rear leg in the set position of the block start. Secondly, 
kinetics were measured under pure concentric contractions, which is the case for hip and knee 
extensors during the movement on the blocks. Thirdly, the total movement time of the concentric 
jump is consistent with the time on the blocks and during the first stride. 
The bounce drop jump and concentric jump performance tests demonstrate a high specificity to 
the maximal speed sprinting and starting performance respectively. The jump metrics 
appropriately mimic the muscular contractions of the leg extensor muscles and have patterns of 
force production that are similar to those during the specific sprint phase (Luhtanen and Komi, 
1978). The inherent nature of the selected jump metrics, whilst being closely associated with 
sprint kinetics and kinematics, also lend themselves to structured lab-based investigation. This 
type of assessment facilitates the acquisition of detailed, controlled and repeatable measurements 
that are required in order to understand the effects of the different footwear conditions. 
The intentions of the following investigation were twofold; 1) investigate the feasibility of; a) 
applying jump metrics to assess performance and b) using sprint shoes constructed with SLS 
nylon-12 sole units and 2) investigate the influence of sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness 
on force production and performance 
6.1.2 Methodology 
Participants 
A nationally competitive sprinter and an internationally competitive long jumper, age 19.5 ± 0.5 
years, weight 78.5 ± 0.5 kg, were selected to participate in the investigation. A health screening 
questionnaire was completed and informed written consent obtained. The participants were 
selected based on their sprinting ability and experience with plyometric exercise. 
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Shoes 
A selection of sprint shoes developed in Chapters 4 and 5, with longitudinal bending stiffness 
spanning that of current commercial sprint spikes were included for testing. Characteristics and 
mechanical properties for the test shoes used in the current investigation are listed in Table 22. 
Mass of the sprint shoes was normalised 224.8 ± 1.1 g. 
TABLE 22 TEST SHOE IDENTIFICATION AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Sole unit Mean force (N) Identification 
thickness (extension and 
letter (mm) felxion) 
2.0 A 8.20 
3.0 B 17.25 
3.5 C 19.06 
4.5 D 32.05 
The control condition was a Vibram® Five Fingers® shoe with nominal longitudinal bending 
stiffness (1.1 ± 0.3 N mean force in extension and 0 N mean force in flexion) shown in Figure 74. 
This shoe was selected to replicate barefoot conditions whilst also providing impact protection 
for the plantar surface of the foot. 
FIGURE 74 CONTROL SHOE -VIB~ FIVE FINGERS® 
Experimental procedure 
Testing was carried out in the Loughborough University Sports Technology laboratory. 
Participants were asked to complete 3 sessions that included jump tests in 5 different shoe 
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conditions. The first session required participants to complete a concentric squat jump from a 90° 
knee angle (SQ90), the second session a concentric squat jumps from a 120° knee angle (SQ120) 
and the final session bounce drop jumps from 0.46 m (BDJ), as detailed in Figure 75 . The kee 
angles for SQ90 were selected to replicate the front leg conditions during a sprint start. Front leg 
knee angle is reported to be 111 ° (Mero, 1988) but observation of current athletes showed that 
angles were closer to 90°. Testing was carried out over a three week period with one session per 
week and with the participant not having undertaken any intensive exercise at least 24 hours 
before the day of testing. A program of familiarisation was undertaken in the week before testing 
to ensure that participants were comfortable with jumping techniques and the test footwear 
conditions. Prior to each test session, participants performed a complete warm-up based on their 
own standard routines; this included stretching of the primary muscles in the lower extremity, 
bounding locomotion and low intensity cardiovascular exercise. Test shoes were presented to the 
participants in a random order and each session was started in the control condition. All jumps 
were performed on a force platform (Kistler, type 9281 C) recording at a sampling rate of 
1000 Hz. 
SQUAT JUMP FROM 900 KNEE ANGLE SQUAT JUMP FROM 1200 KNEE ANGLE BOUNCE DROP JUMP FROM 0.46 m 
5Q90 5Q120 BDJ 
FIGURE 75 SCHEMATIC OF JUMP METRICS 
Concentric jumps 
For the concentric squat jumps participants performed separate bilateral jumps from 120 and 90° 
knee angles. Participants were requested to lower to the required knee angle with their hands on 
their hips, maintain this position for 4 s and then, under verbal instruction, jump as explosively as 
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possible using purely concentric muscle activation. In order to minimise eccentric loading, each 
subject maintained the required knee angle with their posterior in contact with, but not bearing 
weight upon, the level surface of an adjustable jump platform. Eight successful jumps with 
minimal eccentric muscle loading were required in each footwear condition, totalling 48 jumps. 
Bounce drop jump 
Bounce drop jumps (BDJ) were performed using a purpose built rig with the drop height fixed at 
0.46 m. This height was selected based on the dropping height used by Mero et al. (1981). 
Participants were instructed to jump for maximum jump height and minimum contact time. 
Further instructions stressed the importance of landing from the jump in a fully extended 
position, completing each jump without the heels forcefully striking the ground and with the 
hands remaining on the hips. Six successful jumps with ground contact times of <250 ms were 
required in each footwear condition, totalling 30 jumps. 
Performance parameters 
Resulting force-time histories for each jump type were analysed to provide a number of 
performance related parameters. Each performance parameter is listed and described in the 
following section. 
1) Jump height 
Jump height for the BD] was calculated from flight time using the method of Komi & Bosco 
(1978). V Takeofris the velocity ofthe jumpers centre of mass (CoM) at the instant of takeoff, tair is 
the time in the air, g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m's-2) and h is the vertical 
displacement of the CoM. 
1 
V Takeoff = 2" (! air • g) (1) 
h _ (V 2 takeoff ) - .g 
2 
(2) 
For SQ90 and SQ120 the vertical displacement of the centre of mass was calculated by first 
determining the vertical velocity at take-off (V off) by trapezoid integration according to Equation. 
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3 between take-off and the point 1 second prior to take-off. F(t) is the vertical ground reaction 
force (N), g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 mos-2) and m is the body mass (kg). Jump 
height was then calculated from Eq. 2 
o 
~ff = f (Fz ~ )- mg)it / m (3) 
- I 
These methods assume that body positions are the same at the instants of take-off and landing 
and that air resistance is negligible. Flight and contact times were recorded by the force platform. 
2) Reactivity coefficient 
Reactive coefficient for the BDJ was calculated by dividing the jump height by the contact time 
(Young et aI., 1995). Higher reactivity coefficient will result as a consequence of jumping higher 
with less contact time. Therefore, better jumping performance is recognised by a higher reactivity 
coefficient. 
3) Maximum dynamic strength 
Maximum dynamic strength (MDS) is the maximum force developed during the concentric phase 
of the jumping action. Young et al. (1995) determined that MDS for a loaded squat jump was a 
good correlate of sprint start time (r = -0.86). For SQ90 and SQ120, MDS was the peak force 
generated during takeoff. The determination of the peak concentric force for the BDJ was more 
complicated. Ground contact for the BDJ includes a phase of eccentric muscle activation 
immediately followed by concentric muscle activation as shown in Figure 76. In order to 
determine maximal concentric force generation the transition from eccentric loading to concentric 
was first determined. This point was estimated at the time when the velocity of the CoM was 
zero, indicated as the point t2 in Figure 76. 
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FIGURE 76 FORCE-TIME PROFILE FOR A TYPICAL BOUNCE DROP JUMP 
Vertical landing velocity (VL) was calculated as shown in eq. 4 and MDS occurs at or after the 
instant in time t3 fulfilling eq. 5. (Baca, 1999). 
5 
VL =- f(Fz(t)-mg)itlm 
2 
VL + f(Fz(t)-mg)itlm =0 
I 
4 ) Average power 
Average power (W) was calculated from eq. 6. 
mgh Power =--
t 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
m is the body mass (kg) and g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m's-2), h is jump height (m) 
calculated from the total impulse and t is the takeoff time (s). Fundamentally, average power is 
the ratio of jump height divided by take-off time and is similar to reactivity coefficient for the 
bounce drop jump. A greater jump height generated over less time equates to higher average 
power and is therefore recognised as an improvement in performance. 
5) Force after lOOms. 
The vertical ground reaction force generated 100 ms after the start of contraction for SQ90 and 
SQ120. Young et al. (1995) reported a high correlation between FlOO and maximal sprinting 
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speed (r=-0.80) and reasoned that high correlation was a result of the specificity to ground 
contact time at maximal speed sprinting. More force relative to bodyweight, generated within the 
first 100 ms of take-off is indicative of better propulsion. 
6) Average rate of force production 
The average rate of force production was calculated for SQ90 and SQ 120 takeoffs. This was 
calculated as the gradient between the start of concentric contraction and the point of MDS. If an 
athlete has the ability to generate force at a higher rate whilst still achieving relatively high 
maximal force, it is expected that jumping performance will improve. 
Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 
for Windows version 13.0) and the level of significance was set at p :s; 0.05. The effect of sprint 
shoe stiffness on the jump metrics was assessed with a repeated measures one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA), comparing the individual participant means for each parameter. Individual 
analysis was undertaken as it is hypothesised that sprint shoe stiffness will have a different 
influence on each athlete and therefore a grouped analysis would not necessarily identify any 
effects. Significant differences were identified using Tukey's Honestly significant differences 
(HSD) test. Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated to observe the relationships 
between all the jump metrics and sprint shoes. The strength of the relationship was interpreted 
using guidelines suggested by Cohen (1988). 
6.1.3 Results 
Results for the SQ90, SQ120 and the BD] are shown in Figure 77, Figure 78 and Figure 79 
respectively. The data presented is a mean ± S.D. of eight successful trials for the squat jumps 
and six successful trials for the BDJ. The data has been normalised to body weight to facilitate 
comparison but statistical analysis was completed on unmodified individual data. Force-time 
histories for each jump type and for both participants are shown in Figure 80. In order to illustrate 
the range in longitudinal bending stiffness, the control shoe and shoes A, B and D are compared. 
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FIGURE 77 RESULTS FOR CONCENTRIC SQUAT JUMP 900 KNEE ANGLE (* SIGNIFIANCTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL 
SHOE P <0.05) 
SQ90 - Pearson 's correlation analysis 
The results show that there was a medium strength negative correlation between shoe stiffness 
(average force), jump height (r=-0.356, n=40, p=0.024) and maximum dynamic strength (r=-
0.327, n=40, p=0.039), but a strong negative relationship between shoe stiffness and average 
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power (r=-0.511, n=40, p=0.001) for participant 1 for SQ90. Participant 2 showed no significant 
correlations with any ofthe tested variables for SQ90. 
SQ90 - One-way ANOVA 
Statistically significant differences in jump height (F(4, 39)=12.228, p=O.OOOl) for SQ90 were 
observed. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean jump height in 
shoes B (Mean=0.315, S.D.=0.0464) and D (Mean=0.351 , S.D.=0.0302) were significantly lower 
than in the control shoe (Mean=0.421 , S.D.=0.0548) for participant 1. 
Statistically significant differences in average power (F(4, 39)= 10.270, p=0.0001) for SQ90 were 
observed. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean MDS in shoes B 
(Mean=652.34, S.D.=84.26) and D (Mean=677.94, S.D.=50.72) were significantly lower than in 
the control shoe (Mean=828.83 , S.D.=99.32) for participant 1. 
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FIGURE 78 RESULTS FOR CONCENTRIC SQUAT JUMP 1200 KNEE ANGLE C* SIGNIFlANCTL Y DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL 
SHOE P <0.05) 
SQ120 - Pearson 's correlation analysis 
The results show that there was a medium strength negative correlation between shoe stiffness 
(average force), force after 100 ms (r=-0.328, n=40, p=0.038) and average power (r=-0.404, 
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n=40, p=0.010) for participant 2 for SQ120. Participant 1 showed no significant correlations with 
any of the tested variables for SQ120. 
SQ120 - One-way ANOVA 
Statistically significant difference in the force after 100 ms (F(4, 39)= 2.636, p=0.050) for SQ120 
were observed. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean force after 
100 ms in shoe D (Mean=764.589, S.D.=137.36) was significantly lower than in the control shoe 
(Mean=1577.51, S.D.=641.45) for participant 2. 
Statistically significant difference in average power (F(4, 39)= 3.079, p=0.028) for SQ120 were 
observed. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean average power in 
shoe D (Mean=668.79, S.D.=150.52) was significantly lower than in the control shoe 
(Mean=871.13, S.D.=135.84) for participant 2. 
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BDJ - Pearson 's correlation analysis 
The results show that there was a medium strength negative correlation between shoe stiffness 
(average force) and reactivity coefficient (r=-0.461 , n=40, p=0.010) but a strong negative 
correlation between shoe stiffness and jump height (r=-0.539, n=40, p=0.002), and average power 
(r=-0.591 , n=40, p=0.001) for participant 1 for the BDJ. Participant 2 showed no significant 
correlations with any of the tested variables for the BDJ. 
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BDJ- One-way ANOVA 
Statistically significant differences in jump height (F(4, 29)= 5.365, p=0.003) for the BDJ were 
observed. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean jump height in 
shoes C (Mean=0.288, S.D.=0.014) and D (Mean=0.293, S.D.=0.015) were significantly lower 
than the in control shoe (Mean=0.340, S.D.=0.027) for participant 1. 
A statistically significant difference in average power (F(4, 29)= 3.685, p=0.017) for the BDJ was 
observed. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean average power in 
shoe D (Mean=21 08.28, S.D.=189.12) was significantly lower than in the control shoe 
(Mean=2607.02, S.D.=306.64) for participant 1. 
Force-time histories 
Force-time histories for SQ90 are shown in Figure 80 lA and 2A for participants 1 and 2 
respectively. Force generation commenced at approximately 0.4 s before take-off with mean peak 
forces of approximately 2100 N occurring 0.1 s before take-off. Force-time histories for SQ120 
are shown in Figure 80 1B and 2B for participants 1 and 2 respectively. Force generation 
commenced at approximately 0.3 s before take-off with respective mean peak forces of 
approximately 2500 Nand 2600 N for participant 1 and 2 occurring 0.1 s before take-off. No 
obvious trends or differences were apparent between footwear conditions for SQ90 or SQ120. 
Force-time histories for the BDJ for participant 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 80 1C and 2C 
respectively. Ground contact lasted approximately 0.2 s and peak force occurred at approximately 
0.075 s after initial contact. Participant 1 saw a distinct peak eccentric force, reaching a mean of 
approximately 5500 N in the control shoe and shoe A (the least stiff shoe), during the first half of 
ground contact. In shoes B and D there were no distinct phases of eccentric loading. Participant 2 
generated mean peak forces of approximately 5000 N with no distinct peak eccentric force in any 
of the footwear conditions. 
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6.1.4 Discussion 
SQ90 jump height and average power were significantly lower in shoes B and D than in the 
control shoe for participant 1, and there were significant negative correlations suggesting 
increases in shoe longitudinal bending stiffness reduced the participants jump height and average 
power. On closer inspection of the data, it is believed that these trends may be misleading as 
jump height and average power in shoe C (3 rd stiffest shoe, 19 N) were comparable in the control 
condition, implying that performance is not necessarily compromised in stiffer shoes. 
Furthermore, there were no other significant differences between any of the tested variables for 
either participant to substantiate this notion. For SQ120, participant 2 generated significantly less 
power and significantly less force after 100 ms of take-off in shoe D (stiffest shoe, 32 N) 
compared to the control shoe, but no other significant differences were apparent. The negative 
correlations found, suggest that there was a reduction in average power and force after 100 ms of 
take-off with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. 
Young et al. (1995) reported that the best two predictors of starting performance taken from the 
squat jump technique were MDS and FI00, with mean values of2.68 ± 0.19 BW and 2.35 ± 0.04 
BW respectively. Values obtained for MDS in this investigation were similar, ranging from 2.6 to 
2.9 BW and 3.15 to 3.3 BW for SQ90 and SQ120 respectively. However, values for FI00 were 
lower, ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 BW and from 1.0 to 2.0 BW for SQ90 and SQ120 respectively. 
This difference can be attributed to different protocols. Participants in the investigation by Young 
et al. (1995) performed squat jumps with a 19 kg barbell across the shoulders and consequently 
higher forces relative to body weight were observed. Although significant differences were 
found, definitive conclusions on the influence of shoe bending stiffness on squat jump 
performance cannot be drawn from the current data set. 
The BD] data for participant 1 showed that jump height was significantly reduced in the stiff 
footwear conditions (shoe C (19 N) and shoe D (32 N» when compared directly to the control 
condition. Supporting this, there is a significant negative correlation between shoe bending 
stiffness and jump height and also a non-significant trend in the mean data. These correlations 
suggest that as bending stiffness is increased, the reactivity coefficient is decreased for participant 
1. Average power was also reduced with increasing levels of longitudinal bending stiffness for 
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participant 1. No significant differences between footwear conditions were found for any of the 
performance variables for participant 2. Interestingly, the force-time histories (Figure 80 le and 
2e) for BD] concur with the performance data, since they show differences in force generation 
between footwear conditions for participant 1 but no obvious differences between footwear 
conditions for participant 2. For participant 1 (Figure 80 le), the force generated during ground 
contact in the control shoe and shoe A, has a distinct peak eccentric force which drops rapidly 
before the concentric contraction and the point of maximum dynamic strength (detailed in Figure 
76). For shoes B and D there is no distinct eccentric peak force, and the point of concentric 
contraction and hence, maximum dynamic strength approximately occurs as the peak force of 
ground contact. Bobbert et al. (1987) realised that the characteristics of the bounce drop jump 
mean that the time interval between the peak velocity of eccentric action and the start of 
concentric contraction is small and therefore optirnise the actions of pre-stretch and potentiation. 
The lack of distinction between eccentric and concentric contraction in the stiffer footwear 
condition may be detrimental to both the pre-stretch and potentiation requirements of the short 
stretch shortening cycle (SSe) and help to explain the significantly poorer jump height 
performance in stiffer shoes. Alternatively, when considering the etiology of injury, a reduction 
in eccentric loading may reduce Achilles tendon injury (Dixon and Kerwin, 2002). 
6.1.5 Conclusions and recommendations 
This investigation provides an initial insight into the suitability of applying discrete jump metrics 
to investigate how footwear conditions influence sprinting performance. The current data set 
showed only a few statistically significant differences between conditions, but despite this the 
investigation was successful in identifying limitations and potential methodological 
considerations for future work 
Significant differences in squat jump performance between footwear conditions were identified 
and the data suggests a performance detriment in stiffer footwear conditions. BD] performance 
was also negatively affected by shoe stiffness. Due to fundamental physiological principles, 
consistent trends between the two participants were anticipated, yet the current findings do not 
support this. This could imply that performance characteristics are highly specific to an 
individual. In addition, there was considerable variability in some of the performance indicators. 
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In some instances the within-condition variability was greater than the between-condition effect 
size. This may explain why only a few differences between conditions were observed. A study 
utilising a larger stiffness range and more detailed performance indicators is essential to 
furthering the understanding of sprint shoe stiffness on athletic performance. 
The simplest and most commonly used indicators of sprinting performance, extracted from jump 
metrics, are vertical and horizontal displacement. It has been reported however, that such 
measures are inadequate and that more sensitive kinetic measures are required as predictors of 
sprinting performance (Bradshaw and Le Rossignol, 2004). The additional indicators used in this 
study were modified versions ofthose reported by Young et al. (1995) and were included because 
of their high correlations with separate phases of sprinting performance. Although sprint time is 
the obvious indicator of sprint performance, discrete jump metrics were a more appropriate 
choice for investigating the influence of different stiffness footwear conditions on sprinting 
performance. The advantages of these metrics are improved control, familiarity and minimisation 
of physiological errors. However, the dynamic and kinematic characteristics of the separate 
phases of sprinting are distinctly different to those during jumping. It is therefore important that 
representative jump metrics also account for these differences. The dynamics and kinematic 
characteristics of the squat jump and bounce drop jump techniques applied in the current study, 
each closely replicate the respective phases of starting / accelerating and maximal speed 
sprinting. This was an important factor and essential to furthering the understanding of how shoe 
bending stiffness influences different phases of sprinting. 
There were few consistent trends and only small differences existed between performances in the 
different stiffness footwear conditions. These results were not entirely surprising as the range in 
bending stiffness spanned only that of currently available sprint spikes and resulted in only one 
reliable significant trend in BD] performance for participant 1. Although there has been some 
success in identifying performance differences, additional work should focus on collecting 
movement data to supplement kinetic data. This will provide more detailed information to help 
differentiate between performances in different stiffness conditions. Kinetic data from the force 
plate represents the total ground reaction force from the whole body and therefore it is difficult to 
account for the separate influence of the each joint in the lower extremity. The MP] and ankle 
joint in particular are expected to be directly influenced by changes to the bending stiffness ofthe 
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shoe. It is probable that the combination of kinetic and kinematic data would provide a clearer 
interpretation of how each joint is influenced by shoe stiffness and thus improve the ensuing 
understanding of the performance implications. A similar investigation including kinematic data 
would also substantiate claims that stiffer shoes minimise eccentric forces during the BDJ. If this 
is proven correct, it is theorised that ankle joint angular velocity would be reduced in stiffer shoes 
during the first half of ground contact. 
Preliminary work has shown that sprint shoes constructed with SLS sole units are suitable for 
dynamic testing and there were no reported issues with fit or comfort. Participants were familiar 
with the jump metrics and the intervention of different stiffness footwear conditions did not 
adversely affect jump technique. Bilateral jump techniques are commonplace in strength and 
plyometric training regimes and although they were successfully implemented in the current 
study, additional investigation using unilateral jumping may prove useful in improving 
replication of running gait. Performing jumps on one leg requires ground reaction forces to be 
transferred through the weight bearing foot and therefore the dynamics of this scenario are likely 
to be closer to ground contact in sprinting. In addition, the functionality of the feet during 
unilateral jumping is expected to be different to that during bilateral jumping. Performing a jump 
take-off from both feet requires the feet to work in unison and it is likely that independent 
function required for unilateral jumping is a better replication of the normal gait cycle. Refining 
the jump protocol to improve replication of foot functionality is particularly important with 
respect to the core objectives of this research. Particular Implementation of unilateral jumping 
methodologies may be especially useful in furthering the understanding of how mechanical 
properties of footwear influence foot function and consequently performance. 
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6.2 
6.2.1 
INFLUENCE OF SPRINT SHOE LONGITUDINAL 
BENDING STIFFNESS ON THE DYNAMICS OF THE 
ANKLE AND METATARSOPHANLGEAL JOINT 
DURING SPRINT RELATED TASKS 
Introduction 
The foot-shoe system represents the final links in the kinetic chain and is the point where forces 
are transferred from the athlete to the ground. There is growing belief that these distal segments 
of the lower extremity and hence footwear, are fundamental to maximising sprinting performance 
(Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1998; Krell and Stefanyshyn, 2006). By varying the physical form and 
mechanical properties of footwear, improvements in running, jumping and sprinting performance 
have been measured. A number of studies (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000; Stefanyshyn et aI. , 2002; 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004; Krell and Stefanyshyn, 2006) have highlighted the potential of 
individually customised footwear with mechanical properties that are tuned to athlete specific 
requirements. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) investigated the influence of running shoe midsole 
properties on athletic performance, where different shoe bending stiffness values were achieved 
by adapting shoes using carbon fibre plates inserted into the midsoles. The authors determined 
that the energy lost at the MP] decreased when the bending stiffness of the shoe's midsole was 
increased and .consequently resulted in significant improvements in jump height. Stefanyshyn & 
Fusco (2004) investigated the effects of shoe bending stiffness on sprinting performance by 
inserting carbon fibre plates with bending stiffnesses of 49, 90 120 N/mm into the athlete's own 
standard running spikes. It was reasoned that in order to maximise sprinting performance, tuning 
shoe stiffness to the athlete' s particular characteristics is required. Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006) 
investigated MP] movement during the heats, semi-finals, and finals of the men's and women's 
100 m sprints at the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games. They found that sprint running performance 
was related to touchdown and take-off posterior sole angle for elite female sprinters, whilst it 
depended on rate of maximal MP] extension in elite male sprinters. 
Research into how the mechanical properties and physical form of footwear influence athletic 
performance has, to date, focused on adapting a standard shoe. Section 6.1 details the first known 
study which uses sprint footwear specifically engineered and manufactured in a range of 
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longitudinal bending stiffnesses. This has been achieved through the application of Rapid 
Manufacturing technology which allowed the production of one-off sole units that were 
subsequently assembled onto standard uppers. This methodology reduces the errors associated 
with manually adapted footwear, improves test consistency and also allows footwear to be 
produced in an almost continuous range of bending stiffnesses without compromising fit and 
comfort. 
The investigation in section 6.1 was primarily a feasibility study, designed to explore and 
troubleshoot test methodologies. Definitive conclusions were not drawn and it was reasoned that 
kinetic information alone did not provide sufficient detail on how mechanical adaptations to 
footwear influence lower extremity function. If kinetic data is supplemented with kinematic 
representations of movement then inverse dynamic calculations can be used to compute the 
associated kinetics responsible for that movement. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998) 
investigated the mechanical energy contribution of the lower extremity joints to running, jumping 
and sprinting using a 2D sagittal plane inverse dynamics approach. This work is particularly 
relevant as it is the first study to divide the lower extremity into 4 rigid segments dividing the 
foot at the MP J and including the rearfoot and forefoot. The MP J is arguably the most significant 
joint in the foot with respect to shoe design as it is the primary point of flex and a joint which is 
likely to be affected by changes to sole unit longitudinal bending stiffness. Stefanyshyn and Nigg 
(1997) established that the ankle joint is the primary contributor to energy absorption (50%) and 
generation (54%) during sprinting. The same authors determined that the MPJ is a large absorber 
of energy (16%) but a poor generator of energy (2%). Moreover, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (2000) 
hypothesised that during the push-off movement of stance, athletes roll onto the balls of their feet 
and as the toes dorsiflex energy is absorbed at the MPJ. The MPJ remains in the dorsi flexed 
position throughout take-off and therefore generates no or very little energy. Stefanyshyn and 
Nigg (2000) reasoned that by increasing the stiffness of the midsole there will be a reduction in 
energy lost at the MPJ and such a strategy may free-up energy to enhance performance. The 
authors concluded this to be the case and correlated reduction in energy wasted at the MP J with 
improvements in jumping performance. Added speculation in this area has highlighted the 
potential implications of adapting longitudinal bending stiffness. It is currently thought that by 
increasing longitudinal bending stiffness, the point of application of the ground reaction force 
will move to a more anterior position along the base of the foot and increase the effective lever 
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length between this point and the ankle (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 
2002). Depending on the strength of the individual, this would have the effect of increasing the 
mechanical energy generated about the ankle joint and potentially improve performance. 
Currently there are no known explorations of lower extremity dynamics in barefoot equivalent 
and specifically engineered footwear conditions during sprint related jump tasks. There are four 
known investigations which explore the influence of footwear mechanical properties on the 
dynamics of the lower extremity (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2002, 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004; Roy and Stefanyshyn 2006). Two of these studies used standard 
athletic footwear and two used sprint spikes. In the studies which used manually adapted sprint 
spikes a lack of detailed biomechanical data exists. Furthermore, some of the existing theories 
detailing the dynamics of lower extremity and particularly the MPJ remain unanswered. The 
current investigation aims to obtain this data using controlled, detailed and repeatable 
measurements on individual joint motions and kinetics. Jump metrics were used as they are good 
correlates of sprint performance and minimise confounding factors such as fatigue, stride 
variability, psychological effects and early stride events propagating forward to effect latter 
strides. Squat jumps from knee angles of 900 and 1200 and a bounce drop jump from a fixed 
height of 0.2 m were used. The techniques were modified to unilateral jumps as single leg ground 
contact is thought to be a better replication of foot function during the natural running gait. 
The purpose of this investigation was to establish how longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint 
footwear affects moments, powers and energy contributions of the MPJ and ankle joints during 
jumps which specifically relate to starting, accelerating and maximal speed sprinting. It is 
hypothesised that: 
1) Higher moments at the MP J and ankle will occur in shoes with higher longitudinal bending 
stiffness. Increases in longitudinal bending stiffness of the sprint shoes will act to move the point 
of application of the ground reaction force to a more anterior position along the foot, effectively 
lengthening the lever arm and resulting in increased torque about the MPJ and ankle joint. 
However, based on current research (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004), it is suggested that best 
performance will not necessarily occur in the stiffest condition for the current athlete and it will 
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depend on the athlete's ability to generate power and efficiently exchange energy at the MP] and 
ankle. 
2) Squat jump performance will be maximised in a shoe less stiff than in one which bounce drop 
jump performance is maximised. The findings of Chapter 3 provide some evidence to 
substantiate this notion, as the angular range and velocity were compromised during the start and 
acceleration phases of sprinting when wearing the stiff sprint spike compared to sprinting 
barefoot. It is believed that when the requirement is to generate maximum force, such as during 
the start and acceleration phases, extension of the MP] occurs about an oblique axis in the foot 
between the second and fifth metatarsal heads. In a stiff shoe this functionality may be 
compromised and consequently affect the management of force generation about the ankle. Axis 
selection will not be tested directly, but some kinematic insights may be gained. 
6.2.2 Experimental methodology 
Experimental methodology is documented in the following sections and includes details of 
participants, footwear, motion capture, experimental procedures, equipment, measurements and 
statistical analysis. 
Participant 
An internationally competitive sprinter, age 19 years, height 1.83 m and mass 79 kg participated 
in the study. The subject was recruited based on familiarity with plyometric exercise, shoe size 
(UK 9) and 100 m race time «11.0s). A health screening questionnaire was completed and 
informed written consent obtained in accordance with Loughborough University ethical advisory 
regulations. 
Footwear 
Three test shoes from the selection detailed in 0 were used in the current investigation, shoe A, 
shoe B and shoe D. These represent the current range in longitudinal bending stiffness as 
determined in chapters 2 and 4. Details of characteristics and mechanical properties are listed in 
Table 22. The control condition was maintained as the Vibram® Five Fingers® shoe. 
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Each of the test shoes, including the control condition, were modified so that Vicon markers 
could be attached directly on to the skin, as shown in Figure 81 . This approach minimises errors 
associated with the identification of joint centres and improves replication of actual joint 
movements. Reflective surfaces were sprayed with matt black Plasti-kote® primer to minimise 
interference with the Vicon system. 
FIGURE 81 TEST SHOE MODIFICATIONS FOR MARKER POSITIONING 
Mechanical testing of newly assembled sprint shoes with and without cut-outs in the upper, 
revealed that mean force in extension and flexion was reduced by 7%. This is less than the mean 
standard deviation of the test conditions and therefore considered nominal. 
Vicon and motion capture 
Vicon MX motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK) was used to 
digitally record three dimensional motion data. The Vicon MX system configuration included 8 
cameras, hardware controlling modules and a host laptop PC running Vicon Nexus 1.2. A 
schematic of the Vicon MX system is shown in Figure 82. 
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FIGURE 82 BASIC VICON MX ARCHITECTURE (VI CON MX SYSTEM REFERENCE GUIDE) 
The MX camera units are each fitted with LED (light emitting diode) strobe units as shown in 
Figure 83 , The LEDs emit visible red flashes of light, illuminate the capture volume and the 
retroreflective markers attached to the participant. Retroreflective markers return strobe light 
back to the original light source along a vector parallel to the original light direction, The strobe 
frequency of the emitted light coincides with the cameras shutter speed and the reflected strobe 
light passes through an optical filter with a spectral response so only light with the same 
characteristics as the strobe passes into the lens. 
FIGURE 83 VICON MX CAMERA 
The lens of the camera then collects the light and forms a focused image of the marker on the 
sensor plane of the camera. Using two-dimensional grayscale information the light is digitally 
converted into a pattern of data that represents each marker in the cameras field of view. A circle 
is fitted and marker centres and radii can be calculated accurately. 
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Unlike active marker systems, Vicon is a passive system and does not require the participants to 
wear wires or electronic equipment. Markers consist of varying diameter spheres (14 mm for this 
study) wrapped in retroflective tape mounted on small disks. The mounting disks are then 
adhered to double sided tape, the other side of which was attached to the participant or object 
under investigation. 
Preparing the Vicon system for motion capture 
Camera positioning 
All testing was carried out in the Loughborough University Sports Biomechanics research lab. 
Eight MX camera units were positioned around a force platform (Kistler, 9281 C) as shown in 
Figure 84. Lab space restricted a symmetric arrangement but all cameras were positioned such 
that the capture volume encompassed the entire body of a subject jumping vertically on the force 
plate. 
LH 
9 
~LFL 
FORCE PLATE ""--_ ..... [:> DIRECTON OF MOVEMENT ~ FH 
RH 
FIGURE 84 CAMERA POSITIONS (R=RIGHT, L= LEFT, B=BACK, F = FRONT, H = HIGH, L = LOW) 
Vicon cameras were set to record at 480 Hz and kinetic data were sampled synchronously at a 
frame rate of 960 Hz. 
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Calibration 
The accuracy of Vicon capture data is dependent upon the accuracy of the calibration process. 
Dynamic and static calibration procedures are carried out independently. The dynamic calibration 
process is designed to allow the Vicon software to calculate the physical position and orientation 
of each camera in the capture volume, based on the movement of a calibration wand. The 
calibration wand used in the current investigation consisted of a 240 mm long spacer bar with 3 
14 mm diameter markers along its length and a perpendicular handle as shown in Figure 85 . 
FIGURE 85 CALIBRATION KIT, WAND (LEFT) AND ERGOCAL (RIGHT) 
The main objective of the dynamic calibration procedure is to describe the capture volume. This 
was achieved by waving the calibration wand throughout the empty capture volume ensuring that 
all of the wand markers were exposed. The number of initial capture and refinement frames can 
be adjusted in line with the complexity of movement and level of required accuracy. For this 
investigation the number of initial capture frames was set to 1000 and refinement frames to 4000. 
For the static calibration process, the Vicon software measures the position of an ergo calibration 
object (Ergocal) within the capture volume and sets the global coordinate system. The ergocal is 
a triangular shaped device with 4 fixed markers, 2 adjuster screws and 2 spirit levels as shown in 
Figure 85 and Figure 86. The ergocal was positioned and levelled coincident with the back left 
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corner of the force plate, which identified the global origin (0,0,0). The global origin represents 
the centre of the capture volume within the Vicon software and the global axes (X, Y, Z). 
FIGURE 86 ERGOCAL FOR STATIC CALIBRATION 
On completion of static and dynamic calibrations, the capture volume and camera positions were 
reviewed to validate agreement between actual positioning of the cameras and digital 
representations within the Vicon software. On agreement, the system was ready for data capture. 
Creating a model template 
A generic kinematic model was created within the Vicon software prior to data collection. A 
kinematic model or Vicon Skeleton Template (VST) describes the relationship between body 
segments, joints and the Vicon markers attached to each individual subject. The name of each 
marker and the relationship between markers are programmed into the VST and saved as a 
separate marker file. Every marker attached to the subject must have a unique identification so 
that the Vicon software can track each marker within the capture volume. Once the template file 
is created it can be referenced for each subject, facilitating post-capture marker identification. 
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Preparing the participant for motion capture 
Marker positioning and attachment 
Fourteen millimetre diameter markers were attached to the skin on the superior surface of the 
acromion process (1), the lateral aspects of the greater trochanter of the femur (2), lateral condyle 
ofthe femur (3) and lateral maleolus of the fibula (5) as shown in Figure 87. Four markers were 
used to describe the foot in two-and-a-half dimensions (data captured in 3D but analysed in 2D) 
with markers positioned at the rearmost part of the heel counter of the shoe (4), the lateral aspect 
of the fifth MPJ (6), the medial aspect of the first MPJ (7) and on the superior surface ofthe distal 
phalanx of the hallux (8). Joint centres were identified through palpation and manual 
manipulation of the joint and Vicon markers were then adhered to the skin using double-sided 
tape. As previously discussed, sprint shoes were modified such that markers could be placed 
directly onto the foot, as shown in the detail section of Figure 87. 
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FIGURE 87 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF JUMP METRlCS AND MARKER POSITIONING 
Familiarisation 
\ 
\ 
A process of familiarisation was undertaken in the week preceding the study. This included trying 
shoes for fit and comfort as well as practicing jumps to ensure consistent technique. It was 
deemed unnecessary to carry out an extensive program of familiarisation as the participant was 
already accustomed to test methods. Furthermore, Moir et aI. , (2004) determined that high levels 
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of reliability can be achieved without the need for familiarisation sessions when assessmg 
jumping and sprinting performance in physically active men. 
The Capture process 
The participant was asked to complete his own individual warm-up for approximately 15 
minutes. Warm-up specific to standard plyometric training and inclusive of lower extremity 
stretching and cardiovascular exercise was encouraged. Post warm-up, the participant was asked 
to don the first footwear condition and markers were attached to the skin at the predetermined 
representative joint centres. Shoes were presented to the participant in a randomised order, with 
the exception of the control conditions which were always used first. 
After powering the laptop, Vicon control modules and the cameras, the first stage was to 
complete static and dynamic calibration of the Vicon system. Vicon provides feedback of the 
level of error from each individual camera and once 'good' to 'excellent' levels were established, 
the calibration file was saved and referenced for the remainder of the test session. Extra 
precaution was taken to ensure that the camera positions were not changed for the duration of 
testing. Recalibration is required if camera positions are altered. 
The force plate, amplifier and a separate laptop were powered for kinetic data capture. Raw, zero 
load data was captured from the force plate. This data was analysed to ensure that the raw signal 
was free of interference from other possible voltage sources. Once a satisfactory signal was 
established, the force plate was zeroed. The participant was then asked to stand in the centre of 
the force plate, remaining relaxed and as still as possible with their hands on their hips while their 
body weight was measured. 
For reference purposes and to ensure continuity with marker positioning, a static capture of each 
subject was recorded at the start of every test session. For the static capture each participant was 
asked to stand in the centre of the force plate with their hands on their hips while motion data was 
recorded for 5 seconds. 
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Squat jumps 
Prior to testing, the subject was reminded of the testing procedure and provided with an 
information sheet detailing the technique. Unilateral vertical concentric squat jumps from knee 
angles of 900 and 1200 (SQ90, SQ120) were performed to emulate the starting angle of both the 
front and rear leg in a sprint start. The concentric jump test required the participant to perform 6 
successful jumps (3 on each leg) from both the 900 and 1200 knee angles, in each footwear 
condition, for a total of 24 trials per angle. The participant was asked to stand on the force plate, 
lower to either 900 or 1200 knee angle, bear weight on the take-offleg and lift the opposite leg off 
the ground by flexing the knee to a comfortable position. This position was maintained for 3 
seconds before the participant was asked to jump as explosively as possible. A schematic 
representation of a participant in a unilateral position maintaining a 1200 knee angle before 
jumping is described in Figure 87a. Further instructions stressed the importance of landing from a 
jump in a fully extended position with hands remaining on the hips. Immediately before a test 
commenced verbal appraisal of the participant's readiness was obtained. Vicon data acquisition 
was then manually started, followed by kinetic data collection. The kinetic data was manually 
started after the kinematic data to ensure that the positive synch-pulse, generated by the Kistler 
software, was registered by the Vicon software. This guarantees that the kinematic and kinetic 
data can be analysed synchronously. 
Knee angles were measured during the isometric hold with a manual goniometer. Kinetic data 
and simple observation of technique were used to ensure only concentric actions were accepted 
for further analysis. The introduction of unilateral jumping required athletes to balance on one leg 
prior to jumping. Observations of the movement of the centre of mass ensured that each athlete 
could maintain a balanced position. Once the technique was mastered there were no observable 
differences to the data or the comfort of the athlete. 
Squat jump kinetic performance indicators were similar to those reported in section 6.1 .1 and 
included; 1) jump height (the difference between the static height and the maximum vertical 
displacement of greater trochanter); 2) MDS; 3) F100 and 4) average rate of force production 
(calculated as the MDS divided by take-off time) 
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Unilateral bounce drop jumps 
Unilateral bounce drop jumps from 0.1 , 0.2 and 0.3 m drop heights (BD110, BDJ20, BDBO) 
were also performed. The bounce drop jump required the participant to jump for maximum 
height and minimum contact time, complete each effort without the heels forcefully striking the 
ground and with hands remaining on the hips. A schematic representation of BDJ20 is shown in 
Figure 87b. Six successful jumps (3 on each leg) with ground contact times of <250ms were 
required in each footwear condition, for a total of 24 trials per drop height. Of the 3 dropping 
heights, it was necessary to select the most appropriate for further analysis and this was 
determined through evaluation of force data and subjective analysis of technique. Criteria for 
drop height selection included; peak ground reaction forces consistent with those expected at 
maximum sprinting speeds and obvious control of the rearfoot during ground contact. 
Bounce drop jump kinetic performance indicators included; 1) jump height (the difference 
between the static height and the maximum vertical displacement of greater trochanter); 2) 
Reactivity coefficient and 3) MDS 
Post processing of captured data 
After data capture, the raw trial data was accessed through a database. Captured data was 
automatically stored within a subject and session specific database predefined prior to testing. 
The database included the subject name, separate sessions for each test condition and individual 
trials for each successful jump. 
Prior to opening each individual trial a subject node was created. The subject node references the 
generic VST file, which was previously defined, and provides access to a named marker set. Each 
raw data file was then reconstructed within the Vicon software to automatically create 3D 
markers and trajectories. Each marker was then identified and manually labelled in accordance 
with the arrangement defined in the VST file. 
The reconstructed and labelled motion capture data was reviewed and any gaps, spurious or 
unrepresentative points within the data were appropriately smoothed or filled. It is rare to have a 
trial without gaps or spurious data points in any of the trajectories especially with high frequency 
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captures in excess of 250Hz. Small gaps in trajectories of less than 5 frames were automatically 
filled using standard functions without affecting the overall trajectory. Larger gaps or reoccurring 
spurious data points were addressed using manual procedures. A spline fill tool uses data before 
and after the section of interest and generates a smooth interpolation to replace or fill the 
trajectory. A pattern fill tool references a preselected alternative marker to generate a replacement 
trajectory based on the data before and after the region of interest. The manual filling tools were 
used with extreme caution as any data generated using these techniques may not be representative 
of actual test data. The manual filling tools were only used when absolutely necessary and for 
non-essential data such as during flights preceding or post ground contact. This ensured that the 
raw data used for inverse dynamic calculations was unaffected. 
Once the trial data was fully labelled with gap free marker trajectories it was saved and exported 
in American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) format. The exported data 
included marker trajectories and the analogue synch-pulse. Vertical and horizontal force and 
centre of pressure data (Fz, Fy and Ay) recorded for each trial were saved and exported 
separately to tab delimited text files. 
Filtering 
Three dimensional kinematic data were linearly interpolated and then filtered using a zero-lag 
fourth-order low pass Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency of 16 Hz. The cut-off frequency 
of 16 Hz was selected after subjective interpretation of what was deemed an appropriate noise to 
signal ratio in the resulting data. Comparable filters and cut-off frequencies have also been 
applied to the analysis of similar jump techniques within the literature (Bobbert et aI., 1987a, 
Bobbert et aI. , 1987b), further validating the use of the chosen filter and 16 Hz cut-off frequency. 
(A more detailed filter selection process is carried out in Chapter 7) 
Inverse dynamics 
An inverse dynamics approach (Bresler and Frankel, 1950) was used to calculate resultant joint 
moments in the sagittal plane for the MP J and ankle. The inertial parameters of each segment 
were determined by modelling the participant' s segments as a series of geometric solids using a 
modified version of Yeadon (1990) with separate fore and rearfoot segments. Joint angles were 
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defined according to Winter (1983) and positive moments defined as those causing joint 
extension. The analysis assumed that the resultant forces and moments at the MPJ were zero until 
the ground reaction force acted distal to the joint (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997). The MPJ was 
modelled as a single ideal hinge joint, similar to the methodology of Stefanyshyn and Nigg 
(1997), but modified such that a transverse axis of rotation lay between the mean of the first and 
fifth MPJ centres (Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2006). 
Angular velocities and accelerations were calculated from the smoothed positional data. Joint 
power was calculated as the product of the resultant joint moment and the angular velocity of that 
joint. Energy was calculated by trapezoidal integration of the joint power curve. Energy 
absorption occurs when the resultant joint moment is the opposite direction to the joint angular 
velocity and energy generation occurs when the resultant joint moment is the same direction as 
the angular velocity. Energy absorption corresponds with eccentric muscle activation and energy 
generation corresponds with concentric muscle activation. 
Raw kinetic and kinematic data for the squat jumps were normalised by cropping data from 
0.75 s before take-off and the bounce drop jump data were normalised to contact time. Kinematic 
data from each individual trial were then linearly interpolated from 480 Hz to 960 Hz before 
smoothing. Processed data was pasted directly into Microsoft Office Excel 2003 for manual 
calculation of the aforementioned joint dynamics. Due to variations in contact time, bounce drop 
jump data were normalised for a second time to allow for valid data aggregation and 
determination of means. 
Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS for Windows version 14.0 and the level of 
significance was set at p ~ 0.05. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to observe the 
relationships between tested variables and the different stiffness sprint shoes. The effect of sprint 
shoe stiffness on the jump metrics was assessed with a repeated measures one-way ANOV A. 
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6.2.3 Results 
Bounce drop height determination 
Data revealed that BDJ20 was consistent with the likely forces associated with maximal speed 
sprinting for the current athlete. The mean vertical ground reaction forces were 3.8 ± 0.3 BW 
and 5.5 ± 0.4 BW for BDJ10 and BDBO respectively. For BDJ20 the mean resultant vertical 
ground reaction force was 4.4 ± 0.4 BW, which is comparable to 4.6 BW reported by Mero et al 
(1992) for maximal speed sprinting. Additionally, for BDBO the athlete consistently contacted 
the ground with the rearfoot. Consequently, the data for BDJ20 were taken forward for statistical 
analysis and further detailed interpretation. 
The following data are categorised according to jump type. The performance data are presented 
separately to moment, power and energy data. The complete set of performance data are 
presented in the first table followed by tabulated ANOV A data which reached significance. 
Moments and powers are presented as root mean square values (RMS). RMS was used as it is a 
meaningful way to express and fairly compare one value from a series of discrete alternating 
points, particularly when there are positive and negative data. 
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Squat Jumps 
SQ90 and SQ120 Performance Data 
TABLE 23 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR THE CONCENTRlC SQUAT JUMPS FROM 90° AND 120° KNEE ANGLES 
("INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION, P<0.05) 
KNEE CONTROL SHOEA SHOEB SHOED 
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 
ANGLE n MEAN S.D MEAN S.D MEAN S.D MEAN S.D 
JUMP HEIGHT (m) 0.286 0.015 0.288 0.021 0.278 0.038 0.294 0.026 
MDS(N) 1470 81 1520 72 *1595 98 1560 82 
90 F100 (N) 757 23 794 56 787 50 839 55 
RATE OF FORCE 
1739 451 1824 307 1894 427 2208 273 
PRODUCTION (N/s) 
JUMP HEIGHT (m) 0.282 0.019 0.266 0.011 0.302 0.018 0.275 0.013 
MDS (N) 1911 65 1858 87 *2182 111 1959 115 
120 F100(N) 1107 166 988 155 1097 353 1079 271 
RATE OF FORCE 
7014 1077 6114 1049 9162 2481 7779 3222 
PRODUCTION (N/s) 
For SQ90 and SQ 120 the current athlete had significantly higher MDS in shoe B than the control 
shoe. 
Medium strength positive correlations between shoe bending stiffness and the performance 
indicators maximum dynamic strength (r=0.412, n=24, p=0.045) and rate of force production 
(r=0.441 , n=24, p=0.002) were found. The results show that there were no significant 
correlations between shoe bending stiffness and any of the tested performance indicators for the 
concentric jump from 1200 knee angle. 
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SQ90 and SQ120 Moment, Power and Energy 
TABLE 24 JOINT MOMENT, POWER AND ENERGY FOR THE CONCENTRIC SQUAT JUMP FROM 90° KNEE ANGLE (*INDICAT ES 
SIGNIFICANTL Y DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION, P<0.05) 
MPJ 
SHOE SHOE SHOE 
CONTROL A B 0 
RMS MOMENT (Nm) MEAN 20.1 19.4 18.5 17.8 
S.D. 4.2 2.7 3.1 2.9 
RMS POWER (W) MEAN 32.8 38.3 37.7 38.9 
S.D. 10.1 3.4 5.3 10.9 
ENERGY ABSORBED (J) MEAN 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 
S.D. 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 
ENERGY GENERATED (J) MEAN 4.9 5.8 5.9 5.7 
S.D. 1.5 0.3 0.9 1.4 
ANKLE 
SHOE 
CONTROL A 
139.5 140.3 
6.8 7.5 
264.4 263.1 
34.3 28.9 
2.0 1.1 
1.5 0.7 
59.0 54.2 
10.7 11 .5 
SHOE 
B 
138.9 
6.3 
259.7 
21 .5 
1.5 
0.6 
51 .8 
5.5 
SHO E 
0 
*1 56. 3 
6.4 
*307. 5 
8 22. 
2.8 
3.5 
57. 7 
6.3 
TABLE 25 JOINT MOMENT, POWER AND ENERGY FOR THE CONCENTRIC SQUAT JUMP FROM 120° KNEE ANGLE (*INDICAT ES 
SIGNIFICANTL Y DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION, P<0.05) 
MPJ ANKLE 
SHOE SHOE SHOE SHOE SHOE SHOE 
CONTROL A B 0 CONTROL A B 0 
RMS MOMENT (Nm) MEAN 16.4 *12.8 18.7 *9.5 131 .7 134.5 *194.3 127.9 
S.D. 2.4 2.2 3.0 1.3 5.9 6.4 6.1 3.2 
RMS POWER (W) MEAN 30.6 33.1 *75.3 25.3 280.9 253.5 *552 .2 249.6 
S.D. 5.7 14.6 25.2 5.1 32.1 34.9 96.8 19.3 
ENERGY ABSORBED (J) MEAN 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.5 1.1 4.7 4.7 
S.D. 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 6.9 0.4 4.0 4.8 
ENERGY GENERATED (J) MEAN 2.5 *5.1 *7.2 *4.3 51 .2 50.3 *63.6 52.1 
S.D. 0.5 2.2 2.6 0.7 7.7 5.6 11 .8 4.8 
There was a strong positive correlation between shoe bending stiffness and RMS ankle mom ent 
(r=0.616, n=22, p=0.031) and a medium strength positive relationship between shoe stiffness and 
le. RMS ankle power (r=0.481, n=22, p=0.023) for the concentric squat jump from 90° knee ang 
No significant linear correlations were found between moment, power, or energy values and sh oe 
stiffness for the concentric squat jump from 120° knee angle. 
As longitudinal bending stiffness of the shoes is increased the results indicate that moments ab out 
the MP] decrease. When compared to the control condition, shoe A and Shoe B had significan tly 
Ith 
ed 
lower mean moments at the MP] for SQJ120. Conversely, the ankle moment increased w' 
increasing longitudinal bending stiffness for SQ90 and In shoe D the athlete generat 
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significantly higher RMS ankle moment and power. For SQ120 the current athlete generated 
significantly higher RMS ankle moment, power and energy in shoe B, the intermediate 
longitudinal bending stiffness condition. 
Figure 88 shows the MP] and ankle joint angular velocities and powers during the concentric 
jump take-off. Higher angular velocity at the MP] and ankle was achieved in the control shoe 
compared to the other test conditions. Figure 88 also shows that both the MP] and ankle joints 
generated extensor moments whilst plantar flexing during the concentric jump take-off. Thus 
both joints generated energy during the take-off period. Figure 88 shows that the current athlete 
generated significantly higher peak power in shoe B compared to the control shoe and the stiffest 
condition, shoe D. 
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Bounce Drop jump 
BDJ Performance indicators 
TABLE 26 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR THE BOUNCE DROP JUMP FROM 0.2 M (*INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT 
FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION, P<0.05) 
CONTROL SHOEA SHOEB SHOE 0 
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 
MEAN S.D MEAN S.D MEAN S.D MEAN S.D 
JUMP HEIGHT (m) 0.247 0.006 0.270 0.023 0.266 0.019 *0.283 0.026 
REACTIVE STRENGTH (N/s) 1.04 0.06 1.18 0.09 1.14 0.07 *1.25 0.15 
MDS (N) 2399 91 *2660 115 *2647 99 *2741 180 
For the bounce drop jump from 0.2 m strong positive correlations between shoe bending stiffness 
(average force) and the performance indicators jump height (r=0.S29, n=23 , p=0.009), reactive 
strength (r=0.S70, n=23, p=O.OOS) and maximum dynamic strength (r=0.647, n=23, p=O.OOl ) 
were found. 
BDJ Moment Power and Energy 
TABLE 27 JOINT MOMENT, POWER AND ENERGY FOR THE BOUNCE DROP JUMP FROM 0.2 M (*INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY 
DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION, P<0.05) 
MPJ ANKLE 
CONTROL SHOE A SHOE B SHOE 0 CONTROL SHOEA SHOEB SHOE 0 
RMSMOMENT 
(Nm) MEAN 31.4 27.5 *25.4 26.6 231 .9 255.3 248.8 *258.0 
S.D. 1.6 3.1 4.6 4.4 18.0 9.9 20.4 16.1 
PEAK NEGATIVE 
POWER(W) MEAN -139.2 -127.5 *-1 20.2 -149.1 -1536.2 -1289.6 -1275.5 -1384.6 
S.D. 36.5 33.7 19.3 18.4 252.8 108.2 149.6 186.3 
PEAK POSITIVE 
POWER(W) MEAN 186.2 174.4 154.2 168.3 1275.0 1366.2 1193.5 1190.6 
S.D. 13.2 22.1 21.8 15.7 103.8 154.2 146.5 137.4 
ENERGY 
ABSORBED (J) MEAN -3 .7 -4.1 -3.9 -4.8 -83.5 -78.6 -66.2 -69.7 
S.D. 0.9 1.3 0.7 0.5 26.5 20.1 18.3 13.2 
ENERGY 
GENERATED (J) MEAN 6.4 6.9 6.4 *7.6 82.4 80.2 77.4 79.7 
S.D. 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.7 14.3 13.0 10.7 10.3 
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For the bounce drop jump from 0.2 m medium strength negative correlations between shoe 
bending stiffness and the tested variables root mean square MP] moment (r=-0.439, n=23 , 
p=0.036) and energy generated at the MP] (r=-0.452, n=23, p=0.030) were found. A medium 
strength positive correlation between shoe bending stiffness and root mean square ankle moment 
(r=0.434, n=23 , p=0.039) was found. 
The current athlete had significantly lower RMS MP] moment and peak negative MP] power in 
shoe B compared to the control shoe. However, significantly more energy was generated at the 
MP] in shoe D compared to the control shoe. At the ankle RMS moment was significantly higher 
in shoe D than when jumping in the control shoe. 
As shown in Figure 89 (left), the ankle and MP] dorsiflexed during the first half of stance 
(negative angular velocity) and during the second half of stance both joints extended (positive 
angular velocity) prior to take-off. Peak angular velocity ofthe MP] is considerably higher in the 
control condition compared to the stiffest condition (shoe D). The ankle and MP] both absorbed 
energy during the first half of stance and generated energy during the second half of stance, as 
shown in Figure 89 (right). 
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Figure 90 shows the sagittal position of the ground reaction force and the ground reaction force 
for the current participant in the control shoe and the stiffest shoe (shoe D) for a typical squat 
jump. The sagittal position of the ground reaction force remains in a more posterior position 
along the base of the foot in the stiffest shoe (shoe D) than the control shoe for the duration of 
take-off. 
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TYPICAL SQUAT JUMP BETWEEN THE CONTROL CONDITION (BLACK) AND SHOE D (GREY). TOP GRAPGH IS GRF DATA. 
Figure 91 shows the sagittal position of the ground reaction force and the ground reaction force 
for the current participant in the control shoe and the stiffest shoe (shoe D) for a typical bounce 
drop jump. The sagittal position of the ground reaction force is distal to the MP J for the first half 
of ground contact and when the ground reaction force is maximal at midstance, the sagittal 
position of the ground reaction force runs proximal to the MPJ. During the second half of ground 
contact the sagittal position of the ground reaction force moves in a posterior direction along the 
base of the foot until take-off. The sagittal position of the ground reaction force is distal to the 
MPJ earlier in the control shoe but remains in a more anterior position throughout take-off 
compared to shoe D. 
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Results summary 
For SQ90, the current athlete generated a significantly higher mean MDS in shoe B compared to 
the control condition. Significantly higher ankle moment and power was achieved in the stiffest 
condition (shoe D) compared to the control condition. 
For SQ120, the moment, power and energy generation at the MP] and ankle was significantly 
higher in shoe B. These results support with the performance indicators which show that the 
current athlete performed better in shoe B. 
For BDJ20, RMS ankle moment is significantly higher in the stiffest shoe (shoe D) compared to 
the control condition. The current athlete jumped significantly higher and had significantly higher 
reactive strength in the stiffest condition (shoe D) compared to the control condition. MDS was 
significantly higher in all the shoes when compared to the control condition, with the mean MDS 
highest for shoe D. 
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6.2.4 Discussion 
This investigation has established that the longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint shoes 
influences the dynamics of the lower extremity. In conflict with the original hypothesis (Section 
6.2.1), the sagittal position of the ground reaction force remained in a more posterior position in 
shoes of higher longitudinal bending stiffness. Consequently, moments at the MPJ decreased with 
increased stiffness. In agreement with the original hypothesis, ankle moments tended to be higher 
in stiffer shoes and it is believed that this is the result of increased leverage at the ankle due to 
stiffening of the intennediate break at the MPJ. Also in agreement with the original hypotheses, 
the results showed that maximal perfonnance did not occur in the stiffest shoe for the squat jump 
from 1200 knee angle, but rather when ankle moment was maximised in a shoe of intennediate 
stiffness. Furthennore longitudinal bending stiffness affected each of the jump techniques 
differently and concurring with the hypotheses, perfonnance was maximised in the intennediate 
stiffness shoe for the squat jump and the stiffest shoe for the bounce drop jump. 
Practicalities and limitations 
The application of squat jumps and a bounce drop jump to determine the influence of sprint shoe 
longitudinal bending stiffness on the dynamics of the MP J and ankle has proven successful. The 
jumps were modified to unilateral techniques and although this caused issues with balance for the 
squat jumps, these were quickly resolved by providing feedback from the centre of pressure data 
until the technique was mastered. A unilateral technique applied to the bounce drop jump was 
more natural than its application to the squat jump technique. 
The uppers of the tested sprint shoes were adapted so that 14 mm retroflective Vicon markers 
could be placed directly on to the representative joint centres on the foot. This was achieved by 
stamping a hole on the medial side at the approximate location of the first MPJ, the lateral side at 
the approximate location of the fifth MPJ and on toe box aligned to the great toe. To account for 
variations in joint positions between subjects, the holes were enlarged. This exposed more of the 
foot than previously anticipated, but did not compromise comfort or function of the upper. 
Due to lack of space in the sports biomechanics laboratory, Vicon cameras were asymmetrically 
positioned around the force plate with proximity to the participant. This meant that data captured 
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from the right hand side of .the participant was less reliable with a tendency for markers to 
disappear during jumps. Consequently, jumps had to be repeated when markers disappeared for 
long periods of time or at vital moments, but generally post proces'sing accounted for minor 
errors. Future experimentation should aim to improve camera arrangement to ensure complete 
capture of all markers throughout jump trials. 
Pearson's correlation coefficients were used to describe the strength and direction of the linear 
relationship between longitudinal bending stiffness of the test shoes and the performance 
variables. However, due to the restricted range in shoe stiffness and the presence of non-linearity 
within the data, the interpretation of results from this type of correlation analysis was not always 
directly relevant. In the majority of cases, a significant correlation between longitudinal bending 
stiffness and the tested variables was found, but the practical significance of these findings was 
confounding. For example, squat jump performance was maximised in the intermediate stiffness 
shoe but correlation analysis suggested otherwise, indicating that performance improves linearly 
with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. Consequently, it is reasoned that linear correlation 
is not suitable for this data type and will not be included in future analyses. 
Concentric jumps 
MPJ RMS moment decreases with increasing levels oflongitudinal bending stiffness and this can 
be attributed to the duration that the ground reaction force remains distal to the MPJ. The 
assumption for this investigation was that MPJ moments only occurred when the ground reaction 
force acted distal to the MPJ. It is evident that in the control condition, the point of application of 
the ground reaction force acts distal to the MPJ earlier and for longer than the stiffer conditions, 
as shown in Figure 90. 
At the ankle, RMS moment increased with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness and it is 
reasoned that the increased moments about the ankle were a result of an improved force transfer 
through the rigid sole unit, negating the intermediate break at the MPJ and effectively increasing 
the moment about the ankle. For SQ90 the current athlete was able to generate significantly more 
power in shoe D, which corresponds with a higher jump and an increase in the rate of force 
production, although not reaching significance. 
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For SQ120 the current athlete generated significantly higher mean ankle moment and power in 
shoe B with mid-range longitudinal bending stiffness. This opposes the notion of increased 
longitudinal bending stiffness resulting in larger torque. It is reasoned that this might not be the 
case and it is alternatively theorised that the current athlete was unable to translate a more 
efficient force transfer system (i.e. stiffer shoe) into a sustained torque about the ankle. Figure 88 
(left) describes the angular velocity of the ankle and MPJ in shoe B, shoe D and the control shoe, 
and it is evident that the test shoes affect the magnitude and coordination of the angular velocity 
at both joints. The increased longitudinal bending stiffness causes the ankle and MPJ joints to 
move in unison rather than independently as seen in the control condition. Figure 88 (left) also 
shows that the mean peak angular velocities of both joints are higher in the control condition than 
the sprint shoes. It is more apparent from Figure 88 (left) that the peak angular velocity of the 
MPJ is distinctly higher in the control condition than in the sprint shoes. The control condition 
with nominal longitudinal bending stiffness shows a distinct peak ankle angular velocity of 
approximately 9.5 rad·s· l followed approximately 20 ms later by a peak MPJ angular velocity of 
approximately 9 rad·s· l (mean all data). This type of coordinated activation of segments typifies 
the behaviour of a kinetic chain and is analogous to a whip with the phalanges acting as the distal 
segment. In the stiffer footwear conditions, particularly Shoe D, the kinetic chain is compromised 
and this is evident as the peak MPJ angular velocity is much lower than the peak ankle angular 
velocity. Joint powers are shown in Figure 88 (right) and although the coord~nation and peak 
angular velocities have changed, the current athlete was able to translate the more efficient force 
transfer system of shoe B into useful work. It is proposed that this was achieved without having a 
detrimental affect on the force-velocity relationship of the ankle and MPJ extensors, resulting in 
significantly more power at the ankle and MPJ. This correlates with a measured improvement in 
jump performance, MDS, FIOO and rate of force production, reaching significance for MDS. 
Moreover, the current participant generated considerably lower MPJ and ankle power in the 
stiffest condition (shoe D, 32 N), this indicates that this shoe may be too stiff for the current 
participant for this type of jump technique. 
With regards to the energy contributions, it appears that irrespective of the significant increase in 
power, there were no significant differences in the amount of energy generated at the ankle for 
SQ90. However, significantly higher power at the ankle in shoe B for SQ120 corresponds with a 
significant increase in energy generation at the ankle. For the same jump type, the current athlete 
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also generates significantly more power at the MP J in shoe B, which translates to a significant 
improvement in energy generation. 
Bounce drop jumps 
Joint moments were exclusively extensor at the MPJ and the ankle throughout the foot support 
phase of BDJ20. Moments about the MPJ are lower in the test footwear conditions compared to 
the control shoe, significantly so in shoe B. It is reasoned that this is because the sagittal position 
of the ground reaction force is in a more posterior position in the test conditions as shown in 
Figure 91. At the ankle, the current athlete was able to generate higher moments with increasing 
longitudinal bending stiffness. This is a result of a more efficient transfer of force through the 
rigid shoe system and the compromised intermediate break at the MPJ. 
The graphical data in Figure 89 shows the angular velocity and joint power of the ankle and MPJ 
for BDJ20 in shoe D and the control condition. Evident from the graphical data is the 
compromised coordination and angular velocity of the MP J at landing and take-off. At landing 
the mean MPJ angular velocity was approximately 8.5 and 7 rad·s· l in the control and stiffest 
conditions respectively. At take-off the difference between angular velocities of the MPJ was 
larger, with angular velocities of approximately 12.5 and 8 rad·s· l for the control and stiffest 
conditions respectively. The stiffer condition creates a rigid link between the MPJ and ankle 
joint, as accelerations and decelerations are similar and peak angular velocities are not 
independent. In the control condition, MPJ and ankle joint accelerations and decelerations are 
similar and peak angular velocities are largely independent. Following on from this, the data 
suggest that the current participant has higher peak positive power in the control condition than in 
the stiffer shoes at the MPJ. But in terms of energy generation at the MPJ, the current athlete was 
able to generate significantly more in shoe D than the control condition. 
At the ankle the angular velocities for the different footwear conditions at landing and take-off 
are similar, as shown in Figure 89 (left). However, the graphical data for joint power (Figure 89 
(right)) shows that the current athlete absorbs less energy at the ankle during the first half of 
stance in the shoe D compared to the control. The data for joint power and energy absorption 
confirms this, but does not reach significance. 
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It appears that changes to MPJ coordination and reduced MPJ angular velocity do not 
compromise performance for the bounce drop jump. The current athlete demonstrated increased 
jump height, reactivity coefficient and MDS in stiffer shoes compared to the control, reaching 
significance in shoe D. It is suggested that that stiffer shoes create a more rigid link between the 
ankle joint, MPJ and the point of application of the ground reaction force and so long as 
sufficient work is done at the ankle the result is a more efficient transfer of energy. 
The foot as a lever 
According to Bojsen-Moller (1978) the push-off phase of the human gait can be performed about 
two alternative axes; a transverse axis through the first and second metatarsal bones, or an 
oblique axis through the second to the fifth metatarsal heads. The transverse and oblique axes are 
used for a high-gear and low-gear push-off respectively. The demands of the human gait 
predetermine selection of the appropriate axis. When a high force is required push-off is 
performed about the oblique axis and when a high velocity is required push-off is performed 
about the transverse axis. Bojsen-Moller (1978) reported that the resistance ann about the ankle is 
20% shorter when push-off is performed about the oblique axis, facilitating force generation. For 
the concentric jump technique the requirement is for high force, much the same as starting and 
thus in a shoe with nominal stiffuess the oblique axis would be selected. In a stiff shoe natural 
foot function and the ability to freely select the most appropriate axis is compromised. The data 
from this investigation has established that the in the stiffest condition the angular velocity and 
joint power was compromised in the stiffer shoes and the current athlete was unable to do the 
required work at the ankle joint in order to perform maximally during the concentric jump. It is 
suggested that the high levels of longitudinal bending stiffness in shoe D prevented the current 
athlete from performing push-off about the oblique axis in the foot. It is proposed that this had 
the effect of reducing the MPJ and ankle joint angular velocities and compromising the force-
velocity relationship of the ankle and MPJ, consequently causing an unmanageable increased 
demand on the plantar flexors. 
The bounce drop jump technique closely replicates the demands of maximal speed sprinting, 
when the requirement is to maintain high horizontal velocity. During this phase the transverse 
axis is selected and the resistance arm is 20% longer than when push-off is performed about the 
oblique axis (Bojsen-Moller, 1978). Additionally, leverage is further stepped up with the final 
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advancement of the axis to the tip of the first toe. The data from this investigation has established 
that the current athlete performed significantly better in the stiffest condition during the bounce 
drop jump. The stiffer conditions acted to create a more rigid lever system such that the ankle and 
MPJ acted in unison. Due to the natural functionality of the foot during this type of movement it 
is hypothesised that the participant adapts to increased lever lengths about the ankle, resulting in 
a more efficient system for propulsion. 
Bojsen-Moller (1978) reported that the intermediate break at the MPJ allows the triceps surae to 
generate useful forces over a longer period of time because the length of the resistance arm 
increases as the horizontal speed of the foot increases. This mechanism is compromised in stiff 
shoes and it is hypothesised that the triceps surae will not be able to do the required work at the 
ankle to cope with the effective increased lever lengths in shoes that are considerably stiffer than 
the ones tested in the current study. In addition, the intermediate break at the MPJ reduces the 
effective length of the foot as lever during the first half of stance, minimising the demands on the 
extensor muscles during landing. In a stiffer shoe eccentric loading at the ankle is likely to be 
greater due to the increased lever length, potentially amplifying negative work and increasing the 
chances of injury. 
Comparison with the literature 
The ankle joint moment patterns and magnitudes as determined in the in the current investigation 
are similar to those reported for sprinting in the literature (Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998a). 
Maximal ankle plantar flexor moments of 300-370 N·m, were found for BDJ20. Stefanyshyn and 
Nigg (1998a) reported values of 300-350 N'm for subjects at sprinting speeds between 7.1 and 
8.4 m·s· l . The mean energy absorbed and generated at the ankle in the current study was 65-85 J 
and 75-85 J respectively for the bounce drop jump from 0.2 m. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) 
reported a mean of 79 J energy absorbed and 107 J energy generated at the ankle for sprinting 
speeds of between 7.1 and 8.4 m·s· l . The same authors (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 2000) reported 
mean energy absorption of 65-70 J and energy generation of 75-87 J at the ankle for one legged 
vertical jumps with a running approach. 
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The MPJ joint moments were plantar flexor for the concentric jumps with maxima ranging from 
30 to 45 N·m. The MPJ joint moments for the bounce drop jumps ranged from 40 to 55 N·m, 
which is the bottom end of the range reported by Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998b) who 
reported MPJ maximum moments from 40 to 120 N·m for sprinting and 100 to 150 N·m for 
running long jumps. The results for the energy exchange at the MP J in the current study differ to 
that reported in the literature (Stefanyshyn and Nigg 1997 and 1998b). In the current 
investigation the mean energy absorbed and generated at the MPJ during the bounce drop jump 
was 3-5 J and 6-8 J respectively. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) reported a mean of 48 J energy 
absorbed and 6 J energy generated at the MPJ for sprinting speeds of between 7.1 and 8.4 m·s· l . 
It is suggested that the discrepancies between the literature and the current findings could be 
attributed to the different definitions for the MPJ and the sampling frequencies of the kinematic 
data. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) assumed that the MPJ was a single hinge joint rotating about a 
transverse axis, perpendicular to the sagittal plane from the centre of the head of the fifth 
metatarsal. The current investigation also assumed an ideal hinge joint, however the axis lay 
perpendicular to the mean of the first and fifth MPJ heads, moving the joint axis to a more 
anterior position and effectively shortening the lever arm of the external ground reaction force 
and resulting in comparatively smaller MPJ torque. 
It has been reported (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997, 1998) that little or no energy is generated at 
the MPJ during running and sprinting, due to the MPJ not extending until after takeoff. The 
findings of this study have demonstrated that there is an extension of the MP J prior to take off 
which occurs with peak angular velocities of 8-10 rad·s·l and 8-12 rad·s· l for SQ120 and BDJ20 
respectively. Concurring with these fmdings the current study identified a phase of positive 
power and consequently, energy generation at the MPJ. The discrepancies between the current 
investigation and the literature has been explained by Smith and Lake (2007), who established 
that processing approaches such as those by Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998) (200Hz 
sampling rate, 8 Hz cut-off frequency) results in substantially decreased MPJ flexion magnitude 
and velocity. The current investigation recorded the kinematic data at 480 Hz, which was further 
interpolated and smoothed using a zero-Iag, fourth order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-
off frequency of 16Hz., the findings of which agree with the observations of Smith and Lake 
(2007). 
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Further limitations 
It is hypothesised that mechanical properties of footwear, namely longitudinal bending stiffness, 
will affect lower extremity dynamics and overall performance of individual athletes. The extent 
of the effect will vary between athletes and depend on individual characteristics. The current 
investigation used only one participant and a greater sample size would have further substantiated 
some of the key findings. But due to the individual nature of this investigation, data from one 
participant remains valid. A similar investigation with more participants will establish if 
mechanical properties of footwear affect individuals differently and may provide more insight 
into what characteristics determine appropriate shoe selection. It would perhaps be more pertinent 
to increase the number of trials and therefore improve robustness of individual data sets. The 
study was also limited by the number of test shoes and the represented range in longitudinal 
bending stiffness. The range in longitudinal bending stiffness for this study spanned that of 
currently available sprint spikes, but it is probable that a greater range and more shoes within that 
range will emphasise the kinematic effects and improve the resolution with regards to identifying 
a shoe which maximises performance. 
The bounce drop jump was selected to represent the maximal speed phase of sprinting, but the 
technique required the participant to jump vertically upwards for maximum height and minimum 
contact time. Future experimentation should incorporate a horizontal component of force, 
requiring the participants to propel themselves forward as well as vertically. This may provide a 
closer replication of the lower extremity dynamics present during maximal speed sprinting and 
consequently offer a superior platform to quantify the effects of shoe stiffness on sprinting 
performance. 
Although the smoothing techniques employed in this investigation were an improvement on 
previous studies, the methodology used to select the cut-off frequency was based on literature in 
this area and SUbjective evaluation of filtered data. A better approach would be to combine 
subjective analysis with the use of objective techniques such as residual analysis to determine 
appropriate cut-off frequencies for each individual joint. 
For the current study the MPJ was assumed to be an ideal hinge joint running transversely 
between the mean sagittal position of markers positioned on the medial side of the first MPJ and 
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the lateral side of the fifth MPJ. However, the true axis is not perpendicular to the foot but lies at 
an oblique angle between the first and fifth MPJ's. This combined with the triplanar motion of 
the tarsal bones means that the assumption of two-dimensional rotation about a transverse axis 
may result in an over estimation of MPJ and ankle joint moments. The extent of this error is 
difficult to quantify and depends on individual anatomy, running style and technique being 
performed. However, it is likely that the error is larger for the squat jump technique, because 
push-off is performed about an oblique axis between the second and fifth metatarsal heads, 
compared to a the bounce drop jump technique when push-off is performed about a transverse 
axis between the first and second metatarsal heads (Bojsen-Moller, 1978). 
6.2.5 Conclusions and recommendations 
Longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint shoes significantly affects concentric and bounce drop 
jump performance. The current athlete had his best performance in the shoe with medium 
stiffness (Shoe B, 17 N) for SQ120 and the shoe with maximum stiffness (Shoe D, 32 N) for 
BDJ20. 
It is believed that the concentric jumping techniques closely replicate the starting and early 
acceleration phases of sprinting. This phase relies upon appropriate joint coordination and free 
selection of the oblique axis in the foot in order to generate explosive force during take-off. The 
stiffer shoe condition has a detrimental affect on the distal segments of the kinetic chain, reducing 
MP and ankle joint angular velocities and additionally the stiffer shoe does not allow the athlete 
to freely select the oblique axis during this type of manoeuvre. Thus, the stiff shoe condition 
(Shoe D, 32 N) compromises force generation and consequently the athlete was unable to do 
sufficient work at the ankle in order to perform optimally. The current athlete had his best 
concentric squat jump performance in the shoe with intermediate longitudinal bending stiffness 
(Shoe B, 17 N). It is speculated that although coordination and joint angular velocities were 
compromised, the current athlete was able to generate significantly more power and energy at the 
ankle because the rigid system improved the efficiency of force transfer between the ankle, MPJ 
and point of application of the ground reaction force. 
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It was observed that the dynamics of the lower extremity during BDJ20 are comparable to 
maximal speed sprinting and ankle joint moment patterns and magnitudes are similar to those 
reported for sprinting in the literature. For BDJ20 the current athlete performed better in stiffer 
shoes, the stiffness of the sole unit effectively caused the foot to act as a single lever rather than a 
linked system with a hinge at the MPJ. As stiffness increased the moment about the ankle 
increased and the current athlete was able to translate the additional force into an improvement in 
jumping performance. It is speculated that higher longitudinal bending stiffness than that of the 
tested sprint spikes will continue to increase the effective length of the lever arm about the ankle 
joint. However, stiffening the MPJ means that the joint can no longer manage the rate of force 
production according to the demands of propulsion. Thus, performance enhancement will only be 
realised by an athlete that can counteract the larger moments with sufficient plantarflexor strength 
at an appropriate rate of force generation. 
It is apparent that longitudinal bending stiffuess of sprint shoes should be personalised to an 
athlete's individual requirements and the particular requirements of the sprint phase to maximise 
performance. The two jump metrics applied in the current investigation represent starting and 
maximal speed sprinting and it appears that the stiffuess requirements are not only different but 
potentially in opposition. The findings of this study suggest an agreement with Stefanyshyn and 
Fusco (2004), who hypothesised that the optimal equipment for each athlete is dependent upon 
their plantar flexor strength and their personal force-length and force-velocity characteristics. 
Building on this theory, it is evident that stiffuess requirements are not only specific to the 
individual but also specific to the different phases of sprinting. It is suggested that starting, 
accelerating and maximal speed sprinting have different plantar flexor and force-velocity 
requirements that are controlled by the inherent functionality of the foot. To accommodate for 
this, longitudinal bending stiffness should be tuned to the requirements of a specific phase such 
that foot functionality is not compromised. 
It would be appropriate for the next phase of work to address some of the limitations in the 
current study. A larger sample size would help substantiate the notion that maximal performance 
is not necessarily achieved in the same magnitude of longitudinal bending stiffuess for each 
individual. It is proposed that squat jump performance will be maximised within the current 
sti~ess range and that bounce drop jump performance will be maximised in shoes stiffer than 
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those currently tested. However, the exact shoe stiffness which allows performance to be 
maximised, will vary between participants. To facilitate this investigation there is a requirement 
for a range in sprint shoe longitudin~l bending stiffness that extends beyond that currently 
investigated. The number of shoes within said range should also be increased to improve the 
resolution with regards to identifying appropriate levels of stiffness. Furthermore, increasing the 
number of trials beyond 3 per leg for each test condition will improve the validity of statistical 
interpretations. Extra caution should be observed with regards possible physiological and 
psychological factors which may be introduced by increasing the number of participants, 
conditions and trials and not forgetting the practicalities associated with this undertaking. Post 
processing of data is at the core of this research and fundamental to estimations of joint 
dynamics. Therefore, the next phase of work should combine subjective and objective methods of 
selecting appropriate filter cut-off frequencies. 
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7 
THE INFLUENCE OF SPRINT SPIKE 
BENDING STIFFNESS ON THE DYNAMICS 
OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY DURING 
SPRINT RELATED TASKS 
7.1 Introduction 
There are few studies that have quantified the effect of footwear mechanical properties on athletic 
performance and there are no known explorations of lower extremity dynamics in barefoot 
equivalent and specifically engineered footwear conditions during sprint related jump tasks. 
Many of the studies in this area have used small numbers of manually adapted footwear 
conditions and, where detailed measurements of lower extremity kinetics and kinematics have 
been recorded, the focus turns to athletic shoes and long distance running (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 
2000; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2002; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2006). The one study that investigated 
the influence of footwear mechanical properties on sprinting performance used only four 
manually adapted test conditions and did not contain a detailed biomechanical investigation of 
lower extremity dynamics, recording only sprint time as the indicator for performance 
(Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004). 
A study of the influence of longitudinal bending stiffness on the dynamics of the ankle and MPJ 
during sprint related tasks was undertaken in Chapter 6. It was concluded that the longitudinal 
bending stiffness of sprint footwear significantly affects squat jump and bounce drop jump 
performance. One internationally competitive male sprinter performed in 3 specifically 
engineered sprint shoes with distinctly different longitudinal bending stiffness and a control shoe 
of nominal stiffness. Best performance for the squat jump was achieved in the intermediate 
stiffness shoe and best performance for the bounce drop jump was achieved in the stiffest shoe. 
This data is indicative of an opportunity for performance enhancement, achievable if mechanical 
properties of footwear are tuned to the specific requirements of an individual. These findings 
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concur with that of Stefanyshyn and Fusco (2004). Novel to the current research, the data from 
the investigation in Chapter 6 highlights a potential need to tune the mechanical properties of 
footwear to the distinctly different requirements of the acceleration and maximal speed phases of 
race. 
The influence of longitudinal bending stiffuess on sprinting performance is largely unexplained 
and subject to considerable speculation (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004; Roy and Stefanyshyn, 
2002). Some theories have been explored in Chapter 6 and there is evidence of compromised 
joint angular velocities and coordination, which may go some way towards explaining the effects 
of different stiffness footwear conditions. However, to further advance understanding in this area, 
a more detailed study with more participants and a larger range in longitudinal bending 
stiffnesses is required. 
The use of discrete jump metrics to describe separate phases of a sprint race was successfully 
implemented in Chapter 6. It is reasoned that this approach improves the control and repeatability 
of the detailed measurements associated with kinetic and kinematic data collection and minimises 
the abundance of confounding physiological factors associated with maximal sprinting over 
distance. Adapting the bounce drop jump technique to include a component of horizontal force 
better represents kinematics of the lower extremity joints during sprinting, as the athlete 
progresses forward during the propulsive phase of ground contact. 
If the range in sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness is increased and more test shoes are 
included within that range, then it is likely to clarify possible relationships between mechanical 
properties and biomechanical variables as well as improve the resolution in identifying 
appropriately tuned footwear for each individual. 
With regard to data capture and processing there is evidence to suggest that the methods applied 
in previous studies (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997, 1998) underestimate segment derivatives and 
therefore miss important aspects of joint function. For the purpose of this investigation shoes 
were modified such that markers could be placed directly on anatomical landmarks, the MPJ was 
modelled as an ideal hinge between the first and fifth metatarsal heads, the capture frequency was 
set at 960 Hz and each of the joints in the lower extremity were filtered independently. 
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The aim of this study was to establish how longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint footwear 
affects angular velocity, moment, power and mechanical energy of the lower extremity joints 
during jumps which specifically relate to starting, accelerating and maximal speed sprinting. 
It is hypothesised that increasing longitudinal bending stiffness of the sole units of sprint 
footwear will: 1) reduce MPJ and ankle joint angular velocity; 2) compromise independent 
coordination of the MPJ and ankle joints; 3) increase MPJ and ankle joint moments and 4) 
increase MP J and ankle energy generation. It is important to note that for points 3 and 4 it is 
further hypothesised that the moments and energy at the MPJ and ankle joint will increase up to a 
threshold magnitude, which will be governed by each athlete's force generating capabilities and 
be positioned at a lower magnitude for the squat jump co~pared to the bounce drop jump with 
horizontal component. 
7.2 The shoes 
The mechanical properties of commercially available sprint spikes were benchmarked in Chapter 
2. Based on benchmark mechanical data, a range of sprint shoes with laser sintered nylon-12 sole 
units were designed and manufactured with longitudinal bending stiffnesses representative of 
commercial sprint spikes. The range in longitudinal bending stiffness was achieved by modifying 
the thickness of the sole units from 2.0 to 4.5 mm. The results from Chapter 6 have established 
that longitudinal bending stiffness of these shoes does have an effect ofthe dynamics of the lower 
extremity. The range in longitudinal bending stiffness of the tested sprint shoes spanned only that 
of current commercially available sprint shoes, but the results imply that even within this range 
the current athlete may see significant variations in performance. The findings of Stefanyshyn 
and Fusco (2004) agreed with these results and further discovere4 that sprint shoes adapted to 
have higher longitudinal bending stiffness than that of current commercially available sprint 
shoes influenced sprinting performance and they concluded that longitudinal bending stiffness 
should be tuned to the athlete's individual characteristics to maximise performance. Stefanyshyn 
and Fusco (2004) claim that longitudinal bending stiffness of the shoes used in their investigation 
were between 5 and 25 times that of standard sprint spikes. This is a speculative range and the 
validity of such claims are not substantiated in the literature. 
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In order to accurately establish how longitudinal bending stiffness influences performance and 
also to improve the resolution with respect to identifying appropriate stiffnesses levels which 
maximise individual performance, there is a requirement for a larger incremented range in sprint 
shoe longitudinal bending stiffness than that which has been previously explored, both in the 
literature (Stefanyshyn and Fusco, 2004) and in the preceding chapters. The novel approach of 
adapting the longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint shoes using selective laser sintered nylon-12 
sole units of varying thickness was proven successful in Chapter 6 and the following sections 
discuss further applications of selective laser sintering technology. 
7.2.1 Material science approach to adapting longitudinal bending 
stiffness of sprint shoes 
To date, the common methodology for changing mechanical properties of footwear has been to 
manually adapt a standard shoe (Stefanyshyn and Nigg 2000, Roy and Stefanyshyn 2002, 
Stefanyshyn and Fusco 2004). Of most relevance is the technique employed- by Stefanyshyn and 
Fusco (2004) who adapted longitudinal bending stiffness by inserting Imm thick carbon fibre 
plates inside the shoes of test participant's standard sprint spikes, producing, 4 levels of 
longitudinal bending stiffness; standard (athlete's own shoe), 42, 90 and 120N·mm-1• This 
method is crude and is subject to considerable error due to variability in the placement of the 
inserts and unquantifiable interactions between the carbon fibre plates, the foot and the shoe. This 
method is also quite likely to affect the comfort and fit of the test shoes to an extent that is 
perceptible to the participant. An alternative approach of adapting the longitudinal bending 
stiffness of sprint shoes was explored in Chapter 4. For this technique SLS nylon-12 sole units 
were produced and assembled to a standard upper. Longitudinal bending stiffness was adapted by 
varying the thickness of the sole units from 2.0 to 4.5 mm in increments of 0.5 mm. The sprint 
shoes were mechanically tested in chapter 5 and formally tested on athletes in Chapter 6. 
Modifying bending stiffness using this method has several advantages, including reliability, 
repeatability and consistency between mechanical performance, since each pair of shoes is 
constructed with sole units of specific mechanical properties. The shoes consistently have the 
same fit, form and comfort because they are not continually adapted to achieve different 
mechanical properties. There is some concern that athletes may have the ability to perceive a 
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difference in thickness between some of the extreme examples, rather than simply the difference 
in bending stiffness. This effect might be emphasised if the thickness of sole units exceeds what 
each individual considers reasonable. Consequently, methods to modify the bending stiffness of 
sprint shoes without adapting the macro geometry of the sole units are explored. 
The selective laser sintering (SLS) process, as discussed in Chapter 4, has successfully been 
applied to the production of sprint shoe sole units. The SLS process has several advantages which 
lend themselves to the production of products which are personalised to an individual's 
requirements. Major benefits include the elimination of the requirement for tooling and the ability 
to produce far more complex geometries than are possible using conventional manufacturing 
techniques. SLS is also capable of processing a wide range of materials (polymers, metals and 
ceramics) and can produce parts with good mechanical properties which are· chemically stable 
over time. For these reasons alternative and supplementary materials were explored as a possible 
means for adapting the longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint shoe sole units. 
Material selection and preparation 
Nylon-12 was in-filled with 0, 12.5,25,37.5 and 50% glass (by weight) and a range of standard 
tensile test specimens (BS EN ISO 527-2:1996) and sole units, 3mm in thickness, were produced 
using SLS. The use of glass-filled Nylon-12 powder (50 % glass beads, 50 % ~ylon 12 by 
weight) nominally increases the Young's Modulus of a part from 1586 MPa to 4068 MPa (3D 
Systems Corporation), and it was therefore anticipated that the stiffness of parts produced could 
be controlled by the inclusion of different percentages of glass-filler. 
Mechanical mixing ofnylon-12 and glass-filled nylon-12 was carried out for 30 minutes using an 
industrial mixer, ensuring an even distribution of glass-beads. Powder was installed in batches 
and all specimens were produced on a 3D Systems SLS Vanguard machine with HiQ upgrade. 
Sole units were arranged within the build volume as shown Figure 92 and nested with their 
mediolateral axis parallel to the z-axis of the build. Two rows of standard test parts were also 
included at the base of the build volume. Build parameters were the same as those previously 
detailed in Table 14 for all glass to nylon ratios. 
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FIGURE 92 NESTED SOLE UNITS WITHIN BUILD VOLUME 
Mechanical Testing 
All parts were conditioned at io °C (± 1°C) and 50 % (± 5 %) relative humidity, according to the 
test standard specification. Tensile tests were performed using a Zwick Z030 tensile testing 
machine fitted with an extensometer. Prior to testing, parts were accurately measured using 
vernier callipers and this gave cross-sectional area for which Young' Modulus is calculated using 
Zwick software (TestXpert). 
Mechanical testing of the sole units was carried out in accordance with the procedure outlined in 
Chapter 5. Force measurements were recorded in extension and flexion with each sole unit fixed 
at 70% shoe length from the rear. For extension the sole units were pulled vertically upwards 
using a stirrup system and for flexion the sole units were compressed vertically downwards. The 
speed of the test machine was fixed at 1000mm·min-1 and five test cycles in extension and flexion 
were recorded. The data presented is a mean of the last 3 cycles for the left and right units. 
Results 
As anticipated the graphical data in Figure 93 shows that an increase from 0 % to 50 % glass 
filler (by weight) led to a corresponding increase in the Young's Modulus. Young's modulus is 
calculated by dividing the tensile stress by the tensile strain and is a measure of stiffness. The 
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increase over the range tested was from a mean of 2816 MPa to a mean of 7227 MPa, or 157 %. 
The average standard deviation of the data was 419 MPa. 
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Tensile strength and flexural strength varied by approximately 3% and 5% across the build 
volume. Sole units were thus randomly arranged within the build volume to minimise any effects 
caused by these variations. 
Figure 94 and Figure 95 present the results of the flexion and extension tests on the sole units. 
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The graphical data in Figure 94 and Figure 95 shows that an increase from 0 to 50% glass filler 
led to a corresponding increase in bending force for extension and flexion. The SLS sole units 
with 37.5% glass filler are shown with error bars of ± 1 standard deviation and this is typical for 
all tested sole units. The mean force in extension over the tested range was 8.9 and 16.0 N for the 
0% and 50% glass filled sole units respectively. The mean force in flexion over the tested range 
was 11.6 and 17.7 N for the 0% and 50% glass filled sole units. 
Discussion 
An additional advantage of the Rapid Manufacturing process with particular relevance to 
personalisation has been identified. It has been shown that mechanical properties can be quickly 
and easily modified by adapting the ratio of compatible infill materials. 
Five different ratios of glass to nylon were mixed and successfully laser sintered to produce 
standard test samples and sprint shoe sole units. Tensile testing of standard parts showed that 
Young's modulus increased as the ratio of glass to nylon was increased. Flexion and extension 
mechanical test data for the sole units concurred with this relationship. However, the variations in 
effective bending stiffness were only discernable with increases from 25 to 37.5% and from 37.5 
to 5~% glass filler in extension and flexion. 
With increasing stiffness elongation at break (ductility) is often compromised and this is 
demonstrated in the case of the 50% glass filled sole unit which suffered catastrophic failure. A 
crack was initiated on the lateral aspect of the perimeter at the primary point of flexion, as shown 
in Figure 96, and propagation rapidly occurred until failure on the fourth cycle. The failure type 
was consistent and not due to any alternative mechanisms such as surface defects or 
contamination. The results suggest that 37.5% glass-filler provides a substantial increase in 
longitudinal bending stiffness without compromising mechanical integrity. However, the 
behaviour of the sole units under mechanical fatigue has not been tested. Furthermore, by 
infilling with glass beads there is a small increase in mass, this is however less than the mass 
increase of the geometric alternative option to increasing stiffness. 
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FIGURE 96 INITIATION OF CRACKING FOR 50% GLASS-FILLED NYLON SOLE UNIT 
Conclusion 
The mechanical properties of materials can be adapted using the selective sintering process with 
different ratios of glass infill material. The use of glass as an infill material to adapt the bending 
stiffness of sprint shoe sole units resulted in an increase in bending stiffness, but this was at the 
expense of ductility and to a certain extent weight. It is reasoned that until alternative filler 
materials have been explored, the current best approach to achieving a range in longitudinal 
bending stiffness is to adapt design features and geometry. 
7.2.2 Geometric approach to modifying the mechanical properties of 
sprint spikes 
A number of different sprint shoe sole unit designs were considered in Chapter 4 and the simplest 
design was taken forward into the first stages of human performance testing. This design 
consisted of a smooth, offset surface taken from the base of the sprint shoe last and adapt€d to fit 
the upper of the sprint spike. Variations in longitudinal bending stiffness were achieved by 
changing the overall thickness from 2.0 to 4.5 mm in increments of O.5mm. This is a 
straightforward and controllable method for adapting bending stiffness of sole units which has 
already been successfully implemented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. However, the need to increase the 
range in mechanical performance in excess of current commercial examples means that 
thicknesses of the sole units needs to be increased above 4.5mm. A compromise exists, as this 
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approach to adapting bending stiffness may introduce confounding psychological affects as a 
result of individual preference. Anecdotal evidence from Chapter 6 suggests that some athletes 
tend to get a better feel of the surface in sprint shoes with thinner sole units, but there was no 
such evidence to suggest that athletes were making the connection between sole unit thickness 
and bending stiffness. Hence, range and magnitude of longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint 
shoe sole units shall be increased by modifying the macro geometry in a similar way to the 
previous design as discussed in Chapter 4. 
Design 
The surface geometry of the sole units is to be maintained to ensure that the bond between the 
sprint shoe upper and the sole unit is consistent. Building on the earlier foundations, designs 
adapting longitudinal bending stiffness by changing the thickness of the sole unit was initially 
thought to be a relatively straight forward task. However, when the thickness of sole units was 
increased above 4.Smm, the circumferential rigidity dramatically increased. Experience of the 
manufacturing process highlighted the need for a degree of conformance around the perimeter of 
the sole unit to ensure that a strong bond was achieved when the last and the sole unit were mated 
under pressure. Consequently, the sole units were designed such that thickness was increased in 
an area that did not extend to the perimeter, as shown in Figure 97. This created a circumferential 
trim which was fixed at a thickness of 2mm and improved the bond between the upper and the 
sole units. 
Circumferential offset to improve 
bond between sole unit and upper 
FIGURE 97 OVERVIEW OF SPRINT SHOE SOLE UNIT DESIGN 
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The benchmark data in Chapter 2 indicates that the mean force in extension is approximately 
60% less than the mean force in flexion for commercially available sprint spikes. It is believed 
that this type of bias between the effective bending stiffness in extension and flexion about the 
primary point of flex in the sprint shoes is consistent with the requirements of natural foot 
function. High stiffness in flexion provides support through the initial period of ground contact 
and less stiffness in extension allows the foot to naturally flex about the MPJ during take-off. 
Mechanical performance of sprint shoe designs tested in Chapter 5 show that mean force in 
flexion was 38% higher than the mean force in extension, agreeing with the mechanical 
performance of the commercially available sprint spikes. In order to further increase longitudinal 
bending stiffness of sprint shoes, particularly throughout the initial phase of MP J extension at 
ground contact, a midfoot stiffening element was introduced into the design as shown in Figure 
97. The midfoot stiffening element extends from the base of the forefoot to the centre of the heel 
and offers additional support for the longitudinal arch of the foot. It is believed that the combined 
effect of the circumferential offset and the rnidfoot stiffening element will increase the overall 
stiffness of the sole unit in comparison to the smooth surface design. However, these 
modifications may impact upon the functional differences between the bending stiffness in 
extension and flexion. This may not be a cause for a concern, as the implications of this bias 
between the bending stiffness in extension and flexion are not fully understood in terms of 
performance. As long as the global stiffness levels can be incrementally controlled by changing 
the thickness of the offset surface then the design will be viable for the next stage of human 
performance testing. 
Mechanical testing 
A range of sole units were designed according to the previous discussion, each with different 
offset surface thicknesses ranging from 2 to 8mm, in increments of Imm. Designs were finalised 
using Solidworks CAD software, converted to STL file format and reviewed using Magics 
software prior to part submission. Sole units were aligned within the build volume of the 3D 
Systems SLS Vanguard machine such that the mediolateral axes of the sole units were parallel 
with the Z-axis of the build volume and the longitudinal axes were parallel with the horizontal 
plane of the build volume, as shown in Figure 92. 
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As well as testing the mechanical properties of separate sole units, fully constructed sprints shoes 
complete with the same design SLS sole units were also tested. Sole units were attached to uppers 
at the New Balance factory in Flimby Cumbria according to the procedure outlined in Chapter 4. 
The assembly process was modified with the introduction of a reverse-hinge last, designed to 
facilitate the removal of assembled shoes with stiff sole units, as shown in Figure 98. 
FIGURE 98 REVERSE-HINGE LAST 
Sole units and shoes complete with SLS sole units were conditioned in a climate controlled 
environment for 48 hours prior to testing (20 ± 1 QC and 50% ± 5% relative humidity). 
Mechanical testing was carried out in accordance with the protocol outlined in Chapter 4. The left 
and right samples of each thickness sole unit were tested in flexion and extension. Five test cycles 
at a loading / unloading speed of 1000 mm·min-1 were recorded for each sole unit and the data 
presented is a mean of the last 3 cycles. 
Results 
The mean force in extension and flexion for the sole units and shoes complete with SLS sole 
units are compared in Figure 99. The mean forces in extension and flexion at each increment in 
sole unit thickness are comparable when the sole units are tested independently of an upper. Once 
the sole unit and upper are bonded together not only does the overall bending stiffness of the shoe 
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system increase, but the mean force in flexion is also consistently higher than the mean force in 
extension, documented in Table 28. 
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TABLE 28 FINAL TEST SHOE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Sole unit thickness Mean force (N) 
(mm) Extension 5.0. Flexion 5.0. 
2 9.7 1.0 20.4 1.2 
4 21.4 2.5 33.8 3.0 
5 35.5 1.9 51 .0 6.0 
6 53.2 1.8 63.9 5.2 
7 69.5 3.1 79.6 5.3 
8 100.0 2.9 107.4 4.9 
Conclusions 
A new sole unit has been designed and the mechanical performance of a range of incremented 
thicknesses has been evaluated. The stiffness range from the previous shoe design was 9.0 - 38.0 
N mean force in flexion and 7.4 - 26.1 N mean force in extension. The new design has a range of 
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20.4 to 107.4 N mean force in flexion and 9.7 - 100 N mean force in extension, demonstrating 
that the stiffness range has been successfully increased. Based on the mechanical test data it was 
reasoned that 1 mm increases in sole unit thickness provides enough resolution across the range 
in order to sensitively evaluate the influence of mechanical properties on human performance. 
However, the mean forces measured for the sole unit with a thickness of 3mm were not suitably 
discernable from neighbouring 2 and 4 mm designs, as shown in Figure 99. Therefore, the 3mm 
thick sole units were not assembled into complete shoes and the final batch of test shoes taken 
forward into the next phase human performance testing included 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 mm thick 
designs. 
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7.3 Human Performance testing - experimental methodology 
Experimental methodologies were approved by the Loughborough University ethical advisory 
committee and the following section details specific information regarding participation, 
footwear, experimental procedure, testing environment, marker positioning, filtering and 
statistical analysis techniques. 
7.3.1 Participants 
Four internationally competitive male athletes, age 21 ± 0.8 years, weight 77.3 ± 0.8 kg and 
height 1.80 ± 0.01 m (2 long jumpers, 1 decathlete and 1sprinter (lOO m)) volunteered to 
participate in the study. Subjects were recruited based on familiarity with plyometric exercise, 
shoe size (UK9) and 100 m race time «11.0 s). Informed written consent was obtained prior to 
testing in accordance with Loughborough University ethical advisory regulations. 
7.3.2 Footwear 
Six pairs of test footwear conditions were used in the study, Table 22 documents physical 
characteristics, identification letter and mean force for each. 
TABLE 29 TEST SHOE IDENTIFICATION AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Sole unit Mean force Identification 
thickness (N) (extension letter (mm) and f1exion) S.D. 
2 A 15.0 1.5 
4 B 27.6 3.9 
5 C 43.2 6.3 
6 D 58.6 5.5 
7 E 74.6 6.1 
8 F 103.7 5.7 
The control condition was a Vibram® Five Fingers® shoe with nominal longitudinal bending 
stiffness (1.1 ± 0.3 N mean force in extension and 0 N mean force in flexion) shown in Figure 74. 
Mass of the sprint shoes were normalised to 275.2 ± 2.9 g. and this was achieved by inserting 
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lead tape into the tongue of each shoe. The mass of lead tape in each shoe varied according to the 
difference in mass between a particular shoe and the shoe with sole unit thickness of 8 mm. 
7.3.3 Experimental procedure 
Two unilateral jump metrics were used in the experiment, a concentric squat jump from a knee 
angle of 1200 and a bounce drop jump with a forward horizontal component. A detailed 
description of the capture process and the experimental procedures are outlined in Chapter 6 and 
modifications to the procedure are detailed in the following section. For this experiment, the 
bounce drop jump technique was modified such that the athlete dropped from a predetermined 
fixed height onto the force plate and then jumped off of the force plate in a forward direction. To 
ensure consistency, athletes were asked to jump as high and as far forward as possible whilst 
maintaining minimum contact times and with hands remaining on the hips. In addition, 
participants were encouraged to drive through with the trailing leg and replicate a natural sprint 
stride. Good correlations between standard bounce drop performance and sprinting times have 
been recorded in the literature (Henessey and Kilty, 2001; Mero et aI., 1981), but the introduction 
of a forward component means that the kinematics of the foot during ground contact more closely 
replicate the kinematics of sprinting. The fundamental difference between a vertical bounce drop 
jump and a bounce drop jump with a forward horizontal component is the progression of the 
centre of mass over the leg during stance. It is believed that by replicating the forward 
progression of the centre of mass, kinematics during ground contact are closer to the kinematics 
of actual sprinting, in comparison to standard bounce drop jumps. 
Dropping heights for the bounce drop jump technique were determined using a familiarisation 
procedure. Each participant performed bounce drop jumps in their own running shoes from a 
height of O.lm landing with both feet and jumping sub maximally for height. On attainment of 
consistent technique, each athlete perfonned unilateral bounce drop jumps in the control 
condition starting at a dropping height of 0.1 m and increasing in increments of 0.05 m. If the 
participants consistently contacted the ground with their heels then it was assumed peak loads 
during ground contact were too great for the eccentric contractions of the leg extensor muscles 
and the height was reduced (Bobbert et aI. , 1987b). A dropping height of 0.25 m was selected for 
all participants in this study. 
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Each participant was required to perform 4 successful jumps on the left and right leg for each 
jump type in each footwear condition. Each participant completed 4 test sessions, each session 
was divided according to jump type and shoe stiffness, and a single session included 4 test shoes 
and a control shoe. The test shoes were divided into a group of 3 less stiff shoes (A, B, C) and a 
group of 3 stiff shoes (D, E, F). Trials were first performed in the control condition and 
subsequent trials were carried out in test shoes. The assignment order was randomised using a 
latin square approach. The number of successful jumps per session totalled 32 and for the 
complete investigation, totalled 128. Minimum rest periods of 2 minutes between jumps and 5 
minutes between shoes were enforced. Testing was carried out over a 4 week period and test 
sessions were separated by at least 48 hours with no more than 2 sessions per week. 
Prior to testing, participants were asked to complete their own individual warm-up lasting 
approximately 15 minutes. Warm-up was specific to standard plyometric training and inclusive of 
lower extremity stretching and cardiovascular exercise. Participants were also reminded of the 
test procedure and encouraged to practice with the investigator providing feedback on technique. 
Post warm-up subjects were asked to put on the first footwear condition and then markers were 
attached to the skin at the predetermined representative joint centres. 
Resultant joint moments in the sagittal plane were computed for the MPJ, ankle, knee and hip 
joints. The inertial parameters of each segment were determined using a modified version of 
Yeadon (1990) with separate fore and rearfoot segments. Joint angles were defmed according to 
Winter (1983) and moments were defined such that those causing joint extension were positive. 
The analysis assumed that the resultant forces and moments at the MP J were zero until the 
ground reaction force acted distal to the joint (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997). Additionally, the 
MPJ was modelled as a single ideal hinge joint rotating about a transverse axis by taking a mean 
of the first and fifth MPJ centres (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1997). 
7.3.4 Motion capture and testing environment 
All testing was carried out in Loughborough University Sports Technology Institute's motion 
capture environment. Central to this area is a system of Kistler force plates with 6 position rail 
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system for mounting 600 x 400mm force plates. For the current testing a force plate (Kistler, type 
9281 C) was positioned at the most forward point of the rail with blanking plates fitted in all 
other force plate locations. Kinetic data were sampled synchronously with the motion data at a 
frequency of 960Hz. Eight Vicon MX camera units were positioned around the force plate, as 
shown in Figure 100, and focused such that the capture volume would encompass the lower 
extremity of a subject bounding onto and off of the force plate. Cameras were positioned in a 
symmetrical arrangement with 4 forward of the subject, 2 at the sides and 2 at the rear. Six of the 
eight cameras were positioned high (in excess of 2.5 m) and 2 cameras at the front were 
positioned low (below 1 m). Typically cameras are positioned high to ensure that other cameras 
are not captured within each cameras field of view. However, for the current investigation low 
level cameras were required to capture markers positioned on the medial and lateral aspects of 
each foot. 
LH 
LBH 
~ LFL LFH 
FORCE PLATE L.----I[:> Dl RECTON OF MOVEMENT 
RFH 
RFL 
RBH 
RH 
FIGURE lOO CAMERA POSITIONS (R=RIGHT, L= LEIT, B=BACK, F = FRONT, H = HIGH, L = LOW) 
Each camera was set to record at a frame rate of 960fps which is high for kinematic data capture 
of this type. By increasing the sampling rate to this level, it is reasoned that segmental derivatives 
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used for kinetic calculations will be more realistic when compared to recordings made at lower 
frequencies. As a consequence of increasing the frame rate of the MX cameras, the resolution is 
reduced. Image resolution at a frame rate of 250 fps is 816 H x 656 V pixels reducing to 498 H x 
210 V pixels at 1000 fps. This reduction in resolution reduces the field of view and compensatory 
measures must be introduced to account for this. To ensure that the entire lower extremity is 
within the capture volume, the MX cameras were positioned relatively close to the participant 
and zoom lenses were fitted to those cameras further away. In addition, the MX cameras were 
rotated by 90° to make more efficient use of the rectangular field of view. 
7.3.5 Marker positioning and attachment 
A kinematic model of the lower extremity was developed to include eight separate segments 
representative of the thigh, shank, rearfoot and forefoot of the left and right sides of the body. 
Fourteen millimetre diameter markers were attached to the skin as depicted in Figure 101. The 
lateral aspects of the greater trochanter of the femur (1), lateral condyle of the femur (2) and 
lateral maleolus of the fibula (4) were used to describe the thigh and shank in two dimensions 
respectively. Four markers were used to describe the foot in two and a half dimensions with 
markers positioned at the rearmost part of the heel counter of the shoe (3), the lateral aspect fifth 
MP] (5), the medial aspect of the first MP] (6) and on the superior surface of the distal phalanx of 
the hallux (7). 
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FIGURE 101 LOWER EXTREMITY MARKER POSITIONING 
Joint centres were identified through palpation and manual manipulation of the joint at the start of 
each test session. On successful identification of joint centres a felt tip pen was used to precisely 
denote the position, allowing for the length of each segment to be recorded using a tape measure. 
Vicon markers were then positioned on the prescribed marks and adhered to the skin using 
double-sided tape. For the rearfoot and forefoot segments, 3 holes were cut out of the uppers of 
the shoes approximating the location of the first and fifth MPJ's and the distal phalanx of the 
hallux. This allowed for markers to be positioned directly onto the skin. With the requirement for 
shoe changes between jump sessions the markers on the foot had to be removed and repositioned 
3 times, which further emphasised the need for joint centres to be accurately identified at the start 
of testing. 
7.3.6 Filtering 
The study of human movement using coordinate data digitally captured from surface based 
markers, regularly results in signals that contain components that are not due to the original 
process itself. Additional components such as this are called noise and often occur randomly at a 
relatively high frequency compared to the frequency of human movement. A plot of signal and 
signal plus noise is shown in Figure 102. 
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FIGURE 102 A BIOLOGICAL SIGNAL WITH AND WITHOUT NOISE (ROBERTSON ET AL. RESEARCH METHODS IN 
BIOMECHANICS 2004) 
A common error associated with measurement of human motion using motion capture from 
passive optical systems, is the relative movement which occurs between surface mounted markers 
and the anatomical positions, which is caused by skin movement. The mass and resulting inertial 
properties of skin mounted markers is minimised, but relative movement still occurs and is 
emphasised during high impact activities. Positioning markers over bony protuberances, as 
opposed to areas of skin with sub-layers of connective tissue, can further reduce unwanted 
marker oscillations. This is particularly achievable for inverse dynamics as markers are generally 
positioned at approximated joint centres that tend to coincide with bone tubercles. Other common 
errors associated with measurement of human movement may be the result of incorrect 
digitisation and electrical interference. 
The current investigation uses an inverse dynamic approach to estimate the dynamics of the joints 
in the lower extremity. This method is based upon calculating derivatives of sampled 
displacement data that contains noise due to the factors previously discussed. The presence of 
high frequency noise has severe implications when calculating velocities and accelerations from a 
displacement signal. This is because the relative amplitude of a signal increases as a result of time 
dependent differentiation. The amplitude ofthe first derivative of a signal (i.e. velocity) increases 
linearly and the second derivative (i.e. acceleration) increases in amplitud~ proportionally to the 
frequency squared. Consequently, the presence of high frequency noise can result in gross errors 
in derived values for velocity and particularly acceleration. Therefore, it is important to remove 
high frequency noise from the raw data. 
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Noise that has a frequency different from those in the true human movement signal can be 
removed. The removal of noise can be achieved in several ways including polynomial smoothing, 
smoothing with splines, Fourier smoothing, simple averaging techniques and other methods. 
Each method has advantages and disadvantages, which affect the signal and noise component in 
different ways. The ideal smoothing technique removes all the noise and does not affect the 
original signal. 
Digital filtering techniques are used to selectively reject or attenuate unwanted signals whilst 
simultaneously accepting the true movement signal. As discussed, a raw biological signal 
contains signal frequencies as well as frequencies considered as noise. A hypothetical frequency 
spectrum of a human movement signal consisting of desired signal and unwanted higher 
frequency noise is shown in Figure 103. The lower end of the frequency spectrum contains the 
desired movement signal, i.e. gross displacement of a passive marker and the higher end of the 
frequency spectrum is assumed to contain the unwanted noise. The appropriate digital filter 
applicable in this example, and the most common filter type for filtering kinematic data, is a low-
pass filter. This type of filter does not affect the lower frequencies, but attenuates the higher 
frequency noise. The frequency response of this filter type is shown in Figure 103. At lower 
frequencies the response is 1.0, describing an unaffected signal, and for frequencies above the 
cut-off frequency the response dramatically reduces resulting in a severely attenuated signal. The 
resulting frequency spectrum after application of the low-pass filter is shown in Figure 103. 
Winter (1990) highlights the fact that the high frequency noise has been reduced but not 
completely rejected and that the signal has been slightly attenuated in the region of the cut-off 
frequency (Fe), where the signal and noise overlap. 
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FIGURE 103 A) FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF DESIRED SIGNAL AND UNWANTED NOISE, B) RESPONSE OF LOW PASS FILTER 
USED TO ATTENUATE NOISE, C) SPECTRUM OF OUTPUT WAVEFORM (WINTER, BIOMECHANICS OF MOTOR CONTROL AND 
HUMAN MOVEMENT, 1990) 
The problem is selecting the degree of filtering that appropriately removes the noise from the 
movement data. If the cut-off frequency is set too high, less distortion occurs but high frequency 
noise is allowed to pass causing time derivative errors in later dynamic calculations. If the cut-off 
frequency is set too low, noise is reduced but the true signal becomes distorted. Selection of an 
appropriate cut-off frequency has been the subject of considerable debate in the literature. There 
are several methods and algorithms designed to provide an objective means of establishing 
appropriate cut-off frequencies. However, the determination of the most appropriate cut-off 
frequency is dependent upon subjective analysis of the signal, noise and movement type. 
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Overview of residual analysis 
The residual of a human movement signal is equal to the difference between the filtered data and 
the unfiltered data. A residual analysis calculates the residual of a particular signal over a wide 
range of cut-off frequencies in order to help select a cut-off frequency which best attenuates high 
frequency noise without compromising the true low frequency signal. The desired cut-off 
frequency is determined graphically as shown in Figure 104. 
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FIGURE 104 PLOT OF RESIDUAL BETWEEN FILTERED AND UNFILTERED SIGNAL AS A FUNCTION OF THE FILTER CUT-OFF 
FREQUENCY (WINTER, 1990) 
The residual at any cut-off frequency is calculated using the following equation (winter, 1990) for 
a signal ofN sample points in time: 
R(rJ= - I X i-Xi 1 N ( 1\ ) 2 
N i=1 
(1) 
X i = Raw urtfiltered data at the ith sample 
1\ 
X i = Filtered data at the ith sample 
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The line d to e runs tangential to the asymptote of the residual data and represents the estimated 
residual noise level. The residual value of data containing a true signal and noise will be seen to 
rise above the dashed line as the cut-off frequency is reduced and fall between points d and e as 
cut-off frequency is increased. Point a is equal to the root mean square of the noise and a 
horizontal line projected from this point to intercept the residual line at b objectively generates a 
cut-off frequency that has equal proportions of both noise and signal distortion. The magnitude of 
which is quantified by the line b to c. 
For the kinematic study in Chapter 6, positional data was linearly interpolated to 960 Hz, it was 
then smoothed using a zero-Iag, fourth order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency 
of 16 Hz. Alternative cut-off frequencies either side of 16 Hz were investigated but 16Hz was 
chosen because it best represented the raw signal for both a squat jump and a bounce drop jump 
for all the lower extremity joints. 
Comparable filtering techniques have been applied to similar activities in the literature (Bobbert 
et aI. , 1987a, Bobbert et aI. , 1987b). Furthermore, Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) used a lateral, 
sagittal plane representation of the MPJ and processed the kinematic data at a sampling rate of 
200 Hz and a cut-off frequency of 8 Hz, to investigate the energy contribution of the MPJ during 
running and sprinting. The authors concluded that the MPJ absorbed energy, but a lack of plantar 
flexion before take-off resulted in a lack of energy generation. 
Smith and Lake (2007) hypothesised that a lateral, sagittal plane analysis of the MPJ may miss 
important aspects of joint function and added that typical processing approaches (sampling rate of 
200 Hz and a cut-off frequency of 8 Hz) might lead to underestimation of segmental derivatives. 
The authors concluded that joint representation based on sagittal plane markers underestimated 
MPJ flexion by 29° compared to a medial marker system. The authors also determined that the 
medial aspect of the MPJ demonstrated high extension velocity before take-off, which allows for 
the possibility of power and energy generation at the MPJ. 
The results of the kinematic study in Chapter 6 demonstrate that power and energy are generated 
at the MPJ before take-off. For this study the MPJ was modelled as a single ideal hinge taking the 
average positional data from markers positioned on the first and fifth MPJ's. The kinematic data 
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was processed low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 16 Hz. This is twice the 
cut-off frequency used by Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) and combined with two and a half 
dimensional MPJ joint model, explains why a phase of power and energy generation was 
discovered. 
However, the selection of an appropriate cut-off frequency for the study in Chapter 6 was based 
on previously published values and visual inspection of the curves. This approach lacks 
objectivity, repeatability and ignores the individual variations in data that occur due to different 
test conditions, subjects and protocols. A better approach is to use residual analysis, discussed 
above, which introduces an objective element to cut-off frequency selection. Moreover, Smith 
and Lake (2007) used high speed video analysis at 2000 Hz and determined that the rate and 
range of MPJ flexion continued increasing across different cut-off frequencies and indicated 
significant signal power in the joint motion above 30 Hz. Therefore, a detailed residual analysis 
of different cut-off frequencies for each of the joints in the lower extremity would ensure that 
better approximations oftrue joint movement and segmental derivatives are achieved. 
Residual analysis 
A bounce drop jump with horizont~l component and a squat jump, completed in the control 
condition, were randomly selected for residual analysis. The residual of 6 markers positioned at 
the hip, knee, ankle, first MPJ, fifth MPJ and distal phalanx were calculated. The raw data was 
recorded at 960Hz and smoothed with a fourth order, low-pass, Butterworth filter. Residual 
values were calculated for a range of cut-off frequencies between 8 and 96 Hz. Residual analysis 
for the bounce drop jump is documented in detail in Appendix C. 
Cut-off frequency selection for each individual marker and each of the different jump activities 
was completed using a combined objective residual analysis and a subjective review of processed 
signals. The cut-off frequencies selected for data analysis are listed in Table 30. 
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TABLE 30 LOW-PASS FILTER CUT-OFF FREQUENCY SELECTION 
Cut-off frequency (Hz) 
Marker position Squat jump Bounce drop jump 
Hallux 34 40 
1st MPJ 30 44 
5th MPJ 26 34 
Ankle 26 40 
Knee 22 36 
Hip 20 22 
7.3.7 Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS for Windows version 14.0 and the level of 
significance was set at p :s 0.05. The affect of sprint shoe stiffness on lower extremity dynamics 
was assessed with a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Assuming 
homogeneity of variance, tested using Levene's analysis, significant differences between shoe 
conditions were identified using Tukey's Honestly significant differences (HSD) test. If variation 
about the mean was not homogenous then significant differences were identified using Dunnett's 
C test. 
To determine repeatability of the calculated values, repeat measurements were taken in the 
control condition for each jump type and for each athlete. An ANOV A was conducted and post-
hoc comparisons were used to identify if there were significant differences between repeated 
measurements in the control conditions. Differences between test conditions were therefore only 
classified as 'significant' if the control shoes from both sessions were not significantly different 
from each other. 
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7.3.8 Results 
Squat jump - angular velocity 
Each participant completed 4 jumps on the left leg and 4 jumps on the right leg for each jump 
type in each condition. The data presented are a mean of 8 jumps, combining data from jumps on 
the left and right legs, unless otherwise stated. 
Graphical data are shown with control conditions alongside a range of test shoes to describe their 
relative influence upon the joint dynamics in question. The control condition is shown with error 
bars that represent 1 standard deviation from the mean of 8 jumps (4 left leg and 4 right leg). 
Graphical data ofMPJ and ankle angular velocities during the squat jump technique are shown in 
Figure 105 and Figure 106 respectively. The angular velocity of the MPJ begins to rise 
approximately 60 ms before take-off, rising steeply to a maximum velocity from 20 ms before 
take-off. At the ankle the angular velocity begins to slowly rise approximately 100 ms before 
take-off. In the control shoe and less stiff conditions the angular velocity reaches a maximum, 
before dropping to a lower value at take-off. In stiffer footwear conditions the angular velocity of 
the ankle rises to a maximum value which is maintained at take-off. 
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Mean maxImum MP] and ankle joint angular velocities for all participants and footwear 
conditions are listed in Table 31 and Table 32. Maximum angular velocities significantly 
different from the control shoe in the same test session are highlighted. 
TABLE 31 SQUAT JUMP MAX MPJ ANGULAR VELOCITY (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL 
CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX ANGULAR VELOCITY (Rad/s) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 7.3 3.3 13.6 1.2 15.5 2.1 12.8 3.4 
cONTROL2 4.5 1.4 13.3 2.5 13.9 3.8 11 .0 1.5 
A 7.1 3.4 9.6* 0.9 10.0* 4.3 9.9 1.8 
B 6.0 3.1 8.1 * 1.1 11.1 4.4 10.6 1.0 
C 7.5 1.2 8.4* 2.8 8.6* 2.0 7.9* 2.3 
0 2.1 0.4 7.5* 2.6 7.8* 5.2 7.7* 2.2 
E 3.3 0.5 7.4* 2.1 7.2* 2.3 8.1 1.3 
F 3.5 0.5 7.1 * 2.1 7.2* 1.1 7.6* 0.9 
Squat jump maximum MP] angular velocity is reduced in stiffer footwear conditions, reaching 
significance (compared to the control ofthe same session) for participants 2, 3, and 4. 
TABLE 32 SQUAT JUMP MAX ANKLE ANGULAR VELOCITY (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL 
CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX ANGULAR VELOCITY (Rad/s) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 9.9 1.2 10.6 0.4 9.4 0.8 9.7 0.7 
cONTROL2 10.8 1.0 10.3 0.5 7.7 0.8 9.5 0.5 
A 10.5 0.6 9.0* 0.8 8.7 0.9 8.6 0.4 
B 9.9 0.4 8.9* 0.5 7.8 1.1 8.1* 0.3 
C 10.4 0.3 8.5* 0.3 8.0 0.7 7.9* 0.6 
0 9.2 1.0 8.2* 0.6 7.0 1.0 7.7* 0.6 
E 9.2 1.2 8.7* 0.8 6.9 1.6 7.4* 0.6 
F 9.3 1.0 8.6* 0.7 6.2 1.0 7.2* 0.7 
Squat jump maximum ankle angular velocity is reduced in stiffer footwear conditions reaching 
significance (compared to the control of the same session) for participants 2 and 4. 
Squat jump - moment 
Graphical data of MP] and ankle joint moments are shown in Figure 107 and Figure 108 
respectively. Extensor moments about the MP] and ankle were generated throughout the majority 
of take-off. Moments about the MP] were assumed to be zero until the ground reaction force 
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acted distal to the MPJ. The onset of extensor moment generation at the MP] occurred between 
250 and 150 ms prior to takeoff. With increasing levels of longitudinal bending stiffness the onset 
of moment generation occurred later and peak moments tended to be lower, also occurring later 
in stiffer conditions. At the ankle, moment increase began at approximately 300 ms before take-
off and peaked approximately 100 ms before take-off. 
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Mean maximum MP] and ankle joint moments for all participants and footwear conditions are 
listed in Table 33 and Table 34. Maximum moments significantly different from the control shoe 
in the same test session are highlighted. 
TABLE 33 SQUAT JUMP MAX MP] MOMENT (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION 
P<0.05) 
JOINT MAX MOMENT (Nm) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 32.9 3.1 45.0 1.8 41 .6 7.6 37.9 6.0 
cONTROL2 35.1 7.8 47.0 7.0 36.1 7.6 38.2 4.4 
A 26.2 5.7 33.4* 3.1 31 .8 6.5 31 .6 4.1 
B 22.4 7.6 30.6* 4.4 26.6* 9.5 24.6* 2.2 
C 19.5* 2.5 30.0* 5.0 29.5 7.7 22.9* 3.2 
0 18.5* 4.6 28.5* 3.3 24.2 13.1 29.8* 3.0 
E 14.8* 4.4 25.6* 3.4 20.8* 4.5 28.3* 4.9 
F 17.0* 6.7 20.1* 5.1 17.8* 3.4 26.5* 4.7 
Squat jump maxImum MP] moment is reduced in stiffer footwear conditions, reaching 
significance (compared to the control of the same session) for all participants. 
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TABLE 34 SQUAT JUMP MAX ANKLE MOMENT (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION 
P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX MOMENT (Nm) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 207.2 10.7 244.8 5.2 172.1 18.4 165.5 9.6 
cONTROL2 196.2 16.5 223.1 26.3 168.3 18.1 181 .3 15.5 
A 210.9 18.0 243.6 18.8 208.0* 9.6 192.7* 15.3 
B 205.0 21.8 243.2 12.5 199.0* 11.4 186.6* 10.4 
C 224.6 12.8 244.1 18.6 198.4* 11 .2 193.0* 6.9 
0 212.6 18.6 224.9 19.8 175.3 24.2 193.9 18.5 
E 210.2 20.4 238.2 11 .1 198.1 * 5.6 185.4 13.0 
F 201 .7 15.0 210.7 18.3 194.5* 13.2 194.6 10.9 
Squat jump maxImum ankle moment is significantly higher in stiffer footwear conditions 
(compared to the control of the same session) for participants 3 and 4. All participants generate 
larger max ankle moments in the test conditions compared to the control shoes and the magnitude 
of max ankle moment is either sustained or reduced with increasing longitudinal bending 
stiffness. 
Squat jump - power 
Graphical data for MPJ and ankle joint power are shown in Figure 109 and Figure 110. At the 
MPJ, power generation is positive and commences approximately 50 ms before take-off. Power 
generation at the ankle occurs in two phases. An initial rise in power, approximately 200 ms 
before take-off, precedes a period of weight bearing, followed by the primary phase of power 
generation, peaking at approximately 50 ms before take-off. The initial phase of power 
generation tends to be higher in stiffer shoe conditions. 
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Mean maximum joint power at the MP] and ankle for all participants and footwear conditions are 
listed in Table 35 and Table 36. Maximum power significantly different from the control shoe in 
the same test session are highlighted. 
TABLE 35 SQUAT JUMP MAX MP] POWER (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION 
P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX POWER (W) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 42.4 13.7 93.7 9.5 65.8 11 .3 87.6 26.8 
cONTROL2 32.1 14.3 75.7 19.1 63.6 26.1 61 .8 15.6 
A 44.5 20.8 66.4 13.4 55.8 23.1 73.2 18.3 
B 32.7 21 .0 57.9* 14.5 67.0 18.7 75.8 12.1 
C 39.5 13.8 69.2 31 .5 63.1 26.2 61 .7 22.2 
0 29.8 9.6 61 .1 25.4 56.6 45.6 71.4 17.6 
E 32.7 7.9 65.1 15.1 51 .6 18.3 70.1 13.6 
F 44.3 10.0 55.0 18.7 53.4 16.5 77.7 12.2 
No consistent trends (Non-significant relationship unless otherwise stated) in the data for 
maximum MP] power were apparent across all athletes during the squat jump technique. 
However, participant 2 demonstrated a reduction in max power when jumping in stiffer shoes 
(compared to the control of the same session). 
TABLE 36 SQUAT JUMP MAX ANKLE JOINT POWER (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL 
CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX POWER (W) 
CONDITION 81 52 53 84 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 220.7 53.3 322.5 36.3 282.1 41 .5 217.3 11.1 
cONTROL2 189.9 18.0 292.5 46.1 290.1 45.0 209.1 24.4 
A 225.9 37.8 323.5 23.5 287.6 45.6 168.1 34.3 
B 260.3 44.3 349.0 22.7 325.9 99.3 216.7 32.0 
C 301 .1 38.6 330.4 72.3 294.0 29.5 204.1 36.9 
0 280.3* 53.7 321 .2 78.3 278.4 44.7 204.0 43.0 
E 285.9* 45.6 373.3 85.4 309.7 59.5 207.6 37.7 
F 288.9* 57.8 388.9 83.6 316.9 97.6 307.9* 104.1 
There is a trend suggesting that squat jump maximum ankle power is higher in stiffer footwear 
conditions, reaching significance (compared to the control of the same session) for participants 1 
and 4. 
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Squat jump - energy 
Energy at the MPJ and ankle is principally positive during the squat jump. Graphical data 
comparing energy generation, at the ankle and MPJ in the test footwear conditions for each 
participant are shown in Figure 111 and Figure 112 respectively. Energy generated at the MPJ is 
approximately 10% of that generated at the ankle. There were no significant differences in energy 
generated at the MPJ between the tested footwear conditions. Energy generated at the MPJ, for 
participant 2, reduced with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. Energy generated at the 
ankle tended to increase up to a threshold longitudinal bending stiffness level, after which energy 
generation either remained at a similar magnitude or deceased. Significant differences between 
shoe conditions and the control condition of the same test session were found for participants 1, 3 
and 4, who each saw between 2 and 3 times more energy generated at the ankle in stiffer shoes. 
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Squat jump results synopsis 
Maximum angular velocities at the MP] and ankle are significantly reduced with increasing 
longitudinal bending stiffness. Increased longitudinal bending stiffness results in a reduction in 
moment at the MP], but at the ankle there is an opposing trend. There is a phase of positive 
power at the ankle and MP] during take-off and in terms of peak power there is a trend at the 
ankle suggesting an increase with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. Power generation at 
the ankle is higher throughout the initial period of take-off and more sustained in stiffer shoes 
when compared to the control condition. Consequently, more energy is generated at the ankle in 
shoes stiffer than the control, and energy generation increases with increasing levels of 
longitudinal bending stiffness, up to a threshold stiffness which varies between individuals. No 
significant differences exist between the energy generated at the MP] in the different footwear 
conditions. 
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Bounce drop jump with horizontal component - angular velocity 
The graphical data in Figure 113 and Figure 114 describe the MP] and ankle joint angular 
velocities. Both joints experience two gross phases of angular displacement; during the fIrst half 
of stance, between approximately 0 and 100 ms of ground contact, the MP] and ankle joints 
dorsiflex and throughout the second half of ground contact both joints extend prior to take-off. 
Both joints also appear to experience minor extension at the onset of landing. The angular 
velocity of the MP] rapidly increases to a peak dorsiflexion angular velocity at approximately 
25 ms after ground contact, before rapidly slowing and remaining at approximately 0 rad·s-1 
between 100 and 150 ms after ground contact. Angular velocity ofthe MP] then rapidly increases 
after approximately 200 ms until reaching a maximum extension velocity at take-off. The angular 
velocity of the ankle rapidly increases to a peak dorsiflexion around 50 ms after ground contact 
and gradually slows to zero. The angular velocity then gradually increases to maximum peak 
value, before slowing prior to take-off. 
The footwear conditions did not have a signifIcant effect on the peak dorsiflexion or peak 
extension angular velocities at the MP] during the bounce drop jump. At the ankle the peak 
dorsiflexion angular velocity at landing was not affected by the footwear conditions, although 
there was a trend of decreasing extension angular velocity at the ankle in stiffer footwear 
conditions. 
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Mean maximum dorsiflexion and extension MPJ and ankle joint angular velocities for all 
participants and footwear conditions are listed in Figure 37, Figure 38, Figure 39 and Figure 40. 
Maximum angular velocities significantly different from the control shoe in the same test session 
are highlighted. 
TABLE 37 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MIN MP] ANGULAR VELOCITY (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT PEAK DORSIFLEXION ANGULAR VELOCITY (Rad/s) 
CONDITION S1 S2 S3 S4 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 -4.0 1.5 -12.0 3.4 -12.9 3.7 -9.0 3.8 
cONTROL2 -3.6 2.3 -11.3 3.7 -17.4 2.4 -9.9 2.9 
A -5.5 2.4 -11.3 1.5 -16.0 2.8 -1 0.0 2.1 
B -6.8 2.4 -12.9 3.0 -14.8 3.3 -10.0 2.2 
C -7.2 2.8 -10.9 1.8 -11 .2 1.9 -10.5 1.9 
0 -6.4 1.4 -11 .1 1.3 -10.9 2.5 -10.5 1.3 
E -6.5 1.3 -10.2 1.7 -11.3 1.6 -8.2 2.6 
F -6.9 1.8 -1 1.1 2.2 -9.5 1.4 -10.1 1.9 
TABLE 38 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MAX MP] ANGULAR VELOCITY (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT PEAK PLANTARFLEXION ANGULAR VELOCITY (Rad/s) 
CONDITION S1 S2 S3 S4 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 16.4 5.0 13.6 3.9 13.6 3.2 18.5 2.1 
cONTROL2 20.8 2.3 13.8 2.2 16.0 3.2 15.7 2.0 
A 18.7 1.8 14.1 1.0 14.0 2.1 16.3 4.3 
B 14.9 5.3 13.9 2.8 13.8 1.0 15.6 3.3 
C 17.9 4.6 13.5 2.4 15.0 2.1 17.0 5.1 
0 17.6 3.3 12.4 1.6 15.9 2.2 17.0 2.8 
E 20.0 1.7 11 .2 1.3 16.0 2.2 16.6 5.1 
F 16.9 1.3 11 .7 0.6 15.0 2.8 16.1 3.5 
Some participants showed higher mean dorsiflexion angular velocity (compared to the control 
condition) in stiffer shoes and others, comparatively lower mean dorsiflexion angular velocity. 
No significant differences in maximum dorsiflexion or maximum extension MPJ angular 
velocities between the control conditions and the test footwear conditions were found. 
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TABLE 39 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MIN ANKLE JOINT ANGULAR VELOCITY (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<0.05) 
JOINT PEAK DORSIFLEXION ANGULAR VELOCITY (Rad/s) 
CONDITION S1 S2 S3 S4 
S.D. S.D. S.O. S.O. 
CONTROL 1 -7 .9 2.5 -10.8 1.6 -11 .1 1.6 -9 .0 1.0 
cONTROL2 -7.3 1.2 -10.8 1.2 -11.3 1.7 -10.0 2.1 
A -8.9 1.3 -10.6 1.0 -13.0 1.1 -11 .1 2.7 
B -10.3· 0.7 -10.2 1.1 -11 .7 2.4 -10.4 1.8 
C -10.2· 1.2 -9.0 1.0 -11 .7 1.3 -9 .3 2.2 
0 -9 .0· 1.4 -10.1 0.9 -10.6 2.4 -9.7 3.8 
E 
-8.1 1.3 -10.0 0.9 -10.8 2.4 -9 .1 4.3 
F -7.3 1.1 -9.6 1.0 -8.8 1.9 -8 .6 2.6 
TABLE 40 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MAX ANKLE JOINT ANGULAR VELOCITY (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<0.05) 
JOINT PEAK PLANTARFLEXION ANGULAR VELOCITYJRad/s 
CONDITION S1 52 S3 54 
S.D. S.O. S.D. S.O. 
CONTROL 1 14.1 0.7 12.2 0.7 8.9 004 10.5 0.7 
CONTROL2 13.3 0.5 11 .8 1.5 9.5 0.3 9.3 0.9 
A 12.2· 0.6 1104 0.7 9.4 0.7 804 1.1 
B 11.1· 0.9 10.6 0.9 9.0 0.4 7.6· 0.3 
C 1004· 104 10.0· 0.6 8.7 0.3 8.1 · 0.7 
0 10.9· 0.3 9.4· 004 8.9 0.7 9.0 2.1 
E 10.5· 0.6 8.9· 0.5 9.1 1.1 8.2 2.0 
F 9.5· 0.7 8.5· 0.8 9.8 1.5 8.1 2.1 
No trends existed in peak mean dorsiflexion ankle angular velocity, but participant 1 
demonstrated significantly higher extension angular velocities in shoes B and C. The peak 
extension ankle angular velocity reduced in shoes with higher bending stiffness, reaching 
significance (compared to the control of the same session) for participants 1, 2 and 4. 
Bounce drop jump with horizontal component - moment 
MPJ and ankle joint moment graphical data are shown in Figure 115 and Figure 116 respectively. 
The moments throughout the bounce drop jump are exclusively extensor at the MPJ, initially 
rising in the first 50 ms of ground contact, dropping between 50 and 100 ms and then rising to a 
maximum before reducing to zero at take-off. The standard deviation on the control condition (± 
1 S.D.), illustrated in Figure 115, is large. Nonetheless, there is a tendency for the moment in 
stiffer footwear conditions to rise quickly but then reduce to a lower moment compared to less 
stiff conditions in the contact period between 50 and 100 ms. The moment at the ankle is also 
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exclusively extensor throughout the ground contact, rising to a peak moment around 100 ms after 
ground contact and then decreasing to zero before take-off. There is a trend suggesting that 
higher peak moment is reached in stiffer shoes for some subjects. 
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Mean maximum MP] and ankle joint moments for all participants and footwear conditions are 
listed in Table 41 and Table 42. Maximum moments significantly different from the control shoe 
in the same test session are highlighted. 
TABLE 41 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MAXIMUM MPJ MOMENT (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY 
DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.OS) 
JOINT MAX MOMENT (Nm) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 65.9 17.9 61 .1 9.5 55.2 5.9 62.7 8.0 
cONTROL2 67.7 8.7 54.0 14.3 44.9 11 .6 52.9 8.8 
A 62.2 10.2 59.8 5.9 53.7 3.0 52.4 9.7 
B 45.7- 10.7 50.4 8.7 57.6 10.4 54.1 10.0 
C 55.5 6.6 55.6 4.8 50.2 18.2 62.6 7.9 
0 71 .3 8.6 45.7 6.4 54.7 5.1 54.1 9.3 
E 70.0 8.6 49.6 9.3 54.7 5.1 55.1 8.0 
F 67.2 8.2 55.2 7.0 58.7 6.9 55.8 8.7 
There are no trends in mean maximum MP] moment. In shoe B, participant 1 generates a 
significantly lower MP] moment compared to the control of the same session. 
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TABLE 42 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MAXIMUM ANKLE MOMENT (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX MOMENT (Nm) 
CONDITION S1 S2 S3 S4 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 248.5 51.2 361 .8 44.4 189.7 21 .0 202.3 43.4 
CONTROL2 246.8 17.3 345.6 44.0 205.6 21 .5 176.1 60.5 
A 255.3 29.1 381 .9 17.4 253.2" 26.5 217.0 53.0 
B 289.6 17.4 402.0 39.6 222.5 26.5 232.9 45.6 
C 292.4 30.2 397.7 32.9 235.5 27.9 203.7 32.1 
0 301.6" 28.9 388.3 36.7 279.4" 24.1 213.1 60.8 
E 269.2 21 .6 387.4 49.1 279.4" 24.1 201.4 42.2 
F 293.0" 24.0 346.4 40.4 221 .8 26.7 198.9 38.9 
Mean maximum ankle moment is significantly higher in stiffer shoes (compared to the control of 
the same session) for participants 1 and 3. Most subjects generate the highest mean maximum 
ankle moment in shoe conditions with longitudinal bending stiffness at a magnitude towards the 
middle of the test range. After reaching a threshold, the mean maximum moment remains or 
reduces with increasing shoe stiffness. 
Bounce drop jump with horizontal component - power 
The graphical data in Figure 117 and Figure 118 describe respective MPJ and ankle joint power 
during the bounce drop jump with horizontal component. At the MPJ, power is negative during 
the early part of ground contact between 0 and 50 ms and then primarily positive in late stance 
before take-off. Power generation at the MPJ reaches a significantly higher peak value. The mean 
maximum MPJ power in the control condition is 126.8 ± 46.4 W and in the stiffest condition 
(shoe F) it increases to 291.7 ± 33 .7 W for participant 1, as shown in Figure 117 and 
Table 44. At the ankle, power is negative for the first 75 ms of ground contact and then primarily 
remains positive until take-off. Within the positive period there are two phases of power 
generation, peaking at approximately 100 and 225 ms after ground contact. Stiffer shoes tend to 
generate more power throughout the initial phase of power generation in comparison to the 
control and less stiff conditions. 
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Mean minimum and maximum MPJ and ankle joint power for all participants and footwear 
conditions are listed in Figure 43, Figure 44, Figure 45 and Figure 46. Maximum joint powers 
significantly different from the control shoe in the same test session are highlighted. 
TABLE 43 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MINIMUM MP] POWER (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY 
DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MIN POWER (W) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 -71.4 55.8 -149.8 55.2 -118.1 72.0 -73.2 17.9 
CONTROL2 -85.9 37.0 -112.3 76.9 -107.4 62.3 -66.4 27.1 
A -83.6 34.4 -152.3 42.7 -184.5 57.8 -67.4 15.5 
B -54.9 46.5 -168.6 96.9 -221 .6 92.5 -69.0 29.7 
C -83.2 81 .2 -182.9 56.6 -122.1 62.8 -134.3" 60.3 
0 -98.9 61 .5 -168.2 85.6 -173.6 81 .6 -99.1 32.6 
E -92.3 37.2 -196.4 78.5 -179.1 76.0 -81 .0 39.9 
F -88.9 49.3 -248.2 119.3 -174.9 68.3 -145.4" 48.7 
TABLE 44 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MAXIMUM MP] POWER (* INDICATES SIGNIFICANTLY 
DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX POWER (W) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 126.8 46.4 117.7 56.5 83.7 19.5 119.6 17.8 
CONTROL2 126.1 17.4 94.5 44.5 138.7 49.3 85.1 12.8 
A 145.4 30.3 130.0 53.3 130.6 34.7 112.3 26.4 
B 134.5 42.1 136.9 50.4 163.0" 32.6 122.3 23.5 
C 198.9 48.5 146.8 51.1 161.3 70.0 170.5 37.4 
0 219.2" 49.4 140.2 29.6 229.4" 32.2 166.5" 29.3 
E 283.0" 58.2 134.8 38.3 230.8" 33.5 172.0" 23.9 
291 .7* 33.7 152.8 43.6 249.3" 35.4 190.8" 27.5 
No consistent trends in minimum MPJ power were found across all participants. The exception 
was participant 2, demonstrating a trend of increasing negative power with increasing bending 
stiffness. Minimum peak power was significantly higher (compared to the control of the same 
session) in shoes C and F for participant 4. Maximum power at the MPJ showed a relationship of 
increasing magnitude with increasing shoe stiffness, reaching significance (compared to the 
control of the same session) for participants 1, 3 and 4. 
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TABLE 45 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MINIMUM ANKLE JOINT POWER (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTL Y DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MIN POWER (W) 
CONDITION 51 52 S3 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 -1206.3 677.0 -1778.3 728.7 -1 237.6 321 .3 -524.5 81 .1 
cONTROL2 -925.9 130.2 -1593.4 319.3 -1 000.0 358.1 -641.1 138.2 
A -1022.7 336.2 -1652.5 404.7 -1619.2 242.6 -790.2 257.2 
B -1573.1 372.5 -1865.9 341.7 -1346.5 422.9 -794.2 162.0 
C -1542.1 294.4 -1633.5 238.6 -1361.7 275.8 -627.7 129.8 
0 -1402.5 230.0 -1828.9 296.7 -1009.9 310.0 -753.6 270.5 
E -1248.6 262.7 -1892.9 288.2 -1020.7 312.5 -767.9 410.8 
F -1217.5 423.0 -1565.5 351.4 -748.7 197.8 -636.3 169.6 
TABLE 46 BOUNCE DROP JUMP WITH HORIZONTAL COMPONENT MAXIMUM ANKLE JOINT POWER (* INDICATES 
SIGNIFICANTL Y DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROL CONDITION P<O.05) 
JOINT MAX POWER (W) 
CONDITION 51 52 53 54 
S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. 
CONTROL 1 671.8 117.0 1025.4 209.2 536.8 220.6 600.5 191.9 
cONTROL2 808.0 75.3 933.7 136.3 667.9 174.6 484.9 160.1 
A 646.7 58.4 892.0 243.8 711 .2 216.0 547.2 102.1 
B 890.6" 122.3 892.2 228.5 522.5 89.4 469.0 69.7 
C 831 .9 89.1 823.9 181 .7 529.5 156.3 450.8 92.2 
D 833.0 113.6 794.9 157.0 633.5 98.0 483.0 88.9 
E 814.7 151 .9 848.2 258.4 634.8 97.4 457.6 176.9 
803.4 250.3 763.4 176.0 484.4 108.3 391.4 71.4 
There are no trends in mean minimum ankle power. Mean maximum ankle power reduced in 
stiffer footwear conditions for participants 2 and 4. Participant 1 generated significantly higher 
mean maximum moment in shoe B. 
Bounce drop jump with horizontal component - energy 
A phase of energy absorption and energy generation was present at the MPJ and ankle joint 
during the bounce drop jump. Graphical data comparing the energy exchange at the MP J and 
ankle are shown in Figure 119 and Figure 120 respectively. At the MPJ, there is a trend of 
increasing energy generation with increasing shoe bending stiffness, reaching significance 
(compared to the control of the same session) for participants 1,3 and 4. When compared to the 
control condition, the stiffest shoes generated between 2 and 3 times more energy at the MP J. 
There were no trends in energy exchange at the ankle. 
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Bounce drop jump with horizontal component results synopsis 
The MP] and ankle joint dorsi flexed through the fIrst half of ground contact and during the 
second half both joints extended prior to take-off. The max extension angular velocity of the 
ankle joint at take-off was lower in shoes with higher longitudinal bending stiffness for three of 
the four tested athletes, but no signifIcant differences in max ankle dorsiflexion angular velocity 
were found. Higher MP] moments were achieved in the early part of ground contact for less stiff 
conditions, but there were no trends in maximum MP] moment. At ground contact the moment 
about the ankle tends to increase more rapidly and reaches a signifIcantly higher peak moment in 
stiffer shoes. MP] power generation at take-off was signifIcantly increased in shoe conditions 
with higher longitudinal bending stiffness, resulting in signifIcantly more energy generation at the 
MP]. At the ankle the power profIle was altered by shoe stiffness and more power was generated 
through the initial phase of take-off as stiffness of the shoes increased. No signifIcant differences 
in energy generated or absorbed at the ankle were found between shoe conditions. 
Repeatability of measurements 
All parameters were calculated for two separate test seSSlOns in the control shoe for each 
individual and each jump type, with new marker placements for each session. Participant 3 
generated signifIcantly different max ankle angular velocity between repeated squat jump 
sessions; 9.4 ± 0.8 rad·s- l and 7.7 ± 0.8 rad·s-l . No other signifIcant differences between 
calculated parameters were identifIed for this participant or any others, demonstrating minimal 
variation between sessions. 
7.3.9 Discussion of findings 
The following section discusses the results of the investigation and addresses the two jump types 
independently before moving on to examine the data from the knee and hip and fInally discussing 
mechanical energy and actual performance. 
Minimal variation in calculated parameters between separate jump tests was identifIed. This 
infers that jump techniques were repeatable and suitable for comparisons between conditions for 
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a single subject in the current investigation. The magnitude of errors associated with marker 
placement and digitisation were not calculated in the current investigation. Nonetheless, 
Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997), have quantified marker placement sensitivity, determining that a 
1 cm shift of the MPJ marker in the anterior direction resulted in average decrease of 23% in 
energy absorbed at the MP J during sprinting. Particular care over marker placement and 
repositioning between sessions ensured that such errors were minimised. 
Squat jump 
The MPJ and ankle joint both extended and generated increasing angular velocities during take-
off. The data show that increasing levels of longitudinal bending stiffness resulted in reduced 
MPJ and ankle sagittal plane angular velocities for all subjects. In the control conditions the 
highest mean maximum MPJ angular velocity was between 15.5 ± 2.1 rad·s· l and 13.9 ± 3.8 
rad·s· l and for the same participant (S3) the maximum MPJ angular velocity generated in the 
stiffest shoe (shoe F) was 7.2 ± 1.1 rad·s· l , demonstrating a reduction in MPJ angular velocity 
with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. Similarly, the stiffest shoe reduced the ankle 
angular velocity from between 9.4 ± 0.8 rad·s· l and 7.7 ± 0.8 rad·s· l in the control shoes to 6.2 ± 
1.0 rad·s· l in the stiffest condition. In addition, coordination between the MPJ and ankle joint is 
affected in shoes with higher longitudinal bending stiffness. As illustrated in Figure 121, the 
control condition, which closely replicates barefoot conditions, has a distinct peak ankle joint 
angular velocity, later followed by a much higher peak MPJ angular velocity before take-off. In 
the stiffest condition, MPJ and ankle joint angular velocities are not only reduced, but increase at 
similar rates until peak values coincide before take-off. It is suggested that by increasing 
longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint shoes, the intermediate break at the MP J is negated and 
the foot becomes more like a single rigid lever system between the point of application of the 
ground reaction force and the ankle. This effect was first seen in section 6.1.3 and demonstrates 
that the natural coordinated activation of segments is compromised in stiffer shoes. 
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DURING THE SQUAT lUMP FOR A TYPICAL SUBJECT(MEAN OF SlUMPS) 
With increasing sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness, the results indicate that the maximum 
moment generated about the MPJ decreases for all participants. Participant 2 had the largest 
reduction in MPJ mean maximum moment during the squat jump, from between 45.0 ± 1.8 N'm 
and 47.0 ± 7.0 N'm in the control shoe to 20.1 ± 5.1 N'm in stiffest shoe. It was hypothesised that 
by increasing the longitudinal bending stiffness of shoes, the point of application of the ground 
reaction force would move to a more anterior position along the foot, but in actual fact the 
behaviour was more complex. Figure 122 illustrates the progression of the point of application of 
the ground reaction force with time for the concentric jump technique. When the ground reaction 
force is proximal to the MPJ, the sagittal position is positive and when the ground reaction force 
is distal to the MPJ the sagittal plane position is negative. To help visualise this behaviour, a 
schematic representation of the foot has been superimposed onto the graphical data in Figure 122, 
with a sagittal position of 0 m corresponding with the approximate location of the MP J axis used 
in the current investigation. 
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It is apparent from Figure 122 that with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness the position of 
the ground reaction force remains distal to the MP] for less time. Consequently, the sagittal 
position of the ground reaction force is at a more anterior location along the foot in the control 
shoe when the ground reaction force is at a maximum. The resulting moment at the MP], as 
illustrated in Figure 107, therefore not only begins to increase earlier in the take-off movement, 
but also reaches a higher peak moment in the control condition. It is reasoned that this effect may 
be due in part to the differences between the behaviour of the foot in sprint shoes compared to 
uninhibited barefoot movement. Sprint shoes are designed with a toes spring angle, which lifts 
the forefoot away form the ground when weight bearing. Higher longitudinal bending stiffness 
for this type of shoe design may be forcing the athletes to maintain balance with more weight on 
their heels and the outcome is a more posterior position of the ground reaction force particularly 
before the start of force increase as shown in Figure 122. Before take-off the rate of progression 
of the sagittal position of the ground reaction force rapidly increases in the stiff shoe, a phase 
which tends to occur earlier and at a slower rate in less stiff shoes. The rapid increase in the 
sagittal position of the ground reaction force, present in stiffer shoes, may be a consequence of 
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the athlete rolling forward due to the toe spring and the combined affect of the increased stiffness 
causing a faster forefoot lift-off. However, resulting moments at the MP] in stiffer shoes are 
considerably reduced and occur later. Fundamentally, the reduction in moment about the MP] 
with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness could also be a result of immobility at that joint as 
increased sole unit stiffness reduces extension and flexion. 
At the ankle, mean maximum moments occur at around 100 ms before take-off. Due to the 
coordination of joint movements it is believed that the timing of the ankle joint peak moment is 
coincident with a high rate of ground reaction force progression, at the start of the heel lift and at 
the point when the ground reaction force is at a maximum. Figure 106 illustrates the angular 
velocity for a typical participant and the onset of increasing angular velocity occurs around 
100 ms before take-off. Figure 122 shows that at around 100 ms before take-off the sagittal 
position of the ground reaction force begins to progress at a higher rate and is coincident with a 
relatively high ground reaction force, compared to the magnitude of ground reaction force when 
the MP] moment is maximised. On an individual level, ankle moment data shows that mean 
maximum moments are higher in the test shoes when compared to the control for participants 2 
and 3. However, there are no linear trends between longitudinal bending stiffness and ankle 
moment. In fact, the highest mean maximum moment occurs at a low or intermediate stiffness 
level and is sustained or decreased as stiffness is increased. This may suggest that for some 
athletes, a maximum longitudinal bending stiffness threshold has been achieved and performance 
in higher stiffness shoes might be compromised due to an inability to do the required work at that 
joint. Bojsen-moller (1978), established that the push-off phase of the human gait can be 
performed about an oblique or transverse axis in the foot. As stiffness is increased the 
intermediate break at the MP] is negated and thus the management of force generation about the 
ankle is compromised. For the squat jump technique there is a requirement to efficiently transfer 
force to the ground and this is best achieved through the oblique axis of motion as the resistance 
arm about the ankle is 20% shorter (Bojsen-Molleer, 1978). However, increased longitudinal 
bending stiffness compromises the athlete ' s ability to freely select the appropriate axis of motion. 
Consequently, it is proposed that threshold stiffness levels will be achieved at the point where the 
force-velocity relationship at the ankle is compromised to such an extent that the increased 
demand on the plantar flexors becomes unmanageable. 
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Power is the rate at which work is perfonned and joint power is defined as the product of the 
moment and angular velocity at the joint. There was a phase of positive power generation at MP J 
during the squat jump, which occurred at around 50 ms before take-off, coincident with the onset 
of MPJ extension and the increasing angular velocity at that joint. The data has shown that MPJ 
angular velocity and moment are inversely related to longitudinal bending stiffness. With this 
infonnation, it was thought that the maximum power generation at the MP J would be reduced in 
stiffer footwear conditions, but this was only true for participant 2. The maximum joint power at 
the MPJ for participant 2, reduced from between 93 .7 ± 9.5 W and 75 .7 ± 19.1 W in the 
respective control conditions, to 55.0 ± 18.7 W in the stiffest shoe (shoe F). Participant 2 also saw 
considerable reductions in energy generation at the MP J with increasing longitudinal bending 
stiffness, as shown in Figure 111. 
Power generation at the ankle occurs in two phases, as shown in Figure 110. These are 
synchronous with phases of changing angular velocity at the ankle during take-off, shown in 
Figure 106. The first phase of movement at the ankle transpires as a result of preceding 
movement from segments higher in the body and compensatory extension at the ankle occurs as 
the participant rocks backwards to maintain balance. It is apparent that this phase is exaggerated 
in stiffer shoes, occurring at a higher velocity and consequently more power is generated. The 
ankle then flexes slightly, causing the power to reduce and become negative. The primary phase 
of ankle extension follows with a corresponding increase in power. Higher moments, occurring in 
late stance around 50 ms before take-off, seem to have an overriding influence over the reduced 
angular velocity at the ankle and the resulting peak maximum power is often larger for some 
athletes when wearing shoes of higher longitudinal bending stiffness. However, maximum power 
generation does not occur in the stiffest shoe condition for all athletes. Participants 1 and 3 
generated higher maximum powers in shoes C and B respectively, which have intennediate 
stiffness levels. It is believed that power generation at the ankle suffers as a result of 
compromised management of force generation. As shoe stiffness increases, angular velocity is 
compromised and the moment about the ankle increases to a threshold value, at which point 
power generation is also maximised. 
Energy generated at the ankle is detennined as the product of joint power and time. Thus the 
amount of energy generated at the ankle during the squat jump is consistent with the levels of 
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power. The amount of energy generated at the ankle in each shoe condition for each participant is 
shown in Figure 112 and it is evident that significantly more energy is generated in shoes of 
higher stiffness than the control conditions. However, maximum energy generation over the 
tested range does not necessarily occur in the stiffest shoe. What can be observed from the 
graphical data in Figure 112 is an optimisation curve, particularly for participants 1 and 4, 
suggesting that energy generation is individually maximised in a particular stiffness shoe. The 
shoe stiffness in which energy generation is maximised can be approximately aligned with the 
shoe in which maximum power and maximum moment was also generated. Furthermore, 
approximately double the amount of energy was generated at the ankle (compared to the control) 
in the shoe in which energy generation was maximised. Shoe C and shoe E would be 
recommended from subjects 1 and 4 respectively. 
Bounce drop jump with horizontal component 
Angular velocity at the MP] during the bounce drop jump with horizontal component was 
biphasic. Within the first 100 ms of ground contact a phase of negative angular velocity occurs, 
coinciding with MP] dorsiflexion. Footwear conditions of different longitudinal bending stiffness 
did not have a significant affect on maximum negative angular velocity during this phase. Figure 
123 compares MP] and ankle joint angular velocities during the bounce drop jump for the control 
shoe and the stiffest condition (shoe F). Ground contact is longer for shoe F but this is not typical 
and is only used for clarity in the current example. After approximately 25 ms of ground contact 
the angular velocity at the MP] starts slowing and in the control shoe reaches zero at a higher rate 
than in the stiffer conditions. This indicates that stiff shoes are acting as a dampening system and 
reducing MP] acceleration at ground contact. As a consequence of this behaviour, the MP] 
reaches zero angular velocity earlier in the control condition compared to stiffer shoes and 
remains relatively stationary from approximately 100 ms after ground contact, until the onset of 
extension at approximately 200 ms after ground contact. Zero angular velocity, occurring in the 
middle of stance, is indicative of a period of stabilisation when the foot contact area is maximal 
in order to control ground reaction forces and the forward progression of the athlete's centre of 
mass. It is apparent from Figure 123, that the stable position is achieved earlier and maintained 
for longer in the control shoes, whereas in the stiff condition, zero angular velocity is never 
maintained and angular velocity rises slightly at 100 ms of ground contact and then reduces again 
at 200 ms, before rising steeply at approximately 250 ms. Based on this behaviour, it is thought 
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that less stability is achieved throughout the transition from dorsiflexion to extension in the stiff 
shoes compared to control shoes. The lack of stability is a result of shoe design and increased 
stiffness. The sprint shoes are designed with a toe spring angle between the forefoot and rearfoot, 
forcing the MPJ into extension. In stiff shoes, it is difficult to flex the MPJ and therefore the 
stable position at mid-stance is unattainable as the athlete's tends to rock about the MPJ rather 
than maintaining contact with the ground at the forefoot. 
Maximum angular velocity at the MPJ occurs at take-off and the results show no significant 
differences between the shoe conditions. However, it is apparent from Figure 113 and Figure 123 
that there is a reduction in the rate of MP J extension angular velocity in shoes of higher stiffness. 
The onset of the extension period commences earlier in stiffer shoes but at a slower rate. It is 
believed that increased shoe stiffness compromises natural coordination between the MP J and 
ankle joint, as the foot is reduced to a single lever system between the ankle and the point of 
application of the ground reaction force. Consequently, as heel lift commences the ankle joint 
extends and simultaneously the MPJ 'also enters a phase of plantar flexion. As both joints are 
essentially a single system, the velocity of the joints is slower than typical independent joint 
movement present in the control shoe. A detailed comparison between joint coordination is 
shown for the stiff shoe and control shoe in Figure 123. The control shoe, which closely 
replicates barefoot behaviour, shows distinctly separate peak MPJ and ankle joint angular 
velocities at landing and take-off. In the stiff condition at ground contact, peak angular velocity 
of the MPJ and ankle joint occur closer together, indicative of a single rigid system. Extension of 
the MPJ and ankle joint in the control shoe commences at similar times but at distinctly separate 
rates. In the stiff condition, extension angular velocity is similar throughout take-off and further 
substantiates the suggestion that the shoe system is acting as a single rigid lever. The separation 
of peak angular velocities at the MPJ and ankle joint during take-off in the control condition, 
describes a natural coordinated chain of joint activation. In the stiff shoe, this behaviour is 
compromised as the angular velocity of the ankle joint continues to increase until take-off. 
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MPJ moments were extensor throughout ground contact for the bounce drop jump with horizontal 
component and there were no trends in mean maximum MP J moment between footwear 
conditions. However, the graphical data in Figure 115 shows that the moments throughout the 
first 100 ms of ground contact are higher in less stiff conditions. It is reasoned that this difference 
is due to the relative sagittal position of the ground reaction force being more distal to the MPJ in 
less stiff shoes. This relationship is detailed in Figure 124, which shows a comparison of sagittal 
plane positions of the ground reaction force for the control shoe and three different stiffness 
shoes. It is clear from this data that the sagittal position of the ground reaction force remains in a 
more anterior position in less stiff shoes. The resulting moment for the control shoe was therefore 
higher as the length of the lever arm was longer. 
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Ankle moment is also extensor throughout ground contact, showing a high rate of increase 
between 0 and 100 ms and then a similar rate of decrease until take-off at around 250 ms. 
Maximum ankle joint moment is higher in the test conditions compared to the control, reaching 
significance for participants 1 and 3. However, the relationship between maximum moment and 
longitudinal bending stiffness is not linear as maximum moment tends to be achieved in 
intermediate stiffness shoes after which the moment is sustained or reduces slightly. The mean 
maximum ankle moment for participant 3 was between 189.7 ± 21.0 N'm and 205 .6 ± 21.5 N·m 
in the control shoe, rising to a maximum of 279.4 ± 24.1.1 N'm in shoe D. In addition, the rate of 
moment increase and decrease was higher in stiffer shoes up to a threshold value, after which the 
rate was reduced. This can be seen in Figure 116, which describes increasing rates and higher 
maximum values with increasing stiffness up to and including shoe C. Beyond shoe C and 
described by the data for shoe F, there is a reduction in the rate of moment increase and decrease 
and the maximum moment also reduces. The likely cause for this reduction in moment is the 
increased loading at the ankle due to the single rigid lever system, which has the effect of 
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reducing ankle angular velocity and acceleration throughout ground contact. According to 
Bojsen-Moller (1978), at faster running speeds, when the requirement is to maintain high 
horizontal velocity, the transverse axis between the head of the first and second metatarsals is 
selected and the resistance arm is 20% longer than when push-off is performed about the oblique 
axis. To compliment this, the same author identified that the leverage is further stepped up as the 
axis of rotation moves to the tip of the first toes just prior to take-off. It is believed that this 
natural increase in lever length improves the efficiency of force transfer when the requirement is 
maintain high horizontal velocity. 
The data from this investigation has shown that artificial increases to the leverage between the 
ankle and the point of application of the ground reaction, caused by increasing the longitudinal 
bending stiffness of sprint shoe sole units, may only improve the efficiency of ground contact up 
to a threshold stiffness value. As stiffness increases beyond the threshold value, identified as the 
point where maximum moments at the ankle are not maintained, it is suggested that the 
intermediate break at the MPJ has been compromised. Consequently, useful forces are no longer 
managed appropriately and loading of the triceps surae increases to a point where the ankle can 
no longer do the required work to cope with the extra loading. 
MPJ power is negative during the first 50 ms of ground contact and then remains relatively low 
until approximately 200 ms into ground contact when positive power is generated. No significant 
differences in mean maximum negative power between shoe conditions were found, but one 
subject saw a trend of increasing mean maximum negative power with increasing stiffness. 
Power is equal to the product of joint angular velocity and moment. At the MPJ during the final 
100 ms of stance, the angular velocity rises to a maximum whilst the moment reduces to zero. 
Maximum power at the MPJ occurs at around 25 ms before take-off at the point when the product 
of angular velocity and moment is greatest. The results suggest that MP J mean maximum power 
increased with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness and it is reasoned that this is because the 
moments in stiffer shoes are comparatively higher at a later point in the stance phase. The 
generation of higher moments in late stance, when wearing stiffer shoes comes as a consequence 
of the athlete' s ability to generate a sustained level of force until take-off. Figure 124 shows that 
the rate of decrease of force is lower in shoe F compared to the control shoe. The differences in 
positive power at the MP J are shown in Figure 117, the control shoe has a mean maximum power 
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of between 126.8 ± 46.4 W and 126.1 ± 17.4 W and the stiffest shoe (shoe F) has approximately 
double this, with a mean maximum power of 291.7 ± 33.7 W. Higher power at the MP] with 
increasing stiffness equates to increased energy generation with increasing stiffness as shown for 
participants 1, 3 and 4 in Figure 119. In excess of double the amount of energy was generated at 
the MP] in shoes of higher stiffness than the control. 
Power generation at the ankle is negative for the first 75 ms of ground contact as the joint 
undergoes a phase of dorsiflexion. The angular velocity of the ankle joint during this period 
rapidly increases, such that peak power occurs at the point of maximum angular velocity around 
40 ms after ground contact. Maximum negative ankle power throughout this period is not 
significantly affected by different stiffness footwear conditions for the current participants. After 
50 ms of ground contact, ankle power reduces as angular velocity slows to zero. As the ankle 
joint enters a phase of plantar flexion, power begins to rise, the magnitude of which is dominated 
by the high moments as the ground reaction force reaches a maximum. The data suggests that the 
rate of rise in power, for this initial period, is higher in stiffer shoes, but only sustained at a high 
level if the moment does not rapidly reduce post 100 ms of ground contact. Most participants 
reached threshold longitudinal shoe stiffnesses and were unable to generate equivalent ankle 
moments in some of the stiffer shoes tested. This trend also applies to ankle joint power where if 
the moment was not sustained, the resulting power also reduced. The bounce drop jump with 
horizontal component has a distinctly different phase of positive ankle joint power when 
compared to the standard bounce drop jump technique. The standard unilateral bounce drop jump 
technique requires the athlete to drop on one leg from a height onto the force plate and then jump 
vertically into the air before landing back on the force plate. Resulting power from the normal 
drop jump is therefore negative during the first half of stance and positive during the second half. 
For the bounce drop jump with horizontal component the athlete drops onto the force plate and 
then jumps as far forward and upwards as possible. As shown in Figure 118, power is negative 
and then peaks twice in the following period of positive power. The two peaks in power occur as 
a result of the horizontal progression of the centre of mass. Athletes were encouraged to replicate 
sprinting by driving off the plate with the trailing leg in the swing phase. The resulting power is 
positive as the heel is lifted, decreasing slightly until the opposite leg drives through, allowing for 
a second phase of positive power at the ankle. As previous discussed, the data suggests that the 
first phase of positive power is higher in stiffer shoes if the moment is sustained by the 
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participant. The second phase of positive power however, is generally maintained at a higher 
level in shoes with lower stiffness, as power generation in this period is governed by angular 
velocity which reduces with increases in shoe stiffness. There were no significant differences 
between footwear conditions in overall energy generation at the ankle joint during the bounce 
drop jump, as shown in Figure 120. However, the data shows that shoe stiffness affected ankle 
joint power during plantar fiexion, although the overall affect on energy generation remaining the 
same. The implications of the altered power profile on performance and injury needs further 
investigation. 
The knee and hip 
Data for the angular dynamics at the knee and hip during the squat jump and bounce drop jump 
are illustrated for 1 subject in Figure 125 and Figure 126 respectively. The graphical data 
contains all footwear conditions, each of which is a mean of 8 jumps. Analysis of this data drew 
no conclusive evidence to suggest that the footwear conditions influenced the dynamic behaviour 
of the knee or hip during the 2 jump types. To further substantiate this claim, energy generated 
and absorbed at the knee and hip, for each individual and both jump types is documented in 
Figure 127 to Figure 130. Joint energy is the fundamental quantity most likely to be indicative of 
changes to performance as a result of adapting sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness. Some 
significant differences in energy generation and absorption at the knee and hip were observed, 
however it is maintained that these differences were not necessarily as a direct result of changing 
the stiffness of footwear. Participant 1 generated significantly less energy at the knee in shoe F 
compared to the control shoe of the same session, participant 2 saw a similar trend but with no 
significance. Participant 4 absorbed significantly more energy at the kn~e in shoes A, B, C and E 
during the bounce drop jump with horizontal component. 
The significant differences in mechanical performance at the MPJ and ankle joint are most likely 
to have occurred as a direct result of the different stiffness footwear conditions. However, it is 
likely that the knee, hip and other joints in the body may have had some contributions to these 
changes. Measuring these contributions is difficult, as the effect size of changing the footwear 
bending stiffness is smaller than the variability associated with measurements at the knee and hip. 
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For example, a typical increase of 15 J of energy generation at the ankle between different 
stiffness shoes was significant, but the standard deviation at the knee was approximately 20 J. 
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Further discussion - mechanical energy and performance 
Mechanical energy produced by the musculoskeletal system enables movement during athletic 
activities. The overall performance of an athlete during a typical running contact is largely 
dependent upon the mechanical energy input or work performed during ground contact to 
translate and rotate the centre of mass of the athlete. The mechanical energy and relating dynamic 
aspects of each ofthe joints in the lower extremity has been calculated and evaluated as described 
previously. The two jump metrics were selected to represent aspects of sprinting and therefore 
measured performance is likely to be indicative of actual physical performance of each athlete. 
Previous work in Chapter 6 used a number of performance indicators to determine if different 
stiffness footwear conditions affected performance. These included the rate of force production, 
force after 100 ms of force initiation at take-off, maximum dynamic strength and jump height. 
These kinetic performance indicators have had extensive use in the literature and have been 
shown to correlate with the relevant aspects of sprinting. However, for this investigation it was 
decided that a more representative measure of force with respect to time for the duration of 
ground contact, would perhaps better establish differences between footwear conditions. Jump 
height is also an established indicator of performance particularly in those jump metrics used in 
the current investigation. Yet measurement of maximum jump height using a marker positioned 
on the superior surface of the acromion process was not possible. This was because the capture 
frequency of Vicon system was increased, which reduces the high speed video image size and 
therefore compromised capture volume. An alternative solution was to position a marker in the 
pelvic region and measure its vertical displacement but, the introduction of forward propulsion 
during the bounce drop jump technique made this impossible. Based on these decisions and 
limitations it was decided that the best approach to measure performance was to use the impulse-
momentum relationship and evaluate the effectiveness of force in altering the momentum of each 
participant. The impulse data for the squat jump and bounce drop is documented in Figure 131 
and Figure 132 respectively. Significant differences between test shoes and the control shoe of 
the same session are highlighted. Participant 4 generated significantly higher impulse during the 
squat jump in shoe E and during the bounce drop jump with horizontal component in shoe A and 
B. No other significant differences in impulse data were found. 
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When comparing impulse performance data with mechanical energy generated at the joints in 
lower extremity, it is apparent that there are some correlations. Energy generation at the ankle 
during the squat jump technique was significantly affected by shoe stiffness for participants 1, 3 
and 4. For subject 1 the ankle joint represented approximately 8% of the total mechanical joint 
energy generated in the lower extremity in barefoot equivalent conditions. In shoe C, the same 
subject doubled the mechanical energy generated at the ankle and increased its relative 
contribution to the total net energy to 13%. The impulse data correlates with this relationship and 
shows that participant 1 performed best in shoe C, but did not reach significance. According to 
the impulse data, significance was reached for participant 4 who performed better overall in shoe 
E. This also correlates with energy generation at the ankle during the squat jump technique. In the 
barefoot equivalent condition, 13% of the total net mechanical energy was generated at the ankle 
and in shoe E the relative contribution from the ankle increased to 22%. 
For the bounce drop jump with horizontal component there appear to be no correlations with 
mechanical energy generation at the lower extremity joints. This is probably due to the fact that 
the different stiffness footwear conditions tended to have a relatively small effect on joint energy 
generation. The MPJ saw the most significant changes in energy generation with different 
stiffness shoes, but these changes however, represented only small changes to the overall net 
mechanical energy during the bounce drop jump. For instance participant 1 generated 
significantly more energy at the MP J in shoe F than the control shoe, but the relative contribution 
to overall energy is small, changing from 6% to 11 %. Participant 4 also generated more energy at 
the MPJ in shoe F, but similarly energy contribution was very small and increased from 2% to 
5%. Subsequently, such small changes are not realised within the performance data. 
Similarities with the literature 
Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998) reported MPJ maximum moments of 40 to 120 N·m for 
sprinting and 100 to 150 N·m for running long jumps. In agreement with this, the MPJ moments 
during the bounce drop jump with horizontal component of the participants in the current study 
ranged from 45 to 70 N·m. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1998) reported peak ankle moments of 
between 250 and 400 N·m during running long jumps and concurring with this data the 
participants of the current investigation generated peak ankle moments between 175 and 400 
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N·m. Mechanical ankle energy generation of 50 - 100 J and absorption of25 - 100 J in this study 
is comparable to Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) who reported a mean 79 J of energy absorbed and 
107 J of energy generated at the ankle during sprinting. Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) reported a 
mean of 6 J energy generated at the MPJ during sprinting and a mean of 48 J energy absorbed, 
but the data of this study is in disagreement with these findings with mean MPJ energy 
generation ranging from 5 to 15 J and energy absorption between 0 and 5J for the bounce drop 
jump with horizontal component. It has been reported that little or no energy is generated at the 
MPJ during running and sprinting due to the MPJ not extending until after take-off (Stefanyshyn 
and Nigg, 1997, 1998). However, this study and the work from preceding chapters have 
demonstrated that there is a phase of extension prior to take-off and consequently a phase of 
positive energy generation. It is believed that processing approaches applied by Stefanyshyn and 
Nigg (1997, 1998) (200 Hz sampling rate, 8 Hz cut-off frequency) grossly underestimate 
segmental derivatives and the results of this study highlight the importance of sampling at a 
higher rate (960 Hz) and selecting cut-off frequencies for each joint in order to appropriately 
identify and quantify joint dynamics. 
Limitations 
For this study the MPJ was modelled as a single ideal hinge joint in the sagittal plane, 
approximated at the mean of the joint centres of the first and fifth metatarsal heads. The true axis 
of rotation lies obliquely between the first and fifth metatarsal heads and motion of the foot 
during ground contact is triplanar, occurring in three dimensions. Bojsen-moller (1978) 
established that at slower speeds when the requirement is for maximum force generation, rotation 
about the MPJ occurs about an oblique axis between the second and fifth metatarsal heads and 
about a transverse axis between the first and second metatarsal heads when the requirement is for 
high speed. When compared with actual MPJ motion, the assumption of a 2D ideal hinge joint 
does not account for the full range of MPJ movement. The extent of this error is likely to be 
greater for the squat jump rather than the bounce drop jump as MPJ rotation tends occurs about 
the oblique axis rather than the transverse axis (Bojsen-moller, 1978). For the bounce drop jump 
with horizontal component MPJ rotation will occur about the transverse axis which is more 
closely replicated with sagittal plane rotation. 
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Another limitation of this study is the use of jump metrics to represent sprinting conditions. The 
jump metrics were selected based on the replication of lower extremity kinetics and kinematics 
and in particular for their high correlations with sprinting performance. Sprinting can be 
separated into distinct phases of starting, accelerating, maximal speed sprinting and decelerating. 
A squat jump was selected to represent starting and accelerating and the bounce drop jump 
technique, modified to include a horizontal component, was selected to represent maximal speed 
sprinting. Muscle activation and force generation of the jump metrics mimic the phases of 
sprinting, but the jump metrics are not exact replications of the respective sprint phases. 
Nonetheless, applying this type of jump metric to investigate the intervention of different 
footwear conditions is a novel approach and justified in the current study as it provides a 
controlled and repeatable method of testing the footwear conditions on athletes, without exposing 
participants to maximal sprinting. Additionally, this technique facilitates detailed lab based 
measurements whilst minimising confounding factors such as fatigue, stride variability, 
psychological affects and early stride events propagating forward to affect latter strides. 
7.3.10 Summary and Conclusions 
Based on the results of the investigation in Chapter 6 it was hypothesised that (1) MPJ and ankle 
joint coordination and (2) angular velocity would be compromised in shoes of higher longitudinal 
bending stiffness. The results of this study support this notion, as angular velocity at the MPJ and 
ankle joint was significantly reduced in shoes of higher longitudinal bending for the squat jump 
and bounce drop jump techniques. Furthermore, it was evident that joint coordination was 
compromised as high levels of longitudinal bending stiffness prevented the MPJ and ankle joints 
from responding independently. 
Velocity data indicates that as the longitudinal bending stiffness of sole units is increased the 
shoe approaches a single rigid lever system. This is evident as MPJ and ankle joint angular 
velocities progress at similar rates with increasing stiffness. It was hypothesised that, as the shoe 
tends towards a single lever system, the point of application o"f the ground reaction force would 
move to a more anterior position along the base of the foot and (3) create increased moments 
about the MPJ and ankle. In terms of basic mechanics, this theory makes sense, but in reality, 
shoe design and angular dynamics complicate matters. At the MPJ, moments decrease with 
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increasing longitudinal bending stiffness as a result of a more anterior position of the ground 
reaction force in less stiff shoes. This is a consequence of shoe design, since higher stiffness 
shoes rock the athlete into a position of weight bearing with, the centre of mass in a more 
posterior position. Lack of mobility at the MPJ may also be supplementing the reduction in 
moment, as the MPJ joint is essentially less mobile with increasing stiffness. Additionally, it was 
theorised that athletes would reach an optimal level of longitudinal bending stiffness, within the 
tested range, which would maximise performance. This threshold longitudinal bending stiffness 
would depend upon an athlete's ability to generate the required work at the ankle joint. At the 
ankle, maximum moments increase with longitudinal bending stiffness. It is believed that 
increasing moments at the ankle are primarily a result of sustained force generation, but it is 
evident that higher moments are only achievable up to a threshold stiffness level, after which it is 
proposed that athletes were unable to counteract the larger moments with sufficient plantar flexor 
strength at an appropriate rate of force production. This is because the MP J does not function as 
an intermediate break when the joint is constrained in stiff shoes and therefore the management 
of force production about the ankle is compromised to the extent that the triceps surae can no 
longer do the required work to cope with the effective increased moments. 
It was proposed that (4) power and energy generation would increase with shoe longitudinal 
bending stiffness, but also be maximised at a threshold stiffness limit. This was evident at the 
ankle during the squat jump, as power and energy were significantly higher in stiffer footwear 
conditions, increasing to a similar threshold stiffness as that observed for the moment data. Power 
and energy generation at the MP J during the squat jump were reduced for one of the athletes, as 
is expected with a reduction in angular velocity and moment. This relationship did not extend to 
all participants, but there is enough evidence with reductions in angular velocity and moment to 
suggest that the functionality of the MPJ during this type of manoeuvre has been compromised. 
As proposed, power and energy generation at the MPJ, during the bounce drop jump with 
horizontal component, increased with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. This is a 
consequence of the comparatively higher moments throughout the initial and final period of 
stance which occur in stiffer footwear conditions. There were no significant differences between 
footwear conditions in maximum or minimum power at the ankle joint, but obvious differences in 
the power profile were observed. High power through the initial period of take-off and lower 
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power just before take-off was observed in shoes with higher longitudinal bending stiffness. The 
overall influence on energy generation was not significant, but it is believed that the altered 
coordination of power production may result in confounding physiological factors when sprinting 
over distance. 
The results of this investigation have demonstrated that changes in longitudinal bending stiffness 
of footwear, primarily influences the MPJ and ankle joints of the lower extremity. Some 
differences in dynamic behaviour at the knee and hip joints were observed, but appeared to be 
random in nature, rather than following any particular trends. No significant differences in energy 
generation at either the knee or hip were observed. 
Impulse was used as an indicator of actual performance in each of the jump types. For 
participants 1 and 4, during the squat jump technique, increased energy generation at the ankle 
correlated with higher impulse in shoes that did exceed threshold longitudinal bending stiffness. 
However, no other trends in performance data were present for either jump type. For the squat 
jump technique it is reasonable to expect maximal performance across the tested range of 
stiffnesses to occur in a shoe that maximises mechanical energy generation at the ankle joint. 
However, the data suggests that threshold longitudinal bending stiffness for the ankle also 
compromises the functionality of the MPJ and therefore as is evident in some of the results, 
overall performance is unchanged. A more likely scenario to explain the lack of overall 
differences in performance as a result of changing longitudinal bending stiffness, is the fact that 
each of the tested athletes, although exposed to the test shoes for familiarisation, were not 
accustomed to such high levels of stiffness. This explains why mechanical work at the ankle has 
been realised by most subjects in stiffer shoes, but not directly translated into performance. 
Adaptations to coordination of lower and upper extremity joints, as well as training the 
appropriate muscle groups, may be required for the effectuation of the mechanical advantages. 
From the results of this investigation it is believed that sprinting performance can be improved by 
adapting longitudinal bending stiffness of the sprint shoe sole unit. If the current athletes were to 
wear sprint shoes with threshold longitudinal bending stiffnesses found for the squat jump 
technique without any additional training, then it is hypothesised that the mechanical energy 
generated at the ankle joint throughout their start and acceleration phases of a sprint race are 
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likely to improve. Based on the drop jump results, it is hypothesised that in the same stiffness 
shoe the mechanical energy generation at the joints in the lower extremity would not ,be 
compromised and therefore overall sprinting performance over a 100 m distance would be 
improved. W:ith additional strength training and familiarisation in stiffer shoes, it might be 
possible to generate more mechanical energy at the ankle and further enhance sprinting 
performance. Further work in this area of 'two-way personalisation,' Le. tuning the shoes to the 
athlete and the athlete to the shoes, is required to substantiate this claim 
The investigation undertaken in this chapter is a first step towards developing prescriptive 
methods of selecting the appropriate level of footwear longitudinal bending stiffness in order to 
maximise sprinting performance. Athletes participating in this research saw considerable 
improvements in mechanical energy generation at the ankle. Based on these findings, shoe C is 
recommended for participants 1, shoe E for participant 2, shoe B - E for participant 3 and shoe E 
for participant 4. 
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8 
GENERAL DISCUSSIONS AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
. 
8.1 Summary of main achievements and findings 
The principle intent of this PhD research was to develop functional sprint footwear in a range of 
different longitudinal bending stiffuesses and to explore the effects of longitudinal bending 
stiffnesses on measures of sprinting performance and lower extremity dynamics. 
8.1.1 Lower extremity dynamics and longitudinal bending stiffness 
Key areas of anatomy and biomechanics relating to human locomotion were reviewed and used 
to further current understanding of lower extremity dynamics during running and sprinting. The 
biomechanics of the foot and in particular the MPJ were explored in detail. It was identified that 
functionality of the MPJ is affected in stiff footwear and that passive function of the Windlass 
mechanism is compromised, as the propulsive rigidity of the foot is reduced. The foremost 
compromise as a result of stiffening shoes however, is the prevention of free selection between 
transverse and oblique axis of motion. There is some evidence to suggest that stiffened shoes 
make it particularly difficult to start. This may be because limiting free selection makes it harder 
for an athlete to naturally select the appropriate axis according to the requirements of propulsion. 
A number of studies investigating the influence of footwear mechanical properties on athletic 
performance were identified and critically evaluated. The manual adaptation of standard footwear 
bending stiffness by inserting carbon fibre plates was the common approach in all previous 
investigations. Such modifications to bending stiffness have resulted in significant improvements 
to vertical and horizontal jumping, running economy and sprinting performance. Despite positive 
findings, performance enhancement remains largely unexplained and is the subject of 
considerable speculation. It was identified however, that maximal performance may require the 
mechanical properties of footwear to be customised to an individual athlete. This finding 
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combined with the lack of sprint related investigations, generated a need for specifically 
engineered sprint footwear and associated analysis. 
8.1.2 Performance metrics 
Sprint related performance metrics were explored to identify alternative methods of assessing 
sprinting performance in different stiffness footwear conditions. The specific requirements of the 
phases of sprinting were highlighted and the need for two assessment procedures with different 
dynamic characteristics was identified. It was also recognised that a high correlation between 
jump metrics and sprint performance depends upon the replication of lower extremity movement 
patterns, joint angles and timings of force production in a particular phase. 
Starting and maximal speed sprinting were represented using a squat jump and a bounce drop 
jump respectively, which is novel to this PhD research. This approach was repeatable and 
familiar to participating athletes, and also offered a controlled test platform for acquisition of 
detailed biomechanical data. 
8.1.3 Benchmarking sprint spike mechanical properties 
Novel mechanical test apparatus were specifically designed to test sprint spike bending stiffness 
about the primary point of flex in the shoe. Current commercially available sprint spikes were 
tested in flexion and extension and longitudinal bending stiffness data were used to compare 
performance. In addition, supplementary stiffness data were collected to compare longitudinal 
bending stiffness about oblique and transverse axes of rotation. Benchmark data and mechanical 
test procedures of this kind have not been reported in the literature to date. 
Sprint spikes targeted at athletes of higher ability generally had higher longitudinal bending 
stifihess than sprint spikes targeting athletes of lesser ability. Despite this the bending stiffness 
data showed considerable variability amongst those sprint spikes aimed at athletes of a higher 
competitive standard, indicating that there is no agreed optimum value. In flexion, longitudinal 
bending stiffness was found to be approximately 200% higher than in extension which was 
speculated to be in agreement with the functional requirements of sprinting. i.e. sprint spikes 
provide additional support during the first half of ground contact when impact forces and angular 
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velocities are high. In spite of this, no significant difference between transverse and oblique 
longitudinal bending stiffness was found for any of the shoes tested. This implies that the high 
and low gear functionality of the foot is not considered in current sprint spike designs. 
8.1.4 Comparison of barefoot and shod conditions in sprinting 
A kinematic analysis of barefoot and shod sprinting was undertaken. Two male and two female 
athletes performed maximal effort sprints barefoot and in the current stiffest commercially 
available sprint spikes. In an unprecedented attempt to quantify the effects of shoe stiffness over 
a complete sprint distance, medial and lateral sagittal plane kinematic data were collected at the 
start (blocks) and in the acceleration (10 m) and maximal speed (50 m) phases of a 100 m 
distance. 
There were no consistent trends for touchdown posterior angle, but results oppose the original 
hypothesis and suggest that take-off angle is reduced in sprint spikes. It was suggested that sprint 
spikes do not affect touchdown posterior sole angle because foot placement angle is 
predetermined in free flight. Yet during ground contact the foot and shoe perform as a single 
system and because the sprint spikes have a high bending stiffness, the angular range about the 
MPJ and hence posterior take-off angle is reduced. Respective posterior take-off angles during 
barefoot and shod sprinting were 83° and 78° for males and 80° and 77° for females. These were 
within the range of 55 - 90° reported by Krell and Stefanyshyn (2006). 
Participants demonstrated reduced MPJ angular range at 10 m and 50 m when wearing sprint 
spikes, which is in agreement with the hypothesis. The magnitude of the controlling effect of the 
sprint spikes was larger during ground contact at the 10 m point compared to ground contact at 
the 50 m point. It was speculated that the input of forces during the acceleration phase were not 
large enough to overcome the bending stiffness of the sprint spikes. However, during the constant 
speed phase at 50 m, the force input from the athlete was larger and therefore the MPJ angular 
range was similar between barefoot and sprint spike conditions. It was determined that the mean 
peak extension for all participants at 10 m was -40 ± 25° and -26 ± 15° and at 50 m it was -35 ± 
8° and -29 ± 6° for barefoot and sprint spikes respectively. Smith and Lake (2007) reported 
reductions in MPJ angular range of approximately 20° between barefoot and shod conditions at 
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the 15 m point. This is slightly higher than the findings of this research, but the authors used only 
one female participant and did not quantify sprint spike stiffness. 
It was hypothesised that MPJ flexion angular velocity would be reduced in sprint spikes as a 
consequence of the controlling effect of sprint shoe longitudinal bending stiffness, and conversely 
that angular velocity would increase throughout extension as bending stiffness acts like a spring 
and uncoils to provide additional energy. In partial support of this hypothesis, angular velocity 
during the initial period MPJ flexion was found to be lower in sprint spikes than in barefoot 
conditions. In dispute of the hypothesis however, it was found that MPJ extension angular 
velocity in sprint spikes was reduced for female participants and there were no consistent trends 
for males. 
A phase of MPJ flexion prior to take-off was identified and therefore positive power and 
mechanical energy generation at MPJ might be possible. This notion was dismissed (Stefanyshyn 
and Nigg, 1997) due to a lack of MPJ flexion prior to take-off. Nonetheless, Smith and Lake 
(2007) validate the fmdings of current PhD research, emphasising the need for sagittal plane 
analysis that considers medial and lateral aspects of the MPJ and / appropriate sampling and 
filtering. 
8.1.5 Sprint spike design, construction and testing 
Two batches of sprint shoes have been designed and constructed. The first batch have bending 
stiffnesses spanning current commercial sprint spikes and the second batch have bending 
stiffnesses of up to approximately three times current commercial sprint spikes. Unlike any 
existing studies of footwear mechanical properties on performance, sprint shoes were specifically 
engineered and constructed with different stiffness sole units, as opposed to the conventional 
approach of manually adapting standard footwear. Sprint shoe sole units were manufactured 
using the selective laser sintering process and differing longitudinal bending stiffness was 
achieved by varying the sole unit thickness. To complete the construction process, sprint shoe 
sole units were attached to the uppers of a New Balance SDS 1005 sprint spikes at their UK 
manufacturing facilities. Extensive mechanical testing of the completed sprint spikes was carried 
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out to compare properties with commercial equivalents and to ensure their suitability for 
experimental analysis. 
A novel alternative method to increase and vary the longitudinal bending stiffuess of selective 
laser sintered sprint shoe sole units has been identified. Longitudinal bending stiffness was varied 
by in-filling nylon-12 powder with different ratios of glass-filled Nylon-12 powder. A Ratio of 
50% glass (by weight) resulted in catastrophic failure and therefore geometric modifications 
remained as the preferred method. 
8.1.6 The influence of sprint shoe bending stiffness on lower 
extremity dynamics 
Three pairs of sprint shoes with bending stiffuess spanning those of current commercial sprint 
spikes and a control shoe of nominal stiffuess were built. These shoes were used to explore the 
feasibility of using sprint shoes constructed with rapid manufactured sole units and jump metrics 
to assess sprinting performance. Squat and a bounce drop jumps were used to represent phases of 
starting and maximal speed sprinting respectively. Kinetic data indicated that stiffer shoes were 
detrimental to squat jump performance and highlighted that average power and force after 100 ms 
of take-off in the squat jump from 1200 knee angle were reduced for one participant in the stiffest 
shoes. Results also indicated that jump height and average power were reduced in stiffer 
conditions for the bounce drop jump. Furthermore, bounce drop jump force-time histories 
showed that for one participant, eccentric loading was reduced in stiffer shoes. Principally, the 
study highlighted that sprint shoes constructed with SLS sole units were suitable for dynamic 
testing and that jump metncs were appropriate for performance assessment. However, the need 
for better replication of running gait and supplementary kinematic data was identified. 
Unilateral squat and bounce drop jumps were employed as performance metrics and the same test 
footwear conditions were used to explore the influence of different longitudinal bending 
stiffuesses on performance. Kinetic and kinematic data were recorded synchronously and inverse 
dynamics calculations were computed to determine moments, powers and mechanical energy 
contributions of the MPJ and ankle joints. Results indicated that sprint shoe longitudinal bending 
stiffness influenced the dynamics of the lower extremity during squat and bounce drop jumps. 
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The relationship between maximal performance and shoe stiffness was specific to the jump 
metric; intermediate stiffness was best for squat jumps and high stiffness was best for bounce 
drop jumps. 
For the squat jumps, higher ankle moments resulted in increased power generation and 
corresponding improvements in performance indicators such as jump height and rate of force 
production. Maximal ankle moment however, was not necessarily produced in the stiffest 
condition. The participant generated highest ankle moments in the intermediate stiffness shoe for 
the squat jump from 1200 knee angle. Ankle joint power in the stiffest condition was 
considerably lower than other test conditions and it was therefore concluded that this shoe was 
too stiff for the athlete. Compromised angular velocity and joint coordination provided further 
evidence to substantiate this notion. Results for the bounce drop jumps also indicated 
compromised joint coordination and angular velocity at the MPJ and ankle joint. In spite of this, 
jump height, reactivity coefficient and maximum dynamic strength, as well as ankle joint moment 
were significantly higher than the control condition when wearing the stiffest shoe. It was 
speculated that different stiffness requirements for each jump type may be related to the high and 
low gear functionality of the foot (Bojsen-M0ller, 1978). The inability to select the oblique axis 
during the squat jump due to high stiffness, may be compromising the management of force 
production. The bounce drop jump on the other hand, required a higher gear and the stiffer shoes 
create a rigid system that may be facilitating propulsion. Identification of jump specific stiffness 
requirements was a particularly innovative finding and may have significant implications on 
starting and maximal speed sprinting performance. Despite the personalised nature of the 
investigation, it was recognised that more participants are required to substantiate some of the 
key fmdings and identify what characteristics determine appropriate shoe selection. Similarly, it 
was identified that a greater number of test shoes are required for better resolution in identifying. 
the appropriate shoe for maximal performance. 
Six pairs of sprint shoes with bending stiffness spanning and exceeding that of current 
commercial sprint spikes and a control shoe of nominal stiffness were used to investigate the 
effect of longitudinal bending stiffness on lower extremity dynamics during sprint related tasks. 
In addition to introducing unilateral techniques, the bounce drop jump was modified to include a 
forward horizontal component. This was done so that lower extremity kinematics during ground 
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contact were closer to the kinematics of actual sprinting. It was also proposed (Smith and Lake, 
2007) that previous processing approaches (Stefanyshyn and Nigg, 1998a, 2000) potentially 
underestimate segment derivates. Refinements to the filtering process were therefore made and, 
unlike previous work in this area, each joint was separately analysed. Additionally, participant 
numbers were increased to four. 
Results show that for both jump types, angular velocity of the MP and ankle joints reduced 
significantly with increasing longitudinal bending stiffness. The MP and ankle joint coordination 
was also considerably different in stiffer shoes. Both joints tended to move in unison rather than 
independently as seen in the control condition. Maximum MPJ angular velocity ranged from 
approximately 11 to 20 rad·s-1 during the bounce drop jump in all conditions. Smith and Lake 
(2007) reported similar mean values of 16 and 20 rad·s-1 for shod and barefoot conditions 
respectively. 
It was hypothesised that MPJ moment would increase with increasing longitudinal bending 
stiffness. In opposition to the hypothesis, there was a trend of decreasing moment with increasing 
longitudinal bending stiffness. It was reasoned that this was because the sagittal position of the 
ground reaction force was in a more anterior position in less stiff shoes and therefore resulted in 
an increased lever length about the MPJ. Concurring with the hypothesis however, moments 
about the ankle increased with longitudinal bending stiffness and reached an individually optimal 
level within the given range before decreasing or remaining the same when jumps were 
performed in higher stiffness shoes. Furthermore, the optimisation point within the stiffness range 
was generally achieved in a stiffer shoe for the bounce drop jump compared to the squat jump. 
Peak ankle moments were between 175 and 400 N'm which concur with Stefanyshyn and Nigg 
(1998b) who reported peak ankle moments of between 250 and 400 N'm during running long 
jumps and between 300 and 350 N'm during sprinting. 
In disagreement with the findings of Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998a, 2000) a phase of 
substantial positive power and hence energy generation was identified at the MPJ particularly 
during the bounce drop jump. No trends were apparent for the squat jump, but power and hence 
energy generation at the MPJ increased with increasing stiffness for the bounce drop jump. 
Mechanical energy generated at the MPJ during the bounce drop jump ranged from 5 to 15 J, 
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Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997, 1998a, 2000) report mean values of between 0 and 6 J for similar 
dynamic activities. Such differences were attributed to a previous lack of medial and lateral 
kinematic data collection and typical processing approaches that underestimate segmental 
derivatives. 
Ankle power during the squat jump occurred in two phases: During the first phase, compensatory 
ankle extension occurred and enabled the athlete to maintain balance. More power was generated 
in stiffer shoes during this phase as athletes tended to be less balanced in stiffer shoes. During the 
second phase of ankle power generation, there was a trend suggesting that maximum power was 
also significantly higher than the control in stiffer shoes. Energy generation at the ankle in 
different stiffness shoes during the squat jump followed an optimisation curve for subject 1 and 4, 
suggesting that energy generation is individually maximised in a particular stiffness shoe for 
some individuals. Although non-significant, impulse data also showed a degree of optimisation 
with the given stiffness range, indicating that performance was maximised in a particular stiffness 
shoe. Approximately double the amount of energy was generated at the ankle in the shoe most 
suitable for each individual. 
For the bounce drop jump ankle power was negative for the first 75 ms during dorsiflexion and 
positive for the reminder of stance as the ankle plantar flexes. No significant differences in 
maximum negative power were identified for the current athletes. Positive power peaked twice, 
the first of which tended to be higher in stiffer shoes and was only sustained if the moment was 
also sustained. It was identified that there were no significant differences between footwear 
conditions in overall energy generation at the ankle joint during the bounce drop jump. Also the 
performance and injury implications of the altered power profile were highlighted as areas 
requiring further work. Mechanical ankle energy generation of between 50 and 100 J and 
absorption of between 25 and 100 J is comparable to Stefanyshyn and Nigg (1997) who reported 
a mean 79 J of energy absorbed and 107 J of energy generated at the ankle during sprinting. 
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8.2 Limitations 
8.2.1 Performance measurement 
Jump metrics were selected as performance assessment tools for a number of reasons. They were 
good correlates of sprinting performance, replicated lower extremity movement patterns and 
timings of force production, they were familiar to athletes and were also controlled and 
repeatable for detailed biomechanical assessment. Despite these advantages, it is apparent that 
measurements of actual sprinting performance, whether inclusive of biomechanical data 
collection or not, would have validated some of the key findings. 
8.2.2 Mechanical testing 
Mechanical testing criteria were restricted by the capabilities of machines available at the time of 
testing. Force measurements for benchmarking and later evaluation of sprint shoe designs were 
carried out at speeds much slower than that those during ground contact of sprinting. Reported 
stiffness properties and mechanical behaviour were therefore only useful for relative comparisons 
between shoes. Mechanical behaviour of the shoe designs and nylon-12 at higher speeds is 
unknown, as are the implications with regards to performance. 
8.2.3 Sprint shoe design 
Selective laser sintering has a number of advantages which justify its selection for use in the 
current research. Due to practical restrictions and consideration of other research carried out 
within the Rapid Manufacturing Research Group however, material selection was limited to the 
use of nylon-12. Exploration of alternative infill materials was undertaken but the results did not 
justify use for further testing. The mechanical properties ofnylon-12 are not ideally suited to the 
requirements of sprint shoe sole units and therefore some compromises with regards to achieving 
different stiffness levels were made. A geometric approach to this problem resulted in sole unit 
thicknesses of 8 mm to achieve the required stiffness range. This raised considerable concern 
over the athlete's perception of the shoes as anecdotal evidence implied that feel of the track was 
important. Increasing sole unit thickness also increased shoe mass, but normalisation ensured a 
fair comparison between the test shoes. 
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Adaptations to shoe· stiffness using a geometric approach also introduced another significant 
limitation. It is proposed that increasing the overall thickness of the sole unit also increases 
longitudinal torsional stiffness. The findings of this research may therefore be also related to the 
torsional response of the shoes, but current mechanical test restrictions limit quantification of this 
effect. 
8.2.4 Kinematic data collection 
Kinematic analyses for all experimental procedures were restricted to two dimensions and all 
lower extremity joints were assumed to lie perpendicular to the sagittal plane. Despite joint 
movement primarily occurring in the sagittal plane, joint rotation also occurs in other planes and 
about axes that lie obliquely to the standard planes. In particular, motion of the foot and ankle is 
triplanar and therefore a two-dimensional analysis in the sagittal plane may not sufficiently 
account for joint movements. The principle limiting factor is the assumption of sagittal plane 
motion about a transverse axes at the MPJ, as this directly influences calculation of MPJ and 
ankle joint dynamics. Three-dimensional kinematic data is required to validate all speculation of 
appropriate MPJ axes selection during jumping activities. 
8.3 Final conclusions 
o A new method of producing sprint shoes of different longitudinal bending stiffness has 
been developed. Sprint shoes of different thicknesses are manufactured using the selective 
laser sintering process and then attached to standard sprint spike uppers. 
• Longitudinal bending stiffness is engineered and assessed using new mechanical test 
procedures such that comparisons between new sprint shoes and commercial equivalents 
can be made. Thus a range of sprint shoes with mechanical properties spanning and 
exceeding the bending stiffness of current sprint spikes have been constructed. 
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• Novel assessment procedures were created in order to facilitate quantification of an 
athlete's performance in shoes of different longitudinal bending stiffness. Test protocols 
included unilateral squat jumps as measures of starting and acceleration performance, and 
unilateral bounce drop jumps as measures of maximal speed sprinting. 
• It was determined that MPJ and ankle joint dynamics were affected by longitudinal bending 
stiffness and specifically that ankle joint, moment, power and energy generation were 
optimised within the stiffness range. Moreover, different levels of longitudinal bending 
stiffness were required for maximal performance in each jump type. This infers that sprint 
shoe bending stiffness requirements may vary according to the phase of the race. 
• Individual responses to different stiffness conditions highlighted the importance of 
personalising mechanical properties to the requirements of an individual athlete for 
maximal performance. 
• Athletes participating in this research saw considerable improvements in mechanical energy 
generation at the ankle. Based on these findings, shoe C is recommended for participants 1, 
shoe E for participant 2, shoe B - E for participant 3 and shoe E for participant 4. 
8.4 Recommendations for future work 
Using the current range of sprint shoes, additional testing of actual sprint running should be 
carried out to more conclusively determine whether longitudinal bending stiffness affects 
performance. A full biomechanical study supplemented with measures of time is the suggested 
approach. 
In-shoe pressure analysis during sprinting and jumping should be undertaken. In the absence of 
three-dimensional kinematic data, this approach will defme movement of the centre of pressure 
during ground contact and may help quantify MPJ axes activation in different stiffness shoes. 
Further testing using the current sprint shoes should focus on the injury implications of increasing 
longitudinal bending stiffness of sprint shoes. The findings of this research suggest that ankle 
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angular velocity and moments are significantly affected by shoe stiffness and since Achilles 
tendon loading is directly related to both (Dixon and Kerwin, 2002), further explorations in his 
area are required. 
Detailed explorations of the force-velocity relationship of the ankle plantar flexors should be 
undertaken to help determine the precise mechanism by which longitudinal bending stiffness 
affects performance. Further work in this area should include dynamometry and 
electromyography to quantify an individual athlete's force producing capabilities. This 
information might then be useful in the selection of appropriate shoe bending stiffness for 
maximal performance. A longitudinal study of an athlete's force producing capabilities is also 
necessary to determine if shoe bending stiffness should be adapted according to strength changes. 
With regards to mechanical testing, future work should focus on testing shoes at higher speeds to 
replicate sprinting conditions. Further work to improve mechanical testing procedures should also 
include finite element analysis. It is anticipated that validation of computer based models using 
mechanical test procedures will facilitate sole unit design optimisation. 
A number of modifications are required before current sprint shoes are suitable for actual 
sprinting. The production of sprint shoes inclusive of traction features is a primary requirement to 
ensure that participating athletes do not slip during testing. Alternative sole unit materials and 
methods of manufacture should also be considered with the primary intension of reducing weight 
whilst maintaining longitudinal bending stiffness. 
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APPENDIX A LIST OF TERMS 
Abduction Movement of a limb away from the median plane of the body 
Adduction Movement of a limb toward the median plane of the boy 
Angular velocity rate of change of angular displacement, the SI unit for angular velocity is 
radians per second (rad·s-l) also sometimes expressed as degrees per second (deg·s-1) 
Anterior Located toward the front of the body 
BDJ Bounce drop jump; dropping from a height and, upon landing, immediately reversing 
downward velocity into an upward one to perform a maximal jump. 
Butterworth filter A digital filter that exhibits the flattest possible response in its pass band 
CMJ Countermovement jump; from an upright standing position, a maximal vertical jump is 
preceded by a downward movement . 
Concentric A contraction of a muscle reducing its length 
CoP Centre of Pressure; the instantaneous position of the ground reaction force during ground 
contact 
CorOlial plane A vertical plane running from medial to lateral sides of the body; dividing the 
body into anterior and posterior portions 
Cut-off frequency The frequency that marks the edge of a filters pass band and the beginning of 
the stopband 
Digitigrade phase The first phase of movement during push-off; a rotation about the lateral axis 
oftheMPJ 
Distal Situated away from the point of origin or attachment 
Dorsiflexion Flexion of a joint towards the dorsal surface; at the ankle, upward flexion in the 
sagittal plane 
Eccentric A contraction of the muscle which is lower than the resistance imposed, so that the 
length of the muscle increases with load 
Eversion Internal rotation of foot in the coronal plane 
Gait The ability to move from place to place by foot 
GRF Ground reaction force; a force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the 
summation of force applied to the ground during contact. 
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Initial contact The instance in tbile of first contact between the foot and the ground during the 
gait cycle 
Insole A removable liner placed inside the shoe, provides cushioning and absorbs moisture 
Inversion External rotation of foot in the coronal plane 
Isoinertial Muscular contraction under constant gravitational load 
Isokinetic Muscular contraction with the speed of movement maintained constant 
Kinematic The motion of objects without the consideration of force 
Kinetics The study of force 
Lateral Situated away from the midline of the body 
Longitudinal bending stiffness Force per unit of rotation; measured about the long axis of a 
shoe 
Medial Situated toward the midline of the body 
Midsole The material between the outsole and insole or upper, often constructed from a foam or 
elastomeric material; designed to provide cushioning 
Moment a quantity that describes the magnitude of a force applied to a rotational system a 
distance form the axis of rotation, usually expressed as Newtons per meter (Nom) 
MPJ Metatarsophalangeal joint; the joint between the metatarsal bones and the proximal 
phalanges of the toes 
Outsole The inferior surface of shoes which contacts the ground, often constructed from a 
carbon rubber material and id designed to enhance traction 
Phalanges Bones of the toes 
Plantar fascia (plantar aponeurosis) A thick connective tissue runningfrom the base of the toes 
to the calcaneus; responsible for support of the longitudinal arch of the foot 
Plantarflexion Flexion of a joint towards the plantar surface; at the ankle, downward flexion in 
the sagittal plane 
Posterior Located toward the rear of the body 
Potentia ton To increase the effectiveness of a muscle 
Power the rate of doing work or transferring energy. Defined in Watts (W) where 1 Watt = 1 
joule per second (J·S·l) 
Pronation Combined motion of the foot about three body planes; simultaneous abduction, 
dorsiflexion and eversion 
Proximal Situated towards the point of origin or attachment 
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Sagittal plane A vertical plane running from front to back; dividing the body into right and left 
sides 
SLS Selective laser sintering; an additive manufacturing process that uses a laser to selective 
heat and sinter powdered materiallayer-by-layer to produce a three-dimensional part 
Sole unit The complete sole of a sprint shoe 
SSC Stretch shortening cycle; an active stretch followed by an immediate shortening of a muscle 
Stance A phase of the gait cycle when the foot is in contact with the ground 
Supination Combined motion of the foot about three body planes; simultaneous adduction, 
plantar flexion and inversion 
Swing A phase of the gait cycle when the foot is not in contact with the ground 
Toe box The front end of a shoe; providing space and protection cor the toes 
Toe-off The moment at which the toes lose contact with the ground during the normal gait cycle 
Transverse plane A horizontal plane; dividing the body into upper and lower portions 
Triplanar movement Movement in all three body planes simultaneously 
Unguligrade phase The second phase of movement during push-off; a rotation of the MP J about 
the great toe 
VampTthe front portion of a shoe upper, situated below 'the laces and extending medially and 
laterally over the forefoot region 
Work The amount of energy transferred by a force, usually measured in Joules (J) 
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APPENDIX B SOLE UNIT CONCEPT DESIGNS 
Longitudinal ribs 
An outsole was designed with the inclusion of a series of linear patterned ribs that run parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the foot (Figure 133). Longitudinal bending stiffness is controlled by 
varying rib width, depth and spacing. An example design is shown in Figure 133; the ribs have 
width of 2mm, depth of 2mm and spacing of 2mm. The depth of each rib was detennined by 
offsetting the height from the curvature of the foundation surface to ensure consistent height over 
the entire sole unit. 
FIGURE 133 LONGITUDINAL RIB DESIGN 
Advantages 
Simple method of stiffening the sole unit 
Consistent bending stiffness properties 
Bending stiffness easily controlled by varying rib dimensions 
Disadvantages 
Overall torsional stiffness changes with bending stiffness 
Design changes to adapt bending 'stiffness are visually perceivable 
Build orientation has significant impact on structural integrity due to alignment between build 
layers and rib edges. Even with the inclusion of radii, bending about an axis perpendicular to 
the MP J caused crack propagation as the layers delaminate 
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Longitudinal ribs with apertures 
The longitudinal ribs design was adapted to account for torsional stiffness. The intention was to 
allow bending stiffness to be modified without influencing the torsional response. Apertures and 
rib cut-out sections were introduced into regions that would reduce the torsional stiffness of the 
sole unit as shown in Figure 134. Apertures between ribs were included around the midfoot as a 
means of reducing torsional stiffness. As a second stage development, some of the ribs were 
segmented into forefoot and rearfoot regions, to try and promote more torsional movement 
between the two sections. 
FIGURE 134 LONGITUDINAL RIBS WITH APERTURES 
Advantages 
Torsional stiffness was significantly reduced 
Increases in bending stiffness were not accompanied by such perceivable changes in torsional 
stiffness 
Disadvantages 
Large independent movement of separate sections caused undesirable interactions and 
overlapping 
Increased torsional mobility meant some sections yielded and permanently deformed more 
easily 
Small sections and sharp vertices were stress raisers under normal movements 
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Surface area for bonding was significantly reduced and therefore compromised the bond 
strength between the sole unit and the upper 
Longitudinal ribs with solid MPJ region 
The longitudinal ribs design was developed further to include a solid region across the area that 
corresponds with the MPJ. The region was designed to extend 30 mm either side of transverse 
line at 70% of shoe length. The MPJ region is detailed in Figure 135. The aim of this design was 
to maintain constant rib dimensions and only vary the depth of the solid region. This would also 
have the effect of increasing bending stiffness over the MP J region alone. 
FIGURE 135 SOLID MP] REGION 
Advantages 
Bending stiffness was increased above that of the design with just ribs 
A high level of bending stiffness is achievable without compromising the appearance. 
Better control of bending stiffness across the MPJ region 
Small depth changes had a larger affect on bending stiffness and therefore changes were less 
perceivable by other means 
Disadvantages 
Build orientation influenced structural integrity as build layers coincided with rib edges 
The step change in depth between the MPJ region, base surface and the ribs causes a distinct 
change in bending stiffness, a gradual change would be more suitable 
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Solid forefoot contoured ribs 
An outsole was designed to have a solid forefoot region and a contoured ribs section that extends 
from the forefoot to the rearfoot. The solid forefoot creates a large region with consistent bending 
stiffness properties. The ribs are the same depth as the forefoot, contoured throughout the midfoot 
region and converge to the midline in the rearfoot as shown in Figure 136. The bending stiffness 
is controlled by varying the depth of the forefoot region and rib section. 
FIGURE 136 SOLID FOREFOOT WITH CONTOURED RIBS AND INSET IMAGES OF SLS SAMPLES 
Advantages 
Simple appearance 
Uncomplicated and controllable changes to bending stiffness 
Contoured ribs improve detrimental affects of build orientation as rib sections cross between 
build layers and hence limit the structural problems associated with delamination 
Convergence of the ribs along the midline of the foot improves the consistency of torsional 
" 
response between outsoles with varying degrees of bending stiffness 
Disadvantages 
Design changes to adapt stiffness are visually perceivable, the differences in rib depth are 
illustrated in the inset images of Figure 136. 
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Sandwich 
An outsole unit with ribs sandwiched between two offset surfaces was designed as shown in 
Figure 137. The ribs ran linearly along the longitudinal length of the foot. The depth, width and 
number of ribs are varied in order to make changes to bending stiffness. The structural 
importance of the rib sections is comparable to standard I-beam structures. The main aim of the 
design is to achieve bending stiffness changes that are not visually perceivable. A schematic of 
the sandwich design is shown in Figure 137, the inset photograph illustrates the SLS sandwich 
structure in more detail. 
FIGURE 137 SANDWICH DESIGN WITH INSET CLOSE·UP PHOTO OF SLS SAMPLE 
Advantages 
Design changes are not visually perceptible 
Very simple design with no geometric features on the plantar surface 
Defonnation of the sandwich structure between ribs provides a degree of cushioning 
Disadvantages 
Post-processing of the outsole design is awkward as powder removal from between the layers 
is difficult 
. It is difficult to achieve high levels of bending stiffness that are not perceivable or make the 
design more complex with respect to post-processing 
Interaction between the superior and inferior surfaces at larger bend angles may cause 
anomalies in bending stiffness or develop areas of high stress concentration 
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Plantar ribs 
An outsole was designed to mimic the shape of the deep fascia structures of the foot. The plantar 
aponeurosis is a triangular structure of deep fascia, extending from the calcaneus and splitting 
into five slips at the base of each toe (An illustration of the plantar aponeurosis is shown on the 
left in Figure 138). The two bands then diverge around the flexor tendons and fuse with the 
fibrous sheath and transverse ligaments at the root of the toes. The plantar aponeurosis provides 
protection to nerves, vessels and tendons, but mechanically it provides structural support for 
propulsion, stability and shock absorption. A sole unit was designed with ribs of equivalent size 
and curvature to the plantar aponeurosis as shown in Figure 138. The ribs converge to a single 
section in the midfoot, which extends to the posterior extremity of the rearfoot. The rib sections 
and the converged central section are hollow but can be solid or filled with different structural 
designs to vary the bending stiffness, without influencing what an athlete visually perceives. 
The passive control of bending stiffness in the foot is assumed by the plantar aponeurosis. As the 
foot flexes about the MPJ the amount of tension is varied according to the axes of rotation. More 
tension is generated as the foot flexes about the transverse axis compared to the oblique axis. This 
is due to an additional step-up in tension, generated as the plantar aponeurosis is forced to pass 
over a larger effective diameter, due to the combined size of the head of the first metatarsal and 
the sesamoid bone. It is proposed that the naturally occurring differences in tension are analogous 
to the required amounts of stiffness in the corresponding areas. Consequently, the sole unit is 
designed to intentionally mimic the physiological requirements of the foot with corresponding 
structural elements. 
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dig;tal branches of medial plantar nerve 
digital branches----,... 
of lateral plantar nerve 
decussating fibers of 
l1exordigitorum brevis 
Advantages 
branches 01 saphenous nerve 
.,,;;;:~_ medial calcaneal nerve 
FIGURE 138 PLANTAR APONEUROSIS RIB DESIGN 
Simple and extensive means of varying bending stiffness with the hollow rib sections 
Torsional stiffness is controllable 
Proportionally biased stiffness that corresponds with the natural stiffness in the foot 
Design changes are not visually perceivable 
Torsional stiffness is relatively consistent between outsoles with different bending stiffness 
Disadvantages 
Structural features are offset from the main surface and may create awkward unbhlanced 
contacts in the rearfoot 
Rib section introduced additional complexity and confounding mechanical responses 
Adaptations to rib sections in order to change bending stiffness were not substantial enough to 
override bending stiffness of the base structure 
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Split Design 
The push-off phase of the running gait can be perfonned about a transverse axis, between the first 
and second metatarsal heads or an oblique axis, from the second to fifth metatarsal head 
depending on the requirements of propulsion. The two axes are analogous with high-gear and 
low-gear selection, the oblique axis is selected at slower speeds and the transverse at faster 
speeds. A sole unit was designed based on these fundamental functional requirements as detailed 
in Figure 139. A high bending stiffness about the MPJ was designed into the region 
corresponding with the transverse axis and a lower bending stiffness was designed into the region 
corresponding with the oblique axis. The two regions are separated with a split to ensure that the 
mechanical properties remain distinctly different. 
FIGURE 139 SPLIT DESIGN - HIGH AND LOW-GEAR STRUCTURE 
Advantages 
Proportionally biased stiffness that corresponds with the natural stiffness in the foot 
Opportunity to increase longitudinal bending stiffness without compromising foot function 
Disadvantages 
Split design is a stress raiser, may cause shoes to split entirely 
Bending stiffness controlled using ribs, complicated mechanical response 
Difficult to replicate split feature in upper, complicating construction process 
There is not a substantial difference between oblique and transverse stiffness 
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APPENDIX C RESIDUAL ANALYSIS 
A bounce drop jump with horizontal component and a squat jump, completed in the control 
condition, were randomly selected for residual analysis. The residual of 6 markers positioned at 
the hip, knee, ankle, first MPJ, fifth MPJ and distal phalanx were calculated. The raw data was 
recorded at 960Hz and smoothed with a fourth order, low-pass, Butterworth filter. Residual 
values were calculated for a range of cut-off frequencies between 8 and 96 Hz. 
Example residual plots for 6 markers from the bounce drop jump technique are shown in Figure 
140 to Figure 145, each illustrating the estimated cut-off frequencies, for motion in the Y and Z 
planes, based on an equal balance between signal distortion and the amount of noise which is let 
through. An estimate of the noise residual is projected onto the y-axis, a horizontal line drawn 
from this point and projected down to the x-axis determines an approximate value for the cut-off 
frequency. 
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Residual analysis provides an objective means of selecting suitable cut-off frequencies. However, 
this method alone does not provide conclusive evidence as to what degree of filtering removes 
high frequency noise without affecting the true movement signal. Therefore, visual comparisons 
of unfiltered data and data filtered with different cut-off frequencies were created. Figure 146 and 
Figure 147 compare cut-off frequencies for MP J angular velocity and power for the squat jump. 
Figure 148 and Figure 149 compare cut-off frequencies for MPJ angular velocity and power for 
the bounce drop jump with horizontal component. 
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For the squat jump technique, low cut-off frequencies below approximately 20 Hz, greatly 
reduced the peak angular velocity at take-off when compared to the unfiltered signal. Peak 
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angular velocity for data filtered with higher angular velocities, in excess of approximately 40 Hz 
produced a much closer approximation of the raw data. However, the level of noise is 
accentuated when values are determined using second order derivatives, as illustrated by the 
unfiltered power signal in Figure 147. Consequently, cut-off frequencies in excess 40Hz were 
disregarded in favour of cut-off frequencies around 30Hz. 
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The bounce drop jump technique is much more dynamic and includes an impact phase, which 
often results in high frequency movement. It therefore becomes increasingly difficult to 
determine if the output signal contains actual movement or noise created by the relative 
movement between markers adhered to the skin and the approximated joint centres. Within the 
first 50 ms of ground contact the angular velocity of the MP] peaks at approximately 30 rad·s-1 
for the unfIltered data as shown in Figure 148. The signals fIltered with cut-off frequencies below 
30Hz describe a much more subtle peak in angular velocity. MP] power, shown in Figure 149, is 
distorted with signals below 20 Hz, but signals between 32 and 48 Hz tend to follow a less 
distorted path without being overly affected by high frequency noise. 
Cut-off frequency selection for each individual marker and each of the different jump activities 
was completed using a combined objective residual analysis and a subjective review of processed 
signals as described above. The cut-off frequencies selected for data analysis are listed in Table 
30. 
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TABLE 47 LOW-PASS FILTER CUT-OFF FREQUENCY SELECTION 
Cut-off frequency (Hz) 
Marker position Squat jump Bounce drop jump 
Hallux 34 40 
1st MPJ 30 44 
5th MPJ 26 34 
Ankle 26 40 
Knee 22 36 
Hip 20 22 
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